From:
To:

Cardichon. Jessica

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Gordon, Jessica; Hegarty, Rachel; Truesdale, Valerie
AASA Webinar on August 25 @ 3:00-4:00 PM EST

Attachments:

Kelly Proost

Monday, August 23, 2021 2:39:12 PM
AASA Powerooint.00tx

Hi Kelly, please find attached the power point I am going to use Wednesday. There are a number of
hyperlinks embedded throughout to ED resources referenced. Looking forward to the webinar,
Jessica
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pudelski, Sasha
Valtierra, Loredana; Rosenblum, Ian; Harris-Aikens, Donna; 8ohanan, Levi; 0"haru, Keiao; Heaartv, Rachel
Confirming details for next Tuesday
Thursday, July 8, 2021 11:03:36 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Donna, Ian and Loredana:
We are so grateful that you will be attending the AASA/ASBO Conference on Tuesday. I just wanted
to share two additional details with you about timing/logistics.
First, Dep Secretary Marten will be speaking to the group from 3:30-4:00 and then we will need to
take a 10 minute break to re-set the rooms for our discussions. If you could arrive by 4 pm so we can
start right at 4:10 that would be terrific. We will be in the Regency Ballroom at the Hyatt Capitol Hill
(400 New Jersey Ave). In terms of the set-up we will have a mic at the front of the break-out room
for you to use and the supts will be at tables. This is going to be a pretty casual set-up, so you will be
introducing yourself and then kicking things off with a question or two for the group and take it from
there. I anticipate the discussion ending around 4:50.
Second, we just learned that the valet is not operating at the Hyatt right now and they are having
guests park in the garage across the street at the Yotel. I would suggest either taking the metro
from Union Station (it's about a 5 minute walk to the hotel) or uber/car-service to the hotel.
Thanks again for doing this and if you have any last-minute issues, don't hesitate to call me at (b)(6
(b)(6)
Best,
Sasha

Sasha Pudelski - Director of Advocacy - (b)(6)
AASA, The School Superintendents Association
22314 #LovePublicEducation

- @spudelski itylo uuke Street -Alexandria, VA

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Aneesha Badrinaravan
Hepartv, Rachel; Rosenblum, Ian; Cardichon, Jessica
Michael DiNapoli
Follow up re: Impact of Lost Instructional Time - Listening Sessions
Tuesday, May 18, 2021 10:55:06 PM
Assessment feedback for ED 05182021.pdf

Hi Rachel, Ian, and Jessica,
I hope this finds you all well. Thank you for the opportunity to share our thinking about addressing
the impact of lost instructional time learning acceleration. We wanted to follow up with additional
information you might find useful. Please find attached recommendations, research, and examples
that build on the ideas we discussed, focused on:
•

Assessing the whole child, including social and emotional needs and wellness.

•

Taking asset-based approaches to academic assessments that prioritize growth and
instructional relevance.

•

Personalize instruction to meet student needs, such as with trained tutors and expanded
learning time.

Please let us know if you have questions, or would like to discuss any of these ideas further.
Thanks so much,
Aneesha

Aneesha Badrinarayan
Senior Advisor
Learning Policy Institute
202-798-5598 (o) (b)(6)

(m)

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 10:08 AM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Cc: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>; Rosenblum, Ian <lan.Rosenblum@ed.gov>
Subject: Impact of Lost Instructional Time - Listening Sessions
Good morning,
We hope this email finds you well. As a follow up to the ED COVID-19 Handbook. Volume 2:
Roadmap to Reopening Safely and Meeting All Students' Needs the Department is working to issue
additional information on the following topic:
Addressing the impact of lost instructional time, including:
• Meeting students social, emotional, and academic needs
• Using high quality assessments to assist educators and leaders in meeting student needs
• Providing information and assistance to families to support students
We are hosting three listening sessions to hear from organizations who have been doing work in this

I

• LEARNING POLICY INSTITUTE
Research. Action. Impact.

Thank you for the opportunity to share additional resources and ideas related to supporting student
learning moving forward. Based on the research about how students learn and thrive, we recommend
focusing on:
•

Assessing the whole child, including social and emotional needs and wellness.

•

Taking asset-based approaches to academic assessments that prioritize growth and
instructional relevance.

•

Personalize instruction to meet student needs, such as with trained tutors and expanded
learning time.

Below, please find recommendations, research, examples, and resources related to these core ideas that
we hope will be helpful as you continue crafting guidance for states, districts, schools, and educators.
Assess the whole child, including social and emotional needs and wellness. Supportive assessment
practices should include the use of survey tools and platforms intended to help educators understand
students' social and emotional states and needs, as well as connections to the resources that can help
meet those needs. Research on the science of learning and development strongly suggests that making
time for restorative practices that center students social and emotional well-being will strengthen
student achievement over time.
•
The CORE districts in California have developed the Rally Platform for Student Success that enables
districts and schools to consider comprehensive assessment data from multiple sources over time,
well-being and learning conditions surveys, student reflections, and teacher notes together. Rally

•

•

•

includes predictive modeling of student performance uniquely based on a more holistic picture of
students' historical experience. Additionally, the platform itself encourages educators, schools, and
districts to carefully consider the data holistically with the inclusion of reflection and planning
exercises. Together, the data aggregated and presented within Rally can be used to support
instructional planning and connecting students to appropriate available resources.
States and districts can use school reopening surveys, universal social, emotional and behavioral
screeners, and student voice surveys and routines to regularly gather information about student and
family needs that can be used to inform school and district activities, connect students and families
to needed supports, and monitor changes over time. For example, Washoe County School District in
Nevada has collaborated with WestEd and the Regional Education Laboratory West to develop a
student voice and engagement toolkit to help educators elicit and understand student experience,
using that information along with other data available to the district to better support student
learning.
In addition to surveys and tools, states can signal and incentivize the use of formal and informal
formative assessment practices in the classroom as part of a comprehensive system of assessments
that take a more expansive view of assessment and data systems. Examples of formative
assessment practices that attend to students' social and emotional learning (SEL) needs include
student discourse prompts; reading, writing, and oral reflections and activities centered on students'
experiences, perceptions, and identities; and student interest and identity exit tickets used within
curriculum-embedded assessment activities. This blog series by the National Center for the
Improvement of Educational Assessment (Center for Assessment) describes some key activities
states can take to include SEL as part of balanced systems of assessment.
The Social and Emotional Learning Assessment Work Group (AWG), a group of scholars, test
developers, and educators focused on supporting high-quality social and emotional competence
1

•

•

assessment, created a web-based tool to select SEL assessments, with accompanying guidance on
SEL assessment selection and implementation.
RAND created the SEL Assessment Finder, a web-based tool that provides information about
assessments of interpersonal, intrapersonal, and higher-order cognitive competencies. District
practitioners can use the tool to explore design features and intended uses of available
assessments.
This LPI research brief discusses how districts and schools are supporting dedicated time for SEL and
other restorative practices that center students' well-being. These routines serve to both create
positive and inclusive environments for students as well as provide informal assessment
opportunities that educators can use to understand and support students' social and emotional
needs. For example, the UCLA Community School uses an advisory system in which a small group of
students and a teacher meet regularly throughout the school year—and potentially across multiple
years—to create a sort of in-school family that students can connect with. Advisories provide
students with opportunities to develop deeper relationships with peers and teachers through
sharing interests, perspectives, and opportunities for discussion and reflection grounded in
meaningful advisory activities.

Take an asset-based approach to academic assessments that prioritize growth along learning
progressions and instructional relevance. As students return to school, assessments can play an
important role in guiding teaching and learning, if the appropriate tools are used effectively. The
Department of Education can encourage states and districts to emphasize the use of diagnostic and
formative assessment processes that 1) treat students' current understanding as assets to be leveraged
in future learning; 2) assess student learning along multi-grade continuums and learning progressions; 3)
use performance-based approaches and connections to curriculum to directly support teaching and
learning along those progressions in culturally and linguistically responsive ways.
•

.

It is essential that academic assessment practices do not do further harm. Assessments that provide
only a score or descriptor of relative achievement (e.g., achievement level descriptors like "below
proficient" and "did not meet expectations") do not help educators pinpoint what students do
understand, and, most importantly, what the next step in their learning progression should look like.
These descriptors, absent information about what students have learned and can build on, can serve
to demoralize students and contribute to feelings of failure and self-doubt. When used in isolation
as the primary source of data on student progress, such assessments are often used to track
students but do not provide much useful information about how to teach them.
Students learn by building on prior/current knowledge rather than just collecting isolated facts and
skills. Diagnostic and formative assessments that identify more specific facets of student
understanding relative to learning progressions that span multiple grades can help educators better
understand where student abilities lie on a coherent continuum of learning. Educators can then
tailor instruction to build student understanding to the next concepts and skills on that
progression—the ideas and skills that have clear conceptual connections to students' current
understanding and lie just beyond where students are currently performing. This emphasis on what
is known as the "zone of proximal development" ensures that students develop gapless conceptual
understandings needed to support future learning, ultimately resulting in better achievement
relative to grade-level standards and college- and career-ready expectations as students progress
through k-12.
o A comprehensive study of middle school math assessments examined the impact on student
outcomes when assessments and accountability focused on grade-specified content versus
multi-grade learning progressions that allowed more precise identification of student ability
even when above or below grade-level. In schools that focused on identifying and tailoring
2

•

•

teaching and learning to students' specific needs along learning progressions—even when
this meant focusing on content outside of grade-level expectations—students gained 38
percentile points over a three-year period. By contrast, schools focused on grade-level
content alone showed a more modest 7-point increase over the same period. In the schools
that utilized learning progressions to guide teaching, learning, and assessment, teachers
were able to use assessments to guide teaching and learning within the zone of proximal
development.
o The Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) provides opportunities to individually assess
students through both performance tasks and guided interviews multiple times a year. The
DRA connects student performance to strengths, areas for growth, and personalized
learning pathways to move forward. Each individualized learning plan documents what each
student needs to learn next and enables teachers to differentiate instruction and select
books at the appropriate level. Teachers can then intentionally "scaffold up" to provide
students with the support they need to engage with grade-level texts.
o Many interim and diagnostic assessments that are widely available and already used by
many districts (e.g., NWEA MAP Growth Assessments, iReady Assessment suite, Acuity
diagnostic system) leverage learning progressions to pinpoint students' current knowledge,
skills, and abilities, and support teachers in just-in-time instructional planning.
o Many complete suites of instructional materials (e.g., OpenSciEd units for science) include
diagnostic assessment and formative assessment processes tied to the specific curricular
activities teachers can use to support student learning.
Diagnostic and formative assessments are particularly useful for influencing instruction when they 1)
make student thinking visible, and 2) include careful interpretation guidance that helps teachers and
students understand which next steps in learning will move student thinking forward. Performancebased assessments surface nuanced evidence of student abilities, provide teachers with meaningful
insight into student thinking and performance, provide students with culturally and linguistically
responsive ways of demonstrating progress, and can be seamlessly integrated into teaching and
learning processes.
o In addition to the performance-based aspects and personalized learning plans of the DRA
discussed above, the Mathematics Assessment Resource Service (MARS) suite of assessment
resources includes both end-of instruction performance assessments as well as instructional
lessons that embed performance tasks (Balanced Assessments of Mathematics) that can be
used to formatively support student learning. These assessment resources include
descriptive rubrics and clear support for teachers around learning goals, interpreting
student performance, and specific next steps to pursue.
o In Kentucky, the comprehensive assessment system in science includes through-course
science performance tasks that educators can use flexibly at appropriate times within their
classrooms to understand student learning relative to science learning progressions, and
design targeted instructional supports for learners.
o Chicago Public School's Curriculum Equity Initiative includes a performance-based
assessment system as part of culturally responsive and equitable teaching and learning
supports district-wide. This system includes diagnostic and formative assessment supports
as part of curriculum products as well as the development of comprehensive data systems
that will allow teachers to use performance-based assessments vertically and horizontally
throughout the district.
Effective use of assessment information—diagnostic, formative, summative, etc.—requires that
educators and leaders are savvy users of assessments in appropriate ways. In addition to highquality assessment instruments designed for student learning and growth, it is imperative that
educators are provided with professional learning opportunities to build their assessment literacy,
3

with a particular emphasis on supports for understanding and using the specific assessment
instruments and data available to them.
o Several models of assessment literacy for performance assessments focus on supporting
educators in developing, implementing, and scoring performance tasks. For example, In
Oregon, the Building Educator Assessment Literacy (BEAL) project focuses on building
educator capacity for using performance assessments through scoring Smarter Balanced
performance tasks and reflecting on implications for teaching and improving student
performance. Following BEAL trainings, 92% of educators reported having a better
understanding of how to use curriculum-embedded performance assessments in their
classroom, and 84% of educators reported that the professional development approach
supported deeper understanding of the common core state standards.
o The National Education Association (NEA) has created a micro-credentials site with
certification banks on a wide variety of topics to make it easier for educators to access
professional learning opportunities. NEA micro-credentials provide options for educators to
participate in a learning community and are performance-based. The Assessment
Literacy stack includes six micro-credentials for educators to develop their knowledge and
skills to utilize meaningful assessment practices.
o The Stanford Center for Assessment, Learning, and Equity (SCALE), the Center for
Assessment, 2Revolutions, and others offer openly available courses and modules focused
on classroom-based assessment literacy and performance assessment activities.
o In New Hampshire, the Performance Assessments for Competency Education (PACE)
initiative centers teacher professional learning for performance assessment development,
implementation, and scoring.
o Districts like Chicago Public Schools and San Francisco Unified School District leverage
ongoing and embedded professional learning opportunities to focus on student work
analysis from performance assessments and data deep-dives from other assessment sources
to connect assessment literacy directly to teachers' classroom activities.
Personalize instruction to meet student needs, such as with trained tutors and expanded learning
time. This LPI blog describes effective tutoring practices drawn from a recent systematic review of 96
studies, including that tutoring programs employ well-trained and credentialed educators and
paraprofessionals; that tutoring services are provided at least 3 days per week for at least 30 minutes, as
part of the regular school day, in groups of 5 or fewer; and that tutoring activities serve to build
relationships among students, tutors, and teachers through structured time that is well-aligned with
regular classroom curriculum. Effective tutoring practices can mirror and leverage the attention to
student well-being and understanding and advancing student learning relative to learning progressions
and the zone of proximal development discussed above. Examples of evidence-based tutoring programs
are described below.
•

Reading Recovery is an evidence-based program that leverages specially trained teachers to
supplement classroom teaching with tailored one-on-one lessons that scaffold students up from
current reading levels to grade-level standards over time. The program leverages diagnostic
assessments tied to learning progressions to develop a personalized plan for learning, and then
provides trained teachers with ongoing formative assessments to monitor student progress and
modify instructional interventions accordingly. U.S. studies have documented the success of
more than 2.3 million first graders, including students with reading disabilities and English
language learners. In one of the many controlled studies of this program, participation resulted
in a reading growth rate that is 31% greater than the average growth rate nationally for
beginning first graders.
4

•

Number Rockets is a school-based small-group tutoring program designed to improve
understanding of mathematics concepts and skills for first grade students experiencing
mathematics difficulty. Tutors deliver the program to small groups of students during the school
day in 40-minute sessions, with 30 minutes of scripted mathematics instruction and activity
followed by 10 minutes of practice to build fluency. Evaluations of the program using tutors who
were graduate students training to become general and special education teachers as well as
retired teachers and substitutes have found the program markedly improves first graders'
foundational math skills. Tutors participated in 10 hours of training, during which they learned
how to use a scripted curriculum designed for first graders struggling in math. They worked with
two or three students at a time, participating in three 40-minute sessions a week, consistently
over 17 weeks. The program improved scores on a standardized math test by 0.34 standard
deviations (SD), which is widely recognized as a substantial effect size.

•

A recent study in Chicago Public Schools found that Saga Education's "high-dosage" tutoring
that emphasizes individualized, intensive approaches can substantially improve high school
students' math outcomes. The program leverages daily 40-50 minute, two-on-one personalized
math instruction that is closely coordinated with teachers, students, and families. The study
found that tutors were able to complement in-classroom learning and help students progress
two to three times faster than their peers, along with evidence of persistent learning gains
across subject areas.

•

The National Student Support Accelerator provides resources for high-impact tutoring, including
a tutoring database, tutoring quality improvement system, and a toolkit for tutoring programs.

5

area and are hoping you can join us for one of the following three sessions to share your
recommendations:
•

May 3rd — 12:00-1:00 EST

•

May 4th — 10:00-11:00 EST

•

May 6th — 1:30-2:30 EST

If so, please respond to this email only (Rachel.HegartyPed.gov) by COB, April 29th .
Due to the number of organizations, we kindly ask that only one person from your organization join.
If you have any recommendations that you would like to share in advance (or if you are unable to
join), please send those recommendations to this email.
We hope you can join and appreciate all the work you are doing in this area.
Thank you,
Rachel

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Truesdale, Valerie
Heaarty, Rachel
Gordon, Jessica; Kelly Proost; John Brown; Sherman, Mort; Truesdale, Valerie
RN: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica Cardichon Participation
Monday, July 26, 2021 4:05:26 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

HI, Rachel, we are so very pleased to be able to welcome Jessica to the fourth quarterly meeting of
the Communities of Practice initiative and introduce her to the 87 Superintendents engaged in the
work to improve equity, social-emotional learning, and post secondary options for our youth. Access
information is below. If there is a time that is better than another between 2 and 4 pm EST, we can
work around her schedule.
Thank you for advising and again, many thanks to you all,
Valerie

Topic: AASA Gates Communities of Practice- Fourth Quarterly Meeting- August 25
Time: Aug 25, 2021 02:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
(b)(6)

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 2:39 PM
To: Truesdale, Valerie <vtruesdalePaasa.org>
Subject: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica Cardichon
Participation
Hello Dr.Truesdale,
I am reaching out to confirm Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Planning, Evaluation, and Policy
Development, Jessica Cardichon's participation in your August 25th AASA Virtual Meeting with

Superintendents.

I have place a hold on the Deputy Assistant Secretary's calendar for August 25th from 2:00-5:00pm
ET. Please send along any additional details when available.
Thank you so much,
Rachel
Rachel Hegarty
Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Planning, Evalution, and Policy Development (OPEPD)

(b)(6)
I Rachel.hegartvPed.gov
pronouns: she/hers

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cardichon. Jessica
Heaarty, Rachel
RN: Teacher Prep Data Request
Thursday, July 8, 2021 10:55:57 AM

(b)(5)

From: Beth Antunez, Legislation <bantunez@aft.org>
Sent: Thursday, July 8, 2021 10:40 AM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>
Cc: Jennifer Scully, Legislation <jscully@aft.org>; Valtierra, Loredana <Loredana.Valtierra2@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: Teacher Prep Data Request
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Jessica,
I don't know if this will help at all but per a request from Mo Mooney yesterday, Jenn, ccd here,
pulled this list of GYO programs together. There may be some useful data in the links. Thanks!
Washington Grow Your Own
Missouri Grow Your Own
Grow Your Own Illinois
Grow Your Own Minneaoolis/Minneapolis Residency Program/ Minneapolis Special Education
Teacher Residency
Teaching Magnet Program in Pittsburgh
Paraprofessional Pathway Program, Pennsylvania
Oklahoma City Grow Your Own. which also expected to recruit and mentor high school students
Paraprofessional-to-Teacher Pipeline in New Mexico
Success Via Apprenticeship program in New York City, focuses on CTE teachers
Grow Your Own Teachers Initiative at Lynchburg College, Virginia

Beth Antunez
(b)(6)
From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 8, 2021 6:29 AM
To: Michael Griffith; rjonesPlearninepolicyinstitute.org; Sarah Pinsky; Jane E. West; Michael
DiNapoli; Beth Antunez, Legislation; Michael Rose; Jacqueline Rodriguez; NEA Daaiyah
Cc: Valtierra, Loredana

Subject: Teacher Prep Data Request
Good morning all,
(b)(5)

Thank you!
Jessica

This email has been scanned for spam & viruses. If you believe this email should have been
stopped by our filters, click here to report it.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ylegarty, Rachel
Kelly Props
RE: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica Cardichon Participation
Monday, August 23, 2021 2:50:00 PM

Hi Kelly,
That is Jessica's correct phone number. Please see updated bio below. Please let me know if you
have any further questions. Thank you so much!
Jessica Cardichon currently serves at the Deputy Assistant Secretary, P-12 Education in the Office of
Planning, Evaluation and Policy Development at the U.S. Department of Education. Jessica most
recently served as the Director of the Washington DC Office and Director of Federal Policy at the
Learning Policy Institute (LPI) where she played a leadership role in the organization, including
developing and advancing LPI's federal policy agenda. She is also the lead author of Advancing
Educational Equity for Underserved Youth among numerous other LPI publications. Jessica began her
career teaching in New York City for seven years and then working for Teachers College, Columbia
University, as a program manager for implementation of early career educator induction programs.
Upon moving to Washington, DC, she served as Education Counsel to Senator Bernie Sanders, a
member of the Senate Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions. She then served as Senior Director
for Federal Policy and Advocacy at the Alliance for Excellent Education. Jessica received an Ed.D. and
M.A. in Politics and Education from Teachers College, Columbia University and a J.D. from Pace
University School of Law.

From: Kelly Propst <kelly.propst@aasa.org >
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 10:30 AM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica Cardichon
Participation
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Good Morning Rachel,
Thank you for setting up a meeting with Dr. Cardichon.

She gave me her cell number and I wanted

to confirm I wrote it down correctly: (b)(5)
In addition, can you help me update Jessica's bio?

I know she had a position change and I want the

updated job descriptors to be in this short bio. What's listed below is what we found on your
website.

Jessica Cardichon 's most recent position is serving as the Director of the Washington D. C. Office at the
Learning Policy Institute (LPI) where she plays a leadership role in the organization, including developing
and advancing LPI's federal policy agenda. She is also the lead author of Advancing Educational Equity for
Underserved Youth, among numerous other LPI publications. Jessica began her career teaching in New
York City fir seven years and then working for Teachers College, Columbia University, as a program

=flagella- implementation of early career educator induction programs. Upon moving to Washington,
D.C.,she served as education counsel to Sen. Bernie Sanders, a member of the Senate Health, Education,
Labor, and Pensions committee. She then served as Senior Directorla- Federal Policy and Advocacy at the
Alliance for Excellent Education. She is the coauthor of Advancing Education for Equity for Undeserved
Youth (2017).
Would it be possible to send me an updated bio or update this short description?
Kelly

Kelly Propst, Ed.D.
Program Lead
AASA, The School Superintendents Association
1615 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314
Kelly.Propst@aasa.org
(M)
030)

From: "Hegarty, Rachel" <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 1:28 PM
To: Kelly Propst <kelly.propstPaasa.org>
Subject: RE: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica
Cardichon Participation
Perfect, thank you so much!

From: Kelly Propst <kelly.oropstPaasa.org>
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 1:26 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: Re: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica Cardichon
Participation
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Rachel Did you get one from Jessica Gordon? If so, yes.
Kelly

From: "Hegarty, Rachel" <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Date: Friday, August 20, 2021 at 1:24 PM
To: Kelly Propst <kelly.propst@aasa.org>

Subject: RE: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica
Cardichon Participation
Hi Kelly,
Thank you sending! Is this the same agenda that was sent the other day? I do not see a new
attachment.
Thank you!
Rachel

From: Kelly Propst <kelly.propstPaasa.org>
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 1:17 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Cc: Kelly Propst <kelly.propstPaasa.org>
Subject: Re: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica Cardichon
Participation
Importance: High
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Rachel Here is a "draft" copy of the agenda for the 8.25.21 meeting next week. Will you please share
it Dr. Cardichon?
Both Valerie and I are in unique locations for the call at 2:00 pm. Valerie's in the Nashville
airport and I'm in a hospital parking lot!
The meeting today shouldn't last more than 15 minutes.
Looking forward to meeting you.
Kelly

Kelly Propst, Ed.D.
Program Lead
AASA, The School Superintendents Association
1615 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314
Kelly.PropstO)aasa,org
(M) (b)(6)

From: "Hegarty, Rachel" <Rachel,HegartyPed.gov>
Date: Thursday, August 19, 2021 at 4:04 PM
To: Kelly Propst <kelly.propstPaasa.org>
Subject: RE: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica
Cardichon Participation
Thank you so much!

From: Kelly Propst <kelly.propstPaasa.org>
Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:29 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Cc: Jessica Gordon clessica.gordonPaasa.org>; Truesdale, Valerie <vtruesdalePaasa.org>
Subject: Re: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica Cardichon
Participation
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Thanks Rachel for forwarding the invite. I also sent a calendar invitation.
We appreciate your help with coordinating not only Friday's meeting, but also the presentation on
the 25th.
Kelly

Kelly Propst, Ed.D.
Program Lead
AASA, The School Superintendents Association
1615 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314
Kclly.Propst@aasa.org
(M)

From: "Hegarty, Rachel" <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Date: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 at 12:36 PM
To: Kelly Propst <kelly.propstPaasa.org>
Cc: Jessica Gordon <Jessica.gordonPaasa.org>, "Truesdale, Valerie" <vtruesdalePaasa.org>
Subject: RE: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica
Cardichon Participation
Hi Kelly,

Thank you so much for your email. I have forwarded Jessica the invite and shared her on the agenda.
If you would like to also send her the invite her email is jessica.cardichonPed.gov.
Thank you so much!
Rachel

From: Kelly Propst <kelly.propstPaasa.org>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 12:41 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Cc: Jessica Gordon clessica.gordonPaasa.org>; Truesdale, Valerie <vtruesdalePaasa.org>; Kelly
Propst <kelly.oropstPaasa.org>
Subject: FW: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica Cardichon
Participation

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Good Day Rachel,
I sent a calendar invite for this Friday at 2:00 pm. This will be a quick meeting for Valerie Truesdale
(AASA) and Dr. Cardichon to meet and outline the presentation on Wednesday, August 25 from
3:00-4:00 PM EST.
I do not have Dr. Cardichon's email so I can send the invite. Please send me her email or will you be
forwarding the invitation?
In addition, here is a draft copy of the August 25 agenda: Link
Here's the Zoom information:
Join Zoom Meeting
(b)(6)
Please let me know if you have any questions or if I can be of further assistance.
Kelly Propst

Kelly Propst, Ed.D.
Program Lead
AASA, The School Superintendents Association
1615 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314
Kelly.Propst@aasa.org
(M) (b)(6)

From: "Gordon, Jessica" <jgordonPaasa.org>
Date: Wednesday, August 11, 2021 at 12:07 PM
To: Kelly Propst <kelly.propstPaasa.org>
Subject: Fw: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica
Cardichon Participation
Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.goy>

the 25th.
Kelly
Kelly Propst, Ed.D.
Program Lead
AASA, The School Superintendents Association
1615 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314
Kelly.Propstldaasa.org
(M) (b)(6)

From: "Hegarty, Rachel" <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Date: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 at 12:36 PM
To: Kelly Propst <kelly.propst@aasa.org>
Cc: Jessica Gordon <Jessica.gordonPaasa.org>, "Truesdale, Valerie" <vtruesdalePaasa.org>
Subject: RE: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica
Cardichon Participation
Hi Kelly,
Thank you so much for your email.1 have forwarded Jessica the invite and shared her on the agenda.
If you would like to also send her the invite her email is jessica.cardichonPed.gov.
Thank you so much!
Rachel

From: Kelly Propst <kelly.oropstPaasa.org>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 12:41 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Cc: Jessica Gordon Klessica.gordonPaasa.org>; Truesdale, Valerie <vtruesdalePaasa.org>; Kelly
Propst <kelly.DroostPaasa.org>
Subject: FW: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica Cardichon
Participation
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Good Day Rachel,
I sent a calendar invite for this Friday at 2:00 pm. This will be a quick meeting for Valerie Truesdale
(AASA) and Dr. Cardichon to meet and outline the presentation on Wednesday, August 25 from
3:00-4:00 PM EST.

I do not have Dr. Cardichon's email so I can send the invite. Please send me her email or will you be
forwarding the invitation?
In addition, here is a draft copy of the August 25 agenda: Link
Here's the Zoom information:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85311402697
Please let me know if you have any questions or if I can be of further assistance.
Kelly Propst
Kelly Propst, Ed.D.
Program Lead
AASA, The School Superintendents Association
1615 Duke Street, Alexandria, VA 22314
Kelly.Propstk4aasa.orf
(M) (b)(6)

From: "Gordon, Jessica" <jgordonPaasa.org>
Date: Wednesday, August 11, 2021 at 12:07 PM
To: Kelly Propst <kelly.propstPaasa.org>
Subject: Fw: AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th- Confirming Jessica
Cardichon Participation
Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Truesdale, Valerie
Cardichon, Jessica
Gordon, Jessica; Kelly Proost; Hegarty, Rachel
RE: AASA Webinar on August 25 @ 3:00-4:00 PM EST
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 2:58:24 PM
imacie001.onq

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Zoom Meeting Link: ( 3)(6)
From: Truesdale, Valerie
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 2:57 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>
Cc: Gordon, Jessica <jgordon@aasa.org>; Kelly Propst <kelly.propst@aasa.org>; Hegarty, Rachel
<Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: AASA Webinar on August 25 @ 3:00-4:00 PM EST
Hi Jessica,
Can you join us now?
Valerie
Valerie Truesdale, Ph.D.
Assistant Executive Director
703-774-6930

Vtruesciale(@aoso.org
@valerietruesdal

Premier Professional Learning for Educational Leaders

On Aug 25, 2021, at 2:55 PM, Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov> wrote:

Trying to join now...

From: Gordon, Jessica <jgordonPaasa.org>
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2021 2:55 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>; Kelly Propst
<kelly.propstPaasa.org>
Cc: Hegarty, Rachel <Bachel.HegartyPed.gov>; Truesdale, Valerie
<vtruesdalePaasa.org>
Subject: Re: AASA Webinar on August 25 @ 3:00-4:00 PM EST
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello Jessica,
We are preparing to introduce you and want to make sure you have the
Zoom link.
(b)(6)

Thank you,
Jessica

Jessica Gordon, M.Ed.
Program Manager, Leadership Network
1615 Duke Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
AASA website
jgordonPaasa.org
C: (b)(6)

AASA.
THE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS ASSOCIATION

'LEARNING Student-Centered,

4'2025
•

Equity-Focused
Education

THE AASA
NETWORK
Premier Professional Learning for Educational Leaders

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2021 2:39 PM
To: Kelly Propst <kelly.propst@aasa.org>
Cc: Gordon, Jessica <jgordonPaasa.org>; Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>;
Truesdale, Valerie <vtruesdalePaasa.org>
Subject: AASA Webinar on August 25 @ 3:00-4:00 PM EST
Hi Kelly, please find attached the power point I am going to use Wednesday. There are
a number of hyperlinks embedded throughout to ED resources referenced. Looking
forward to the webinar, Jessica

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gordon, Jessica
Cardichon, Jessica; Kelly Proost
Hegarty. Rachei; Truesdale, Valerie
Re: AASA Webinar on August 25 @ 3:00-4:00 PM EST
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 2:54:43 PM
Outlook-ai35o52o.onq

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hello Jessica,
We are preparing to introduce you and want to make sure you have the Zoom link.
(b)(6)

Thank you,
Jessica

Jessica Gordon, M.Ed.

Program Manager, Leadership Network
1615 Duke Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
AASA website
jgordon@aasa.org
C: (b)(6)
.•

AASA
THE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS ASSOCIATION

:is....

LEARNING Student-Centered,
1
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ha

THE AASA
NETWORK
Premier Professional Learning for Educational Leaders

Equity-Focused
Education

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

,leffries, Iris
Heaartv, Rachel
Re: Check-in
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 1:16:37 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Rachel,

Incredible! Thank you so much. I'm looking forward to speaking as well!

Best,
Iris
From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 1:11 PM
To: Jeffries, Iris <irisjeffries@gse.harvard.edu>
Subject: RE: Check-in
Hi Iris,
Sounds great. Just sent over a Teams invite.
Looking forward to speaking with you!
Rachel

From: Jeffries, Iris <irisjeffries@gse.harvard.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 12:33 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: Check-in

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Rachel,

Thank you so much for your message. Tuesday, September 14th at 11:30 a.m. EST would work
well for me.

Thank you so much for coordinating, and I look forward to being in touch.

Sincerely,
Iris

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, September 7, 2021 5:21 PM
To: Jeffries, Iris <irisjeffries@gse.harvard.edu>
Subject: RE: Check-in
Hi Iris,
It would be great to find a time for a check-in. Please let me know if any of the following times are of
interest to you. I look forward to speaking with you.

Wednesday, September 8th 1:00-4:00pm ET
Thursday, September 9th 10:00-11:00am or 1:00-3:00pm ET
Tuesday, September 14th 11:30-3:00pm ET
Thank you!
Rachel
Rachel Hegarty
Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Planning, Evalution, and Policy Development (OPEPD)
Rachel.hegartyPed.gov
(b)(6)
pronouns: she/hers

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, September 7, 2021 10:05 AM
To: Jeffries, Iris <irisjeffriesPgse.harvard.edu >; Nix, Sheila <Sheila.NixPed.gov>
Cc: Santiago-Moreno, Jorge <Jorge.SantiagoPed.gov>; Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: RE: Check-in
Good morning Iris, nice to hear from you and congratulations on the work you are doing in
Tennessee on educator quality. Happy to update you the work we are doing. I am looping in Rachel
on our team who can provide that update. Thanks for following up, Jessica

From: Jeffries, Iris <irisjeffries@gse.harvard.edu>
Sent: Sunday, September 5, 2021 6:37 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>; Nix, Sheila <Sheila.NixPed.gov>
Cc: Santiago-Moreno, Jorge slorge.SantiagoPed.gov>
Subject: Check-in

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Ms. Nix and Ms. Cardichon,

I hope this email finds you well, and that you're enjoying Labor Day weekend. I wanted to
reach out and touch base as it has been some months since our last correspondence.
Since graduating in May, I began working as the Human Capital Project Manager at the
Tennessee Department of Education, with particular focus on the state's educator priority; the
Grow Your Own program, Aspiring Assistant Principals Network, Diverse Leaders Network, and
Rural Principals Network have been top of mind in terms of program evaluation and logistical
roll-out, with new programmatic and grant implementation in development as a direct result
of ESSER funds.
What has been happening with you all? If there are some times in the coming weeks that
would work well for you to connect, it would be great to speak; I would love to learn about
what you have been working on. Let me know what works best for you all.
Thank you for your time, and I'm looking forward to being in touch.
Sincerely,
Iris

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ylegarty, Rachel
Denise Forte; Courtney Bollig
RE: Circling back on targeted, intensive tutoring
Monday, May 17, 2021 6:37:00 PM
image001.ono
1macie002.ona
1mane003.pno
imacie004.Dnq
1mane005.onq
imaae012.Driq

Hi Denise,
Thank you for working with me to find a time to meet with Jessica. Please let me know if your group
has any availability during any of the following windows:

Monday May 24th 10:00am-11:00am ET
Monday May 24th 2:00pm-3:00pm ET
Tuesday May 25th 1:00pm-4:00pm ET
Thanks so much,
Rachel

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 6:04 PM
To: Denise Forte <dforte@edtrust.org>; Courtney Bollig <cbollig@edtrust.org>; Hegarty, Rachel
<Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: Circling back on targeted, intensive tutoring
Hi Denise, looping in Rachel to help find a time.
From: Denise Forte <dfortePedtrust.org>
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 12:48 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica; Courtney Bollig
Subject: RE: Circling back on targeted, intensive tutoring
Hey Jessica — Courtney is out this week so I just wanted to circle back.
Would really appreciate a time to circle back with you on our recs and to offer a counter narrative to
some of what we heard in the group meeting. We also are putting together a state facing document
that could help guide more of your thinking in this area.
Recognize you are always tight on time but if you could spare 30 minutes the group (FutureED,
DFER, CAP) would appreciate it.
Could you give us some windows.
Thanks

Denise

Denise Forte
The Education Trust

Pronouns: She/Her/Hers
Interim CEO
Phone: 202-795-9378

Mobile (b)(6)

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2021 11:31 PM
To: Courtney Bollig <cbolligPedtrust.org>
Cc: Denise Forte <dforte@edtrust.org>; Terra Wallin <twallinPedtrust.org>; Allison Socol
<asocolPedtrust.org>; Kayla Patrick <KPatrickPedtrust.org>
Subject: RE: Circling back on targeted, intensive tutoring
Hi Courtney, thank you for following up and appreciate Kayla joining as well as partners from the
other organizations. It was incredibly helpful to hear from all of you. We are beginning the process of
putting together the guidance on addressing the impact of lost instructional time, which as
mentioned in the invite, includes:
1. Meeting students' social, emotional, and academic needs
2. Using high quality assessments to assist educators and leaders in meeting student
needs (this includes the effective and appropriate use of diagnostic assessments
(e.g. informing instruction) and summative assessments (e.g. targeting resources).
3. Providing information and assistance to families to support students
We can't really share much more beyond that at this point, especially at this stage when we have
just wrapped up the listening sessions, but if there are additional recommendations that fall within
any of these categories that you weren't able to submit last week, we would welcome them — ideally
by early next week if possible.
Appreciate you reaching out,
Jessica

From: Courtney Bollig <cbolligPedtrust.org>
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2021 1:12 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Cc: Denise Forte <dforte@edtrust.org>; Terra Wallin <twallinPedtrust.org>; Allison Socol
<asocolPedtrust.org>; Kayla Patrick <KPatrickPedtrust.org>
Subject: Circling back on targeted, intensive tutoring
Hi Jessica,
Thank you so much for the opportunity to join the listening session last week on tutoring. I know
Kayla represented Ed Trust; as well as some partners from our loose coalition (Ed
Trust/FutureEd/CAP/S4A11 and ERN) who co-authored our comments on targeted, intensive tutoring
were able to join as well.

Denise was hoping that our small group might be able to circle back with you now that the sessions
have concluded to get a sense of what you all are thinking about additional guidance on this topic,
how we can be helpful, etc. To that end, we'd love to find some time in the coming weeks if you
have availability. Let me know—happy to work with folks to schedule.
Take care,
Courtney

Courtney Bollig
Senior Associate for Government Affairs & Communications
Phone. 202-2q3-1217 1t.310
Mobile (b)(6)

The Education Trust

1501 K St NW, Ste 200
Washington DC 20005
0
li
bv
`tite
b
Twitter: @courtneybollig

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cardichon. Jessica
Heaartv, Rachel
RE: Confirming AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th
Friday, August 20, 2021 1:28:54 PM

Thanks!

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Sent: Friday, August 20, 2021 1:28 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: Confirming AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th
Hi Jessica,

Attaching the meeting agenda again, and please see note from Kelly ahead of today's call:

Both Valerie and I are in unique locations for the call at 2:00 pm. Valerie's in the Nashville
airport and I'm in a hospital parking lot!
The meeting today shouldn't last more than 15 minutes.

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 7:48 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: RE: Confirming AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th
Thank you for all your help!

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2021 6:56 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <iessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Subject: RE: Confirming AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th
Hi Jessica,
Following up on this:

On Friday, August 20th from 2:00-2:30pm there will a be planning meeting. Zoom link is in calendar
invite. Valerie sent over a draft agenda for your review ahead of time here: link.

On Wednesday, August 25th from 3:00-4:00pm you will speak at the AASA virtual meeting. Zoom link
is in calendar invite. Your time commitment has been shorted to 1 hour instead of 2.

Thank you!

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, August 12, 2021 3:26 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed,gov>
Subject: RE: Confirming AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th
Hi Rachel — responses below

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, August 12, 2021 2:56 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>
Subject: Confirming AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on Aug 25th
Hi Jessica,
AASA reached out to confirm your participation in AASA Virtual Meeting with Superintendents on
August 25th from 2:00-4:00pm ET.

FYI, there is now an OPEPD all-staff meeting that conflicts on August 25th from 2:00-3:00pm ET. Do
they need me the whole 2 hours? If so, I will miss the all-staff.
Also, AASA is asking if you can do a 30 planning call/technical check some time next week. Yes!
Please let me know if you are confirmed/would like attend a pre-meeting.
Thank you!
Rachel
Rachel Hegarty
Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Planning, Evalution, and Policy Development (OPEPD)
Rachel.hegartyPed.gov
(b)(6)
pronouns: she/hers

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ylegarty, Rachel
Valtierra, Loredana
RE: Confirming details for next Tuesday
Thursday, July 8, 2021 6:38:00 PM

Got it-that makes sense, thanks so much!

From: Valtierra, Loredana <Loredana.Valtierra2@ed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 8, 2021 2:33 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: Confirming details for next Tuesday
Hi Rachel!

(b)(5)

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 8, 2021 2:25 PM
To: Valtierra, Loredana <Loredana.Valtierra2@ed.gov>
Subject: FW: Confirming details for next Tuesday
Hi Loredana,
Hope you had a nice weekend!

(b)(5)

Thank you,
Rachel
From: Pudelski, Sasha <spudelskiPaasa.org>
Sent: Thursday, July 8, 2021 11:02 AM
To: Valtierra, Loredana <Loredana.Valtierra2(@ed.gov>; Rosenblum, Ian <lan.RosenblumPed.gov>;
Harris-Aikens, Donna <Donna.Harris-AikensPed.gov>; Bohanan, Levi <B.Levi.BohananPed.gov>;
O'haru, Keigo <Keigo.OharuPed.gov>; Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: Confirming details for next Tuesday

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Donna, Ian and Loredana:
We are so grateful that you will be attending the AASA/ASBO Conference on Tuesday. I just wanted
to share two additional details with you about timing/logistics.

First, Dep Secretary Marten will be speaking to the group from 3:30-4:00 and then we will need to
take a 10 minute break to re-set the rooms for our discussions. If you could arrive by 4 pm so we can
start right at 4:10 that would be terrific. We will be in the Regency Ballroom at the Hyatt Capitol Hill
(400 New Jersey Ave). In terms of the set-up we will have a mic at the front of the break-out room
for you to use and the supts will be at tables. This is going to be a pretty casual set-up, so you will be
introducing yourself and then kicking things off with a question or two for the group and take it from
there. I anticipate the discussion ending around 4:50.
Second, we just learned that the valet is not operating at the Hyatt right now and they are having
guests park in the garage across the street at the Yotel. I would suggest either taking the metro
from Union Station (it's about a 5 minute walk to the hotel) or uber/car-service to the hotel.
Thanks again for doing this and if you have any last-minute issues, don't hesitate to call me at (b)(

(b)(6)
Best,
Sasha

Sasha Pudelski Director of Advocacy (b)(6)
AASA, The School Superintendents Association
#LovePublicEducation

(cell) @spudelski
1615 Duke Street Alexandria, VA 22314

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Valtierra, Loredana
Pude'ski, Sasha; Cardichon, Jessica; Harris-Aikens, Donna; Rosenblum, Ian
Bohanan, Levi; Ellerson Ng, Noelle; 0"haru, Keigo; Heoarty, Rachel
RE: Engaging w/superintendents on ARP on 7/13
Friday, June 25, 2021 3:58:12 PM

Hi Sasha,
I can attend.

From: Pudelski, Sasha <spudelski@aasa.org>
Sent: Friday, June 25, 2021 2:00 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>; Harris-Aikens, Donna <Donna.HarrisAikens@ed.gov>; Rosenblum, Ian <lan.Rosenblum@ed.gov>
Cc: Bohanan, Levi <B.Levi.Bohanan@ed.gov>; Ellerson Ng, Noelle <nellerson@aasa.org>; Valtierra,
Loredana <Loredana.Valtierra2@ed.gov>; O'haru, Keigo <Keigo.Oharu@ed.gov>; Hegarty, Rachel
<Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: Engaging w/superintendents on ARP on 7/13
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Thanks for letting me know, Jessica. We'll miss you.
The plan is to break into 3 groups, so if there's another person on your team who would be
interested in coming in your place (Hi Loredana!) please let me know.
Best,
Sasha

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Sent: Friday, June 25, 2021 1:55 PM
To: Harris-Aikens, Donna <Donna.Harris-AikensPed.gov>; Rosenblum, Ian <lan.RosenblumPed.gov>
Cc: Pudelski, Sasha <spudelski@aasa.org>; Bohanan, Levi <Blevi.Bohanan@ed.gov>; Ellerson Ng,
Noelle <nellersonPaasa.org>; Valtierra, Loredana <Loredana.Valtierra2Ped.gov>; O'haru, Keigo
<Keigo.OharuPed.gov>; Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: RE: Engaging w/superintendents on ARP on 7/13
Hi Sasha, I have a conflict that has come up, but Donna and Ian can cover it all! Sorry to be missing
this, Jessica

From: Harris-Aikens, Donna <Donna.Harris-AikensPed.gov>
Sent: Friday, June 25, 2021 8:40 AM
To: Rosenblum, Ian <lan.RosenblumPed.gov>
Cc: Pudelski, Sasha <spudelskiPaasa.org>; Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>; Bohanan,
Levi <B.Levi.BohananPed.gov>; Ellerson Ng, Noelle <nellersonPaasa.org>; Valtierra, Loredana

<Loredana.Valtierra2@ed.gov>; O'haru, Keigo <Keigo.OharuPed.gov>; Hegarty, Rachel
<Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: Re: Engaging w/superintendents on ARP on 7/13
Works for me as well. Take care
Donna M. Harris-Aikens
U.S. Department of Education
Donna.Ha rris-AikensPed.gov
Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 24, 2021, at 10:25 PM, Rosenblum, Ian <lan.RosenblumPed.gov> wrote:

Thanks, Sasha — looking forward to it.
-Ian

From: Pudelski, Sasha <spudelski@aasa.org>
Sent: Thursday, June 24, 2021 1:13 PM
To: Rosenblum, Ian <lan.RosenblumPed.gov>; Cardichon, Jessica
<jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Cc: donna.aikens@ed.gov; EvMigration_
(b)(6)

>; Ellerson Ng, Noelle

<nellersonPaasa.org>; Valtierra, Loredana <Loredana.Valtierra2Ped.gov>; O'haru,
Keigo <Keigo.OharuPed.gov>
Subject: RE: Engaging w/superintendents on ARP on 7/13
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hello Ian, Jessica and Donna,
I wanted to reach out to confirm your participation in the AASA/ASBO Advocacy
Conference on July 13th. We are finalizing our schedule and still waiting to hear
whether Secretary Cardona or Deputy Secretary Marten will be addressing the group,
but wanted to make sure you had the final time/details for when we will be doing our
breakout sessions.

I'm excited that we'll have close to 200 school leaders in attendance on the 13th, so this
should really give you and your team a good feel for what's happening with ARP
implementation. Because of the room logistics and the need to spend a few minutes
maneuvering, we think it makes the most sense for you to come at 3:55 pm for a start

time of 4 pm instead of 3 pm. Would that be OK?
Again the meeting will be at the Regency Ballroom in the Hyatt Regency on Capitol Hill
(right down the street from ED).
Our members are so excited to engage with you directly and to make sure they are
providing you with the kind of feedback about ARP that would be most helpful.
Best,
Sasha

From: Rosenblum, Ian <lan.RosenblumPed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 5:00 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Cc: Pudelski, Sasha <spudelski@aasa.org>; donna.aikens@ed.gov; EvMigration_
Ellerson Ng, Noelle
<(b)(6)
<nellersonPaasa.org>; Valtierra, Loredana <Loredana.Valtierra2Ped.gov>; O'haru,
Keigo <Keigo.OharuPed.gov>
Subject: Re: Engaging w/superintendents on ARP on 7/13
I'd also love to participate if there's room for three. (And no worries if not.) Thanks!
Sent from my iPhone

On May 27, 2021, at 4:48 PM, Cardichon, Jessica
<jessica.CardichonPed.gov> wrote:

Hi Sasha, thanks for reaching out on this and apologies for the delay. We
would be happy to participate and at least Donna and I can participate.

From: Pudelski, Sasha <spudelskiPaasa.org>
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 2:59 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>; Rosenblum, Ian
<lan.RosenblumPed.gov>; donna.aikensPed.gov; EvMigration_
>
<(b)(6)
Cc: Ellerson Ng, Noelle <nellersonPaasa.org>
Subject: Engaging w/superintendents on ARP on 7/13
Ian, Donna, Jessica and Loredana:
I hope this finds you well. First, thanks for the terrific session this
afternoon with our superintendents. I know our members were very

grateful for the many questions and concerns you answered and
addressed.
NoeIle and I realized we could facilitate another opportunity for you to
engage with our members directly and that is when they are in D.C. on
July 13th for our national advocacy conference. We hold this conference
with the Association of School Business Officials. We typically have about
150 superintendents and school business officials in attendance.
We have invited Secretary Cardona to speak to the group in-person and
we hope he accepts, but additionally we thought this could be another
opportunity for you to meet directly with superintendents in smaller
groups and hear from them about what they're doing this summer and
next school year and gather some great feedback, anecdotes and stories.
We could have separate break out rooms, so you (and any other
colleagues you want to invite from ED as well) have the opportunity to ask
questions and listen as our members share their plans with ARP funding
and whatever other information you're most interested in hearing about
in July.

In terms of the precise timing, we are looking at July 13th around 3 pm for
this 45 minute engagement. Again, our conference is in-person, so you
would have to be comfortable meeting with us at the Hyatt Regency on
Capitol Hill. In addition to following D.C. group meeting guidelines and
CDC guidelines we are happy to do whatever would make you
comfortable in participating.
Thanks for considering this request. Please let us know if you or any
members of your team are interested in this opportunity.
Best,
Sasha

Sasha Pudels14i

Advocacy Director

(b)(6)

AMA, The School Superintendents Association
Alexandria, VA 22314 #LovePublicEducation

@spudelski

1615 Dul.n Street

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ylegartv, Rachel
Pude[ski, Sasha
RE: Following up
Wednesday, May 26, 2021 4:02:00 PM

Great, thank you Sasha! Just sent a Teams invite.
Best,
Rachel

From: Pudelski, Sasha <spudelski@aasa.org>
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2021 3:59 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: Following up

Great. Let's do 2:30-3 on the 15th.Thanks so much Rachel.

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2021 2:54 PM
To: Pudelski, Sasha <spudelskiPaasa.org>
Subject: RE: Following up
Hi Sasha,
Thank you for working with me to find a time to meet with Jessica and Donna. Do you have 30
minutes of availability during any of the following times? Thanks so much!

Tuesday June 15th 11:30-12:00pm ET
Tuesday June 15th 2:30-3:30pm ET
Wednesday June 16th 2:00-2:30pm ET

From: Pudelski, Sasha <spudelskiPaasa.org>
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2021 12:56 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Cc: Hegarty, Rachel <RachelMegartyPed.gov>
Subject: RE: Following up
Great. I did see the release and we already shared it with our members. I am already hearing from
them that this will be extremely helpful in their conversations with State/state legislatures. Slightly
unrelated: thanks to ED's intervention Texas is no longer moving forward with their supplanting bill!
Thanks for your efforts sorting that out.
Thanks for the update re EANS.

Rachel- please let me know when Jessica and others are available.
Best,
Sasha

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2021 12:50 PM
To: Pudelski, Sasha <spudelski@aasa.org>
Cc: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: RE: Following up
Hi Sasha, thanks for reaching out on this — responses below.

From: Pudelski, Sasha <spudelskiPaasa.org>
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2021 11:50 AM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Subject: Following up
Hey Jessica,
I hope you're well. Thanks to you and Donna for making time to meet with NCPE about DC
vouchers.
Two quick things:
First, I wanted to make sure we could schedule a time the week of June 14th to connect again after
the President's budget. We are meeting with DPC early next week to discuss it, but wanted to make
sure we followed up with you as well. That would be great, looping in Rachel to get a time on the
calendar.
Second, I was curious as to the status of the EANS guidance. I am under the impression that States
cannot begin to distribute ARP funding to private schools until they understand how to target this
funding. Is there a rough timeline on when the guidance will be out? We will be tracking this
distribution in states closely. We are hoping to release within the next few weeks, it is moving
internally, but as you can imagine there are a number of documents we are trying to get out. Not
sure if you saw, but we just released the FAQs today.
https://oese.ed.govifiles/2021/05/ESSER.GEER_.FAQs_5.26.21_745AM_FINALbOcd6833f6f46e03ba2
d97d30aff953260028045f9ef3b18ea602db4b32b1d99.pdf
Thanks,
Sasha

Sasha Pudelski

Advocacy Director

(b)(6)

AASA, The School Superintendents Association
#LovePublicEducation

(cell)

@spudelski

1615 Duke Street

Alexandria, VA 22314

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Rotunno
Heciarty, Rachel
Phillip Loyel[
RE: FY 2023 budget request
Thursday, September 9, 2021 8:47:47 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Fantastic,
I just sent out the invite. Please let us know if you or any of your team members did not get it or if
any changes need to be made.
Thanks for jumping in and getting this confirmed. We really appreciate the effort.
Nancy

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, September 9, 2021 8:11 PM
To: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunno@a114ed.org>
Cc: Phillip Lovell <plovell@a114ed.org>
Subject: RE: FY 2023 budget request
Hi Nancy,
Yes, Zoom works well. Optional is attendee is fine.
Thank you so much!
Rachel

From: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunnoPa114ed.org>
Sent: Thursday, September 9, 2021 6:26 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Cc: Phillip Lovell cplovellPall4ed.org>
Subject: RE: FY 2023 budget request
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Great, I'll go ahead and send out a calendar invite to Jessica, Nick, Amy, and Emily . Shall I include
you as an optional or required attendee?
Does Zoom work well for your team?
Nancy

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, September 9, 2021 5:52 PM
To: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunno@a114ed.org>
Subject: RE: FY 2023 budget request
Hi Nancy,

Thank you so much for working with me on scheduling this. Friday, September 17th from 12:301:00pm should work well.
Thank you so much,
Rachel
Rachel Hegarty
Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Planning, Evalution, and Policy Development (OPEPD)
I Rachel.hegartyPed.gov
(1-0(61
pronouns: she/hers

From: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunnoPa114ed.org>
Sent: Thursday, September 9, 2021 5:19 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: RE: FY 2023 budget request

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Rachel, happy to work with you to get this call on the calendar. Do any of these windows work:
Mon Sep 13
9:30-10:15
11:45-12:30
3:00-3:30
_
Tue Sep 14
1:30-2:00
Fri Sep 17
9:00-10:00
12:30-1:00
Nancy

From: Phillip Lovell <plovell@a114ed.org>
Sent: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 3:38 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>; Nancy Rotunno <nrotunno@a114ed.org>
Cc: Lamont, Emily <Emily.Lamontl@ed.gov>; Loyd, Amy <Amy.LoydPed.gov>; Lee, Nicholas
<Nick.LeePed.gov>; Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: RE: FY 2023 budget request
Terrific; we'll look forward to meeting with you!
Best,
Phillip

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 2:58 PM
To: Phillip Lovell <plovell@a114ed.org>; Nancy Rotunno <nrotunnoPa114ed.org>
Cc: Lamont, Emily <Emily.Lamont@ed.gov>; Loyd, Amy <Amy.LoydPed.gov>; Lee, Nicholas
<Nick.LeePed.gov>; Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: RE: FY 2023 budget request
Hi Phillip and Nancy, good to hear from you and happy to meet. Looping in Rachel on our team to
help find a time. On our end, it will be Nick who leads higher ed in OPEPD, Amy who is in OS, and
Emily in OCTAE. Thanks for reaching out, Jessica

From: Phillip Lovell <plovellPall4ed.org>
Sent: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:21 AM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Subject: FY 2023 budget request
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Jessica,
I hope you had a great Labor Day weekend. I wanted to see if you and the ED team would be
available to meet with a few groups to discuss a few ideas for (b)(5)
(b)(5)

Below are some times that would work for us to meet. Nancy Rotunno, copied

here, can help finalize a time.
Mon Sep 13
9:30-10:15
11:45-12:30
3:00-3:30

Tue Sep 14
1:30-2:00
Fri Sep 17
9:00-10:00
12:30-1:00
Many thanks!
Phillip
Phillip Lovell
Associate Executive Director
Alliance for Excellent Education
1425 K Street, NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20005
Telephone: 202 828 0828
Mobile)(6)
Facsimile: 202 Ii28 0821
Email: plovell@a114ed.org
Website: www.a114ed.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Megan Ferren
Heaartv, Rachel
Re: FY22 Budget
Tuesday, June 1, 2021 5:02:21 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Great, thanks Rachel! Is there anyone else I should include on the invite besides Jessica?
Megan Ferren
Research Assistant, K-12 Education
Center for American Progress
C: 103)(0

I mferren@americanprogress.org

Pronouns: she/her

From: "Hegarty, Rachel" <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Date: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 at 4:43 PM
To: Megan Ferren <mferren@americanprogress.org>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget
Hi Megan,

Thank you so much for sending those times. Wednesday, June 9th 11am-11:30am works well for
Jessica.
Best,
Rachel

From: Megan Ferren <mferren@americanprogress.org>
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 4:38 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: FY22 Budget
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Rachel,
Here are some times when Khalilah is available:
Thursday, 6/3: 4-5pm ET
Wednesday, 6/9: 11am-12:30pm ET
Thursday, 6/10: 4-5pm ET

Friday, 6/11: 10:30am-12pm ET
Let me know if any of those work!
Best,
Megan

Megan Ferren
Research Assistant, K-12 Education
Center for American Progress
C: (b)(6)

mferrenPamericanorogress.org

Pronouns: she/her

From: Khalilah Harris <kharrisPamericanprogress.org>
Date: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 at 2:45 PM
To: "Cardichon, Jessica" <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Cc: "Hegarty, Rachel" <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>, Megan Ferren
<mferrenPamericanprogress.org>
Subject: Re: FY22 Budget
Sounds great. Rachel, Megan from our team is copied here from our team to support.

Khalilah M. Harris, EdD, JD

Acting Vice President, K-12 Education Policy
Center for American Progress
www.americanprogress.org I @EdProgress
About Khalilah I @Ed2BeFree
(2021478-6336

Pronouns: She/Her/Ella

From: "Cardichon, Jessica" <jessica,CardichonPed.gov>
Date: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 at 2:40 PM
To: Khalilah Harris <kharrisPamericanprogress.org>
Cc: "Hegarty, Rachel" <Rachel,HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget
Good afternoon! It would be great to connect. Looping in Rachel on our team to help find a time
(Rachel, I will forward to a few others to see if they can join). Thanks for following up, will be good to
get your thoughts.

From: Khalilah Harris <kharrisPamericanprogress.org>
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 11:58 AM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: FY22 Budget
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

(b)(5)

Khalilah

Khalilah M. Harris, EdD, JD
Acting Vice President, K-12 Education Policy
Center for American Progress
www.amcricanprogress.org I @EdProgress
About Khalilah I @Ed2BeFree
(202) 478-6336
Pronouns: She/Her/Ella

From: "Cardichon, Jessica" <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Date: Friday, May 28, 2021 at 2:43 PM
To: Khalilah Harris <kharris@americanprogress.org>
Subject: FW: FY22 Budget
(b)(5)

Jessica Cardichon, Ed.D., J.D.
Deputy Assistant Secretary, P-12 Education
Office of Planning, Evaluation, and Policy Development
U.S. Department of Education

Pronouns: s e

er/hers

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Roxanne Garza
Heaarty, Rachel
RE: FY22 Budget
Wednesday, June 9, 2021 9:30:41 AM
imaae001.onq

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Rachel,
Let's shoot for 10-10:30 on Wednesday.
Thank you,
Roxanne
Roxanne Garza I Policy Advisor, Education Policy Project

I Policy and Advocacy

UNIODSUS
rgarzaPunidosus.org I10 Proxanne mg
NCLR is now Uni • osUS. Find out more at unidosus.org I Facebook I Twitter

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, June 8, 2021 2:03 PM
To: Roxanne Garza <rgarza@unidosus.org>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Roxanne,
Thank you so much for working with me to find a time to meet with Jessica. Please let me know if any
of the following times are of interest to you.

Monday June 14th 2:00-2:30pm ET
Monday June 14th 2:30-3:30pm ET
Wednesday June 16th 10:00-10:30am ET
Friday June 18th 2:00-2:30pm ET
Thank you so much!
Rachel

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>

Sent: Tuesday, June 8, 2021 11:17 AM
To: Roxanne Garza <rgarzaPunidosus.org>
Cc: Amalia Chamorro <achamorro(@unidosus.org>; Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget
Would be great to connect! Looping in Rachel on our team to help find a time.

From: Roxanne Garza <rgarza@unidosus.org>
Sent: Tuesday, June 8, 2021 11:16 AM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Cc: Amalia Chamorro <achamorroPunidosus.org>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Jessica,
I hope your week is off to a great start. (b)(5)
. Can you please send along some windows of times when you are available this week and

Thank you,
Roxanne
Roxanne Garza I Policy Advisor, Education Policy Project I Policy and Advocacy

UNI13C6US
(b)(6)
is now

rgarzaPunidosus.org I
roxanne mg
idosUS. Find out more at unidosus.org I Facebook I Twitter

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2021 2:48 PM
To: Roxanne Garza <rgarzaPunidosus.org>; Amalia Chamorro <achamorroPunidosus.org>
Subject: FY22 Budget
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

(b)(5)

Jessica Cardichon, Ed.D., J.D.

Deputy Assistant Secretary, P-12 Education
Office of Planning, Evaluation, and Policy Development
U.S. Department of Education

(b)(6)
Pronouns: she/her/hers

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Rotunno
Heaarty, Rachel
RE: FY22 Budget
Friday, June 4, 2021 9:29:15 AM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Got it, thanks!
Can you add Anne Hyslop to the invite, ahyslopPa114ed.org.
Nancy

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 10:34 PM
To: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunno@a114ed.org>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget
Thank you so much, invite is on its way.

From: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunno@a114ed.org>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 6:36 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Yes, that time will work.
Thanks,
Nancy

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 5:22 PM
To: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunnoPa114ed.org>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget
Hi Nancy,
Would 3:00-3:30pm ET be possible?
Thank you!
Rachel

From: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunnoPa114ed.org>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 4:39 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.go_v>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi again, is it possible to find time for the call on Friday, June 11th?
Any time before 11:30 am (hard stop) would be great.
Nancy

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 2:39 PM
To: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunno@a114ed.org>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget

Thank you Nancy, yes it would be in place of a call with just Phillip and Jessica on the 7th .

From: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunno@a114ed org>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 2:38 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Thanks Rachel, I have to check if I can pull Phillip out of a meeting to participate during one of the
times you offered.
This will be in place of a call with just Phillip and Jessica on the 7th, correct?
Nancy

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 2:29 PM
To: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunnoPa114ed org>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget
Hi Nancy,
We would like to include Nick Lee (Deputy Assistant Secretary for Higher Ed and Student Financial
Aid) and Amy Loyd (Deputy Assistant Secretary Policy and Strategic Initiatives). Do either of the
following times work for Philip to meet with Jessica, Amy, and Nick? Once the time is confirmed I am

happy to send out the invite. Thanks so much!

Thursday June 10th 2:30-3:00pm ET
Thursday June 10th 4:30-5:00pm ET

From: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunno@a114ed.org>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 2:26 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Rachel, let's go with 2:30pm on Monday, June 7th . Do you want to send over an invite or shall I
send one to you and/or Jessica?
Nancy

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 1:26 PM
To: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunnoPa114ed.org>
Cc: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunno@a114ed.org>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget
Hi Nancy,
Thank you for working with me to find a time to meet. Please let me know if Phillip has 30 minutes of
availability during either of the following times:

Monday June 7th 2:30-3:30pm ET
Tuesday June 8th 12:00-12:30pm ET
Thank you so much!
Rachel

From: Phillip Lovell <plovellPall4ed.org>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 10:50 AM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Cc: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>; Nancy Rotunno <nrotunnoPa114ed.org>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Great! Nancy can help with scheduling on my end. Thank you!

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 10:07 AM
To: Phillip Lovell <plovell@a114ed.org>
Cc: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget
Just a little bit! Monday afternoon could work — looping in Rachel on our team to help find a time
(thank you Rachel!).

From: Phillip Lovell <plovell@a114ed.org>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 10:05 AM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: FY22 Budget

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hey! You all have clearly been very busy! When would be good to connect — maybe Monday
afternoon? If sooner would be helpful, let me know. And if there is anything in particular that would
be helpful for me to think about, let me know that too.
Talk soon!

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Khalilah Harris
Heaartv, Rachel
Cardichon, Jessica; Rosenblum, Ian
Re: Impact of Lost Instructional Time - Listening Sessions
Monday, April 26, 2021 10:13:46 AM

Hi Rachel, Center for American Progress will join on May 6th at 1:30pm

Khalilah M. Harris, EdD, JD
Acting Vice President, K-12 Education Policy
Center for American Progress
www.americanprogress.org I @EdProgress
About Khalilah I @Ed2BeFree
(202) 478-6336
Pronouns: She/Her/Ella

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 10:08:15 AM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Cc: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>; Rosenblum, Ian <lan.Rosenblum@ed.gov>
Subject: Impact of Lost Instructional Time - Listening Sessions
Good morning,
We hope this email finds you well. As a follow up to the ED COVID-19 Handbook. Volume 2:
Roadmap to Reopening Safely and Meeting All Students' Needs the Department is working to issue
additional information on the following topic:
Addressing the impact of lost instructional time, including:
• Meeting students social, emotional, and academic needs
• Using high quality assessments to assist educators and leaders in meeting student
needs
• Providing information and assistance to families to support students
We are hosting three listening sessions to hear from organizations who have been doing work in this
area and are hoping you can join us for one of the following three sessions to share your
recommendations:
•

May 3 rd

•

May 4th — 10:00-11:00 EST

•

May 6th — 1:30-2:30 EST

—

12:00-1:00 EST

If so, please respond to this email only (Rachel.HegartyPed.gov) by COB, April 29th.
Due to the number of organizations, we kindly ask that only one person from your organization join.

If you have any recommendations that you would like to share in advance (or if you are unable to
join), please send those recommendations to this email.
We hope you can join and appreciate all the work you are doing in this area.
Thank you,
Rachel

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael DiNaooli
Heaartv, Rachel
RE: Impact of Lost Instructional Time - Listening Sessions
Tuesday, April 27, 2021 6:12:27 PM

Thanks, we are confirmed!

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2021 5:38 PM
To: Michael DiNapoli <mdinapoli@learningpolicyinstitute.org>
Subject: RE: Impact of Lost Instructional Time - Listening Sessions
Hi Michael,
Thank you for your email. You and Aneesha should have now received a Microsoft Teams invite for
the 6th.
Thanks so much,
Rachel

From: Michael DiNapoli <mdinapoliPlearningpolicyinstitute.org>
Sent: Tuesday, April 27, 2021 3:54 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Cc: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>; Rosenblum, Ian <lan.RosenblumPed.gov>;
Aneesha Badrinarayan <abadrinarayanPlearningpolicvinstitute.org>
Subject: RE: Impact of Lost Instructional Time - Listening Sessions
Hi Rachel,

Thank you so much for this invitation. Is May 6th from 1:30pm — 2:30pm, still available? If so, I along
with my colleague Aneesha Badrinarayan would like to attend that listening session.
Best,
Michael

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 10:08 AM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Cc: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>; Rosenblum, Ian <lan.RosenblumPed.gov>
Subject: Impact of Lost Instructional Time - Listening Sessions
Good morning,
We hope this email finds you well. As a follow up to the ED COVID-19 Handbook. Volume 2.,

Roadmap to Reopening Safely and Meeting All Students' Needs the Department is working to issue
additional information on the following topic:
Addressing the impact of lost instructional time, including:
• Meeting students social, emotional, and academic needs
• Using high quality assessments to assist educators and leaders in meeting student needs
• Providing information and assistance to families to support students
We are hosting three listening sessions to hear from organizations who have been doing work in this
area and are hoping you can join us for one of the following three sessions to share your
recommendations:
•

May 3rd — 12:00-1:00 EST

•

May 4th — 10:00-11:00 EST

•

May 6th — 1:30-2:30 EST

If so, please respond to this email only (Rachel.Hegartyl@ed.gov) by COB, April 29th .
Due to the number of organizations, we kindly ask that only one person from your organization join.
If you have any recommendations that you would like to share in advance (or if you are unable to
join), please send those recommendations to this email.
We hope you can join and appreciate all the work you are doing in this area.
Thank you,
Rachel

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Courtney Bollig
Heciarty, Rachel
Kayla Patrick
RE: Joint Comments Regarding Unfinished Learning, Accelerated Learning, and Tutoring
Monday, May 3, 2021 10:53:10 AM
imaae012.pnq
imaqe007.pnq
imacie013.Emq
imaae014.pnq
imacie015.pnq
imaqe016.pnq
imacie557557.onq

Hi Rachel,
My colleague, Kayla Patrick, will be the Ed Trust representative on the call today at noon. She is
looped here. Please feel free to update the calendar invite to include her—or let me know and I can
forward her the invite.
Thank you!
Courtney

Courtney Bollig
Senior Associate for Government Affairs & Communications

The Education Trust

Phone. 202-293-1217 ext.310 I Mobile: l(b)(6)

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2021 2:11 PM
To: Courtney Bollig <cbollig@edtrust.org>
Subject: RE: Joint Comments Regarding Unfinished Learning, Accelerated Learning, and Tutoring
Hi Courtney,

Thank you for your response. You should now have received a Microsoft Teams invite for the

3 rd.

Thank you so much!
Rachel

From: Courtney Bollig <cbollig@edtrustorg>
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2021 12:43 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov >
Subject: RE: Joint Comments Regarding Unfinished Learning, Accelerated Learning, and Tutoring
Hi Rachel,
Following up on my note below. We are so grateful to ED for offering these listening sessions!

If possible, our group (The Education Trust, Education Reform Now, FutureEd, and Center for
American Progress) would like to attend the May 31

session from 12-1pm ET.

Please let me know if this is possible and how we should move forward with scheduling.
Thank you so much!
Courtney

Courtney Bollig
Senior Associate for Government Affairs & Communications
Phone: 202-293-1217 ext.310
Mobile:

The Eduuditon Trust

1501 K St NW, Ste 200
Washington DC 20005

9006
Twitter: @courtneybollig

From: Courtney Bollig
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2021 12:09 PM
To: lan.Rosenblum@ed.gov; Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>; Donna.HarrisAikensPed.gov; Rachel.HegartyPed.gov
Cc: Denise Forte <dfortePedtrust.org>; Allison Socol <asocolPedtrust.org>; Kayla Patrick
<KPatrickPedtrust.org>; Neil Campbell <ncarribbellPamericanorogress.org>; Charlie Barone
<CharlesBarone@dfer.org>; Nicholas Munyan-Penney <nicholas@dfer.org>; Thomas Toch
<Thomas.TochPgeorgetown.edu>; Amanda Fuchs Miller <amandaPseventhstreetstrategies.com>;
jparshallPamericanprogress.org
Subject: Joint Comments Regarding Unfinished Learning, Accelerated Learning, and Tutoring
Hi Ian, Jessica, and Donna,
We hope this note finds you well! Our groups are reaching out today to share joint
recommendations regarding unfinished learning, accelerated learning, and tutoring.
We look forward to the opportunity to speak with you more about our recommendations. I will
follow up with Rachel separately on scheduling as outlined in her note below.
Please let us know if you have any questions in the interim.
Take care,
Courtney

Courtney Bollig
Senior Associate for Government Affairs & Communications

The Education Trust

Phone: 202-293-1217 ext.310 I Mobile (b)(6)

From: Hegarty, Rachel cRachel.Hegartyl@ed.gov>
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 10:08 AM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Cc: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>; lan.RosenblumPed.gov
Subject: Impact of Lost Instructional Time - Listening Sessions
Good morning,
We hope this email finds you well. As a follow up to the ED COVID-19 Handbook. Volume 2:
Roadmap to Reopening Safely and Meeting All Students' Needs the Department is working to issue
additional information on the following topic:
Addressing the impact of lost instructional time, including:
• Meeting students social, emotional, and academic needs

• Using high quality assessments to assist educators and leaders in meeting student needs
• Providing information and assistance to families to support students
We are hosting three listening sessions to hear from organizations who have been doing work in this
area and are hoping you can join us for one of the following three sessions to share your
recommendations:
•

May 3rd — 12:00-1:00 EST

•

May 4th — 10:00-11:00 EST

•

May 6th — 1:30-2:30 EST

If so, please respond to this email only (Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov) by COB, April 29th .
Due to the number of organizations, we kindly ask that only one person from your organization join.
If you have any recommendations that you would like to share in advance (or if you are unable to
join), please send those recommendations to this email.
We hope you can join and appreciate all the work you are doing in this area.
Thank you,
Rachel

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Cardichon. Jessica
Elise Helgesen Aguilar
"soudelski(aaasa.org"; Hegartv, Rache
RE: Meeting Request - DC Voucher Program
Tuesday, May 18, 2021 10:27:10 PM

Thank you Elise, appreciate you sharing and looking forward to the conversation as well.

From: Elise Helgesen Aguilar <aguilar@au.org>
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 2:03 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>
Cc: 'spudelski@aasa.org' <spudelski@aasa.org>; Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: Meeting Request - DC Voucher Program
Hi Jessica,
I wanted to make sure we shared with you the NCPE letter that we sent yesterday to the House and
Senate appropriations committees asking them to discontinue funding for the DC voucher program.
Thank you again for making time for our meeting. We are looking forward to speaking with you
tomorrow.
Thanks,
Elise

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 5, 2021 8:48 PM
To: Elise Helgesen Aguilar <aguilarPau.org>
Cc: 'spudelski@aasa.org' <soudelskiPaasa.org>; Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: RE: Meeting Request - DC Voucher Program
Hi Elise, thank you for reaching out and would be happy to meet. I have looped in Rachel on our
team to help find a time. Best, Rachel.

From: Elise Helgesen Aguilar <aguilarPau.org>
Sent: Wednesday, May 5, 2021 12:52 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Cc: 'spudelski@aasa.org' <soudelskiPaasa.org>
Subject: Meeting Request - DC Voucher Program
Hi Jessica,
I hope you are well. Thank you so much for your responsiveness on the EANS issue and for meeting
with NCPE earlier this year. Today I'm writing to request a meeting to discuss the discontinuation of
funding for the DC private school voucher program.

NCPE opposes continued funding for the DC voucher program (Opportunity Scholarship Program) as
part of the Scholarship for Opportunities and Results (SOAR) Act because we believe that federal
funds for the District should support public schools, not private schools. We will soon be sending a
coalition letter to the House and Senate Appropriations Committees asking Congress to discontinue
funding for the program.
Previously, the Obama administration had requested limited funding for the program to ensure that
it would only provide vouchers for current students, effectively phasing out the program. We know
that Secretary Cardona was asked today during the House appropriations subcommittee hearing
whether he supported continuing to fund DC vouchers, and he reiterated that the Department
supported funding for the students currently in the program, but that the Department was
continuing to look more into the program.
As the Department continues to consider continuation of the DC voucher program, we would
appreciate the opportunity to discuss this issue with you (or another staff member if that is more
appropriate for this issue).
Thank you, as always, for your time. We look forward to connecting on this issue.
Best,
Elise Aguilar
Elise Helgesen Aguilar
Federal Policy Counsel
Pronouns: she/her/hers
Americans United for Separation of Church and State
1310 L Street NW, Suite 200 - Washington DC - 20005
202-898-2139 aguilarau.orci
www.au.ora
II I

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hegartv, Rachel
Pude[ski, Sasha
RE: Meeting request on Jan 13
Wednesday, December 1, 2021 1:18:00 PM

Hi Sasha,
Thanks so much for your email.
This sounds great, I will work with Kimberly on logistics.
We are looking forward to the conversation!
Rachel

From: Pude'ski, Sasha <spudelski@aasa.org>
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2021 9:01 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: Meeting request on Jan 13
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Rachel,
Thanks for following up. We are very much looking forward to meeting with Roberto from 1245-1:30
on the 13th. We will aim to arrive around 12:30 to ensure we have time to go through security and
begin the meeting on time. We are also arranging to meet with OSEP Director Katy Neas as well right
after we meet with Roberto in this same location (if possible). I believe that was why we wanted
Kimberly looped.
Hope this helps.
Thanks for your assistance and hope you have a wonderful holiday season.
Sasha

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2021 4:46 PM
To: Pudelski, Sasha <spudelski@aasa.org>
Subject: RE: Meeting request on Jan 13
Hi Sasha,
Hope you are doing well and enjoying this Holiday season.

I just wanted to circle back to this event as I know some time has passed (I know you have been in
contact with Kimberly as well).

Roberto is looking forward to meeting with the group, does January 13th work for you? Happy to
look into other times as well! Please let me know what works best for you!
Thank you!

From: Pudelski, Sasha <spudelskiPaasa.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 28, 2021 9:24 AM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Cc: Watkins-Foote, Kimberly <Kimberly.Watkins-FootePed.gov>
Subject: Meeting request on Jan 13
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Rachel,
My name is Sasha Pudelski and I am the Director of Advocacy for AASA, The School Superintendents
Association. On January 13th AASA's Executive Committee, our board of directors who set the
national policy and legislative goals for the organization, will be in town and we would like to request
a meeting with Assistant Secretary Rodriguez to meet with the group for 45 minutes for a discussion
on what the Department is doing and what more that can be done to support school
superintendents and districts during this extraordinarily challenging time.
Kimberly Watkins-Foote has generously offered to provide us a space to meet at the Department, so
what we are seeking is a commitment for Roberto to meet with the group from 12:45-1:30 pm on
January 13th if his schedule permits.
Please let me know what's possible- I know there are many demands on his time.
Thanks,
Sasha
Sasha Pudelski Director of Advocacy (b)(6)
AASA, The School Superintendents Associa ion
22314 #LovePublicEducation

•

(cell) @spudelski
Duke Street Alexandria, VA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ylegartv. Rachel
Nancy Rotunno
RE: Meeting Request: Dual Enrollment...Budget...American Families Plan
Tuesday, May 11, 2021 1:00:00 PM

Great, thank you so much!

From: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunno@a114ed.org>
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 12:58 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: Meeting Request: Dual Enrollment...Budget...American Families Plan
Thanks!! We received the invite. I went ahead and forwarded it to the following people who will also
participate in the call.
Anne Hyslop ahyslopPall4ed.org
Alex Perry alex.perryPflpadvisors.com
Clara Haskell Botstein cbotsteinPbard.edu
Enjoy your day.
Nancy

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 12:54 PM
To: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunnoPa114ed.org>
Cc: Phillip Lovell <plovellPall4ed.org>
Subject: RE: Meeting Request: Dual Enrollment...Budget...American Families Plan
Hi Nancy,
Thanks so much for working with our schedule. I just sent out a Microsoft Teams invite to the team
here on our end. You and Phillip should have also received an invite. Please let me know if there is
anyone else you would like me to add to the invite.
Thank you,
Rachel

From: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunnoPa114ed.org>
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 12:43 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Cc: Phillip Lovell <plovellPall4ed.org>
Subject: RE: Meeting Request: Dual Enrollment...Budget...American Families Plan

Hi Rachel, we'd like to move forward with Thursday May 20th 8:30am-9:00am ET .Would you like us

to send over a calendar invite with Zoom link or would you prefer to do that from your end? Happy
to do whatever works best?
Nancy

From: Phillip Lovell <plovellPall4ed,org>
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2021 5:17 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Cc: Nancy Rotunno <nrotunnoPa114ed.org>
Subject: Re: Meeting Request: Dual Enrollment...Budget...American Families Plan
Hi Rachel,
No worries at all. I'm copying Nancy Rotunno here who will coordinate schedules on our end. Many
thanks for your help.
Phillip

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2021 4:24 PM
To: Phillip Lovell
Subject: RE: Meeting Request: Dual Enrollment...Budget...American Families Plan
Hi Phillip,
Thank you for working with me to find a time. Unfortunately looking at everyone's schedule here at
the Department of Education it looks like none of those time will work for everyone this week. I have
listed some times below that work for Jessica, Ian, Nick, Jennifer, and Michelle. Please let me know if
any of these times work for you.

Thursday May 20th 8:30am-9:00am ET
Wednesday May 26th 3:00pm-4:00pm ET
Thursday May 27th 1:00pm-2:00pm ET
Thanks so much!
Rachel

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica,CardichonPed.gov>
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2021 4:12 PM
To: Phillip Lovell <plovell@a114ed.org>; Rosenblum, Ian <lan.Rosenblum@ed.gov>; Cooper, Michelle
<Michelle.CooperPed.gov>; Lee, Nicholas <Nick.LeePed.gov>; Mishory, Jennifer
<Jennifer,MishoryPed.gov>
Cc: Alex Perry <alex.perryPflpadvisors.com>; Clara Haskell Botstein <cbotsteinPbard.edu.>; Anne

Hyslop <ahyslop@a114ed.org>; Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: Meeting Request: Dual Enrollment...Budget...American Families Plan
Hi Phillip, thanks for following up and glad to meet on this. Looping in Rachel to help find a time. This
week may be tricky, but will work to get this scheduled.

From: Phillip Lovell <plovellPall4ed.org>
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2021 12:29 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>; Rosenblum, Ian <lan.Rosenblum@ed.gov>;
Cooper, Michelle <JVlichelle,CooperPed.gov>; Lee, Nicholas <NickleePed.gov>; Mishory, Jennifer
clennifer.MishoryPed.gov>
Cc: Alex Perry <alex.perry@flpadvisors.com>; Clara Haskell Botstein <cbotstein@bard.edu>; Anne
Hyslop <ahyslopPa114ed.org>
Subject: RE: Meeting Request: Dual Enrollment...Budget...American Families Plan
Greetings, I wanted to follow up on the message below to see if you would be available for a
discussion about the administration's policy, and upcoming legislative activity, on dual enrollment.
Would you be available:
•

Wed, May 12

10:30-12:00; 4:00-5:00

•
•

Thurs, May 13
Friday, May 14

9:00-11:00
9:00-11:00

Many thanks,
Phillip

From: Phillip Lovell
Sent: Thursday, May 6, 2021 9:33 AM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>; Rosenblum, Ian <lan.Rosenblum@ed.gov>;
Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.Cooper@ed.gov>; Lee, Nicholas <Nick.LeePed.gov>; Mishory, Jennifer
clenniferMishoryPed.gov>
Cc: Alex Perry <alex.perryPflpadvisors.com>; Clara Haskell Botstein <cbotstein@bard.edu.>; Anne
Hyslop <ahyslop@a114ed.org>
Subject: Meeting Request: Dual Enrollment...Budget...American Families Plan
Hi everyone,
Many thanks for incorporating language within the COVID-19 Handbook on the transition between
high school and college. We have been sharing this information widely!
I wanted to see if you would be available for a conversation about ways in which dual enrollment
and early college high school programs could be incorporated into the Department's policy priorities
as work continues on the budget and the American Families Plan. Evidence demonstrates these

approaches effectively improve both student access and success in college, particularly for low
income students and students who are underrepresented in higher education. We would like to
share some thoughts on how these evidence-based strategies could support the Administration's
agenda moving forward. We'll also share information about related legislation that is likely to be
reintroduced in the coming weeks, including the Fast Track to and Through College Act, PREPARE
Act and the Jumpstart to College Act.
Would you be available:
•

Wed, May 12

10:30-12:00; 4:00-5:00

•
•

Thurs, May 13
Friday, May 14

9:00-11:00
9:00-11:00

Many thanks,
Phillip

Phillip Lovell
Associate Executive Director
Alliance for Excellent Education
1425 K Street, NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC 20005
Telephone: 202 828 0828
Mobile: (b)(6)
Facsimile: 202 828 0821
Email: plovell@a114ed.org
Website: www.a114ed.org

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2021 8:53 PM
To: Phillip Lovell <plovellPall4ed.org>; Rosenblum, Ian <lan.RosenblumPed.gov>; Cooper, Michelle
<Michelle.CooperPed.gov>; Lee, Nicholas <Nick.LeePed.gov>; Mishory, Jennifer
<Jennifer.Mishory@ed.gov>
Cc: Robert Balfanz <rbalfanz@jhu.edu>; Alex Perry <alex.perryPflpadvisors.com>; Roneeta Guha
<roneetaPlinkedlearning.org>; Rachel Zaentz <rachelPlinkedlearning.org>; Bill DeBaun
<debaunbPncan.org>
Subject: RE: FAQs...College Enrollment
Thank you Phillip and team — great to see some old friends on this email
Appreciate you sharing this as we are putting together the FAQs. We are also looking to release
Volume 2 of the COVID handbook within the next few weeks and a number of the recommendations

are aligned with what you have shared. Moving forward I think there will be continued opportunities
to elevate a number of these recommendations.
Best,
Jessica

From: Phillip Lovell <plovell@a114ed.org>
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2021 2:20 PM
To: Rosenblum, Ian <lan.RosenblumPed.gov>; Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>;
Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.CooperPed.gov>; Lee, Nicholas <Nick.LeePed.gov>; Mishory, Jennifer
<Jennifer.Mishory@ed.gov>
Cc: Robert Balfanz <rbalfanz@jhu.edu>; Alex Perry <alex.perry@flpadvisors.com>; Roneeta Guha
<roneetaPlinkedlearning.org>; Rachel Zaentz <rachelPlinkedlearning.org>; Bill DeBaun
<debaunbPncan.org>
Subject: FAQs...College Enrollment
Greetings!
As USED prepares guidance to assist states and LEAs in effectively implementing the American
Rescue Plan Act, we would like to encourage the Department to provide guidance that will help
States and districts reverse the troubling decline in college enrollment caused by the pandemic.
Attached are specific FAQs for your consideration.
As you may know, the National Clearinghouse recently reported that immediate fall postsecondary
enrollment is down 7% overall, with the greatest declines among those students who have
historically been underserved:
•

10.7% decline for low-income high schools (i.e., at least 50% of students are eligible for free

•

9.4% decline for high schools with high concentrations of students of color (i.e. at least 40%

or reduced price lunch)
of students are Black or Hispanic)
The decline in freshman enrollment is likely to continue into next year, as FASFA completion rates
continue to lag. According to NCAN, FASFA completion in Title I-eligible schools is 11.3 percent lower
this year compared to last year as of March 19, 2021. For schools with the largest concentrations of
students of color, FASFA completion is down 13.2 percent.
We hope the attached FAQs (1) clarify for States and LEAs that ARP funds can be used to support
students in making the transition from high school to college and (2) provide ideas for doing so.
Let us know if you have any questions. We'd be happy to discuss these issues over phone/zoom and
look forward to working with you in the weeks to come.
Best,

Phillip

Phillip Lovell
Vice President, Policy Development and Government Relations
Alliance for Excellent Education
1201 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 901
Washington, DC 20036
Telephone: 202 828 0828
Mobile: (b)(6)
Facsimile: 202 828 0821
Email: plovellPall4ed.org
Website: www.a114ed.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ylegarty, Rache[
Neil Campbell
RE: RSVP for listening session w/ EdTrust & ED staff
Monday, May 3, 2021 9:41:00 AM

Hi Neil,
You should have now received a Microsoft Teams invite.
Thank you!
Rachel

From: Neil Campbell <ncampbell@americanprogress.org>
Sent: Monday, May 3, 2021 9:23 AM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: RSVP for listening session w/ EdTrust & ED staff
Rachel — I've been working with Courtney Bollig and the folks at Ed Trust on some work related to
COVID recovery and the letter we sent to ED about tutoring. I'd love to join the conversation that's
been scheduled for noon today that Courtney helped arrange with you.
Thanks,
-Neil
Neil Campbell
Director of Innovation, K-12 Education
Center for American Progress
www.americanprogress.org 1 @EdProgress
ncampbellPamericanprogress.org 1 @nei1campbe1177
cPronouns: e

im

IS

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ylegarty, Rachel
Ellerson Na. Noelle
"Amelia Vance"
RE: student/data privacy inquiry
Wednesday, June 30, 2021 12:27:00 PM

Great! Just sent a Teams invite.
Thank you so much!

From: Ellerson Ng, Noelle <nellerson@aasa.org>
Sent: Tuesday, June 29, 2021 9:43 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Cc: 'Amelia Vance' <avance@fpf.org>
Subject: RE: student/data privacy inquiry
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi all
We can do the Tues July 20 time.
N EN
NEN
Noelle Ellerson Ng
Associate Executive Director, Advocacy & Governance
AASA, The School Superintendents Association
nellersonPaasa.org
(C) 1(b)(6)
Twitter: @Noellerson
#LovePublicEducation

From: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Sent: Monday, June 28, 2021 2:16 PM
To: Ellerson Ng, Noelle <nellerson@aasa.org>
Cc: 'Amelia Vance' <avancePfpf.org>
Subject: RE: student/data privacy inquiry
Hi Noelle and Amelia,
Circling back with times. Please see Jessica and Ian's availability below. Please let me know if any of
the following times are of interest to you, and I can go ahead and send over a Teams invite.

Wednesday, July 14th 3:00-3:30pm
Tuesday, July 20th 9:30-10:00am
Wednesday, July 21st 1:00-1:30pm
Best,
Rachel

From: Hegarty, Rachel
Sent: Monday, June 28, 2021 12:55 PM
To: Ellerson Ng, Noelle <nellersonPaasa.org>
Cc: Amelia Vance <avancePfpf.org>
Subject: RE: student/data privacy inquiry
Hi Noelle and Amelia,
I am working on finding some times for Jessica and lan and will circle back. Thank you so much!
Best,
Rachel

From: Ellerson Ng, Noelle <nellersonPaasa.org>
Sent: Monday, June 28, 2021 12:40 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>; Rosenblum, Ian <lan.RosenblumPed.gov>
Cc: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>; Amelia Vance <avancePfolorg>
Subject: RE: student/data privacy inquiry
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Sounds good. Looping in my coalition co-chair, Amelia Vance. Thanks.
NEN
Noelle Ellerson Ng
Associate Executive Director, Advocacy & Governance
AASA, The School Superintendents Association
nellersonPaasa.org
(C) (b)(6)
Twitter: @Noellerson
#LovePublicEducation

From: Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.CardichonPed.gov>
Sent: Friday, June 25, 2021 11:15 PM
To: Ellerson Ng, Noelle <nellersonPaasa.org>; Rosenblum, Ian <lan.RosenblumPed.gov>

Cc: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.HegartyPed.gov>
Subject: Re: student/data privacy inquiry
Hi NoeIle, happy to connect. Looping in Rachel to please help find a time.
From: Ellerson Ng, NoeIle <nellersonPaasa.org>
Sent: Friday, June 25, 2021 3:57 PM
To: Cardichon, Jessica; Rosenblum, Ian
Subject: student/data privacy inquiry
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
HI Jessica and Ian
I saw that the regulatory and guidance agenda for USED includes student data and privacy. Any
chance I can get a meeting or a look at what that might include, or your thinking/priorities?
Full disclosure: I co-chair the Federal Education Privacy Coalition, and we do have contact with Kevin
and Dale in the Student Data and Privacy Office; I was hoping I might be able to get a little more
candor with you.
Thanks,
NEN
NoeIle Ellerson Ng
Associate Executive Director, Advocacy & Governance
AASA, The School Superintendents Association
nellersonPaasa.org
(C) (b)(6)
Twitter: @Noellerson
#LovePublicEducation

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ylegarty, Rache[
Ha rris-Ai kens, Donna
RE: WGR ED Task Force Legislative Forum
Saturday, June 5, 2021 6:57:00 PM
image001.ono
imacie002.ono
imacie003.pno
imacie004.ono
image005.ono

Got it- thank you for sending!

From: Harris-Aikens, Donna <Donna.Harris-Aikens@ed.gov>
Sent: Saturday, June 5, 2021 12:19 AM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Subject: FW: WGR ED Task Force Legislative Forum
Hi Rachel—
Here's another speaking engagement for your awareness and for reports. It's June 9 at 9:45 am
Thanks
Donna

From: Courtney Bollig <cbolligPedtrust.org>
Sent: Friday, June 4, 2021 1:23 PM
To: Harris-Aikens, Donna <Donna.Harris-Aikens@ed.gov>; Tizzani, Philip
<Philio.TizzaniPmail.house.gov>; Trelaine_ltoPschatz.senate.gov; emily_smithPmurphv.senate.gov
Cc: Cazeault, Taylor <Tavlor.Cazeault@arnoldporter.com>; Dana Laurens <danaPdfer.org>; Alanna
Purdy Montesinos <(b)(6)
(b)(6)

,; Leticia Tomas Bustillos
; Channon Hanna <channaPcarpiclay.com>

Subject: WGR ED Task Force Legislative Forum
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Good afternoon,
Thank you again for participating in WGR's Education Task Force annual Legislative Forum
on Wednesday, June 9th at 9:00am EST. The forum will consist of two 45-minute panels for
authorizers and appropriators. You will be part of the second panel to discuss the annual
budget and appropriations process in the 117th Congress.
Please click on the Zoom link (provided below) at 9:40am EST, which is 5 minutes-prior to
the start of the second panel. My fellow co-chair, Dana Laurens, will be the moderator of your
panel and will kick it off at 9:45am EST and promptly end at 10:10am EST to begin the
audience Q&A (15 minutes).

Below are the proposed questions that Dana plans to ask the panel. Please let us know if there
are particular questions/areas you do not wish to discuss:
(b)(5)

We have included each participants' specific Zoom link below and the passcode is (b)(6)
for everyone. Please note this link should not be shared with others; it is unique to you:
•

Trelaine Ito - Zoom Link

•

Donna Harris-Aikens - Zoom Link

•

Emily Smith - Zoom Link

•

Philip Tizzani - Zoom Link

Please let us know if you have any questions! We look forward to seeing you next week.
Take care,
Courtney

Courtney Baia
Senior Associate for Government Affairs & Communications
Phone: 202-293-1217
Mobile:

(b)(6)

The Education Trust

1501 K St NW, Ste 200
Washington DC 20005
ẁctS

0
0
0
Twitter: @courtneybollig

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

J-legarty, Rache[
Chris Borreca
Sasha Pudelski; Detsv Mac:mud
RE: Zoom call with Roberto Rodriguez
Wednesday, December 15, 2021 9:40:00 AM

Hi Chris,
Thanks so much for your response. Let's plan for 2:00pm ET on January 7th.
We will look forward to receiving a zoom invite from you.
Thanks so much,
Rachel
Original Message
From: Chris Borreca <cborreca@thompsonhorton.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 2021 9:37 PM
To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>
Cc: Sasha Pudelski <spudelski@aasa.org>; Betsy Maggard <bmaggard@thompsonhorton.com>
Subject: Re: Zoom call with Roberto Rodriguez
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Rachel,
Thanks so much for this great news! Why don't we go with January 7, 2022 and any of those times work for us, just
let us know which of those times in the 7th work best for Roberto. I'll be joined by Ms Dee Carney who is an
accountability expert who is also working with the Texas School Alliance. If it helps make it easier, I can ask my
assistant, Betsy Maggard to set up a zoom call invitation for all of us. Just let me know what works best for you and
Roberto. Im not sure right now if Sasha wants to participate (would love her to do so! ) but I'll advise on that.
Thank you again for your help and I hope you have a wonderful Christmas break! Chris
Sent from my iPhone
> On Dec 14, 2021, at 2:59 PM, Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov> wrote:
> Hi Chris,
> Thank you again for your patience. Roberto is happy to meet after the Holidays. Please let me know if any of the
following times could work for you for a 30 minute Teams meeting:
> Wednesday, January 5th 4:00-5:30pm ET
> Thursday, January 6th 1:00-2:30pm ET
> Friday, January 7th 10:00-12:00pm, 2:00-4:00pm ET Friday, January 14th
> 2:004:00pm ET

>
Original Message
> From: Chris Borreca <cborreca@thompsonhorton.com>
> Sent: Monday, December 13, 2021 9:53 PM
> To: Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov>

> Cc: Sasha Pudelski <spudelski@aasa.org>
> Subject: Re: Zoom call with Roberto Rodriguez
> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless
you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

> No apologies needed! You guys are BUSY! Butt any help on this would be
> greatly appreciated! Best, Chris
> Sent from my iPhone
>> On Dec 13, 2021, at 8:40 PM, Hegarty, Rachel <Rachel.Hegarty@ed.gov> wrote:
>> Hi Chris,
>> Sincere apologies on the delay in response, I will circle back tomorrow on this!
>> Rachel
>>>> On Dec 13, 2021, at 8:45 PM, Chris Borreca <cborreca@thompsonhorton.com> wrote:
>»
>>> CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
>»
>»
>>> Rachael,
>»
>>> I've yet to hear from you regarding this request. I understand everyone's busy schedule and I just want to make
sure that this email has actually been transmitted to your office and hasn't been sent to spam filters. Could you
please respond in some fashion so I know at least that we don't have a technology issue? My colleague Sasha
Pudelski has told me that your office is very responsive but of course very busy. Thank you so much!
>»
>>> Chris Borreca
>>> Thompson & Horton LLP
>>> www.thompsonhorton.com
>»
>»
>» Hi Rachel,
>»
>>> Hope all is well. I am working with the Texas School Alliance, (the 40 largest school districts in Texas). I
worked closely with Roberto on various issues when he was in the WH ( and prior to that when he was on the HELP
committee staff) and wanted to see if he could be available for a brief zoom call either next week or the following.
Some of our members are interested in how Texas is handliqg accountability issues and I believe some guidance
from Roberto would be most helpful. Feel free to call me at 1(b)(6)
if that is necessary. I look forward to
hearing from you. Thanks!
>» Chris
>»
>>> Sent from my iPhone

Amy Laitinen
From:

Amy Laitinen

Sent:

Thursday, February 25, 2021 3:12 PM

To:

Herman, Juliana; Lanae Erickson Hatalsky

Subject:

(very very) short memo on equity and (very very) short-term Pell proposals

Attachments:

Short-Term Pell Joint Memo to ED.docx.pdf

Hi there!
So many life changes in a month! Mazel toy to you and to ED! I wanted to send you this one-pager that
Lanae Erickson and I put together on the equity and budget implications of opening up Pell to very very very
short-term programs. I know everyone is drinking from a firehose right now, but we wanted to make sure
folks had it for if/when it comes up (particularly given the equity implications).
So glad you decided to be crazy enough to take this job on!
--Amy
Forwarded message
From: Amy Laitinen <laitinen@newamerica.org>
Date: Thu, Feb 11, 2021 at 10:23 PM
Subject: (very very) short memo on equity and (very very) short-term Pell proposals
To: <benjamin.miller@ed.gov>, <michelle.cooper@ed.gov>, <nick.lee@ed.gov>,
<suzanne.goldberg@ed.gov>
Cc: Lanae Erickson Hatalsky <lerickson@thirdway.org>

Hi everyone-I can only imagine how busy things are right now. But I wanted to get this in your inbox so that you have it
when the issue arises.
Attached is a one-page memo from Lanae Erickson and me on the significant equity implications of shortterm job training programs, especially in light of potential efforts to expand the Pell Grant to those shorter
than 15 weeks. It mentions a forthcoming New America report that we're happy to talk more about if you
like--and Lanae and I are always available to chat about this, generally. We're also sending to folks at DPC,
CEA, and OMB.
We're all so grateful that you all are crazy enough to take on the mammoth project of building back better
:) Thank you!
--Amy (and Lanae)

Amy Laitinen

Director of Higher Education
New America
740 15th Street NW, Suite 900, Washington, DC, 20005
Twitter: @amylaitinen1

Amy Laitinen
Director of Higher Education
New America
740 15th Street NW, Suite 900, Washington, DC, 20005
Twitter: @amylaitinen1

To:
From:
Re:

Acting Assistant Secretary Michelle Asha Cooper; Acting Assistant Secretary Suzanne
Goldberg; Deputy Assistant Secretary Nick Lee; and Senior Advisor Ben Miller
Amy Laitinen, Director of Higher Education, New America; and Lanae Erickson, Senior VP
of Social Policy and Politics, Third Way
Equity implications of short-term job training programs

As the Biden Administration considers policy options to help American workers recover from the
economic crisis, we urge the White House to ensure that funding of workforce development and higher
education programs is thoughtful, sustainable, and that it makes equity—particularly racial equity—its
top priority. Some have proposed using the Pell Grant program to finance very-short-term training
programs of 8 to 15 weeks. Doing so would be a mistake with implications for students (especially
students of color), for taxpayers, and for the long-term viability of the Pell Grant program.
•

•

•

Very short-term credentials often leave people earning poverty-level wages. Even longer

certificate programs result in very poor labor market outcomes, with over three-quarters of
them leaving graduates with median earnings below $30,000. A forthcoming New America
report shows that over half of graduates from very-short programs like those that would be
funded by short-term Pell earn $30,000 or less, with typical earnings $10,000-$20,000 lower per
year for Black and Latinx graduates. Roughly 40 percent are unemployed after earning their
credential. Because Pell operates like a voucher without significant quality guardrails, short-term
Pell could send students to programs that leave them worse off than when they began, all while
expending their limited Pell eligibility, limiting their ability to get a more useful credential.
Short-term Pell would disproportionately harm students of color. Short-term Pell could track
low-income students—mostly Black and Latinx—away from the program's intent to help
students earn degrees that provide an entry to the middle class. With the growing "white flight
to the bachelor's degree:' an influx of low-quality, short-term credentials, including those
offered by predatory actors, would disproportionately recruit students of color away from
longer-term programs that have a larger payoff, widening the gap in educational attainment and
economic mobility.
Short-term Pell puts the Pell Grant program at risk. The Pell Grant program supports around 7
million low-income students every year; during recessions and recoveries, those numbers spike.
During the recovery from the Great Recession, enrollment growth led to a shortfall in the
program that led Congress to make eligibility cuts totaling roughly $50 billion, some of which still
have not been restored. Short-term Pell would allow new, untested types of programs that have
never been eligible for federal higher education dollars, like non-credit programs that don't
count towards a college degree, which will likely stretch the Pell budget to the breaking point
and force further cuts. That could also undermine existing strong bipartisan support for Pell.

Rather than turn the Pell Grant program—a powerful tool for socioeconomic mobility—into an ATM for
job training programs that leave students in poverty, the Administration should support investments in
workers that will pay off, by ensuring those dollars are targeted, appropriate for local labor markets, and
equity-oriented. Direct support for community colleges, through an investment like the Trade
Adjustment Assistance Community College and Career Training (TAACCCT) program, paid off in the Great
Recession and it can work again. Increased funding for our public workforce system and sectoral
partnerships that connect job seekers, local employers, and training providers through the Department
of Labor will support workers who have lost their jobs or careers during the pandemic. And support for
work-based learning like high-quality apprenticeship programs will provide relevant experience
alongside classroom training, with students learning while they earn.

Amy Laitinen
From:

Amy Laitinen

Sent:

Tuesday, March 2, 2021 10:00 PM

To:

Miller, Benjamin; Cooper, Michelle; Lee, Nicholas; Goldberg, Suzanne; Matsudaira,
Jordan; Muenzer, Melanie; Mishory, Jennifer; Herman, Juliana

Cc:

Lanae Erickson Hatalsky

Subject:

Re: (very very) short memo on equity and (very very) short-term Pell proposals

Hi all-wanted to follow up with the paper I mentioned was forthcoming in the memo on short-term Pell. Dr.
Monique Ositelu on our team dug into the Adult Training and Education Survey (ATES) data from the
Department on very-short-term programs, and is out with a new report today on five things policy-makers
should know about short-term credentials https://www.newamerica.org/education-policv/reports/fivethings-policyma kers-should-know-a bout-short-term-credentials!
Among other things, she found that the outcomes are often very poor -- with half of short-term certificateholders earning $30k or less, and many reporting they are not employed at all.
Also, this website was just launched as a resource for people looking into short-term Pell, with lots of
information and research available: https://shorttermpe11101.org/

I know you are all swamped with a million things right now, but just putting this in your email for if/when it
comes up!
--Amy
On Thu, Feb 11, 2021 at 10:23 PM Amy Laitinen <laitinen@newamerica.org> wrote:
Hi everyone-I can only imagine how busy things are right now. But I wanted to get this in your inbox so that you have it
when the issue arises.
Attached is a one-page memo from Lanae Erickson and me on the significant equity implications of shortterm job training programs, especially in light of potential efforts to expand the Pell Grant to those shorter
than 15 weeks. It mentions a forthcoming New America report that we're happy to talk more about if you
like--and Lanae and I are always available to chat about this, generally. We're also sending to folks at DPC,
CEA, and OMB.
We're all so grateful that you all are crazy enough to take on the mammoth project of building back better
:) Thank you!
--Amy (and Lanae)

Amy Laitinen
Director of Higher Education
New America
740 15th Street NW, Suite 900, Washington, DC, 20005
Twitter: @amylaitinen1

Amy Laitinen
Director of Higher Education
New America
740 15th Street NW, Suite 900, Washington, DC, 20005

Twitter: gamylaitinen1

Jeffries, Iris
From:

Jeffries, Iris

Sent:

Wednesday, March 10, 2021 2:21 PM

To:

Herman, Juliana

Subject:

Re: Introduction from Iris Jeffries

Dear Juliana Herman,
I wanted to follow up on my previous email; I am sure now is a very busy time for you but would love to
connect if time permits.
Thank you for your time, and I hope to hear from you.
Sincerely,
Iris Jeffries

From: Jeffries, Iris
Sent: Thursday, March 4, 2021 11:08 PM
To: juliana.herman@ed.gov <juliana.herman@ed.gov>
Subject: Introduction from Iris Jeffries
Dear Juliana Herman,
Congratulations on your Biden-Harris appointment at the U.S. Department of Education! I hope this
message finds you well.
My name is Iris Jeffries and I am an Education Policy and Management graduate student at Harvard and
former TEA Spanish teacher from Eastern Kentucky Appalachia. As a student and educator, I am particularly
interested in Biden's plan for competitive K-12 teacher pay, increased mental health care in schools, and
eliminating the funding gap between rich and poor districts. I graduate in May and aspire to support the
advancement of these priorities.
I would love to learn more about the work you do. Would you be willing to connect in the coming weeks?
Thank you so much for your time, and I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Iris Jeffries

Meredith Sumpter
From:

Meredith Sumpter

Sent:

Monday, May 3, 2021 8:00 AM

To:

McKinney, Jessica; Cardichon, Jessica; Herman, Juliana

Cc:

Allen, Danielle S.; Stefanie Friedhoff; Jacobs, Lily

Subject:

Schools IPC Training I For Dept of Ed

Attachments:

IPC Training Program - Infection Prevention in Schools_Final.pdf

Hi Jessica,

Thank you again for serving as a liaison to the IPC and Schools Task Force. Your feedback and collaboration
were deeply appreciated. We are excited to share the finalized IPC training for schools whitepa per with you
and your colleagues. If we can provide additional information or address any questions about IPC training in
schools, please do let us know.

Again, thank you for your input and feedback in the work of this Task Force.

With thanks,

Meredith

New America I Harvard Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics I Justice, Health & Democracy Rapid Response
Impact Initiative
sumpter@newamerica.org I (b)(6)

1 @meredithsumpter
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McKinney, Jessica
From:

McKinney, Jessica

Sent:

Monday, May 3, 2021 10:59 AM

To:

Meredith Sumpter; Cardichon, Jessica; Herman, Juliana

Cc:

Allen, Danielle S.; Stefanie Friedhoff; Jacobs, Lily

Subject:

RE: Schools IPC Training I For Dept of Ed

Thank you, Meredith!
Best,
Jessica
From: Meredith Sumpter <sumpter@newamerica.org>
Sent: Monday, May 3, 2021 8:00 AM
To: McKinney, Jessica <Jessica.Mckinney@ed.gov>; Cardichon, Jessica <jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov>; Herman, Juliana
<Juliana.Herman@ed.gov >
Cc: Allen, Danielle S. <danielleallen@fas.harvard.edu>; Stefanie Friedhoff <stefanie_friedhoff@brown.edu>; Jacobs,
Lily <lilyjacobs@fas.harvard.edu>
Subject: Schools IPC Training I For Dept of Ed
Hi Jessica,
Thank you again for serving as a liaison to the IPC and Schools Task Force. Your feedback and collaboration were
deeply appreciated. We are excited to share the finalized IPC training for schools whitepaper with you and your
colleagues. If we can provide additional information or address any questions about IPC training in schools, please do
let us know.
Again, thank you for your input and feedback in the work of this Task Force.
With thanks,
Meredith

New America I Harvard Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics I Justice, Health & Democracy Rapid Response Impact
Initiative
sumpterPnewamerica.org I (b)(6)
I @meredithsumpter

Reid Setzer
From:

Reid Setzer

Sent:

Tuesday, May 4, 2021 5:37 PM

To:

Herman, Juliana

Cc:

Carrie Gillispie

Subject:

Congrats and a Friendly Ping

Attachments:

ECE Transition Memo-Ed Trust_ NCLD_ NUL_UnidosUS Jan 15 2021.pdf

Hi Juliana,
Hope you're well! Belated congrats on joining the administration; I went back and looked at when we spoke and was
surprised to see it was in July. Don't know where the time goes these days.
The reason I wanted to ping you was just to share that Ed Trust is excited about the early childhood education and
universal pre-K sections of the American Families Plan, and are interested in being helpful in getting those pieces over
the finish line. To that end, I wanted to share a few resources that might be of help:
•
•
•

Our statement in response to the proposals in the AFP last week
A recent blog touching on the universal pre-k proposal in that package and our priorities on how best to make
universal pre-k as equitable and effective as possible
A transition memo on behalf of The Education Trust, the National Center for Learning Disabilities, the National
Urban League, and UnidosUS detailing early childhood educational policy recommendations for the incoming
administration. The memo, attached and linked here, describes steps to take in response to the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic, as well as additional opportunities to systematically advance early learning equity long
after the pandemic has ended.

I know the ball is in Congress' court now that AFP has been released, but please let us know if there's anything to
share re: the upcoming budget or if we can be helpful in any way. I'm sure we will be in touch in the coming months.
Thanks,
Reid

Reid Setzer
Director of Government Affairs
Phone. 202-795-9403
Mobile ( 3)(6)

The Education Trust

1501 K St NW, Ste 200
Washington DC 20005
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To: President-elect Biden's Transition Team
From: The Education Trust, National Center for Learning Disabilities, National Urban League, and UnidosUS
Subject: Advancing early learning equity for young children of color through the Biden administration
Date: January 15, 2021

President-elect Biden has the opportunity to make early childhood education (ECE) significantly more equitable for young
children of color across the country. Racial inequities within our ECE system begin before children enter kindergarten,
and even when families of color have access to early care and learning, the cost— which may take up to 116% of a
low-income family's household income — is often prohibitive; Black families spend 13.6% of their monthly income
on child care, and Latino families spend 14.9%. Far too few Black and Latino children have access to high-quality,
state-funded preschool programs. Young children of color who do have access to ECE often face biased, harmful, and
ineffective disciplinary practices resulting in the disproportionate suspension and expulsion of Black children from ECE
programs. Correcting these inequities grows more urgent as the population of young children of color increases; for
instance, by 2060, Latino children will comprise 32% of the nation's preschool-age population. We recommend that the
Biden administration take the following actions to advance early learning equity for young children of color:

COVID-19 Response
Early childhood education is facing an existential crisis in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. Last April, 60% of child
care providers, who are disproportionately women of color, closed; and by July, 40% of programs reported that they
are certain they would close permanently without public funding. Half of these programs have had to substantially
raise their tuition rates for families, who are themselves struggling financially during this crisis. Only 6°/0 of child
care businesses received Paycheck Protection Program loans, leaving the vast majority without financial support.
As of December 2020, 1 in 4 child care centers and 1 in 3 family child care homes reported that if their enrollment
does not increase and they do not receive sufficient funding, they will close within three months; and most child
care programs owned by people of color — 51% — reported that they expect to close within three months. Significant
funding is urgently required to stabilize ECE. We recommend the following actions:
•

We recommend that the Biden administration actively work with Congress to take the following
legislative actions to stabilize ECE budgets and increase educational equity for young children most
impacted by the pandemic:
Appropriate an additional $40 billion to a stabilization fund for the child care industry. Appropriate
an additional $15 billion for the states through the Child Care and Development Block Grant
(CCDBG) as outlined in the Child Care Is Essential Act, the updated Health and Economic Recovery Omnibus
Emergency Solutions (HEROES) Act, and the President-elect's American Rescue Plan. The December 2020
COVID-19 relief package contains $10 billion in CCDBG funds for this purpose, which falls far short of the
amount necessary for supporting ECE providers and the families they serve.
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•

Include the ECE sector in all applicable recovery programs as they are funded through various
channels and will likely not all be addressed through one recovery program. Because ECE is provided in a
wide variety of settings, all providers — including those in family child care homes — should be eligible for
such recovery programs.

•

Automatically enroll providers in mortgage forbearance (with no interest, penalty or extension), rent
deferrals/grants, and utility and insurance payment support throughout the public health crisis and through
at least 60 days after the end of the crisis.

•

Allow any federal funding that states can use for locally determined urgent needs to be used for
supporting child care providers.

•

Federal relief packages for states and school districts should set aside money specifically for serving
children with disabilities, including those receiving services under the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA), Section 619 of Part B, and Part C. This funding should be explicitly used to address
the likely under-identification of children with disabilities from birth to kindergarten and insufficient
delivery of services to them during the pandemic, and should be used during school shutdowns and as traditional
in-person special education and related services begin to resume (for instance, in January 2021 through August
2021). States must use a portion of this federal funding to support the following:

•

Child Find activities for children who are potentially eligible for services under IDEA Part B, Section 619,
or Part C;

•

Staffing for increased service delivery to provide compensatory special education and related services,
including increased capacity for an extended school year (ESY);

•

Professional development for all elementary school teachers, including general education
teachers, on identifying disabilities and using referral processes, including training on culturally and
linguistically competent practices and family engagement;

•

Funding for IDEA Part B, Section 619, and Part C technical assistance (for instance, through the Early
Childhood Technical Assistance Center) to document and build upon lessons learned during the pandemic,
and about the effects of the current crisis, in order to inform future responses to crises, including:
Publishing the state's monthly referral, evaluation, and service delivery data throughout the
pandemic, disaggregated by race/ethnicity, dual language learner status, limited English proficiency
or home language status, income level, foster care status, and geographic location; including:

•

rate of service delivery for families already receiving services; rate of service delivery
for families receiving services for the first time; and percentage of families who began
receiving services for the first time out of all those found eligible for services;

•

wait times between referral and evaluation, and evaluation and service delivery.

Publishing challenges and successes of delivering Part B, Section 619, and Part C services
during the pandemic and recommendations for the immediate future and for future crises and
gathering feedback from the following people in the state:

JANUARY 15, 2021 I 2

•

Part C and Part B, Section 619 professionals regarding their professional experiences
throughout the pandemic, including challenges, successes, feedback on state guidance,
and recommendations; and including feedback specific to serving families of color, lowincome families, families of dual language learners, families with home languages other
than English, children in foster care, and families across various geographical regions
within the state.

•

Families receiving Part C and Part B, Section 619, services during the pandemic,
including families of color, low-income families, families of dual language learners,
families with home languages other than English, foster families, and families in urban
and rural areas.

BEYOND THESE EFFORTS TO ADDRESS THE COVID-19 RESPONSE, THE BIDEN
ADMINISTRATION'S FIRST BUDGET PROPOSAL PRESENTS AN OPPORTUNITY TO ADVANCE
EARLY LEARNING EQUITY IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS LONG AFTER THE PANDEMIC:
Supporting More Equitable State Preschool Programs
Funding for state preschool programs has been stagnant in recent years. When states do fund high-quality
preschool programs, access is more limited for Black and Latino children, who are often underrepresented. During
the campaign, President-elect Biden presented a proposal to work with states to provide high-quality, universal
pre-kindergarten for all 3- and 4-year-olds. To ensure this proposed investment supports early learning equity for
young children of color, the President-elect should include the requirements outlined below in his first budget
proposal. These requirements would apply to new funding through the increased Title I funding outlined in the
President-elect's plan. The Biden administration should encourage states to supplement this funding by blending and
braiding their other available federal, state, and local funding streams. The Biden administration should also work
to incorporate these requirements into all existing ECE programs, across mixed delivery settings, in order to support
equity for all young learners.
In order for states to receive the increased Title I funding for pre-kindergarten, as outlined in the President-elect's
plan, state pre-kindergarten programs should be required to have the following 10 characteristics, which support
equity for children of color and children from low-income families. States must provide a high-quality plan that
demonstrates how they will be implemented within the funding period that includes a) baseline data demonstrating
where the state stands now with regard to each of these 10 characteristics; and b) a method, measurement system,
and timeline for achieving any characteristic not currently met by the state.
1.

As state pre-kindergarten programs expand, states (including the District of Columbia and U.S. territories)
must prioritize expansion through a mixed delivery system (including family child care homes, child care
centers, Head Start programs, and public school settings) in areas with insufficient preschool and child care
availability, high percentages of families of color and low-income families, or both.
Prioritized enrollment must go toward:

2.

•

Economically disadvantaged students;

•

Students from major racial/ethnic groups;

•

Children with disabilities as defined under IDEA;

•

Dual language learners;

•

Children living in foster care; and

•

Children from families experiencing homelessness.

Teachers in state preschool programs must receive at least full compensation parity with K-3 teachers in
their district; compensation parity should likewise exist for assistant teachers and paraeducators and their
counterparts in K-3.

3.

All preschool programs must use inclusion models to maximize the provision of the least restrictive
environment ([RE) for children receiving services under IDEA.

4.

Dual language immersion preschool programs must be available in any school district in which at least
20% of students speak the same home language other than English; and enrollment should be prioritized for
dual language learners of that home language.

5.

Quality measurement systems of preschool programs must define and measure quality in ways informed
by early childhood professionals of color and multilingual early childhood professionals in the state and be
supported by a culturally and linguistically competent research.

6.

Preschool

programs must provide ongoing, culturally and linguistically competent professional

development for all professionals in teaching roles, including assistant teachers and paraeducators, on
evidence-based strategies for supporting positive behaviors, developmentally appropriate practice, child
development (including social & emotional development), screening and progress monitoring for students
with learning and attention challenges, supporting language-rich environments, dual language learners, and
collaborating with families.
7.

Preschool programs must prohibit the use of corporal punishment, seclusion, suspension, and expulsion,
and provide ongoing professional development, coaching, and consultation to all educators in positive

behavioral support models, such as the Pyramid Model.
8.

Preschool programs must provide full-day programs to all families who prefer them; and offer year-round
schedules according to family preferences.

9.

States and districts must provide easy, quick, accessible application processes through multiple modes (e.g.,
online & smartphone adaptive/responsive, in-person, via phone call) in multiple languages. Enrollees should not be
required to provide information about the citizenship status or immigration status of a child or family members.

10. Programs must periodically report data showing how they are addressing and making progress

toward meeting the above requirements, including data on meeting timelines and milestones for
achieving each component of each requirement as outlined in each state's initial plan.
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BEYOND A SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT TO EXPAND ACCESS TO PRE-K FOR ALL 3- AND 4-YEAROLDS, THE BIDEN ADMINISTRATION CAN ADVANCE EARLY LEARNING EQUITY BY FOCUSING
ON THE FOLLOWING KEY AREAS:
Significantly Increase Federal Funding for ECE
Early childhood education has long been severely underfunded, and that has disproportionately affected
young children of color. The Biden administration should work with Congress to significantly increase
funding for the following:
•

Child Care and Development Block Grant (CCDBG). While the December 2020 COVID-19 relief package
includes an increase of $135 million for Head Start/Early Head Start and $85 million for the CCDBG from FY2020,
these increases fall far short of those necessary to fully fund high-quality early care and education for eligible
children. Moreover, states should be required to set subsidy rates that reflect the true cost of high-quality care.

•

Head Start and Early Head Start. While the December 2020 COVID-19 relief package includes an increase of
$135 million for Head Start and Early Head Start, these increases fall far short of those necessary to fully fund
these programs. These programs serve a large number of young children of color and their families. Nationwide,
27% of Head Start students are Latino and 30% are Black.
The Migrant and Seasonal Head Start (MSHS) program accommodates the needs of young children of
farmworkers, the majority of whom are Latino. The Biden administration should call attention to the importance
of the MSHS in supporting these families who are bolstering the nation's economy throughout the pandemic.
Funding should include targeted allocations for digital literacy and equity resources and training for staff
and families of young children to access high-quality virtual ECE supports and to inform developmentally
appropriate practices regarding technology and interactive media in ECE. Any digital resources must be
accessible to students and families not proficient in English, and students and families with disabilities.

•

Child Care Access Means Parents in School (CCAMPIS) in order to provide on-campus child care for the
nearly 14 million undergraduate student parents.

•

Preschool Development Grants (PDG)

•

Maternal, Infant, and Early Childhood Home Visiting IMIECHVI

•

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)

•

And it should ensure that full funding of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) includes
Part B, Section 619, Part C, and Part D.
o

Part C should be used in part to support states building accessible developmental screening systems,
outreach and awareness of developmental screening systems, and building a pipeline of diverse early
intervention practitioners.
Part D funding increases should be used in part for monitoring, evaluation, and technical assistance
regarding provision of least restrictive environment in preschool programs using data disaggregated by
race/ethnicity, income level, and dual language learner status.

Ensuring Early Educator Diversity
In order to strengthen the pipeline of diverse early childhood education professionals, the Biden
administration should work with Congress to do the following:
•

Support tuition-free and/or debt-free access to higher education that covers added costs, such as travel,
books, and substitutes for working educators, which will increase degree-attainment opportunities for people of
color and multilingual people seeking ECE degrees.

•

Fund apprenticeship programs, Grow Your Own programs, and T.E.A.C.H. Early Childhood and

other comprehensive scholarship models for early childhood educators, including early childhood special
educators and early interventionists, with an emphasis on including historically Black colleges and universities
(HBCUs), tribal colleges and universities (TCUs), and minority-serving institutions (MSIs) to increase diversity in
the educator workforce.
•

Federal scholarships and loan forgiveness programs should be available to early childhood educators from

any early learning setting, including school-based, home-based, and center-based settings.

Supporting Equity for Young Learners With Disabilities
In order to support early learning equity for young learners with developmental delays and disabilities,
the Biden administration should do the following:
•

Direct the U.S. Department of Education (ED) to submit an annual report to Congress, states, and the

public on implementation of the Equity in IDEA regulation that includes state status and progress on racial
disproportionality in identification, placement, and discipline of children with disabilities, disaggregated by IDEA
disability category, gender, and dual language learner/English learner status.
•

Direct ED to include adherence to least restrictive environment (1.11E) in ECE settings as factors for state
determinations in monitoring, including placement patterns in IDEA, Part B 619 services disaggregated by race/
ethnicity, gender, dual language learner status, and IDEA disability category.

•

Direct ED & HHS to incentivize and monitor coordination efforts between child care, early intervention, and
preschool special education programs.

Making Data Accessible to Monitor Equity
In order to provide comprehensive, transparent data on early childhood education, which is critical to
identifying and eradicating systemic inequities, the Biden administration should do the following:
•

ED should continue to collect all preschool data from the Civil Rights Data Collection that was slated for
removal under a proposal by the previous administration. Specifically, ED should retain the existing collection of
preschool enrollment data, disaggregated by student group (race/ethnicity, IDEA, and English Learner), whether
preschool children are subject to exclusionary discipline, and all information on the district's early childhood
services and programs.

•

ED & HHS should require states to track and report racial disproportionality in harsh discipline
practices (corporal punishment, restraint and seclusion, and suspension and expulsion) in ECE programs,
including those in school-based and community-based settings.
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•

ED should disaggregate data collection under IDEA, Section 618, so that kindergarten data can be
analyzed separately from preschool data.

•

Work with Congress to increase funding for Early Childhood Integrated Data Systems (ECIDS) and Statewide
Longitudinal Data Systems (SLDS), and make it a grant requirement that systems include data disaggregation
by race/ethnicity, family income level, dual language learner/English learner status, and IDEA status (including IDEA
disability category). This should include funding for training all stakeholders providing ECE-related data.

Improving ECE Quality Across Programs

is a critical element in ensuring the lasting impact of ECE on a student's life. To equitably and
effectively define and measure quality in ECE, the administration should dedicate resources to clearly
defining quality through culturally and linguistically diverse input and research, and do the following:
Quality

•

The Biden administration's plan to double the number of mental health professionals in schools should
include such professionals in federally funded state preschool programs and should provide increased early
childhood mental health consultation to families and to community-based early care and learning providers.
Mental health professionals working in schools must receive ongoing professional development in evidencebased, culturally and linguistically competent practices.

•

Quality standards and accountability systems for any early care and learning program receiving federal
funding, whether school-based or community-based, whether in a school, center, or home-based setting, should
define and measure quality in ways informed by early childhood professionals of color and multilingual early
childhood professionals in the state, including professionals from home-based and community-based early care
and learning settings, and be supported by a culturally and linguistically competent evidence base.

Guidance from ED & HHS

The U.S. Department of Education and the U.S. Health and Human Services agencies should provide
joint guidance on the following areas that affect equity in early childhood education:
•

Blending and braiding federal, state, and local funding streams to supplement federal funding for state preschool
programs in order to provide free comprehensive, culturally and linguistically competent supports to 3-and 4-yearolds.

•

Monitoring & eliminating any policies that disproportionately harm young children of color including corporal
punishment, restraint and seclusion, and suspension and expulsion.

•

How to use funding from Titles I, II, Ill, and IV of ESSA to provide ECE supports for children from birth to school
entry, including through two-generation approaches; comprehensive services such as health care, mental
health services, nutrition, dental and vision exams, home visiting programs, and transportation; screening
and developmental assessment; professional development; and coordination with state and local agencies
administering early learning programs.

•

How to use funding from Title I, Title II, and Title IV of ESSA, the Child Care and Development Block Grant's quality
set aside, Head Start technical assistance, and other applicable funding streams to reduce harsh discipline and
disparities with an emphasis on culturally and linguistically competent prevention, intervention, professional
development, data infrastructure, and family engagement.
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•

Reissuing ECE disciplinary guidelines across mixed delivery settings that addresses the following in a culturally
and linguistically competent manner: (1) calls for the elimination of zero-tolerance policies, corporal punishment,
suspension, expulsion, restraint, and seclusion; (2) offers best practices in eliminating gender, disability-related,
and racial disparities in ECE discipline including through positive behavioral support and trauma-informed
practices; and (3) provides best practices to actively engage community members in decisions.

•

How best to ensure quality standards for ECE are culturally and linguistically competent, including detailing how
to design standards with input from people of color and multilinguistic people.

•

How to address desegregation strategies for ECE settings, given that ECE is more segregated than any other
school level, as part of the Biden administration's plan to reinstate guidance on diversifying schools.

•

Best practices for culturally and linguistically competent early screening and intervention to identify and support
students with risk factors for challenges in reading, writing, math, and attention.

The U.S. Department of Education, through a re-established Office of Early Learning, should provide
guidance on the following areas that affect equity in early childhood education:
•

How best to invest Title III funds to promote research-based dual language immersion models for dual language
learners in ECE.

•

Increasing diversity for early childhood educators via teacher quality programs in HEA Title II, federal student
aid programs authorized in Title IV, and requiring competence in areas of dual language learners, screening and
evaluation of disabilities, inclusion of students with disabilities, and culturally and linguistically competent family
engagement.

•

The establishment of a White House Office on Children and Youth and a White House Conference on Children
and Youth to focus on research, policy recommendations, federal programs, and federal investment strategies to
optimize the healthy development of all children in the U.S.

Herman, Juliana
From:

Herman, Juliana

Sent:

Tuesday, May 4, 2021 6:16 PM

To:

Reid Setzer

Cc:

Carrie Gillispie

Subject:

RE: Congrats and a Friendly Ping

Thank you! Will take a look.
From: Reid Setzer <rsetzer@edtrust.org>
Sent: Tuesday, May 4, 2021 5:37 PM
To: Herman, Juliana <Juliana.Herman@ed.gov>
Cc: Carrie Gillispie <CGillispie@edtrust.org>
Subject: Congrats and a Friendly Ping
Hi Juliana,
Hope you're well! Belated congrats on joining the administration; I went back and looked at when we spoke and was
surprised to see it was in July. Don't know where the time goes these days.
The reason I wanted to ping you was just to share that Ed Trust is excited about the early childhood education and
universal pre-K sections of the American Families Plan, and are interested in being helpful in getting those pieces over
the finish line. To that end, I wanted to share a few resources that might be of help:
•
•
•

Our statement in response to the proposals in the AFP last week
A recent blog touching on the universal pre-k proposal in that package and our priorities on how best to make
universal pre-k as equitable and effective as possible
A transition memo on behalf of The Education Trust, the National Center for Learning Disabilities, the National
Urban League, and UnidosUS detailing early childhood educational policy recommendations for the incoming
administration. The memo, attached and linked here, describes steps to take in response to the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic, as well as additional opportunities to systematically advance early learning equity long
after the pandemic has ended.

I know the ball is in Congress' court now that AFP has been released, but please let us know if there's anything to
share re: the upcoming budget or if we can be helpful in any way. I'm sure we will be in touch in the coming months.
Thanks,
Reid

Reid Setzer
Director of Government Affairs
Phone: 202-795-9403
Mobile (b)(6)

1501 K St NW, Ste 200
Washington DC 20005
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Moore, Gypsy
Subject:
Location:

AFT organizing TF recs
(b)(6)

End:

Wed 9/8/2021 2:30 PM
Wed 9/8/2021 3:00 PM

Recurrence:

(none)

Meeting Status:

Accepted

Organizer:

Beth Antunez, Legislation
Jane Meroney, Legislation; Darrin Nedrow, Organization & Field Services;
Montserrat.Garibay@ed.gov; Rhinehartlynn.K@dol.gov; Donna.Harris-Aikens@ed.gov;
Gypsy.Moore@ed.gov; jessica.Cardichon@ed.gov; Sarah Tammelleo, Research &
Strategic Initiatives
Michelle Ringuette, Office of the President; Jeffrey Mitchell, Temp., Political

Start:

Required Attendees:

Optional Attendees:

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the
sender and know the content is safe.

Topic: AFT organizing TF recs
Time: Sep 8, 2021 02:30 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Join Zoom Meeting
(b)(6)
Meeting ID (b)(6)
Passcode: (b)(6)
One tap mobile
(b)(6)

JS (New York)
JS (Washington DC)

Dial by your location
+1 929 205 6099 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC)
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
Meeting ID (b)(6)
Passcode (b)(6)
Find your local number: https://aft.zoom.us/u/aG0gWRO0F
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Perry. Antwan INEA1
EDDS, Karen; Williams. Rich
Jou. Ronny iNEAl; Flores. Antoinette
RE: Questions on HEERF III - SSARP
Wednesday, March 23, 2022 5:57:38 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Thank you, Karen.
We will be on the lookout for the slides, but if you crosses your mind once they are up, please feel
free to reach out to us so we don't miss them. I do want to ask, if we do have affiliate members who
apply for grant funding over the next few weeks, is there a contact person or email that they can
reach out to?
Thanks!
-Antwan

From: Epps, Karen [mailto:Karen.Epps@ed.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2022 5:54 PM
To: Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerry@nea.org>; Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Cc: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLau@nea.org>; Flores, Antoinette <Antoinette.Flores@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF III - SSARP

Greetings Antwan!
Thank you for your email.
In response to your inquiry, unfortunately, the SSARP webinar was not recorded. However, the
PowerPoint slides should be posted to the website shortly.
Thank you for your interest in the SSARP program and let us know if you have additional
questions.
K.C1 re IA,

Karen Epps
Director, Higher Education Emergency Response Unit
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20202

From: Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerryPnea.org>
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2022 11:26 AM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Cc: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLauPnea.org›; Epps, Karen <Karen.EppsPed.gov›; Flores, Antoinette
<Antoinette.FloresPed.gov>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF Ill - SSARP

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Sounds good, Rich.
Thank you.
-Antwan

From: Williams, Rich [mailto:Rich.WilliamsPed.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 10:33 PM
To: Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerryPnea.org>
Cc: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLauPnea.org›; Epps, Karen <Karen.EppsPed.gov›; Flores, Antoinette
<Antoinette.Flores@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF Ill - SSARP
Hi Antwan — Adding in Karen who can let you know if the session was recorded. I think we were
going to share the slides. She is out a bit this week but will get back to you soon.
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerry@nea.org>
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 4:10 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Cc: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLauPnea.org>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF Ill - SSARP

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Rich,
I hope all is well. About a month ago you provided some great information to us as it relates to the
SSARP grant. We have also taken a look at some of the information available online and appreciate

you answering our questions. I also want to about the TA session; did that meeting happen yet, and
if so, is there a recording you can share?
I imagine some of the remaining questions we might have as it relates to additional grant criteria and
other information is included in that recording.
We just held our NEA Higher Education Conference this past weekend, and these questions were
asked, in addition to things such as the parameters of use if awarded, etc. With that being the case,
we thought it would be a good idea to check-in to see of that TA meeting happened.
Thanks for your time!
Best,
-Antwan

From: Williams, Rich [mailto:Rich.Williams@ed.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2022 1:16 PM
To: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLau@nea.org>
Cc: Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerryPnea.org>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF III - SSARP
No problem, Ronny. And apologies for the brevity as I'm jumping between meetings.
Thanks so much, Rich. This is incredibly helpful. We'll be on the lookout for the TA session. Is that
reserved for IHE admin or can other faculty and staff join as well? Should be an open invite. We'll try
to record it too. Invites will at least come through our G5 grants system — so directly to the college
staff in charge of managing HEERF.
Thank you for confirming the deadline to expend funds and citing the guidance. Does the
Department have a public running list to when HEERF I-Ill funds were dispersed to specific IHEs? Or
would our local unions have to contact with their admin staff to figure that out then calculate the
deadline? Obligations take a while so the specific date of each institution may differ. Each college
would know on their GAN (see FAQs for more on that). Generally speaking, for the primary Al
institutional and student funds portion it would be no earlier than mid-May 2021 and end of July for
A2 HBCU/TCCU/MSI funds. We hope our upcoming announcement can provide consistency and
predictability across all grants.
Also if a school were to receive SSARP funding, is their deadline to expend all HEERF funding
extended as with previous iterations? Or does it operate differently since SSARP is a separate set
aside? Each grant operates on it's own timeline so it would not extend existing funds (see note in
previous response on Al and A2 differences). Each grant is listed on our main ARP website https://www2.ed.gov/a bout/offices/I ist/ope/a rp. htm I

Ronny Lau
NEA Government Relations

From: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2022 12:23 PM
To: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLauPnea.org>
Cc: Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerryPnea.org>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF III - SSARP
Hi Ronny — Happy to try and quickly help with these. Let me know if it's helpful to go into more
detail.
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his
•

In the SSARP announcement, the Department mentions it will prioritize community colleges
and rural IHEs that service a high percentage of low income students. Is there more details
on this criteria and how a school may know if they meet the prioritization? We're going to
announce a TA session soon for all college to talk though the data and how to apply (likely 2
weeks from now). Stay tuned!

•

May institutions qualify for SSARP funding if they have not expended all of its HEERF I-Ill
allocations? I assume so, given this is a different set aside? Yes they can apply if they still
have other funds remaining.

•

It is our understanding that the deadline to expend HEERF funding is set one year from when
the most recent obligation of funds were dispersed. Is there an easy way where institution's
deadline is? We cannot locate this on the Department's ESF dashboard. We initially
addressed this in 039 of the FAQs: https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/listiope/arpfaq.pdf.
However, we hope to update the field soon on the process (hopefully in 1-2 weeks)
o Related question - As we are nearing the one-year mark of American Rescue Plan, is
the Department granting extensions to IHEs to expend their HEERF III allocations?
See above.

Many thanks,
Ronny Lau
NEA Government Relations

From: Garibay, Montserrat <Montserrat.GaribayPed.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2022 11:08 AM

To: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLauPnea.org>; Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Cc: Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerryPnea.org>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF III - SSARP
Ronny,
You can contact @Williams, Rich. He is CC on this email.
Thank you,
Montserrat

From: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLauPnea.org>
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2022 8:47 AM
To: Garibay, Montserrat <Montserrat.GaribayPed.gov>
Cc: Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerry@nea.org>
Subject: Questions on HEERF III - SSARP
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Montserrat,
I hope you are doing well. I have a few questions on the new $198 million funding of HEERF Ill Supplemental Support under American Rescue Plan (SSARP). Could you direct me to the best person
in the Office of Postsecondary Education to help answer questions?
Thank you!

Ronny C.H. Lau
Federal Lobbyist
National Education Association
1201 16th Street NW, Suite 316 I Washington, DC 20036
Office: 202-822-7146 I Mobile: l(b)(61
Email: RLau@nea.org

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Kreisberg
Flores, Antoinette
sill Samuel; Hoopes, Riker
Re: [EXTERNAL] RE: SRC
Thursday, April 21, 2022 3:27:59 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Between noon and 3 is best for me. Should take less than 30 minutes.
Steve Kreisberg
On Apr 21, 2022, at 12:03 PM, Flores, Antoinette <Antoinette.Flores@ed.gov> wrote:

Thanks Steve,
I am including my colleague, Riter Hoopes here who can help find time for a call on Monday
afternoon with Michelle Cooper.
Antoinette

From: Steve Kreisberg <SKreisberg@afscme.org>
Sent: Thursday, April 21, 2022 10:32 AM
To: Flores, Antoinette <Antoinette.Flores@ed.gov>; Bill Samuel <Bsamuel@afIcio.org>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] RE: SRC
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Copying Bill Samuel from AFL-CIO who will join us.
Monday in the afternoon works best for me.
Thanks.
Steven Kreisberg
khltR1

On Apr 21, 2022, at 10:27 AM, Flores, Antoinette <Antoinette.FloresPed.gov>

Hi Steve,

wrote:

Sure I would be happy to discuss further. Could you let me know your availability today?
Antoinette

From: Steve Kreisberg <SKreisbergPafscme.org>
Sent: Wednesday, April 20, 2022 6:42 PM
To: Flores, Antoinette <Antoinette.FloresPed.gov>
Subject: SRC
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Antoinette - I received a call about 40 minutes ago from a member of your staff. U fortunately, she
seemed unfamiliar either subject matter and could not respond to any questions.
Please call me at your convenience to discuss at
Steve Kreisberg
AFSCME

(b)(6)

Thank you.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Dradlev Custer
Flores. Antoinette
Marcella Bombardieri
FW: recommendations for ED on preventing gun violence on college campuses
Friday, July 30, 2021 12:53:32 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Antoinette,
Hope you and your family are doing well! It's great to email you at your ED address. Below is
a message I sent to Dr. Cooper and wanted to share with you as well. I wrote a column with
the gun violence prevention team on guns on college campuses, which includes
recommendations for ED. If you have any colleagues who work on campus safety issues, I
would appreciate you sharing this with them.
Please let me know if I can answer any questions or share more about my proposals.
Thanks,
Bradley
From: Bradley Custer
Sent: Friday, July 30, 2021 12:23 PM
To: Michelle.Cooper@ed.gov
Cc: Marissa Edmund <medmund@americanprogress.org>; Peter Gordon
<pgordon@americanprogress.org>
Subject: recommendations for ED on preventing gun violence on college campuses

Dear Dr. Cooper,
My name is Bradley Custer and I am a senior policy analyst for higher education at the Center
for American Progress. I am writing to share my latest column (link), written with my
colleague Marissa Edmund, on how Congress and the Department of Education can prevent
gun violence on college campuses. The column highlights how more and more states are
allowing people to carry guns on college campuses, and we outline four ways federal
policymakers can intervene to ensure the safety of college students and employees, including:
1.Congress should ban guns on college campuses by expanding the scope of the Gun-Free
School Zones Act;
2. Congress should amend the Clery Act by adding policy statement disclosures to institutions'
annual security reports;
3. Congress should amend the Clery Act by improving crime and victim statistics reporting for
incidents of campus gun violence; and
4. The Department of Education should study campus gun crimes and issue guidance to
institutions on how to implement evidence-based gun violence prevention strategies.

The federal government has a vested interested in ensuring that college campuses are safe
places to study and work. These actions would go a long way to restore a sense of security at
America's colleges and universities.
I welcome your comments and questions and would be more than happy to set up a meeting
with you to discuss my proposals with you further.
Sincerely,
Bradley D. Custer, Ph.D.
he/him/his
Senior Policy Analyst, Higher Education
Center for American Progress
bcuster@,americanprogress.org
https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/education-postsecondary/view/

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aleia ndra Acosta
Flores. Antoinette
Re: Chat re: ED & Accreditation
Tuesday, July 27, 2021 1:37:35 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Antoinette,
Yes that works for us! Here's the list of folks who would like to attend:
•
•
•
•
•

Amy I New America
Marissa I CAP
Bob I TCF
Kyle Southern I TICAS
Lanae I Third Way

On Mon, Jul 26, 2021 at 3:44 PM Flores, Antoinette <Antoinette.Flores@ed.gov> wrote:
Hi Ale,

That does work for me. Let me know if that that still works and will send the hold
information.

Best,
Antoinette

From: Alejandra Acosta <acosta@newamerica.org>
Sent: Tuesday, July 20, 2021 9:37 AM
To: Flores, Antoinette <Antoinette.Flores@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: Chat re: ED & Accreditation

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Antoinette,

That's ok! Yes, after NACIQI is fine. Would August 4th at 11am EST work? That whole
first week of August is available on our end.

On Mon, Jul 19, 2021 at 11:29 AM Flores, Antoinette <Antoinette.Flores@ed.goy> wrote:
Hi Ale,

I'm unfortunately going to have to move the date and time given a few things that have
come up. Can we connect on this after NACIQI?

From: Alejandra Acosta <acosta@newamerica.org>
Sent: Monday, July 19, 2021 11:48 AM
To: Flores, Antoinette <Antoinette.Floresged.gov>
Subject: Re: Chat re: ED & Accreditation

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Antoinette,

I hope you had a nice weekend. I just wanted to confirm that this Friday, 7/23 at 10am
EST works for you to meet with folks about accreditation? I sent folks a calendar invite to
hold the time and date. I am happy to send that to you too if you don't need to send a
calendar invite from your end.

Please let me know. Thank you so much!

On Thu, Jul 15, 2021 at 11:04 AM Alejandra Acosta <acosta@newamerica.org> wrote:
Hi Antoinette,

Great! Let's do Friday 7/23 at 10am EST. I expect we will have the following people in
attendance, though I am getting that confirmed:

•
•
•
•
•

Amy I New America
Marissa I CAP
Bob I TCF
Kyle Southern I TICAS
Lanae I Third Way

Thanks so much Antoinette! Looking forward to this call.

On Wed, Jul 14, 2021 at 4:20 PM Flores, Antoinette <Antoinette.Flores@ed.gov>
wrote:
Hi Ale,

Great to hear from you. I would be happy to hear more about accreditation and talk a
little about the Administration's priorities in this area. Next week, I am available on
Thursday from 10-12, Friday at 10, or after 3 pm. Would any of those work? If so,
could you let me know who to expect in attendance so I can send a calendar invite?

Thanks,
Antoinette

From: Alejandra Acosta <acosta@newamerica.org>
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 11:48 AM
To: Flores, Antoinette <
Subject: Chat re: ED & Accreditation

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Antoinette,

I hope you are doing well! The world on the outside is not the same without you.

A group of us have gotten together to talk about what's next for accreditation. We
would like to touch base with you about accreditation and what the Department is
hoping to do on the topic. Would you be open to meeting with a small group of us to
chat about this in the near future? I imagine things are busy, so we are open to
waiting until after the NACIQI meeting if need be.

If you share some of your availability, I'm happy to coordinate folks on the outside to
meet with you.

Thank you so much Antoinette!

Alejandra Acosta
Policy Analyst
Education Policy Program at New America
740 15th Street NW, Suite 900, Washington, D.C. 20005
Office 202.596.3355 Email acosta(anewamerica.org

Pronouns: She/her/hers/ella

Alejandra Acosta
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Pronouns: She/her/hers/ella
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Eradlev Custer
Marissa Alavna Navarro
Akilah Allevne; Eileen Powell; Emily Ka; Halley Gibbs; )amil Modaffari; Jared Bass; Loren We11e5; Marcell
Bombardieri; Maureen Coffey; Rasheed Malik; Roby Chatterji; )ustin Schweitzer; Anouiano. Viviann (HELP
Committee); Flores. Antoinette; miller.benk&gmail.com; vyuen925Pgmail.com; marshall.anthonviragmail.com;
Colin Seeberger; Peter Gordon* Carl Chancellor; Char.hancock(agmail.com• camobecoPomail.corn; Ella Azoulav;
Hannah Niles; Jesse O'Connell; CAP Union
Marissa"s Farewell

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know
the content is safe.
Hello,
Please join me on Thursday 6/30 to celebrate Marissa as she heads to law school at Michigan State University (Go Green!!).
Location will be on the 4th floor in what we call "the Bridge."
If you are a visitor to CAP, please enter through the main doors on H street (unlocked) and immediately turn right to see the new entrance to the CAP
office on the first floor (locked). If a person is sitting at the welcome desk in the CAP lobby, they will buzz you in and ask to see your vaccine card (on
phone is fine). If they are not there. Bradley, Marcella, or another helper will be there to let you in and direct you to the Bridge. If you need help getting
in, call or text Marcella thltAN
or Bradley lasxiax
Hope to see you there,
Bradley Custer
Senior Policy Analyst, Higher Education
Center for American Progress

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: BBB and provision to reform endowment tax
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 1:03:00 PM

From: Day, Suzanne <suzanne_day@harvard.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, November 3, 2021 11:51 AM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Subject: BBB and provision to reform endowment tax
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Rich — I wanted to check in on a provision we have been working with House Ways and Means that
was included in their BBB reconciliation bill to reform the endowment tax. The legislation offers
sliding relief to institutions affected by the tax that provide meaningful grant aid to undergraduates
— which not only makes it much less damaging to students and institutions but also aligns it to BBB
(and our mutually shared) goals of college affordability and access. The provision, which is relatively
small costing around $200 m a year, seemed pretty safe in the package, made it through the paring
back of the bill last week, and seemed set with strong support from Neal, Wyden, Jim McGovern,
Pelosi, Menendez, etc. But it seems yesterday it got dropped from the package. We aren't really
sure why — I was just wondering if you had heard anything about in the Administration? We aren't
trying to create trouble for the package, but the underlying policy is so stupid and this reform would
fit well in the package so we are hoping to rescue it and get it back in. Let me know if you have any
insights. Thanks!
Suzanne
Suzanne Day
Senior Director of Federal Relations
Harvard University
202 863-1292 — work
(b)(6)

From:
To:
Subject:

Hoopes, Riter on behalf of Williams, Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: Biden-Harris Administration Takes Actions to Support Students' Basic Needs and Mitigate the Spread of
COVID-19 at Colleges and Universities
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:55:37 PM

Date:

From: Winston Berkman-Breen <winston@protectborrowers.org>
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2022 6:55 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: Biden-Harris Administration Takes Actions to Support Students' Basic Needs and
Mitigate the Spread of COVID-19 at Colleges and Universities
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

a little late—but this is exciting! Thanks for sharing and for all the hard work on this!
On Thu, Jan 20, 2022 at 7:02 AM Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov> wrote:
Good morning,
We wanted to flag that today Secretary Cardona and First Lady Jill Biden will travel to Paramus,
New Jersey and visit Bergen Community College to highlight the resources and services offered to
students and their families supported by the American Rescue Plan. They are also announcing
executive actions that will further support students' basic needs both during the pandemic and
beyond, including providing access to childcare on campus for student parents, addressing food
insecurity, discharging unpaid student balances so students can remain enrolled, bolstering mental
health counseling programs, and much more.
Components of the announcement include:

•
•

New guidance on using existing COVID emergency funds to support students' basic needs
Announce forthcoming applications for $198 million in funding opportunities for students
and institutions - primarily community colleges and rural institutions - with the greatest
unmet need

•

Recognize institutions with best practices for supporting students and institutions during
the pandemic

•

New guidance on connecting students to other federal resources

Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

Having trouble viewing this email? View it as a Web page.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Jan. 20, 2022
Contact: Press Office
(202) 4014576 or press(@ed gov

Biden-Harris Administration Takes Actions to Support Students'
Basic Needs and Mitigate the Spread of COVID-19 at Colleges and
Universities
New resources include $198 million in American Rescue Plan
funds to support college students, particularly at community
colleges and rural institutions
Today, the U.S. Department of Education (Department) announced more resources for
students and institutions to help reduce barriers to success in higher education, particularly
those created and exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic—including the Omicron variant.
Today's announcements include: an additional $198 million in American Rescue Plan funds
that will primarily support community colleges and other institutions with the greatest needs;
new guidance on how colleges can use these new and existing federal funds to meet students'
basic needs such as housing and food security; and guidance on how colleges can use
existing data to connect students to other federal benefits, such as the Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP) and the Affordable Connectivity Program at the Federal
Communications Commission.
U.S. Secretary of Education Miguel Cardona and First Lady Jill Biden will highlight these
new actions during a visit today to Bergen County Community College in New Jersey, which
has used federal pandemic relief funds to support its students' basic needs, including
providing access to childcare on campus for student parents, discharging unpaid student
balances so students can remain enrolled, and bolstering mental health counseling programs.
"In speaking with students from across the country at all different types of higher education
institutions, I have heard consistently that the pandemic has exacerbated challenges in
meeting students' basic needs, from housing, to food, to transportation, and more," said U.S.
Secretary of Education Miguel Cardona. "We cannot let this be a barrier to student success,
particularly for students who have contended with these issues for far too long. The resources
we are announcing today will be critical to ensuring that students can persist and successfully
complete their degree programs without having to worry about where their next meal will
come from or whether they will be able to find childcare for their children."
The American Rescue Plan provided nearly $40 billion for colleges and universities through
the Higher Education Emergency Relief Fund (HEERF). The American Rescue Plan has
made historic investments in many of our nation's historic or under-resourced institutions
that educate students whose communities were most acutely affected by the pandemic.
These investments include more than $10 billion to community colleges, more than $2.6
billion to Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), approximately $190 million
to Tribally Controlled Colleges and Universities (TCCUs), and more than $13 billion to

Minority Serving Institutions (MSIs), such as Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs) and Asian
American and Native American Pacific Islander-Serving Institutions (AANAPISIs).
This funding has been a necessary lifeline to aid colleges in meeting urgent public health
needs to prevent and respond to the Coronavirus pandemic. According to a recent survey of
college presidents conducted by the American Council on Education, nearly 90 percent of
institutions used HEERF to purchase COVID-19 tests, conduct health screening, and meet
other urgent health needs. Colleges have also used funds to support the continued enrollment
and re-enrollment of students while expanding access to programs that lead to in-demand
jobs.
Examples of colleges using HEERF to prevent and respond to the Coronavirus:
•

COVID-19 Mitigation: East Carolina University in North Carolina is using HEERF

to cover the cost of a multi-layered approach toward COVID-19 mitigation including
testing, contact tracing, and supplies such as personal protective equipment for
students, faculty, and staff.
•
Supporting Continued Enrollment and Re-enrollment: Santa Ana College in
California created a campaign to re-engage students that stopped out or didn't
enroll. Staff called students and offered help with registration; connected students
to support services including academic counseling and broadband support; and
emergency aid from stimulus packages.
•
Forgiving Institutional Debt: Grambling State University in Louisiana used
HEERF grant funds to cancel $1.5 million in institutional debt (i.e., unpaid
institutional balances) for students.
•
Expanding Programs that Lead to In-Demand Jobs: Johnson County Community
College in Kansas used HEERF aid to fund free or low-cost workforce programs for
workers who lost their job as a result of the pandemic.

Today's announcements include:
Providing access to $198 million in American Rescue Plan funding for students and
institutions with the greatest unmet need

The Department announced that it will be inviting applications next week for a $198 million
grant opportunity under the Supplemental Support under American Rescue Plan (SSARP)
program to support colleges and universities with the greatest unmet needs related to the
COVID-19 pandemic. In awarding funds, the Department will prioritize community colleges
and rural institutions of higher education (IHEs) that serve a high percentage of low-income
students and have experienced enrollment declines since the start of the pandemic. Funds will
be awarded in late spring. As institutions continue to address the immediate challenges
brought on by the pandemic, the Department encourages eligible institutions to use SSARP
funds toward 1) evidence-based practices to monitor and suppress Coronavirus, 2) strategies
for addressing students' basic needs, 3) support for students' continued enrollment and reenrollment, 4) forgiveness of institutional debts, and 5) the expansion of programs that lead
to in-demand jobs.
Providing new guidance to colleges and universities on using American Rescue Plan funds
to meet students' basic needs

The Department published new guidance to further assist institutions seeking to provide
students with the basic needs supports to persist academically and navigate challenges
exacerbated by the pandemic. The guidance provides examples of how colleges and
universities can use the institutional portion of their HEERF grants to make initial
investments into basic needs supports for students and expand the reach of existing supports
to help students navigate financial challenges because of the COVID-19 pandemic, including
insecurity with housing, food, and childcare. The guidance also highlights leading colleges
already using HEERF funds for these efforts, including Bergen County Community College
which used HEERF funds to subsidize tuition for their on-campus Child Development Center
to remove financial barriers to students' education.
Announcing $5 million in new grant funding toward addressing basic needs
The Department is announcing nearly $5 million in grants that were awarded to six
community colleges to develop new initiatives to address students' basic needs. These
institutions will implement programs to expand access to food, housing, and healthcare for
the students on their campuses. All six award winners are both community colleges and
Hispanic Serving Institutions: Montgomery College (MD), Los Angeles City College (CA),
Rio Hondo College (CA), Hartnell Community College District (CA), McLennan County
Junior College District (TX), and Passaic County Community College (NJ).
Connecting students to other federal resources to address basic needs

The Department is also sending a Dear Colleague Letter to all public and private higher
education institutions informing them that they can use Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFS" data to communicate with students about other public benefits programs that
they may be eligible for, such as SNAP and the Affordable Connectivity Program. The letter
encourages colleges to coordinate with campus stakeholders, like student organizations,
financial aid administrators, or student life groups, to inform their campus community of
these benefits.
These announcements will enable all institutions to continue to meet the needs of their
students through new and existing HEERF funding and keep students on a pathway to
graduation and success in the job market. For far too many students, the pandemic has meant
missing classes, skipped meals, and housing insecurity, on top of the stress of navigating a
novel pandemic and we are hopeful this will help institutions meet those students' needs even
better than they were before. These announcements also reflect the Department's broader
commitment to providing support, resources, and guidance to institutions, students, and
communities throughout the pandemic.
For more information on HEERF under the American Rescue Plan, please visit our website.
The institutions identified are provided as examples and for information purposes only. The
inclusion of these entities should not be construed as an endorsement by the U.S. Department
of Education, or the federal government, of any product, service, or venture of the institution.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: Connect with ED
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:55:53 PM

From: Winston Berkman-Breen <winston@protectborrowers.org>
Sent: Friday, February 18, 2022 6:06 PM
To: Honeysett, Adam <Adam.Honeysett@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: Connect with ED

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Adam,
Apologies for not replying in time to catch you today--I'm still digging out of my inbox after a hectic
beginning to the week.
Moving Rich to BCC to spare him as we figure this out.
Would any time next Friday, 2/25, from 10:30-2PM work for you? If not, please feel free to suggest
some other times next week and we can get something on the calendar.
Thanks,
Winston

On Thu, Feb 17, 2022 at 3:24 PM Honeysett, Adam <Adam.HonevsettPed.gov> wrote:
Hi Winston — I apologize for the delay in my response. If it still works for you, I am available
tomorrow, Friday, at 2 PM. I can schedule us a Microsoft Teams meeting or, if you prefer Zoom, I
can join one (but not schedule one on my government-furnished equipment).
Best,
Adam

From: Winston Berkman-Breen <winstonPprotectborrowers.org>
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2022 4:59 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Cc: Honeysett, Adam <Adam.Honeysett@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: Connect with ED

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Rich and Adam,
Rich, thanks so much for connecting us, and Adam, great to meet you.
Adam, could we find some time over the next week or two for a call? It would be great to let you
know about what we're working on at the state level and to see if there is any overlap or
opportunity to coordinate. Let me know if you have any time this Friday between 11AM-3PM ET,
or at 11AM Tuesday-Friday of next week. If none of those work, please let me know some times
that work on your end and we can figure something out.
Thanks!
Winston

Winston Berkman-Breen (He/Him)
Deputy Director of Advocacy & Policy Counsel
www.orotectborrowers.org

On Tue, Feb 15, 2022 at 8:51 AM Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov> wrote:
Hi Winston — A few weeks ago we discussed your work to inform state policy makers regarding
the affects college policies on enrollment and transcript holds have on student success. I
wanted to connect you with Adam Honeysett who leads much of our inter-gov work. He is a
good contact for SBPC if you have state or local officials that want to connect with ED. Adam is
CCed here and his cell is (b)(6)
Thanks again for all your work to support student success.
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: Connecting ED with OR HECC?
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:55:09 PM

From: Winston Berkman-Breen <winston@protectborrowers.org>
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2021 5:50 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: Connecting ED with OR HECC?

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Amazing! Thanks so much. I'll connect you now.
Hope you have a happy and healthy New Year! Today's news was certainly a nice way to wrap
2021...!
Thanks!
Winston
On Wed, Dec 22, 2021 at 5:44 PM Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov> wrote:
Hey Winston!
Yeah, happy to connect with them. I can bring in some of our policy staff that work with Tribal
colleges and Tribal grant programs.
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Winston Berkman-Breen <winstonPprotectborrowers.org>
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2021 5:23 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Subject: Connecting ED with OR HECC?

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Rich,
I hope all's well. Folks in the OR Higher ED Coordinating Commission want to do something to

support Tribal student loan borrowers and may have funds to work with. I did some initial, highlevel scoping with them and stressed that they should communicate with OR Tribal communities
for any program design. Mike and I also thought they should connect with someone at ED, as you
all may have more data and/or thoughts on this.
Would it be OK to give them your contact info or connect you by email?
Thanks,
Winston
Winston Berkman-Breen (He/Him)
Deputy Director of Advocacy & Policy Counsel
www.protectborrowers.org

I

I

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

H000es. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
FW: Connecting OR HECC with ED
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:55:17 PM

From: Winston Berkman-Breen <winston@protectborrowers.org>
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2021 5:54 PM
To: veronica.dujon@hecc.oregon.gov; Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Subject: Connecting OR HECC with ED
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Good afternoon Veronica,
Following up on our earlier conversation, I'm writing now to connect you with Rich Williams, Chief of
Staff in the Office of Postsecondary Education at the Department of Education, whom I've included
here. Rich kindly offered to speak with you about the program you're considering and to include his
colleagues who work with Tribal colleges and on Tribal grant programs, as needed.
I'll let you two follow up from here, but please don't hesitate to loop me back in if I can help with
anything.
Best,
Winston

Winston Berkman-Breen (He/Him)
Deputy Director of Advocacy & Policy Counsel
www.protectborrowers.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: Correspondence from the Student Borrower Protection Center
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:54:47 PM

From: Ben Kaufman <ben@protectborrowers.org>
Sent: Friday, October 22, 2021 2:37 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: Correspondence from the Student Borrower Protection Center

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Awesome! Thank you for the news, and we'll definitely keep you posted on future work.
Thanks!
On Fri, Oct 22, 2021 at 2:05 PM Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov> wrote:
Hey Ben — We're working on potential new guidance to remind the field of their responsibilities
under PLL. We're hoping this is out before the FSA conference but negreg work is taking priority.
Rene may have specific questions so including him here for awareness. Either way, please keep us
updated on your additional work!
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Ben Kaufman <benPprotectborrowers.org>
Sent: Friday, October 22, 2021 8:33 AM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Subject: Re: Correspondence from the Student Borrower Protection Center

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hello sir!
Hope all is well. Amid our own leadership transition, I wanted to reach out to see if there were any
updates on issues around preferred lender arrangements and/or the possibility of or desire for a
follow-up SBPC/OPE meeting. We will also have some more work coming out soon regarding
additional areas where private companies appear to be violating rules and regs around PLAs.

Best,
Ben
On Wed, Aug 18, 2021 at 10:59 AM Ben Kaufman <benPqrotectborrowers.org> wrote:
Michelle and Rich,
Hope all is well! I wanted to reach out to share an advanced copy of a memo we will be
publishing tomorrow that follows up on the report we discussed in June.
In particular, this memo provides a roadmap for how to ensure that the actors currently
profiting off the scheme our initial report uncovered are held accountable for profiting to
students' detriment. Prepared by outside legal partners, the memo enumerates the specific
legal authorities the Department has at the intersection of Title IV schools, online program
managers, and private creditors, and explores the specific legal tools that ED already has at its
disposal to address the borrower harm they are generating.
The memo indicates that ED can immediately protect borrowers through at least the following
authorities under the Higher Education Act:
•

ED can enforce restrictions around preferred lender arrangements between schools and
creditors;

•

ED can clearly state with the force of law that gamesmanship around non-degree
granting programs will not excuse schools and companies from liability; and

•

ED can, where necessary, remove particularly malfeasant schools from accessing federal
student aid programs through recission of a program participation agreement.

We appreciate your continued attention to this ongoing matter and are available to discuss this
memo and/or answer any question that may arise.
Best,
Ben
On Fri, Jun 18, 2021 at 10:18 AM Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov> wrote:
Great. Just sent a calendar invite to you that you can forward to others on your team.
Looking forward to connecting!
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Ben Kaufman <ben@protectborrowers.org>
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2021 9:46 AM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Cc: Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.CooperPed.gov>; Seth Frotman
<seth@protectborrowers.org>
Subject: Re: Correspondence from the Student Borrower Protection Center
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Rich,
Thank you so much for your interest. Friday the 25th at 2 works well for us.

Best,
Ben
On Fri, Jun 18, 2021, 9:41 AM Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov> wrote:
Hi Ben,
Thank you for sending the new report. We have shared it with our staff.
We would love to take you up on the opportunity for a briefing with Michelle and a few
OPE staff. How does Tuesday June, 22nd at 1:30-2p work for you? If not, Friday the 25th at
2p is the next best time block.
Thanks,
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Ben Kaufman <benPprotectborrowers.org>
Sent: Friday, June 11, 2021 8:28 AM
To: Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.CooperPed.gov>
Cc: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>; Seth Frotman <sethPprotectborrowers.org>
Subject: Re: Correspondence from the Student Borrower Protection Center
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

MichelleThanks again for your interest. Please find attached our new report. We would be happy to
brief you and/or staff on this and on broader issues related to preferred lender lists if that
would be helpful!
Best,
Ben
On Fri, Jun 11, 2021 at 6:01 AM Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.Cooper@ed.gov> wrote:
Thanks, Ben, for keeping us in the loop. Please share the report when it's ready.
Michelle

From: Ben Kaufman <benPprotectborrowers.org>
Sent: Wednesday, June 9, 2021 1:41 PM
To: Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.CooperPed.gov>
Subject: Re: Correspondence from the Student Borrower Protection Center
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Thank you so much for your reply to our letter a few weeks ago
On this topic, I wanted to let you know that in the next few days we will be publishing a
new report regarding the importance of preferred lender list requirements and
concerning practices we see in the private student loan market. In particular, as our
report covers, it appears that public universities are partnering with online program
managers to direct students toward risky private debt and credit through short-term,
non-degree granting "bootcamp" programs.
We are happy to brief you, Rich, and/or any other staff on these issues if that might be
helpful.
Best,
Ben
On Sun, May 2, 2021 at 7:48 PM Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.CooperPed.gov> wrote:
Thank you, Ben, for sharing this information. I will be sure to share this information
with my colleagues, as well.
My best,
Michelle

From: Ben Kaufman <benPprotectborrowers.org>
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2021 2:40 PM
To: Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.Cooper@ed.gov>
Cc: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>; Seth Frotman
<sethPprotectborrowers.ore>; Mike Pierce <mikePprotectborrowers.org>
Subject: Correspondence from the Student Borrower Protection Center
Secretary Cooper,
Please find attached a letter from the Student Borrower Protection Center
regarding serious concerns of ongoing abuses and borrower harm in the area of
private student lending, and the Department of Education's use of preexisting
authorities to address these issues.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. We look forward to
any opportunity to discuss the issues identified in the attached correspondence.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Ben Kaufman
Head of Investigations & Senior Policy Advisor
He/Him
Error! Filename not specified,

Ben Kaufman
Head of Investigations & Senior Policy Advisor
He/Him
Error! Filename not specifiedj

Ben Kaufman
Head of Investigations & Senior Policy Advisor
He/Him
Error! Filename not specified,

Ben Kaufman
Head of Investigations & Senior Policy Advisor

He/Him

I

I

Ben Kaufman
Head of Investigations & Senior Policy Advisor
He/Him

Ben Kaufman
Head of Investigations & Senior Policy Advisor
He/Him

I

I

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: Correspondence from the Student Borrower Protection Center
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:54:24 PM
IDRAFT1SBPC Student Loan Sunshine Act.pdf

From: Ben Kaufman <ben@protectborrowers.org>
Sent: Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:59 AM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Cc: Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.Cooper@ed.gov>; Seth Frotman <seth@protectborrowers.org>
Subject: Re: Correspondence from the Student Borrower Protection Center
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Michelle and Rich,
Hope all is well! I wanted to reach out to share an advanced copy of a memo we will be publishing
tomorrow that follows up on the report we discussed in June.
In particular, this memo provides a roadmap for how to ensure that the actors currently profiting off
the scheme our initial report uncovered are held accountable for profiting to students'
detriment. Prepared by outside legal partners, the memo enumerates the specific legal authorities
the Department has at the intersection of Title IV schools, online program managers, and private
creditors, and explores the specific legal tools that ED already has at its disposal to address the
borrower harm they are generating.
The memo indicates that ED can immediately protect borrowers through at least the following
authorities under the Higher Education Act:
•

ED can enforce restrictions around preferred lender arrangements between schools and
creditors;

•

ED can clearly state with the force of law that gamesmanship around non-degree granting
programs will not excuse schools and companies from liability; and

•

ED can, where necessary, remove particularly malfeasant schools from accessing federal
student aid programs through recission of a program participation agreement.

We appreciate your continued attention to this ongoing matter and are available to discuss this
memo and/or answer any question that may arise.
Best,
Ben
On Fri, Jun 18, 2021 at 10:18 AM Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov> wrote:
Great. Just sent a calendar invite to you that you can forward to others on your team.
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August 16, 2021
To:

Seth Frotman, Executive Director
Student Borrower Protection Center

From: Sabita J. Soneji, Partner
Leora Friedman, Associate
Tycko & Zavareei LLP

RE: Legal Analysis, and Need for Increased Enforcement, of the Student
Loan Sunshine Act'
Mr. Frotman:
I write to detail our analysis of the legal obligations imposed on schools, lenders,
and the Department of Education by the Student Loan Sunshine Act (P.L. 110-315) ("the
Act"). As you are no doubt aware, gaps in compliance with the Act persist and obstruct
transparency in the private education loan process. In hope of being a catalyst for
changing that dynamic, this memo also identifies enforcement mechanisms with which
regulators and student borrowers can hold schools and lenders accountable for practices
that violate the Act. My hope is that this analysis will inform your organization's advocacy
and litigation efforts to root out harmful student loan practices and also arm regulators
to enforce existing laws, ensure compliance, and better protect student borrowers.
Sincerely,

Sabita J. Soneji

1 This memorandum is meant to summarize legal obligations and potential consequences of noncompliance with the Student Loan Sunshine Act. It does not constitute legal advice. Individuals and
entities that might be affected by the authorities cited herein should consult an attorney for individualized
guidance.
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I. Introduction
There is a long and troubling track record of schools and financial institutions
teaming up to provide financial products and, in particular, student loan products.2
Through student loan products, schools may encourage students to take on private
education loans offered by lenders which may or may not have undisclosed relationships
with the schools, potentially pushing students toward unfavorable lending agreements or
increasing their educational costs and sometimes raking in lucrative kickbacks in the
process.3
The problem of exploitative school-lender arrangements has historically attracted
public (and investigators') attention. In 2007, The Wall Street Journal reported that
"eight universities, including the University of Pennsylvania, New York University and
Syracuse University, settled allegations of loan kickbacks by agreeing to stop accepting
payments, travel and other perks from student lenders."4 That year, CBS also noted how
state law enforcement in New York was investigating "an alleged kickback scheme
involving mo colleges and a half-dozen student loan providers around the country,"
including behavior that led law enforcement to "believe the schools and lenders are
engaged in deceptive lending practices that make the cost of higher education higher than
it should be."5 For example, investigation documents revealed that "under a preferred
lender agreement with [the creditor Education Finance Partners (EFP)], Drexel
University, in Philadelphia, gets a kickback of .25% on the interest earned on the first $1
to $2 million in loans it steers to EFP and .5% of the interest earned on the amount above
$2 million."6
Today, evidence suggests that schools and lenders continue to engage in these
problematic practices. In June 2021, the Student Borrower Protection Center reported
that "[s]everal public schools are failing to comply with various transparency
requirements that borrowers rely on to make informed decisions and other legal
2
See
Private
Student
Lending,
STUDENT
BORROWER
PROT. CTR.
(Apr.
2020)
https://protectborrowers.org/wp-content/uploads/2o2o/o4/PSL-Report_o42o2o.pdf; see also Shadow
Student Debt, STUDENT BORROWER PROT. CTR. (July 2020), https://protectborrowers.org/wpcontent/uploads/20202/Shadow-Student-Debt.pdf.
3 See Danielle Douglas-Gabriel, Public colleges and universities under fire for promoting controversial
WASH.
11,
2021),
education
loans,
POST
(June
https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2o2i/o6/n/public-colleges-under-fire-for-lendingpromotion/; see also Pushing Predatory Products: How Public Universities are Partnering with
Unaccountable Contractors to Drive Students Toward Risky Private Debt and Credit, STUDENT BORROWER
PROT. CTR. (June 2021), https://protectborrowers.org/wp-content/uploads/2o2i/o6/SBPC_OPM.pdf.
4 John Hechinger, Probe Into College-Lender Ties Widens, WALL STREET J. (Apr. 5, 2007),
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB117573094292160341.
5
Melissa McNamara, Student Loans Target of Investigation, CBS (Mar. 16, 2007),
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/student-loans-target-of-investigation/.
6 Id.
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protections that keep consumers safe," and that "[t]hese schools appear to be engaged in
so-called 'preferred lender arrangements' with creditors."7 The Student Borrower
Protection Center found, for example, that "several of the schools driving students toward
shadow student debt [an umbrella term for various risky, expensive private education
credit products] are not disclosing key details around the types of products available to
borrowers," and "it does not appear that institutions are meeting their obligation to
publicly explain the nature and rationale behind their preferred lender arrangements."8
The Student Loan Sunshine Act ("the Act"), which was enacted in 2008 as part of
the most recent reauthorization (Pl. 110-315) of the federal Higher Education Act
("HEA"), however, addresses these relationships between schools and lenders. It
specifically modifies two federal laws: (1) the Higher Education Act (20 U.S.C. § 1001 et
seq.), which is implemented through Department of Education ("DOE") regulations, and
(2) the Truth in Lending Act ("TILA") (15 U.S.C. §§ 160i-1667f), which is implemented
through Regulation Z, formerly administered by the Federal Reserve Board of Governors
but now administered by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ("CFPB"). Through
these modifications, the Act creates obligations for schools and lenders in the private
educational lending space and on DOE with respect to these loans.9
II. BACKGROUND

Schools
The HEA, as modified by the Act, and its enacting DOE-promulgated regulations
cover conduct by schools and provide definitions for schools that are subject to HEA
obligations. By contrast, CFPB's Regulation Z covers the conduct of lenders (discussed
later in this memorandum) and provides separate definitions for covered educational
institutions and other terms therein. For example, CFPB's definition for covered
educational institution reaches unaccredited institutions,10 but DOE's definition for
covered institution does not—its definition refers to higher education institutions, which
must be "[a]ccredited or preaccredited."11

7 New Report Finds Public Universities are Driving Students Toward Risky Private Student Loans,
STUDENT BORROWER PROT. CTR. (June 11, 2021), https://proteetborrowers.org/new-report-finds-publicuniversities-are-driving-students-toward-risky-private-student-loans/.
8 See Pushing Predatory Products: How Public Universities are Partnering with Unaccountable
Contractors to Drive Students Toward Risky Private Debt and Credit, supra note 3 at 15.
9 By regulation, these loans are defined as those "provided by a private educational lender that is not a title
IV loan and that is issued expressly for postsecondary education expenses to a borrower, regardless of
whether the loan is provided through the educational institution that the student attends or directly to the
borrower from the private educational lender," with some exceptions. See 34 C.F.R. § 601.2(b).
1° 12 C.F.R. § 1026.46(b)(1)(i).
" 20 U.S.C. § 1019(2); 34 C.F.R § 600.4(a)(5)(i).
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The institutions covered by the HEA provisions and implementing regulations are,
in part: higher education institutions, proprietary institutions of higher education,
postsecondary vocational institutions, and certain institutions abroad that receive federal
funding/assistance.12 A higher education institution is "a public or private nonprofit
educational institution" that only admits "as regular students" those with high school
diplomas, the "recognized equivalent," or those who are older than the age of mandatory
attendance in that state. '3 Other requirements include, in part, that the school must be
"legally authorized to provide an educational program beyond secondary education" in its
state and must confer associate, baccalaureate, graduate, or professional degrees; provide
a two-year program (or longer) that can contribute toward credit for a baccalaureate
degree; or constitute "a one academic year training program that leads to a certificate, or
other nondegree recognized credential" that "prepares students for gainful employment
in a recognized occupation."14 The school must usually be "[a]ccredited or
preaccredited."15 A proprietary higher education institution is neither a public nor private
nonprofit educational institution but "[p]rovides an eligible program of training . . . to
prepare students for gainful employment in a recognized occupation" or "[Was provided
a program leading to a baccalaureate degree in liberal arts," is accredited, and has existed
for a minimum of two years, among other requirements.16 A postsecondary vocational
institution is, among other requirements, a public or private nonprofit educational
institution that "[p]rovides an eligible program of training, as defined in 34 C.F.R. §
668.8, to prepare students for gainful employment in a recognized occupation" and is
accredited. '7
Bootcamps are short-term, non-degree granting credential programs frequently
offered by for-profit companies, including companies who facilitate bootcamps on behalf
of and using the branding of Title IV colleges.18 Nothing in the Act's amendments to HEA
explicitly excludes bootcamps from the Act's obligations, particularly where the bootcamp
has a relationship with an accredited institution of higher education. In fact, DOE's
implementing regulations contemplate a wide range of entities covered by these
requirements. For example, a school that operates a bootcamp might be obligated to make
certain disclosures regarding loans marketed to the bootcamp's students by virtue of the
school's participation in a preferred lender arrangement at the institutional leve1.19 A
See 34 C.F.R. § 601.2(b).
C.F.R. §§ 600.4(a)(1)-(2).
14 Id. at
(a)(4).
15 Id. at (a)(5).
16 34 C.F.R. §§ 600.5(a)(1), (5)-(7).
17 34 C.F.R. §§ 600.6(a), (a)(4)-(5).
18 See Pushing Predatory Products: How Public Universities are Partnering with Unaccountable
Contractors to Drive Students Toward Risky Private Debt and Credit, supra note 3 at 2.
19 See 20 U.S.C. § 1019(8) (defining preferred lender arrangement in part as "an arrangement or agreement
between a lender and a covered institution or an institution-affiliated organization of such covered
institution—(i) under which a lender provides or otherwise issues education loans to the students attending
12

13 34
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bootcamp might also qualify as an institution-affiliated organization, which is also
capable of entering preferred lender arrangements20 and is defined as an organization
that "is directly or indirectly related to a covered institution" and "is engaged in the
practice of recommending, promoting, or endorsing education loans for students
attending such covered institution or the families of such students."21 Based on this
language, if the bootcamp is considered "directly or indirectly related to a covered
institution" and engages in loan marketing22 and if the bootcamp's students are
considered attendees of the schoo1,23 then the bootcamp should qualify as an institutionaffiliated organization and could be considered a participant in a preferred lender
arrangement under the Act. The bootcamp would then assume related disclosure
requirements. Addressed later in this memorandum, lenders that participate in
bootcamps that are or are associated with unaccredited schools might also incur
obligations under Regulation Z, which defines covered educational institutions
notwithstanding accreditation. 24

1. Schools that communicate information about private education loans
must disclose certain information to possible borrowers.
Covered institutions25 that "provide[] information regarding a private education
loan from a lender to a prospective borrower" must disclose the information in 15 U.S.C.
§ 1638(e)(1), such as "the potential range of rates of interest applicable," "limitations on
interest rate adjustments," "fees or range of fees applicable" to the loan, "payment deferral
options," and "an example of the total cost of the private education loan over the life of
the loan."26 They must also tell potential borrowers that the borrower might qualify for
federal grant/loan aid and that those terms might provide greater benefit to the student
than the terms in private loans.27 The institution must also share information about
private loans in a way that is "distinct" from information on federal loans.28
such covered institution" and "that relates to such covered institution or such institution-affiliated
organization recommending, promoting, or endorsing the education loan products of the lender").
Therefore, if the school is a covered institution and the bootcamp's students are considered attendees of the
school, these obligations should be triggered.
20 See 20 U.S.C. § 1019(8).
21 20 U.S.C. § 1019(5)(A). Based on this language, if the bootcamp is considered "directly or indirectly
related to a covered institution" and engages in loan marketing, see id. at (5)(A), (8), and if the bootcamp's
students are considered attendees of the school, see id. at (8), then the bootcamp should qualify as an
institution-affiliated organization and could be considered a participant in a preferred lender arrangement
under the Act.
22 20 U.S.C. §§ 1019(5)(A), (8),
23 20 U.S.C. § 1019(8),
24 12 C.F.R. § 1026.46(b)(1)(i).
25 In this memorandum "covered institution" and "school" are used interchangeably.
26 20 U.S.C. § 1019a(a)(1)(B)(i); 15 U.S.C. §§ 1638(e)(1)(A), (C), (F), (I), (K); 34 C.F.R. § 601.11(b)(1).
27 20 U.S.C. § 1019a(a)(1)(B)(ii); 34 C.F.R. § 601.11(b)(2).
28 20 U.S.C. § 1019a(a)(1)(B)(iii); 34 C.F.R. § 601.11(c).
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In addition, schools must give private education loan applicants a self-certification
form at the applicant's request; described below, this form includes certain disclosures
(e.g., that the applicant may qualify for certain federal student financial aid).29 And the
school must supply information the student needs to fill out the form, if in the school's
possession.30
2. Schools that enter preferred lender arrangements must disclose certain

information, prohibit the lender's use of the school's name or logo to
suggest that the school provides the loan, and must show the
lender's name in all loan-related materials.
A preferred lender arrangement ("PLA") between a lender and school is an
arrangement where the lender gives or issues loans to the school's students (or families)
and the arrangement "relates to" the school "recommending, promoting, or endorsing the
education loan products of the lender," with some exceptions.31 DOE commentary has
made clear that these arrangements are not narrowly defined. They exist notwithstanding
whether the school and lender "entered into a formal agreement."32 And the arrangement
even exists "if the lender is not aware of the preferred lender arrangement" (although in
that case the lender would not assume 12 C.F.R. § 226.48(0's disclosure obligations).33
When a school enters a preferred lender arrangement, the institution assumes
certain disclosure requirements that seem designed to protect students from being
exploited by that arrangement. With more information about available funding options,
the student borrower can make an informed choice notwithstanding the arrangement.
The Act thus seems to recognize that a preferred lender arrangement makes this
information even more important.

First, the school must disclose certain information. If a school has a PLA, it must
disclose on its website and on certain informational materials that address loans, in part,
"the maximum amount of Federal grant and loan aid under subchapter IV available to
students" and "a statement that such institution is required to process the documents
required to obtain a loan under part B of subchapter IV from any eligible lender the
student selects."34 It must also disclose annually "such information as the [Consumer
Financial Protection] Bureau determines to include in the model form developed under
29 20

U.S.C. § 1094(a)(28)(A); 34 C.F.R. § 601.11(d); 20 U.S.C. § 1019d(a)(3).

20 U.S.C. §1094(a)(28)(A); 34 C.F.R. § 601.11(d)(2); 34 C.F.R. § 668.14(b)(29)(i).
3' See 20 U.S.C. § 1019(8); 34 C.F.R. § 601.2(b).
3°

Institution and Lender Requirements Relating to Education Loans, 74 Fed. Reg. 55628 (Oct. 28, 2009).
Id.
34 20 U.S.C. § 1019a(a)(1)(A)(i); see 34 C.F.R. § 601.10(a)(1).
32
33
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paragraph (s)" for each loan the lender wants to offer students or their families the
following award year.35 Some of this information must be shared with students and their
families with enough time for them to consider the information in choosing a lender or
applying for a loan.36 These schools must also guarantee that the lender's name is
"displayed in all information and documentation related to such loans."37

Second, the school must prohibit certain marketing by the lender—the school may
not permit the lender to use "the name, emblem, mascot, or logo" or "other words,
pictures, or symbols readily identified with such institution organization" in the lender's
marketing of private loans to students "in any way that implies that the loan is offered
or made by such institution or organization instead of the lender."38
3. Schools that enter preferred lender arrangements must submit
an annual report to the Secretary of Education.
Schools with preferred lender arrangements must issue an annual report to the
Secretary of Education, and they must enable the public to access the report and make
sure the report is given to students (those currently attending and intending to attend)
and their families.39 A school must provide certain information with respect to each
lender in this arrangement with the schoo1.40 And the school must provide "a detailed
explanation of why such covered institution . . . entered into a preferred lender
arrangement with the lender," including why the terms and conditions for each loan
advantage students or their families.41
4. Schools with preferred lender arrangements
must create codes of conduct.

See 15 U.S.C. §§ 1638(0(5), (11); 20 U.S.C. § 1o19a(a)(1)(A)(ii)(I); 20 U.S.C. 1019b(c)(1)(A)(ii)(I); 34
C.F.R. § 601.10(a)(2)(i). The latest versions of these forms can be found at:
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/rulespolicy/regulations/1026/H/#e3264d5fe43ddea4a5oo494.1775180845213o9b9efe857fdbd86e76o.
36 See 20 U.S.C. § 1o19b(c)(1)(B); 34 C.F.R. § 601.1o(c)(2).
37 20 U.S.C. §1019a(a)(3); 34 C.F.R. § 601.12(b).
38 20 U.S.C. § ioi9a(2) (emphasis added); 34 C.F.R. § 601.12(a).
39 20 U.S.C. §§1o19b(c)(2)(A)-(B); 34 C.F.R. §§ 601.20(a)-(b).
40 20 U.S.C. § 1019b(c)(2)(A)(i) (citing 20 U.S.C. § 1019b(c)(1)(A)(i)-(ii)); 34 C.F.R. § 601.20(a)(1) (citing
34 C.F.R. § 601.10(c)).
41 20 U.S.C. § 1o19b(c)(2)(A)(ii) (emphasis added); 34 C.F.R. § 601.20(a)(2). The Student Borrower
Protection Center was only able to track down one instance where a school actually created this report. See
Annual Report on Preferred Lender Arrangements, Mo. S. STATE UNIV. (Oct. 2020)
https://www.mssu.edu/student-affairs/financialaid/Annual%2oReport%2oon%2oPreferred%2oLender%2oArrangements.pdf.
35
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Schools with preferred lender arrangements must conduct themselves pursuant to
C.F.R.
§ 601.21.42 The school must create a code of conduct that: "[p]rohibit[s] a
34
conflict of interest with the responsibilities of an agent of an institution with respect to
FFEL [Federal Family Education Loan] Program loans and private education loans" and
that at least includes the items in 34 C.F.R. § 601.21(c), such as bans on revenue-sharing
arrangements with lenders, solicitation or acceptance of gifts from lenders by individuals
who perform work related to education loans for the institution, and "[r]efus[al] to certify,
or delay certification of, any loan based on the borrower's selection of a particular lender
or guaranty agency."43 Revenue-sharing arrangements are "arrangement[s] between a
covered institution and a lender" whereby "[a] lender provides or issues a FFEL Program
loan or private education loan to students attending the institution or to the families of
such students" and "[t]he institution recommends the lender or the loan products of the
lender and in exchange, the lender pays a fee or provides other material benefits,
including revenue or profit sharing, to the institution, [or] an agent."44 Monetary or other
benefits from a lender to a school may incentivize the school to advertise the lender more
favorably and/or withhold information or guidance, contrary to the student borrower's
best interest.
The institution must publish the code "prominently" on its website and
"[a]dminister and enforce" it by at least mandating that its agents that perform work
related to FFEL Program or private education loans "be annually informed" of the code's
contents.45

5. Schools with preferred lender arrangements must
create preferred lender lists.
As a precondition for eligibility to participate in Title IV loan and grant programs,
most institutions must enter into program participation agreements with the Secretary of
Education and those agreements must make eligibility dependent on the institution's
satisfaction of its obligation to create a preferred lender list, among other requirements.46
Specifically, an institution with a preferred lending arrangement must, in part, annually
"compile, maintain, and make available for students attending the institution" and their
families a list "of the specific lenders for loans made, insured, or guaranteed under this
subchapter [Title IV] or private education loans that the institution recommends,
promotes, or endorses in accordance with such preferred lender arrangement."47

42 See 20 U.S.C. § 1019b(C)(3)(A).
34 C.F.R. § 601.21(a)(2); id. at (c)(1)-(2), (4)(ii).
34 C.F.R. § 601.21(c)(1) (emphasis added).
43 34 C.F.R. §§ 6131.21(a)(2)(ii)-(iii).
46 20 U.S.C. §§ 1094(a), (a)(27).
47 Id. at (a)(27) (emphasis added); 34 C.F.R. § 668.14(b)(28).
43
44
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These lists must in part explain why the institution entered the arrangement with
each lender (especially regarding terms that benefit the borrower) and indicate that
attending students or their families have no obligation to borrow from a lender on the
list.48 The institution must also disclose how they choose lenders ("the method and
criteria used") with which to have preferred arrangements for the purpose of guaranteeing
lenders are chosen in the "best interests of the borrowers" (e.g., for the lender's "highly
competitive interest rates" or "high-quality servicing").49 The Act also requires the
institution to "exercise a duty of care and a duty of loyalty" in creating the preferred lender
list and that the institution create the list "for the sole benefit" of students or their
families.50 Importantly, the institution cannot "deny or otherwise impede the borrower's
choice of a lender or cause unnecessary delay in loan certification" under Title IV for those
who choose an off-list lender.51 These obligations are also outlined in the regulations.52

Private Student Lenders
Whereas the Act's modifications to HEA (and related DOE regulations) cover the
conduct of schools, as indicated, its updates to TILA (and related CFPB regulations) cover
the conduct of lenders. This section addresses the latter, specifically with respect to
private educational lenders and private education loans.
Private education loans are, in part, those that are "provided by a private
educational lender that" are "not made, insured, or guaranteed under. . . title IV" and that
are "issued expressly for postsecondary educational expenses to a borrower, regardless of
whether the loan is provided through the educational institution that the subject student
attends or directly to the borrower from the private educational lender."53 Private
educational lenders issue such loans; specifically, by statute, private education lenders
are financial institutions or federal credit unions that "solicit[], make[], or extend[]
private education loans" as well as "any other person engaged th[is] business."54
At the outset, it is worth noting that CFPB's Regulation Z appears to cover a
broader range of deals between private educational lenders and schools than do DOE's
regulations discussed above. Specifically, Regulation Z defines covered educational
institutions as: "An educational institution that meets the definition of an institution of
20 U.S.C. § 1094(h)(1)(A).
Id. at (h)(1)(C).
50 Id. at (h)(1)(D).
51 Id. at (h)(1)(E).
52 34 C.F.R. § 601.10(d).
53 15 U.S.C. § 1650(a)(8)(A). The other element that defines a private education loan is that it "does not
include an extension of credit under an open-end consumer credit plan, a reverse mortgage transaction, a
residential mortgage transaction, or any other loan that is secured by real property or a dwelling." 15 U.S.C.
§ 1650(a)(8)(B). Regulation Z also defines private education loans. See 12 C.F.R. § 1026.46(b)(5).
54 See 15 U.S.C. §1650(a)(7); see also 20 U.S.C. § 1019(6)(A)(3).
48
49
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higher education, as defined in paragraph (b)(2) of this section, without regard to the
institution's accreditation status,"55 whereas DOE defines a covered institution by
reference to higher education institutions which must be "[a]ccredited or
preaccredited."56 This means, for example, that even if DOE or a litigant cannot apply
DOE's regulations to an unaccredited educational program that participates in a preferred
lender arrangement, CFPB's regulations could potentially be used to hold that same deal's
private educational lender counterpart legally accountable.

1. Private educational lenders cannot give gifts to schools to benefit its
private education loan business, share revenue with schools who market
their private education loans, or compensate members of their advisory
board who are private student loan/financial aid-related school
employees.
TILA and HEA contain some parallel requirements. Just as a school with a
preferred lender arrangement must include certain prohibitions in its code of conduct
pursuant to DOE regulation, 57 TILA requires that private educational lenders also refrain
from some of these activities. For instance, private educational lenders "may not, directly
or indirectly—(1) offer or provide any gift to a covered educational institution in exchange
for any advantage or consideration provided to such private educational lender related to
its private education loan activities; or (2) engage in revenue sharing with a covered
educational institution."58 Revenue sharing, also defined above via DOE regulation, refers
to a school-private educational lender "arrangement" whereby the lender issues private
education loans to attending students, the school "recommends" the lender or its private
education loans to students "or others," and the lender "pays a fee or provides other
material benefits" to the school "in connection with the private education loans provided
to [attending] students. . . or a borrower acting on behalf of a student."59 This definition
appears to encompass both informal gift-giving as well as formal revenue-sharing deals
and kickback schemes.
In addition, TILA prohibits compensation of certain school employees for their
participation in private educational lender advisory boards. In particular, a school's
financial aid employees or those who perform work related to private education loans or
financial aid "and who serve[] on an advisory board, commission, or group established by

12 C.F.R. § 1026.46(b)(1) (emphasis added).
20 U.S.C. § 1019(2); 34 C.F.R § 60 0.4(a)(5)(i).
57 See 34 CFR §§ 601.21(a), (c).
58 15 U.S.C. §§ 1650(b)(1)-(2).
59 15 U.S.C. § 1650(a)(9).
55
56
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a private educational lender or group of such lenders" must not "receiv[e] anything of
value from the private educational lender or group of lenders."60
2.

Private educational lenders must disclose information
throughout the lifespan of a loan.

These lenders are obligated to disclose material information about the conditions
of their loans and satisfy other duties set forth in 15 U.S.C. § 1638(e).61 These duties arise
at different points in the lifespan of a loan: at the time of application and solicitation,
approval, pre-consummation, and consummation.62
In a private education loan application or solicitation for the loan (absent an
application requirement), for example, the lender must "clearly and conspicuously"
disclose "the term of the private education loan," "payment deferral options," and "that
the borrower may qualify for Federal student financial assistance through a program
under title IV" instead of or combined with the private loan, among other disclosures.63
And, at approval, the lender must disclose "fees or range of fees applicable to the private
education loan" and "whether monthly payments are graduated," among other
disclosures.64 Before consummation of a private education loan for a student at a higher
education institution, the lender must receive a signed self-certification form from an
applicant, described below.65 At consummation, the lender must make additional
disclosures, such as "fees or range of fees applicable to the private education loan" and
"the maximum term under the private education loan program," among others.66 The
regulations also set forth information lenders must disclose at approval/solicitation, upon
notice of approval, and after consumer acceptance of the loan 67 along with the timing of
such disclosures.68
3. Private educational lenders also must disclose certain information
to schools if they enter preferred lender arrangements.
Like schools, private educational lenders also assume disclosure duties if they
enter preferred lender arrangements. These lenders must provide schools the information
requested by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's model form "for each type of
6o 15 U.S.C. § 1650(d). This prohibition does not include "reimbursement of reasonable expenses incurred."
See id.
6 1 See 20 U.S.C. § 1019a(b)(1)(A)(ii).
62 See 15 U.S.C. §§ 1638(e)(1)-(4).
63 Id. at (e)(1), (e)(1)(G), (I), (M) (emphasis added).
64 Id. at (e)(2), (e)(2)(F), (K).
65 Id. at (e)(3).
66 Id. at (e)(4); id. at (e)(2)(F)-(G).
67 12 C.F.R. §§ 1026.47(a)-(c).
68 12 C.F.R. § 1026.46(d).
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private education loan" the lender will offer students attending that institution or their
families for the following award year.69 In addition, the regulations obligate creditors that
participate in such arrangements to provide annual information to the schoo1.70 Such
information includes applicable interest rates, fees or modifications to the interest rate or
principal if the borrower defaults or pays late, terms of repayment, and a sample of the
loan's full cost, among other disclosures.71

4. Creditors cannot use the school's name or logo
in marketing private education loans.
Creditors (other than schools) usually cannot use "the name, emblem, mascot, or
logo of a covered educational institution, or other words, pictures, or symbols identified
with a covered educational institution" to market private education loans "in a way that
implies that the covered education institution endorses the creditor's loans."72 However,
the regulations create one exception—for some agreements "where the covered
educational institution agrees to endorse the creditor's private education loans," and
there is a "clear and conspicuous disclosure that is equally prominent and closely
proximate to the reference to the covered educational institution that the creditor's loans
are not offered or made by the covered educational institution, but are made by the
creditor."73 Also, a creditor can negate the inference that the covered educational
institution "endorses" the loan through a "clear and conspicuous disclosure that is equally
prominent and closely proximate to the reference to the covered educational institution"
which indicates that the institution "does not endorse the creditor's loans and that the
creditor is not affiliated with the covered educational institution."74

Department of Education
DOE is responsible for enforcing obligations that HEA imposes on schools and,
relatedly, for promulgating HEA's implementing regulations (by contrast, CFPB enforces
TILA, which creates obligations for lenders). This section briefly describes two
responsibilities that HEA assigns to DOE: (1) DOE must create a self-certification form
for private student loan applicants to ensure that student borrowers are made aware of
facts that may influence their decision to undertake a private education loan, and (2) DOE
must maintain a lender affiliates list, which helps schools satisfy their preferred lender
list obligations.

See 15 U.S.C. § 1638(e)(11).
See 34 C.F.R. § 1026.48(0.
71 See 12 C.F.R. §§ 1026.47(a)(1)- (4).
72 12 C.F.R. § 226.48(a)(1).
73 Id. at (b).
74 Id. at (a)(2).
69

70
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1. The Secretary of Education must create a self-certification form
for private student loan applicants—for schools to give applicants
and for applicants to submit to lenders.

The Act obligates the Secretary of Education to create a "self-certification form" for
private education loans for higher education institutions to give applicants at their
request75 and which private lenders must obtain from an applicant (signed) before
consummating the loan.76 The form must disclose, in part, that the applicant may qualify
for federal student financial aid through a subchapter IV program instead of or combined
with a private loan, that the applicant "is encouraged to discuss the availability of Federal,
State, and institutional student financial assistance with financial aid officials," and that
a private loan might impact the applicant's eligibility "for free or low-cost Federal, State
or institutional student financial assistance."77
2. The Secretary of Education must maintain a lender affiliates list.

The Secretary of Education must "maintain and regularly update a list of lender
affiliates of all eligible lenders," and must give this list to institutions so they can satisfy
their obligations under 20 U.S.C. § 1094(h)(1)(B) (a set of preferred lender list
obligations, such as the requirement to "indicate[], for each listed lender, whether the
lender is or is not an affiliate of each other lender" on the list and explain any affiliations
of lenders on the list).78
III. ENFORCEMENT OPTIONS

Enforcement is critical to holding schools and lenders accountable to their
obligations under the Act, which would in turn create a private student lending industry
that works more fairly for students. This section discusses some enforcement options
available to DOE, CFPB, and individuals to hold schools and lenders accountable to the
strictures of the Act.
1. Enforcement by DOE

DOE can enforce the HEA and its implementing regulations against schools and
potentially against schools' Online Program Managers that help expand their online
education offerings (to the extent they are a school's third-party servicer and jointly and
severally liable for an HEA violation, among other circumstances discussed below).

75 See 20 U.S.C. §§ 1019d(a), (a)(2).
76 see 15 U.S.C. § 1638(e)(3)•
77 20 U.S.C. §§ wigd(a)(3)(A)-(C).

78 See 20 U.S.C. §§ 1094(h)(2), (h)(1).
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First, DOE can rescind a school's Title IV eligibility if the school does not satisfy
certain requirements. Most institutions only achieve Title IV eligibility if they enter into
program participation agreements ("PPA") with the Secretary of Education, and those
agreements must condition Title IV eligibility on satisfaction of these requirements.79 For
example, if a school participates in a preferred lender arrangement, its PPA must
"condition the initial and continuing eligibility . . . upon compliance with" the
requirement, in part, to "at least annually compile, maintain, and make available for
students attending the institution, and the families of such students, a list, in print or
other medium, of . . . private education loans that the institution recommends, promotes,
or endorses in accordance with such preferred lender arrangement."80 DOE can also
rescind a school's Title IV eligibility if the school does not satisfy its obligation to give a
private student loan applicant ("upon request") a self-certification form created by DOE
that lenders must collect from certain student borrowers, along with "information
required to complete such form" if in the school's possession.81 Schools in PPM must also
agree "upon the request of the applicant, [to] discuss with the applicant the availability of
Federal, State, and institutional student financial aid," so failure to do this offers another
basis for withholding Title IV eligibility.82 A school that wants to stay Title IV-eligible
must also create a code of conduct; as described, the code must in part prohibit revenuesharing arrangements and acceptance of gifts from lenders by an "officer or employee of
the institution who is employed in the financial aid office of the institution or who
otherwise has responsibilities with respect to education loans."83
Second, albeit not enforcement in the traditional sense, DOE can promulgate
additional regulations to empower student borrowers in the private education lending
process. For example, DOE could make Title IV eligibility contingent on more action by
schools to promote the interests of student borrowers, as the regulations contemplate that
program participation agreements "condition[] the initial and continued participation of
an eligible institution in any Title IV, HEA program upon compliance with . . . any
additional conditions specified in the program participation agreement that the Secretary
requires the institution to meet," among other requirements.84
Third, even though DOE primarily has enforcement authority over schools, DOE
could also bring an action against an Online Program Manager ("OPM"). An OPM is a
third-party servicer that contracts with a school to expand its online education offerings
through provision of services, such as teaching platforms and job placement
management. Under 34 C.F.R. § 668.25, DOE could hold an OPM jointly and severally
20 U.S.C. §§ 1094(a); 34 C.F.R. §§ 668.14(a)(1), (b).
20 U.S.C. §§ 1094(a), (a)(27).
Si 20 U.S.C. § 1094(a)(28)(A); 15 U.S.C. § 1638(0(3).
82 34 C.F.R. § 668.14(b)(29)(ii).
83 20 U.S.C. §§ 1094(a), (a)(25), (e)(1)-(2).
84 see 34 C.F.R. § 668.14(a)(1).
79
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liable with a school if (1) the OPM is a "third-party servicer for the administration of any
aspect of the institution's participation in any Title IV, HEA program," but "only to the
extent that the servicer's eligibility to contract with the institution has not been limited,
suspended, or terminated" through the process outlined in 34 C.F.R. §§ 668.81-668.99;85
and (2) the OPM violated "any statutory provision of or applicable to Title IV of the HEA,
any regulatory provision prescribed under that statutory authority, and any applicable
special arrangement, agreement, or limitation entered into under the authority of statutes
applicable to Title IV of the HEA."86
For example, under 34 C.F.R. §§ 668.25, DOE could hold an OPM hired by a school
to help facilitate its Title IV program jointly and severally liable with the school for
fraudulent representations made to DOE in violation of the False Claims Act (discussed
below).87 If the OPM maintains preferred lender arrangements with lenders88 but does
not disclose a preferred lender list to students and families, for instance, that would
contravene the school's program participation agreement that supports its claim to Title
IV fund589 and might constitute a false claim against DOE. In addition, an OPM in a
revenue-sharing arrangement with a lender might also violate the False Claims Act by
maintaining such an arrangement despite the school's program participation agreement
that conditions its Title IV eligibility on creation of a code of conduct that, in part, bans
revenue-sharing arrangements.90 DOE could potentially hold the OPM jointly and
severally liable with the school for that misrepresentation, as well.
2. Enforcement by CFPB

Meanwhile, the CFPB has enforcement authority over lenders under TILA and,
relatedly, Regulation Z. TILA specifically gives the CFPB authority to obligate private
educational lenders to make additional disclosures to student borrowers as they navigate
the lending process and together with DOE, to create a model form that outlines
disclosures schools in preferred lender arrangements must make
8 5 See 34 C.F.R. § 668.25(a).
86

See 34 C.F.R. § 668.25(c)(3).

31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1).
In fact, a preferred lender arrangement is not narrowly defined as an agreement between a school and a
lender but, rather, encompasses agreements "between a lender and . . . an institution-affiliated
organization of such covered institution." See 20 U.S.C. § 1019(8). Because an institution-affiliated
organization is "directly or indirectly related to a covered institution," and "is engaged in the practice of
recommending, promoting, or endorsing education loans for students attending such covered institution
or the families of such students," an OPM could constitute an institution-affiliated organization that is
capable of entering preferred lender arrangements. See 20 U.S.C. § 1019(5)(A). In addition, even though
the statute defines revenue-sharing arrangements as "between a covered institution and a lender" and not
between an institution-affiliated organization and lender, see 34 C.F.R. § 601.21(c)(1), as an extension of a
school an OPM could potentially participate in such an arrangement.
87 See

88

89 20 U.S.C. § 1094(a)(27).
90 See 20 U.S.C. §§ 1094(a)(25)) (e)(1).
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First, just as DOE can enact regulations to protect student borrowers, CFPB can
do the same. For instance, 15 U.S.C. § 1638(e) includes among the disclosures private
educational lenders must make to borrowers in applications/solicitations and at
approval: "such other information as the Bureau shall prescribe, by rule, as necessary or
appropriate for consumers to make informed borrowing decisions."91 By promulgating
regulations that require additional disclosures to student borrowers pursuant to this
provision, CFPB can help ensure that students are provided critical information about the
short- and long-term implications of their loans.
Second, CFPB is tasked by statute with creating the model form that sets forth
information schools in preferred lender arrangements must disclose annually for each
loan the lender wants to offer students or their families "pursuant to a preferred lender
arrangement" the following award year.92 Namely, TILA instructs that CFPB and DOE
should "develop and issue model forms that may be used, at the option of the private
educational lender, for the provision of disclosures required under this subsection."93 In
designing the model form, CFPB can ensure student borrowers have all material
information to avoid unfair loans—such as information about their chosen lender,
competing loan options, and their rights as borrowers under the law. This is an area where
CFPB and DOE can, and should, collaborate.
3. Individual Enforcement
If dissatisfied with DOE's and/or CFPB's enforcement of the Act, private
individuals could hypothetically sue either agency to compel enforcement, but only a suit
that submits evidence that an agency has affirmatively contravened the Act might stand
a chance. However, to the extent these agencies do not enforce the Act and/or to the extent
schools and lenders fail to meet their obligations under the Act, individuals may be able
to hold schools and lenders accountable with the following civil remedies:
a. False Claims Act Litigation: An individual could bring an action against a
school or a lender for providing false claims to the United States government under
the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 3729-3733.94 The False Claims Act provides that
"any person who—(A) knowingly presents, or causes to be presented, a false or
fraudulent claim for payment or approval; (B) knowingly makes, uses, or causes to
be made or used, a false record or statement material to a false or fraudulent claim
See 15 U.S.C. §§ 1638(e)(1)(R), (e)(2)(P).
See 20 U.S.C. § 1019a(a)(1)(A)00(I); 20 U.S.C. § 1019b(C)(1)(A)(ii)(I); 15 U.S.C. §§ 1638(0(5)) (11); 34
C.F.R. § 601.m(a)(2)(i).
93 15 U.S.C. § 1638(e)(5)(A).
94 The False Claims Act, U.S. DEP'T OF JUST. (Jan. 14, 2021), https://www.justice.govicivilgalse-claims-act.
91

92
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. . . is liable to the United States Government for a civil penalty. . . plus 3 times the
amount of damages which the Government sustains because of the act of that
person."95 If a school provides false or misleading material information to DOE
either in its program participation agreement itself or in fulfilling its obligations
under that agreement, without which a school would not be eligible for Title IV
funds,96 the school might be liable in a False Claim or qui tam suit. For example,
the agreement must make eligibility contingent on a school creating a code of
conduct that bans revenue-sharing arrangements with lenders, among other
things,97 and on a school with a preferred lender arrangement disclosing to
attending students and their families a preferred lender list. 98 If, unbeknownst to
DOE, a school breaches these conditions but continues to receive Title IV funds,
this ongoing breach might constitute a false claim against the government. An
individual could then seek relief for this unlawful conduct on the government's
behalf.99 One significant challenge to qui tam enforcement is the requirement that
the agency paying the claim—in this case DOE paying Title IV funds—must
conclude that the false or misleading information was material to its decision to
pay.100 That materiality can often be a high evidentiary bar when agencies like DOE
rarely find a school ineligible for Title IV funds.
b. State Consumer Protection Laws: States have consumer protection laws, such
as California's Consumer Legal Remedies Act ("CLRA"), through which student
borrowers can recover for a school or lender's unfair, unlawful, or fraudulent
conduct. For example, the CLRA includes in the definition of an "unfair method[]
of competition and unfair or deceptive act[] or practice[]": "Misrepresenting the
source, sponsorship, approval, or certification of goods or services."101 Therefore,
a student borrower can argue that the school or lender's activity is unlawful under
the Act and that that activity is also deceptive because the student borrower did
not (and could not) learn that the loan product did not stem from an arm's length
negotiation. In addition, student borrowers could bring an action against a school
or lender under California's Unfair Competition Law ("UCL") (Cal. Bus. & Prof.
3729(a)(1).
See 20 U.S.0 § 1094(a).
97 See 20 U.S.C. §§ 1094(a)(25), (e)(1).
98 See 20 U.S.C. § 1094(a)(27).
99 31 U.S.C. § 3730(b)(1) ("A person may bring a civil action for a violation of section 3729 for the person
and for the United States Government. The action shall be brought in the name of the Government. The
action may be dismissed only if the court and the Attorney General give written consent to the dismissal
and their reasons for consenting.").
100 See 31 U.S.C. § 3729(b)(4) ("the term 'material' means having a natural tendency to influence, or be
capable of influencing, the payment or receipt of money or property").
101 Cal. Civ. Code §§ 1770(a), (a)(2).
95 31 U.S.C. §

96
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Code § 17200 et seq.), which "provides a private cause of action for users who are
harmed by unfair, unlawful, or fraudulent business practices.,,102 Student
borrowers can bring actions under the UCL's unfair or fraudulent practices
prongs.103 They can also bring claims under the UCL's unlawful prong by
"alleg[ing] facts that, if proven, would demonstrate that [the] [d]efendant's
conduct violated another, underlying law."104 If a school or lender violates federal
law, like the Lanham Act (discussed in item #4 below), the student could bring a
UCL claim premised on that violation.

c. Breach of Contract: A student borrower may be able to recover through a breach
of contract action as an intended third-party beneficiary of a school's program
participation agreement with DOE. Program participation agreements must
condition Title IV-eligibility on satisfaction of certain requirements, including the
requirement that schools make preferred lender lists accessible to students and
families.105 These agreements are therefore, in part, designed to protect students
who undertake private education loans, which makes students intended thirdparty beneficiaries of the agreements. Damages could include added fees charged
in connection with the school's violation of the program participation agreement.
For example, if a school fails to maintain a code of conduct that bans revenuesharing arrangements between schools and lenders, as required by the program
participation agreement,106 this cause of action could be used to hold the school
liable for any increase in fees charged to student borrowers that resulted from a
school's revenue-sharing arrangement with a lender.
d. False Advertising (Lanham Act): 15 U.S.C. § 1125 creates liability, in part, for
anyone who "in connection with any goods or services. . . uses in commerce . . .
any false designation of origin, false or misleading description of fact, or false or
misleading representation of fact" that "is likely to cause confusion, or to cause
mistake, or to deceive as to the affiliation, connection, or association of
such person with another person, or as to the origin, sponsorship, or approval of
his or her goods, services, or commercial activities by another person."107 Under
this provision, a student borrower could therefore sue a lender for using a school's

1n re Google, Inc. Priv. Pol'y Litig., 58 F. Supp. 3d 968, 984 (N.D. Cal. 2014).
3 See id.
104 Id. Also, "[i]f the unlawful conduct is part of a uniform course of fraudulent conduct, it must meet Rule
9(b)'s heightened pleading standards." Id.
105 See 20 U.S.C. § 1094(a)(27).
106 20 U.S.C. §§
10940(25), (OW.
107 15 U.S.C. §§ 1125(a)(1), (a)(1)(A).
' °2
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logo in its marketing of loan products in violation of 12 C.F.R. § 226.48(a)(1)108
and/or could sue a school that participates in a preferred lending arrangement
with respect to private education loans and that does not put the lender's name "in
all information and documentation related to such loans" as required by 20 U.S.C.
§ 1019a(a)(3).109 Either of these activities (or other conduct that violates the Act)
could mislead student borrowers about the "association" between a school and
lender.110
e. Civil Liability Under 15 U.S.C. § 1640: 15 U.S.C. § 1640 provides for civil
liability through individual or class action litigation for lenders who breach certain
statutory requirements, including 15 U.S.C. §§ 1638(e)(1), (2), and (4)—provisions
that obligate lenders to make certain disclosures to borrowers who seek private
education loans in the application or solicitation and at approval and
consummation. in These obligations are summarized above. For example, "[i]n any
application for a private education loan, or a solicitation. . . without requiring an
application, the private educational lender" must disclose "clearly and
conspicuously . . . whether the rate of interest applicable. . . is fixed or variable"
and "fees or range of fees applicable" to the loan, among other things.112 At
approval, the lender must disclose in part "the maximum term under the private
education loan program" and "payment deferral options applicable to the
borrowers," among other disclosures.113 And, at consummation, the lender must in
part disclose "the applicable rate of interest in effect on the date of approval" and
the right to cancel the loan "without penalty" within 3 days.n4 For the lender's noncompliance, an individual can pursue "any actual damage sustained. . . as a result
of the failure," and in a class action "such amount as the court may allow" can be
recovered with "no minimum recovery" per class member and recovery is limited
to "the lesser of $1,000,000 or 1 per centum of the net worth of the creditor."115
Those with viable claims against a lender under this provision should be aware of
its restrictive statute of limitations: "Except as provided in the subsequent
sentence, any action under this section may be brought in any United States district
court, or in any other court of competent jurisdiction . . . in the case of a violation
involving a private education loan (as that term is defined in section 1650(a) of this
108 See 12 C.F.R. § 226.48(a)(1).
109 see 20 U.S.C. § tot9a(a)(3).
no See is U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1)(A).
in See 15 U.S.C. §§1638(e)(1), (2), (4).
112
15 U.S.C.
§§ 1638(e)(1), (e)(1)(B), (F).
113 15 U.S.C. §§ 1638(e)(2), (e)(2)(G), (J).
H415 U.S.C. §§ 1638(e)(4)(A), (C); id. at (e)(2)(A), (e)(7).
1'515 U.S.C. §§164o(a)(1), (a)(2)(B).
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title), 1 year from the date on which the first regular payment of
principal is due under the loan."H6
f. Unjust Enrichment: Some states recognize unjust enrichment as a standalone
claim, by which a student borrower could argue (for example) that a school and
lender in a revenue-sharing arrangement misled student borrowers about the
legitimacy of fees or interest charged in connection with the loan. Under this
theory, the student borrower could recover profits that the school and lender
obtained as a result of the revenue-sharing arrangement.

As you know, I specialize in False Claims Act and consumer fraud class litigation.
Should you wish to discuss the contents of this memorandum, or if Tycko & Zavareei LLP
can be of any assistance with these issues, please contact me at ssoneji@tzlegal.com.

116 15 U.S.C. § 1640(e) (emphasis added).
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Looking forward to connecting!
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Ben Kaufman <benPprotectborrowers.org>
Sent: Friday, June 18, 2021 9:46 AM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Cc: Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.CooperPed.gov>; Seth Frotman <sethPprotectborrowers.org>
Subject: Re: Correspondence from the Student Borrower Protection Center
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Rich,
Thank you so much for your interest. Friday the 25th at 2 works well for us.

Best,
Ben
On Fri, Jun 18, 2021, 9:41 AM Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov> wrote:
Hi Ben,
Thank you for sending the new report. We have shared it with our staff.
We would love to take you up on the opportunity for a briefing with Michelle and a few OPE
staff. How does Tuesday June, 22nd at 1:30-2p work for you? If not, Friday the 25th at 2p is the
next best time block.
Thanks,
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Ben Kaufman <ben@protectborrowers.org>

Sent: Friday, June 11, 2021 8:28 AM
To: Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.CooperPed.gov>
Cc: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>; Seth Frotman <sethPprotectborrowers.org>
Subject: Re: Correspondence from the Student Borrower Protection Center
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
MichelleThanks again for your interest. Please find attached our new report. We would be happy to
brief you and/or staff on this and on broader issues related to preferred lender lists if that
would be helpful!
Best,
Ben
On Fri, Jun 11, 2021 at 6:01 AM Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.CooperPed.gov> wrote:
Thanks, Ben, for keeping us in the loop. Please share the report when it's ready.
Michelle

From: Ben Kaufman <benPprotectborrowers.org>
Sent: Wednesday, June 9, 2021 1:41 PM
To: Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.CooperPed.gov>
Subject: Re: Correspondence from the Student Borrower Protection Center
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Thank you so much for your reply to our letter a few weeks ago
On this topic, I wanted to let you know that in the next few days we will be publishing a new
report regarding the importance of preferred lender list requirements and concerning
practices we see in the private student loan market. In particular, as our report covers, it
appears that public universities are partnering with online program managers to direct
students toward risky private debt and credit through short-term, non-degree granting
"bootcamp" programs.
We are happy to brief you, Rich, and/or any other staff on these issues if that might be
helpful.
Best,

Ben
On Sun, May 2, 2021 at 7:48 PM Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.Cooper@ed.gov> wrote:
Thank you, Ben, for sharing this information. I will be sure to share this information with
my colleagues, as well.
My best,
Michelle

From: Ben Kaufman <benPprotectborrowers.org>
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2021 2:40 PM
To: Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.Cooper@ed.gov>
Cc: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>; Seth Frotman <seth@orotectborrowers.org>;
Mike Pierce <mikePprotectborrowers.org>
Subject: Correspondence from the Student Borrower Protection Center
Secretary Cooper,
Please find attached a letter from the Student Borrower Protection Center
regarding serious concerns of ongoing abuses and borrower harm in the area of private
student lending, and the Department of Education's use of preexisting authorities to
address these issues.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. We look forward to any
opportunity to discuss the issues identified in the attached correspondence.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Ben Kaufman
Head of Investigations & Senior Policy Advisor
He/Him
Error! Filename not specified.

Ben Kaufman
Head of Investigations & Senior Policy Advisor
He/Him
Error! Filename not specified,

Ben Kaufman

Head of Investigations & Senior Policy Advisor
He/Him
Error! Filename not specified.

Ben Kaufman
Head of Investigations & Senior Policy Advisor
He/Him
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Riter Hoopes

Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)
202.550.3581 I Riter.H000esPed.goy

pronouns: he/him

From: Anna Byon <abyon@edtrust.org>
Sent: Thursday, December 9, 2021 4:00 PM
To: Ochiai, Emmeline (HHS/OASH) <Emmeline.Ochiai@hhs.gov>; Ka'ai, Krystal (HHS/OCR)
<Krystal.Kaai@hhs.gov>; Kim, Philip <philip.kim@ed.gov>; Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>;
Ward, Heather <Heather.Ward@ed.gov>; beatrix.ceja@ed.gov
Cc: Jessie Hernandez-Reyes <jhernandez-reyes@edtrust.org>; Phil Martin <pmartin@edtrust.org>
Subject: RE: Educational Trust
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Greetings-Emmeline—thank you for scheduling this meeting with The Education Trust next Monday.
I'm looking at the invite list and want to flag that Bea Ceja and Heather Ward were generous with
their time and already met with Ed Trust. So Bea and Heather—while I absolutely welcome meeting
you again, please feel free to use this time for other commitments!
I look forward to meeting WHIAANHPI and ED.
Best,
Anna

Anna Hyunah Byon
Pronouns: They/Them/Theirs

Senior Policy Analyst for Higher Education Policy
Phone: 202-293-1217
Mobile: 4b)(6)
1501 K St NW, Ste 200
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Original Appointment
From: Ochiai, Emmeline (HHS/OASH) <Emmeline.Ochiai@hhs.gov>
Sent: Friday, November 19, 2021 7:31 PM
To: Ochiai, Emmeline (HHS/OASH); Anna Byon; Ka'ai, Krystal (HHS/OCR); Kim, Philip;
Rich.Williams@ed.gov; Heather.Ward@ed.gov; beatrix.ceja@ed.gov
Cc: Jessie Hernandez-Reyes
Subject: Educational Trust
When: Monday, December 13, 2021 2:00 PM-3:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: Zoom
Join ZoomGov Meeting
(b)(6)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: Have a moment to connect
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:35:06 PM

Riter Hoopes
Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)
202.550.3581 I Riter.HoopesPed.goy

pronouns: he/him

From: Beth Antunez, Legislation <bantunez@aft.org>
Sent: Wednesday, November 3, 2021 3:28 PM
To: Garibay, Montserrat <Montserrat.Garibay@ed.gov>; Sarah Cohen, Legislation
<scohen@aft.org>; Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Cc: Ward, Heather <Heather.Ward@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: Have a moment to connect
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
And now that I have finally gotten a chance to talk to Matt myself, I will put in a strong plug for him
—he is a librarian who successfully got PSLF this past June. He is also the administrator of a PSLF
Facebook group, so has a wealth of knowledge to draw upon, and can talk about how up to now, it
has taken a virtual village to help navigate the system.
Thanks!
Beth Antunez
American Federation of Teachers
(b)(6)

From: Beth Antunez, Legislation <bantunezPaft.org>
Sent: Wednesday, November 3, 2021 12:07 PM
To: Garibay, Montserrat; Sarah Cohen, Legislation; Williams, Rich
Cc: Ward, Heather
Subject: Re: Have a moment to connect
Ack. Sorry. His name is Matt Amory (no r) and email is

Beth Antunez
American Federation of Teachers

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

From: Garibay, Montserrat <Montserrat.GaribayPed.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, November 3, 2021 12:04 PM
To: Beth Antunez, Legislation; Sarah Cohen, Legislation; Williams, Rich
Cc: Ward, Heather
Subject: RE: Have a moment to connect
Thank you for sharing Beth.
Montserrat

From: Beth Antunez, Legislation <bantunez@aft.org>
Sent: Wednesday, November 3, 2021 12:02 PM
To: Garibay, Montserrat <Montserrat,GaribayPed,gov>; Sarah Cohen, Legislation
<scohenPaft.org>; Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Cc: Ward, Heather <Heather.Ward@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: Have a moment to connect
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Thanks for your patience!
We can recommend Matt Armory, a librarian with AFT MA.
His info is.

(b)(6)

Beth Antunez
American Federation of Teachers
(b)(6)
From: Garibay, Montserrat <Montserrat.GaribayPed.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, November 2, 2021 3:27 PM
To: Beth Antunez, Legislation; Sarah Cohen, Legislation; Williams, Rich
Cc: Ward, Heather
Subject: RE: Have a moment to connect
Beth and Sarah,

The location for the PSLF event on Thursday, November 4 will be at Manchester Community
College 1066 Front Street, Manchester, NH 03102. The Roundtable will be around 2:30 p.m.

Please let us know if you have any recommendations.
Thank you,
Montserrat

From: Beth Antunez, Legislation <bantunezPaft.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 2, 2021 8:23 AM
To: Sarah Cohen, Legislation <scohenPaft.org>; Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Cc: Ward, Heather <Heather.Ward@ed.gov>; Garibay, Montserrat <Montserrat.GaribayPed.gov>
Subject: Re: Have a moment to connect
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Rich—give me a call and let me know what you're looking to pull together and we can help.
Thanks.
Beth Antunez
American Federation of Teachers
(b)(6)

From: Sarah Cohen, Legislation <scohenPaft.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 2, 2021 8:01 AM
To: Williams, Rich; Beth Antunez, Legislation
Cc: Ward, Heather
Subject: Re: Have a moment to connect
Hi Rich,
I'm adding my colleague Beth Antunez, so that you two can connect on this.

Thanks!

Sarah R. Cohen
AFT Government Relations
From: "Williams, Rich" <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Sent: Monday, November 1, 2021 11:07 PM
To: Sarah Cohen, Legislation
Cc: Ward, Heather
Subject: RE: Have a moment to connect
Flagged for Monserrat so she may reach out too!
Rich Williams

Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Williams, Rich
Sent: Monday, November 1, 2021 9:58 PM
To: Sarah Cohen <scohen@aft.org>
Cc: Ward, Heather <Heather.Ward@ed.gov>
Subject: Have a moment to connect
Hi Sarah!
We're looking to host a PSLF themed event in NH (probably Manchester area) this Thursday
afternoon with our senior leadership. I know it's late notice, but we'd love to consider AFT members
in the area to participate in the roundtable. Have a moment to connect in the AM on what is
possible?
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

This email has been scanned for spam & viruses. If you believe this email should have been
stopped by our filters, <a href="https://portal.mailanyone.net/index.html#/outer/reportspam?
token=dXN1cj 1 iYW 50dW5 lekBhZnQub3JnO3RzPTE2MzU5NTUOMzg7dXVpZDO2MTgyQ
PFRDcx0UUwNTYONPGNjg3QTc2RUQ2QTVENTtOb2fibjOyMDMOM2U0ODZhM2MzM
jBhOTA2MGFmZjA5MjFmYjExMTJINjVhZWEzOw%3D%3Dick here to report it.
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Date:
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Hoopes. Riker on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: Higher Ed Student Voice Event: Dept of ED x Ed Trust
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:41:50 PM
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Riter Hoopes
Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)
202.550.3581 I Riter.HoopesPed.gov

pronouns: he/him

From: Alexza Barajas Clark <abarajasclark@edtrust.org>
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2022 10:17 AM
To: Walker, Serena <Serena.Walker@ed.gov>; Alexander, Chauncey <Chauncey.Alexander@ed.gov>;
Lima, Kevin <Kevin.Lima@ed.gov>; Comen, Deven <Deven.Comen@ed.gov>; Leon, Kelly S.
<Kelly.S.Leon@ed.gov>; Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>; Powell, CJ <0.Powell@ed.gov>;
Watkins-Foote, Kimberly <Kimberly.Watkins-Foote@ed.gov>; Gini Pupo-Walker <gpupowalker@edtrust.org>; Vilmaris Gonzalez <vgonzalez@edtrust.org>; Jamie Clinton
<jclinton@edtrust.org>
Cc: Ameshia Cross <across@edtrust.org>
Subject: RE: Higher Ed Student Voice Event: Dept of ED x Ed Trust

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Good morning,
We are looking forward to meeting with you later this afternoon.
Here is a preliminary agenda to get us started. We will have a lot of ground to cover in 30 minutes.
Kick-off Planning Call Agenda

•
•

•

Secure a date
Identify USED Panelist
D Secretary Cardona
o Dr. Michelle Cooper
Identify students (i.e. types of students for the panel
o Tennessee
o

•
•
•

Louisiana
Texas
o HBCU
o Justice-Impacted
o Other?
Identify higher ed media partner?
Identify working group from each team
Next steps
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•
•

•

•
•
•

Secure a date
Identify USED Panelist
o Secretary Cardona
o Dr. Michelle Cooper
Identify students (i.e. types of students for the panel
o Tennessee
o Louisiana
o Texas
o HBCU
o Justice-Impacted
o Other?
Identify higher ed media partner?
Identify working group from each team
Next steps

Thank you kindly,
Alexza

Alexza Barajas Clark. ?ha.
Assistant Director for Tennessee
Phone: 615-290-3106
Mobile (b)(6)
11 Willow Street, Suite 11
Nashville, TN 37210
w l=rw 0
v;1;fr

0

0

Original Appointment
From: Walker, Serena <Serena.Walker@ed.gov>
Sent: Monday, February 14, 2022 5:07 PM
To: Walker, Serena; Alexander, Chauncey; Lima, Kevin; Comen, Deven; Leon, Kelly S.; Williams, Rich;
Powell, Cl; Watkins-Foote, Kimberly; Alexza Barajas Clark; Gini Pupo-Walker; Vilmaris Gonzalez; Jamie
Clinton
Cc: Ameshia Cross
Subject: Higher Ed Student Voice Event: Dept of ED x Ed Trust
When: Thursday, March 10, 2022 3:00 PM-3:30 PM (UTC 05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
(b)(4)

(b)(6)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: NEA Student Debt Report ED Briefing
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:32:06 PM

Riter Hoopes
Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)
202.550.3581 I Riter.Hoopes@ed.gov
pronouns: he/him

From: Pelika, Stacey [NEA] <SPelika@nea.org>
Sent: Thursday, July 29, 2021 5:51 PM
To: Miller, Benjamin <Benjamin.Miller@ed.gov>; Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLau@nea.org>; Holmes, Alexis
[NEA] <aholmes@nea.org>; Harrington, Eric [NEA] <eharrington@nea.org>; Perry, Antwan [NEA]
<APerry@nea.org>; Senter, Elic [NEA] <esenter@nea.org>; Garibay, Montserrat
<Montserrat.Garibay@ed.gov>; Habash, Tariq <Tariq.Habash@ed.gov>; Morgan, Julie
<Julie.Morgan@ed.gov>; Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Cc: Taylor, Erika [NEA] <ETaylor@nea.org>; Hershcopf, Melissa [NEA] <MHershcopf@nea.org>; Blais,
Marissa [NEA] <MBlais@nea.org>
Subject: RE: NEA Student Debt Report ED Briefing
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi all — I wanted to follow up on Ben's question about level of education. Overall, a majority of our
sample had a master's degree or higher (53%), although that was considerably higher among
teachers/SISP (70%) and higher ed faculty (84%) and lower among PK-12 ESPs (10%) and HE ESPs
(34%). Unsurprisingly, the ESPs showed the greatest variation in highest degree earned.
Some quick findings on the student loan front:
People with a master's+ were slightly more likely to have taken out a loan (55%) than those with a
bachelor's (48%).
Those with a master's+ who took out loans were more likely to have large loans — 29% took out
$65K+ and 12% took out $105K+ compared to 20% and 5% for those with a bachelor's
Those with a master's+ were slightly more likely to have paid off their loans than those with a
bachelor's — 49% compared to 45%
But those with unpaid debt and a master's had higher balances — 32% owe $65K+ and 18% owe
$105K+ compared to 18% and 5% of those with a bachelor's
Please let us know if there is any additional data that would be useful to you!
-Stacey

From: Miller, Benjamin [mailto:Benjamin.MillerPed.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 3:33 PM
To: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLau@nea.org>; Pelika, Stacey [NEA] <SPelikaPnea.org>; Holmes, Alexis
[NEA] <aholmesPnea.org>; Harrington, Eric [NEA] <eharringtonlanea.org>, Perry, Antwan [NEA]
<APerryPnea.org>; Senter, Elic [NEA] <esenterPnea.org>; Garibay, Montserrat
<Montserrat.Garibay@ed.gov>; Habash, Tariq <Tariq.Habash@ed.gov>, Morgan, Julie
<Julie.MorganPed.gov>; Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Cc: Taylor, Erika [NEA] <ETaylorPnea.org>; Hershcopf, Melissa [NEA] <MHershcopfPnea.org>, Blais,
Marissa [NEA] <MBlaisPnea.org>
Subject: RE: NEA Student Debt Report ED Briefing
Thanks so much Ronny!

From: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLauPnea.org>
Sent: Wednesday, July 28, 2021 1:38 PM
To: Pelika, Stacey [NEA] <SPelikaPnea.org>; Holmes, Alexis [NEA] <aholmesPnea.org>; Harrington,
Eric [NEA] <eharrington@nea.org>; Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerry@nea.org>; Senter, Elic [NEA]
<esenterPnea.org>; Garibay, Montserrat <Montserrat.GaribayPed.gov>; Miller, Benjamin
<Benjamin.Miller@ed.gov>; Habash, Tariq <Tariq.Habash@ed.gov>; Morgan, Julie
<Julie.MorganPed.gov>; Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Cc: Taylor, Erika [NEA] <ETaylorPnea.org>; Hershcopf, Melissa [NEA] <MHershcopf@nea.org>; Blais,
Marissa [NEA] <MBlaisPnea.org>
Subject: RE: NEA Student Debt Report ED Briefing
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
ED friends,
Please see attached also for the full report. Thank you again for your time and allowing us to brief
you on the report!
Best,
Ronny Lau
NEA Government Relations

From: Pelika, Stacey [NEA] <SPelikaPnea.org>
Sent: Tuesday, July 27, 2021 3:44 PM
To: Holmes, Alexis [NEA] <aholmes@nea.org>; Harrington, Eric [NEA] <eharringtonPnea.org>; Lau,
Ronny [NEA] <RLau@nea.org>; Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerry@nea.org>, Senter, Elic [NEA]
<esenterPnea.org>; Garibay, Montserrat <Montserrat.GaribayPed.gov>; Benjamin.Miller@ed.gov;
Tariq.HabashPed.gov; Julie.MorganPed.gov; Rich.WilliamsPed.gov

Cc: Taylor, Erika [NEA] <ETaylorPnea.org>; Hershcopf, Melissa [NEM <MHershcopfPnea.org>; Blais,
Marissa [NEA] <MBlaisPnea.org>
Subject: RE: NEA Student Debt Report ED Briefing
Hi everyone — Thanks so much for your time today! I've attached the slide deck — please let me know
if you have any additional questions. We'll follow up soon regarding the questions that were asked
this morning.
-Stacey

Original Appointment
From: Holmes, Alexis [NEA]
Sent: Monday, July 26, 2021 2:28 PM
To: Holmes, Alexis [NEA]; Holmes, Alexis [NEAL Pelika, Stacey [NEA]; Harrington, Eric [NEA]; Lau,
Ronny [NEA]; Perry, Antwan [NEA]; Senter, Elic [NEA]; Garibay, Montserrat;
Benjamin.MillerPed.gov; Tariq.Habash(@ed.gov; Julie.MorganPed.gov; Rich.WilliamsPed.gov
Cc: Taylor, Erika [NEA]; Hershcopf, Melissa [NEA] (MHershcopfPnea.org); Blais, Marissa [NEA]
Subject: NEA Student Debt Report ED Briefing
When: Tuesday, July 27, 2021 11:45 AM-12:15 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
(b)(6)

Alexis Holmes is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.
Topic: NEA Student Debt Report ED Briefing
Time: Jul 27, 2021 11:45 AM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
(b)(6)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes. Riter
RN: NEW BLOG: Assessing the Second Work Period of Negotiated Rulemaking
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:35:22 PM

Riter Hoopes
Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)

Riter.Hoopes@ed.gov
pronouns: he/him

202.550.3581 I

From: Sarah Cohen, Legislation <scohen@aft.org>
Sent: Wednesday, November 10, 2021 10:37 AM
To: Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.Cooper@ed.gov>
Cc: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Subject: FW: NEW BLOG: Assessing the Second Work Period of Negotiated Rulemaking
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Michelle,
I thought you might like to see the below blog post (from TICAS and New America) about the ongoing
negotiated rulemaking.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Best,
Sarah
Sarah R. Cohen
Government Relations, American Federation of Teachers

Last week, negotiators serving on the Department of Education's (ED) negotiated
rulemaking Affordability and Student Loans Committee convened for the
second of three week-long work periods. (See our analysis of the first work period
here.) Committee members considered new and revised proposals from ED

addressing a broad array of issues including the borrower defense to repayment
rule, income-driven repayment plans, the PSLF program, and discharges of
federal loan balances for students whose colleges close.
A new blog from TICAS and New America recaps the second work period of
negotiations focused on student loan issues like borrower defense to repayment
rule, income-driven repayment plans, the PSLF program, and discharges of
federal loan balances for students whose colleges close.
Read the blog

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: NEW: How the federal gov't can connect community college students to JOBS
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:43:28 PM

From: Julie Brosnan <brosnan@newamerica.org>
Sent: Monday, September 13, 2021 3:55 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Subject: NEW: How the federal gov't can connect community college students to JOBS
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Richard,
Some new community college policy analysis for you to take a look at!

What if community colleges had more funding to connect students to diverse,
paid jobs?
What if we responded to overwhelming job loss of community college students
with improved federal policies?
What if federal programs like Federal Work Study provided more flexibility for
community college students?
We at the New America Education Policy Program have a new federal policy
brief with ideas that policymakers could utilize right now with existing funding
streams—such as Federal Work-Study, AmeriCorps, HEERF, and more—to
connect community college students to good job opportunities amidst the
pandemic recovery.
If you wouldn't mind directing this policy resource to the correct ED offices
and individuals, we would love your help to support the people who were so
harshly affected from job loss and college enrollment decline due to the
pandemic.

Thank you in advance and thank you for all you do!

Thanks and stay well,
Julie

JULIE M. BROSNAN
Senior Communications Associate, Education Policy Program
New America
740 15th Street NW, Suite 900, Washington, DC, 20005
(b)(6)
I E-mail: brosnannewamerica.orq

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes, Riter on behalf of Williams, Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: New PSBS Survey Findings
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:40:30 PM

Riter Hoopes
Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)
202.550.3581 I Riter.HooDesPed.gov

pronouns: he/him

From: Regan Fitzgerald <rfitzgerald@pewtrusts.org>
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 3:46 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Cc: Lexi West <awest@pewtrusts.org>
Subject: New PSBS Survey Findings
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Rich,
It was great to see you the other day during the Neg Reg comments. Hope you're well!
I wanted to share with you some of the initial findings of PSBS's new nationally representative survey
on student loan repayment, which was conducted in May-June 2021. These findings focus on the
repayment pause, which we think you'll find timely. Some of the key findings we thought you might
find interesting include:
•

Two-thirds (67%) of borrowers said it would be difficult for them to afford payments if they

•

63% of borrowers who indicated they were affected by the pause said they had been

resumed the following month.
contacted by the U.S. Department of Education or a loan servicer about actions they could
take during the pause, such as continuing to make payments, updating payment amounts, or
changing repayment plans.
•

31% of those affected said they had enrolled in different repayment plans, consolidated their
loans, continued making payments, or worked to get their loans out of default during the
pause.

•

And 48% of those affected by the pause said they were unsure when they would be required
to resume payments.

You can find an initial analysis of the survey findings here, along with the survey top lines.
We will be releasing more detailed analyses of the findings in the near future. Along with questions

around the pause, the survey of non-borrowers and borrowers gathered information about issues
including household financial security, IDR, and the economic realities of current students as they
navigate college during the pandemic.
If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to be in touch. It would be great to discuss the
survey further with you, including our plans on cuts for the crosstabs for future analysis. Please let
me know if you have time in the next couple of weeks.
Thanks!
Best,
Regan

Regan L. Fitzgerald
(she/her)
Manager, Project on Student Borrower Success
The Pew Charitable Trusts
901 E Street, NW, Washington, DC 20004
1(b)(61
e: rfitzgeraldPoewtrusts.orgl www.oewtrusts.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: PSLF Check-In-NEA
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:31:51 PM

Riter Hoopes
Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)
202.550.3581 I Riter.HoopesPed.goy
pronouns: he/him

From: Lau, Ronny [NEM <RLau@nea.org>
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 12:45 PM
To: Garibay, Montserrat <Montserrat.Garibay@ed.gov>; Miller, Benjamin
<Benjamin.Miller@ed.gov>; Morgan, Julie <Julie.Morgan@ed.gov>; Harrington, Ashley
<Ashley.Harrington@ed.gov>; Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Cc: Petty, Laura [NEA-GC] <LPetty@nea.org>; Burritt, Jeffrey [NEA] <jburritt@nea.org>
Subject: RE: PSLF Check-In-NEA
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
ED Team:
As a follow-up to our check-in meeting, I received additional details from the Student Borrower
Protection Center (SBPC) regarding their new dataset on PSLF. There is actually a touch of confusion
regarding what was calculated, including on NEA's end, so apologies for any previous misleadings.
Through their analysis using labor market data, SBPC estimated that there are 9 million public
service workers in the US with student loan debt. That estimate was done with using BLS data for the
number of employed people by state, then the CFPB estimate of the percent of jobs that count for
PSLF, then the Philly Fed estimate for the number of people by state with student debt. This then
produces 9 million people who should be immediately eligible to pursue PSLF and be counted as
making progress towards it. This is not 9 million individuals who are immediately eligible to apply
and receive forgiveness.
I hope that provides clarity on this new information.
Best,
Ronny Lau
NEA Government Relations

From: Garibay, Montserrat [mailto:Montserrat.GaribayPed.gov]

Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2022 2:44 PM
To: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLauPnea.org>; Miller, Benjamin <Benjamin.MillerPed.gov>; Morgan, Julie
<Julie.Morgan@ed.gov>; Harrington, Ashley <Ashley.Harrington@ed.gov>; Williams, Rich
<Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Cc: Petty, Laura [NEA-GC] <LPettyPnea.org>; Burritt, Jeffrey [NEA] <jburrittPnea.org>
Subject: RE: PSLF Check-In-NEA
Ronny,
We are available on 6/17 from 3:00 to 3:30 p.m. I will send the invite shortly.
Thank you,
Montserrat Garibay
Senior Advisor for Labor Relations
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Department of Education
II Montserrat.garibayed.gov

From: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLauPnea.org>
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2022 10:14 AM
To: Garibay, Montserrat <Montserrat.Garibay@ed.gov>; Miller, Benjamin
<Benjamin.MillerPed.gov>; Morgan, Julie <Julie.MorganPed.gov>; Harrington, Ashley
<Ashley.HarringtonPed.gov>; Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Cc: Petty, Laura [NEA-GC] <LPettyPnea.org>; Burritt, Jeffrey [NEA] <jburrittPnea.org>
Subject: RE: PSLF Check-In-NEA
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Montserrat,
Thanks for calling earlier. How does next Friday (6/17) work for rescheduling? We are available
between 10:30 — 11:30am, and any time after 12:30pm.
Have a great weekend.
Ronny Lau
NEA Government Relations
Original Appointment
From: Garibay, Montserrat <Montserrat.Garibay@ed.gov>

Sent: Friday, June 10, 2022 10:04 AM
To: Miller, Benjamin; Morgan, Julie; Harrington, Ashley; Perry, Antwan [NEA]; Lau, Ronny [NEA];
Burritt, Jeffrey [NEA]; Petty, Laura [NEA-GC]; Williams, Rich
Cc: Williams, Rich
Subject: Canceled: PSLF Check-In-NEA
When: Friday, June 10, 2022 12:00 PM-12:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: Microsoft Teams Meeting
Resending the invite with the correct times.
Thank you,
Montserrat

Microsoft Teams meeting
Join on your computer or mobile app
Click here to join the meeting
(b)(6)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: Personal News: Transition from NCLC to SBPC
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 1:00:30 PM

From: Persis Yu <pyu@ncic.org>
Sent: Monday, November 15, 2021 11:02 AM
To: Abby Shafroth <ashafroth@ncic.org>; Kyra Taylor <ktaylor@ncic.org>; Alpha Taylor
<ataylor@ncic.org>; Robyn Smith <rsmith@ncic.org>; persis@protectborrowers.org
Subject: Personal News: Transition from NCLC to SBPC
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear colleagues (and apologies to those who receive this multiple times from me),
As many folks may have heard, I will soon be stepping down as the Director of the National
Consumer Law Center's Student Loan Borrower Assistance Project. It has been such a privilege to
work with brilliant and dedicated folks at NCLC, and I know that the Student Loan Borrower
Assistance Project will be in good hands with Abby, Kyra, Alpha, and Robyn. For the near future,
Abby will assume the role of Interim Director of the Project.
I am not going far. I will be heading into the role of Policy Director and Managing Counsel at the
Student Borrower Protection Center where I intend to continue to advocate passionately for the
interests of student loan borrowers.
My last day at NCLC will be this Friday, November 19th. I will start at SBPC on November 29th and
will be reachable at persisPprotectborrowers.org.
Members of the NCLC student loan team can be reached at:
Abby Shafroth <ashafrothPncic.org>
Alpha Taylor <ataylorPncic.org>
Kyra Taylor <ktaylorPncic.org>
Robyn Smith <rsmithPncic.org>
Thank you all for helping make my time at NCLC so special. I look forward to working with you on the
other side.
All my best,
Persis

Persis Yu (she/her/hers)
Director, Student Loan Borrower Assistance Project

National Consumer Law Center®
7 Winthrop Square, 4th Floor
Boston, MA 02110
www.ncic.orq.

Using e-mail is inherently insecure. Confidential information, including account numbers, credit card
numbers, etc., should never be transmitted via e-mail or e-mail attachment. This e-mail message is
confidential and/or privileged and is for the use of the intended recipient only. All other use is
prohibited.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: Questions about HEERF funds
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:42:28 PM

Riter Hoopes
Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)
202.550.3581 I Riter.HoopesPed.goy
pronouns: he/him

From: Wesley Whistle <whistle@newamerica.org>
Sent: Friday, July 2, 2021 12:21 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: Questions about HEERF funds

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Thanks, will do. And enjoy yours too!
On Fri, Jul 2, 2021 at 12:19 PM Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov> wrote:
We can work with Zoom! Send it over to Jen and I. Michelle wont be able to join but we can
debrief with her after.
Enjoy the long weekend!
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Wesley Whistle <whistlePnewamerica.org>
Sent: Friday, July 2, 2021 10:07 AM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Subject: Re: Questions about HEERF funds

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
1 pm on Thursday works for us! I'm happy to send over a zoom link (because Amy and I hate
Teams) but I know y'all may have to use Teams.

Thanks for making the time and for being flexible!
On Fri, Jul 2, 2021 at 10:03 AM Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov> wrote:
No problem. 3p Wednesday or 1p Thursday?
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Wesley Whistle <whistlePnewamerica.org>
Sent: Friday, July 2, 2021 9:43 AM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Subject: Re: Questions about HEERF funds
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Ah! Unfortunately, I have an appointment then that I can't move. Is there another time that
might work?
On Thu, Jul 1, 2021 at 7:28 PM Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov> wrote:
Hi Wesley,
Good to hear from you and the team. Happy to connect. Does next Wednesday at 10:30 or
11 work?
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Wesley Whistle <whistlePnewamerica.org>
Sent: Thursday, July 1, 2021 2:01 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>; Cooper, Michelle <Michelle.CooDerPed.gov>;
Mishory, Jennifer <Jennifer.MishoryPed.gov>
Subject: Questions about HEERF funds
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Michelle, Rich, and Jen,

I hope you're all doing well. I'm reaching out because we have been doing some thinking
about the allowable uses for the institutional portion of the HEERF money and how
institutions could use the funds. I was hoping the three of you might have time to chat with
Amy, Iris, and me about some questions we have around allowable uses. Let me know what
works best for y'all and I will coordinate on our end.
Thanks,
Wesley

Wesley Whistle
Senior Advisor for Policy & Strategy
New America Higher Education Initiative
Email whistleCanewamerica.org I Twitter @ WesleyWhistle
Pronouns: he' him I his

(b)(6)

Wesley Whistle
Senior Advisor for Policy & Strategy
New America I Higher Education Initiative
Email whistleCanewamerica.orq I Twitter (&WesleyWhistle
Pronouns: he' him I his

(b)(5)

Wesley Whistle
Senior Advisor for Policy & Strategy
New America I Higher Education Initiative
(b)(5)

Email whistle(ftewamerica.org I Twitter (aWesleyWhistle
Pronouns: he I him I his

Wesley Whistle
Senior Advisor for Policy & Strategy
New America I Higher Education Initiative
1(b)(5)

I Email whistlenewamerica.orq I Twitter MesleyWhistle
Pronouns: he I him I his

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: Questions on HEERF III - SSARP
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:31:27 PM

Riter Hoopes

Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)
202.550.3581 I Riter.H000esPed.goy
pronouns: he/him

From: Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerry@nea.org>
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2022 5:57 PM
To: Epps, Karen <Karen.Epps@ed.gov>; Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Cc: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLau@nea.org>; Flores, Antoinette <Antoinette.Flores@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF III - SSARP

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Thank you, Karen.
We will be on the lookout for the slides, but if you crosses your mind once they are up, please feel
free to reach out to us so we don't miss them. I do want to ask, if we do have affiliate members who
apply for grant funding over the next few weeks, is there a contact person or email that they can
reach out to?
Thanks!
-Antwan

From: Epps, Karen [mailto:Karen.EobsPed.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2022 5:54 PM
To: Perry, Antwan [N EA] <APerryPnea.org>; Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Cc: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLauPnea.org>; Flores, Antoinette <Antoinette.FloresPed.gov>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF III - SSARP

Greetings Antwan!
Thank you for your email.
In response to your inquiry, unfortunately, the SSARP webinar was not recorded. However, the
PowerPoint slides should be posted to the website shortly.
Thank you for your interest in the SSARP program and let us know if you have additional

questions.
K.Gi relA

Karen Epps
Director, Higher Education Emergency Response Unit
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20202

From: Perry, Antwan [NEN <APerry@nea.org>
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2022 11:26 AM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Cc: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLauPnea.org>; Epps, Karen <Karen.EppsPed.gov>; Flores, Antoinette
<Antoinette.Flores@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF Ill - SSARP

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Sounds good, Rich.
Thank you.
-Antwan

From: Williams, Rich [mailto:Rich.WilliamsPed.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 10:33 PM
To: Perry, Antwan [NEM <APerryPnea.org>
Cc: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLauPnea.org>; Epps, Karen <Karen.EppsPed.gov>; Flores, Antoinette
<Antoinette.FloresPed.gov>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF Ill - SSARP
Hi Antwan — Adding in Karen who can let you know if the session

was recorded. I think we were

going to share the slides. She is out a bit this week but will get back to you soon.
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Perry, Antwan [NEN <APerryPnea.org>

Sent: Monday, March 21, 2022 4:10 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Cc: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLau@nea.org>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF Ill - SSARP
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Rich,
I hope all is well. About a month ago you provided some great information to us as it relates to the
SSARP grant. We have also taken a look at some of the information available online and appreciate
you answering our questions. I also want to about the TA session; did that meeting happen yet, and
if so, is there a recording you can share?
I imagine some of the remaining questions we might have as it relates to additional grant criteria and
other information is included in that recording.
We just held our NEA Higher Education Conference this past weekend, and these questions were
asked, in addition to things such as the parameters of use if awarded, etc. With that being the case,
we thought it would be a good idea to check-in to see of that TA meeting happened.
Thanks for your time!
Best,
-Antwan

From: Williams, Rich [mailto:Rich.WilliamsPed.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2022 1:16 PM
To: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLau@nea.org>
Cc: Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerry@nea.org>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF III - SSARP
No problem, Ronny. And apologies for the brevity as I'm jumping between meetings.
Thanks so much, Rich. This is incredibly helpful. We'll be on the lookout for the TA session. Is that
reserved for IHE admin or can other faculty and staff join as well? Should be an open invite. We'll try
to record it too. Invites will at least come through our G5 grants system — so directly to the college
staff in charge of managing HEERF.
Thank you for confirming the deadline to expend funds and citing the guidance. Does the
Department have a public running list to when HEERF I-Ill funds were dispersed to specific IHEs? Or
would our local unions have to contact with their admin staff to figure that out then calculate the

deadline? Obligations take a while so the specific date of each institution may differ. Each college
would know on their GAN (see FAQs for more on that). Generally speaking, for the primary Al
institutional and student funds portion it would be no earlier than mid-May 2021 and end of July for
A2 HBCU/TCCU/MSI funds. We hope our upcoming announcement can provide consistency and
predictability across all grants.
Also if a school were to receive SSARP funding, is their deadline to expend all HEERF funding
extended as with previous iterations? Or does it operate differently since SSARP is a separate set
aside? Each grant operates on it's own timeline so it would not extend existing funds (see note in
previous response on Al and A2 differences). Each grant is listed on our main ARP website https://www2.ed .gov/a bout/offices/I ist/opeiarp. html
Ronny Lau
NEA Government Relations

From: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2022 12:23 PM
To: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLauPnea.org>
Cc: Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerryPnea.org>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF III - SSARP
Hi Ronny — Happy to try and quickly help with these. Let me know if it's helpful to go into more
detail.
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his
•

In the SSARP announcement, the Department mentions it will prioritize community colleges
and rural IHEs that service a high percentage of low income students. Is there more details on
this criteria and how a school may know if they meet the prioritization? We're going to
announce a TA session soon for all college to talk though the data and how to apply (likely 2
weeks from now). Stay tuned!

•

May institutions qualify for SSARP funding if they have not expended all of its HEERF I-Ill
allocations? I assume so, given this is a different set aside? Yes they can apply if they still have
other funds remaining.

•

It is our understanding that the deadline to expend HEERF funding is set one year from when
the most recent obligation of funds were dispersed. Is there an easy way where institution's
deadline is? We cannot locate this on the Department's ESF dashboard. We initially addressed
this in 039 of the FAQs: https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ope/arpfaq.pdf. However,
we hope to update the field soon on the process (hopefully in 1-2 weeks)

0 Related question - As we are nearing the one-year mark of American Rescue Plan, is the
Department granting extensions to IHEs to expend their HEERF III allocations? See
above.
Many thanks,
Ronny Lau
NEA Government Relations

From: Garibay, Montserrat <Montserrat.GaribayPed.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2022 11:08 AM
To: Lau, Ronny [NEM <RLauPnea.org>; Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Cc: Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerryPnea,org>
Subject: RE: Questions on HEERF III - SSARP
Ronny,
You can contact PWilliams. Rich. He is CC on this email.
Thank you,
Montserrat

From: Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLau@nea.org>
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2022 8:47 AM
To: Garibay, Montserrat <Montserrat.GaribayPed.gov>
Cc: Perry, Antwan [NEA] <APerryPnea.org>
Subject: Questions on HEERF III - SSARP
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
H i Montserrat,
I hope you are doing well. I have a few questions on the new $198 million funding of HEERF III Supplemental Support under American Rescue Plan (SSARP). Could you direct me to the best person
in the Office of Postsecondary Education to help answer questions?
Thank you!

Ronny C.H. Lau
Federal Lobbyist
National Education Association

1201 16th Street NW, Suite 316 I Washington, DC 20036
Office: 202-822-7146 I Mobile: 1(h1151
Email: RLauPnea.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: Thank You from Harvard President Larry Bacow
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 1:02:55 PM
Letter from Harvard President Bacow to Secretaries Blinken and Cardona.odf

From: Day, Suzanne <suzanne_day@harvard.edu>
Sent: Friday, August 6, 2021 3:23 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Subject: FW: Thank You from Harvard President Larry Bacow
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Rich — I thought I'd share with you!
Any chance you might be free for a coffee (virtual or zoom!) during August — no big agenda from me
just interested to hear how it's going...
Suzanne

From: Haas, Kara A. <kara haasPharvard.edu>
Sent: Friday, August 6, 2021 3:20 PM
To: davisttPstate.gov; una.corbettPed.gov; sebastian.rozoPed.gov; jorge.santiagoPed.gov
Cc: Clark, Ashley N. EOP/WHO <Ashley.N.Clark@who.eop.gov>; Valle, Katherine EOP/WHO
<Katherine.VallePwho.eop.gov>; Day, Suzanne <suzanne_dayPharvard.edu>
Subject: Thank You from Harvard President Larry Bacow
Dear Tim, Una, Sebastian, and Jorge,
Attached please find a thank you letter from Harvard University President Larry Bacow to Secretary
Blinken and Secretary Cardona concerning the national commitment to international education. If
you have any questions, I hope you won't hesitate to ask.
I hope you have a wonderful, relaxing weekend.
Warm regards,
Kara
K. Haas
Federal Relations
Harvard University
(b)(6)

—cell

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
(617) 495-1502

MASSACHUSETTS HALL
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138

August 6, 2021

The Honorable Antony J. Blinken
Unites States Department of State
Harry S. Truman Building
2201 C Street, NW
Washington, DC 20520
The Honorable Miguel A. Cardona
United States Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20202
Dear Secretary Blinken and Secretary Cardona:
I write to express my sincere appreciation for last week's joint announcement on the
renewed national commitment to advance international education, focused on extending a
welcome to the world's best and brightest, promoting the benefits of international
collaboration and exchange, and supporting the study of world regions and languages.
As Harvard prepares in the coming weeks to welcome back to campus students from
the United States and more than 161 countries, the joint statement is more than a tangible
sign of the Administration's commitment to US engagement with the world; it is a healing
balm. Many of our international students and scholars have faced unprecedented challenges
in the past years, with personal stories that have underscored their resilience and their great
passion for education and scholarship, persevering through personal and public health
issues, unreliable Internet, rolling blackouts, and time-zone differences. They are an inspiration to me, and I look forward to their contributions during their time at Harvard and in the
future, whether here in the United States or back in their home countries. For that reason, I
am especially pleased and appreciative of your efforts to smooth their journey to the US,
building on the actions taken this spring to expand the national interest waiver to students
and scholars and to provide distance-learning options for the duration of the pandemic.
This effort from your departments is an exciting step forward, and I am encouraged to
see the Departments of Commerce and Homeland Security's input into and support for the
joint statement, including its call for a coordinated approach to international education. This
whole-of-government approach will be key to these efforts to strengthen frayed academic
ties globally and support innovation, prosperity, and security in the United States. As you
pursue this goal, I hope your efforts will include the other federal agencies with policies that
affect international research and education, including the Department of Defense and the
federal civilian science agencies.

Page 2 of 2

August 6, 2021

Again, thank you for this landmark commitment to international education. I look
forward to continuing to work with you and other members of the Administration to see these
important principles put into practice, especially related to robust support for international
education and foreign language programs, and reforms to immigration and visa policies.
Sincerely,
(b)(6)
Lawrence S. Bacow

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
FW: Transcript withholding bill in Connecticut
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:56:00 PM

From: Winston Berkman-Breen <winston@protectborrowers.org>
Sent: Tuesday, March 8, 2022 10:03 PM
To: Honeysett, Adam <Adam.Honeysett@ed.gov>
Cc: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Subject: Transcript withholding bill in Connecticut
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Adam,
Great speaking with you the other day. I'm still going to follow up with a general roundup of the
state work we're doing, but I wanted to flag something in Connecticut for you. We learned yesterday
afternoon that the Joint Committee on Higher Education and Employment advanced filed a bill to
end transcript withholding in the state, SB 17, which was heard at a hearing today. We were able to
testify in support of the bill, along with a few other groups. We proposed two amendments: to
include diploma/degree withholding and to expand the bill to cover all institution types, as currently
it is just publics and some non-profits.
Apologies for the late notice, but given how little time we had to prepare we were focused on that.
We'll do some follow up and will let you know if the bill moves, but given the Secretary's vocal
support for ending transcript withholding practices and his Connecticut roots, I wanted to make sure
this is on your radar.
Don't hesitate to reach out if there's any more information we can provide about the bill.
Thanks,
Winston

Winston Berkman-Breen (He/Him)
Deputy Director of Advocacy & Policy Counsel
www.protectborrowers.org

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: Transition from New America
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:43:21 PM

From: Wesley Whistle <whistle@newamerica.org>
Sent: Wednesday, August 4, 2021 1:16 PM
Subject: Transition from New America
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Good afternoon,
I hope this note finds you well. Today is my last day working at New America. If you need anything
from the higher education team at New America going forward, please reach out to Amy Laitinen
(laitinenP newamerica.org).
Next week, I will be joining Senator Bob Casey's office as his legislative assistant covering education.
I've enjoyed working together and I look forward to any future opportunities we might have to work
together in my new capacity!
Best,

Wesley Whistle
Senior Advisor for Policy & Strategy
New America I Higher Education Initiative
Email whistle(anewamerica.orci I Twitter (aWesleyWhistle
Pronouns: hel him I his

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: [FOR TRANSMITTAL] Memorandum on IDR Waiver: Defaulted Borrower Voices on the Incomplete Promise
of Relief through IDR
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:57:10 PM
SBPC IDR Complaint Memo - Default 4.13.22.pdf

From: Persis Yu <persis@protectborrowers.org>
Sent: Thursday, June 16, 2022 5:27 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Subject: Fwd: [FOR TRANSMITTAL] Memorandum on IDR Waiver: Defaulted Borrower Voices on the
Incomplete Promise of Relief through IDR
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
default data on pages 5-6
Forwarded message
From: Persis Yu <persisPprotectborrowers.org>
Date: Wed, Apr 13, 2022 at 4:43 PM
Subject: [FOR TRANSMITTAL] Memorandum on IDR Waiver: Defaulted Borrower Voices on the
Incomplete Promise of Relief through IDR
To: Kvaal, James <james.kvaalPed.gov>, Cordray, Richard <richard.cordrayPed.gov>, Morgan, Julie
<Julie.MorganPed.gov>, Benjamin Miller <benjamin.millerPed.gov>, <Ashley.HarringtonPed.gov>,
<Bonnie.J.LatreillePed.gov>, Campbell, Patrick <patrick.campbellPed.gov>, Ian Foss
<ian.fossPed.gov>, Habash, Tariq <tariq.habashPed.gov>, Darcus, Joanna <joanna.darcusPed.gov>
Cc: Mike Pierce <mikePprotectborrowers.org>, Christopher Hicks <chrisPprotectborrowers.org>,
Claire Torchiana <clairePprotectborrowers.org>, Benjamin Kaufman <benPprotectborrowers.org>

Dear ED and FSA Colleagues,
Attached please find a memorandum highlighting the voices of federal student loan borrowers who
demonstrate the need for an IDR waiver. In particular, this memo highlights the voices of defaulted
borrowers who are struggling under the weight of unbearable student loan debt.
Thank you for all the work that you are doing to help student loan borrowers. Please do not hesitate
to contact me if you have any questions or if you would like to discuss this further.
Best,
Persis

CI

STUDENT BORROWER
PROTECTION CENTER

MEMORANDUM
April 13, 2022
TO:
FROM:

Interested Parties
Student Borrower Protection Center

RE:

Defaulted Borrower Voices on the Incomplete Promise of Relief through IDR

Overview
The promise of affordability and loan relief through income-driven repayment ("IDR") options
has largely been broken, plagued by failed policy, unwieldy regulatory requirements, and
industry misconduct. A waiver that would credit all of a borrower's time since the start of
repayment—irrespective of loan status or payment history—towards forgiveness under IDR
would be a powerful step towards finally restoring the purpose of the law. Defaulted borrowers
must be included. As the data below describes, many if not most borrowers in default would
have a $0 or low IDR monthly payment. Instead, defaulted borrowers are subject to involuntary
collection through wage garnishment, social security offset, and tax offset resulting in borrowers
paying hundreds, if not thousands of dollars more a year than they would in an IDR plan.
Millions of borrowers who end up in default were never informed of how to enroll in
manageable monthly IDR payments and have instead seen their balances balloon due to penalties
and fees.
Background
Almost three decades ago, in recognition of the massive burden that student loan debt imposes
on American households, Congress introduced one of the most vital protections available in any
consumer financial market: income-driven repayment.' From its inception and throughout its
expansion across successive presidential administrations, IDR has been shaped by three core
principles: that federal borrowers should be able to afford their monthly student loan bills, that
the most financially strapped borrowers should enjoy safeguards from delinquency and default,
and, perhaps most importantly, that student loan debt should never become a lifelong affliction.2
In implementing the latter precept, the U.S. Department of Education ("ED") has entitled federal
student loan borrowers in IDR to debt cancellation after 20 to 25 years of consistent, on-time
repayment based on the borrower's loan type and particular IDR plan.3
The promise of eventual debt cancellation through IDR is a key source of hope for millions of
borrowers, many of whom make substantial personal sacrifices even while enrolled in IDR to
1
2
3

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0002716217701673.
https://protectborrowers.org/idr-history-report/.
https://studentaid.gov/manage-loans/repayment/plans/income-driven.
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remain current on their loans.4 Moreover, the assumption that IDR generally delivers
cancellation as promised is the cornerstone of significant federal policy and case law. For
instance, the legal regime that makes it extremely difficult for borrowers to discharge student
loan debt in
bankruptcy partly stems from the assumption that IDR makes student loan payments
manageable.5 Similarly, there is a growing body of policy research that frames substantial
intervention to alleviate student debt burdens, such as through broad-based cancellation, as
unnecessary based on the assumption that IDR can be a source of meaningful relief for most
borrowers struggling with student loan debt.6
Unfortunately, the promise of eventual debt relief through IDR has proven to be completely
broken. Though debt cancellation under IDR has been available for qualifying borrowers since at
least 2016, ED data accessed through the Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") revealed last
year that only 32 borrowers have ever successfully achieved cancellation via IDR.7 For relative
scale, information uncovered by U.S. Senator Elizabeth Warren indicates that more than 4.4
million borrowers have been in repayment for 20 years or more.8 Worse, the situation for
borrowers pursuing cancellation through IDR appears unlikely to improve. An internal analysis
conducted by one large student loan servicer recently found that of the more than 8.5 million
borrowers whose federal student loans it manages, only 48 are projected to receive debt
cancellation under IDR by 2025.9 This overall estimate involved the projection of an 83 percent
reduction between 2022 and 2025 in the number of borrowers that will receive cancellation
through IDR each year, prompting one company employee to remark in uncovered emails that
the number of borrowers securing cancellation seemed "very low."10
The systematic collapse of the promise of relief that Congress made to borrowers flows from
decades of inaction, incompetence, and unfortunately frequent malfeasance from federal
policymakers, regulators, and the student loan industry. For example, over the past several years,
state attorneys general across the country and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau have
brought public enforcement actions against ED's largest student loan servicing contractors for a
wide range of abuses related to borrowers' access to IDR, including deploying abusive
forbearance steering tactics, deceiving borrowers regarding their obligation to annually recertify
income, and failing to timely process IDR applications." These abuses—conducted by the very
same companies tasked with guiding borrowers through repayment and empowering them to
access their protections under the law—will add years or decades to borrowers' repayment
sequences even if they are eventually able to access IDR at all. By that time, borrowers will

https://protectborrowers.org/idr-unaffordability-report/.
https://www.law.georgetown.edu/georgetown-law-journaUwp-content/uploads/sites/26/2018/07/Help-orHardship.pdf.
6 https://bfLuchicago.edu/insight/finding/the-distributional-effects-of-student-loan-forgiveness/.
7 https://protectborrowers.org/new-government-data-exposes-complete-failure-of-education-departmentsincome-driven-repayment-program/.
8 https://www.warren.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Education°/020Departmen0/020Response/020te/020See/020
Warre0/020-%204-8-21.pdf#page=2.
9 https://protectborrowers.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/SBPC Driving Into A Dead End.pdflfpage=18.
4
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to id.
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https://protectborrowers.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/SBPC Driving_Into A Dead End.pdf#page=15.
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likely have undergone extensive but entirely unnecessary financial hardship including periods of
disastrous delinquency or default.
A recent settlement between 39 states attorneys general and the federal student loan servicing
giant Navient demonstrates that servicers have consistently and recklessly engaged in a startling
variety of abusive practices with long-term consequences for borrowers.I2 While beneficial for
some private loan borrowers, the terms of the settlement will not provide relief for the millions
of borrowers who lost years of credit towards federal loan forgiveness and over-paid on their
monthly student loan bills because of student loan servicers' illegal activities. This episode is yet
another instance of the policy apparatus and specifically the promise of affordability through
IDR failing borrowers entirely.
Worse, as with so many aspects of the student debt crisis, the weight of IDR's widespread
breakdown has landed most heavily on Black borrowers. In particular, a nationwide survey from
The Education Trust recently found that Black federal student loan borrowers struggle to access
IDR, and that they continue to face both difficulty affording basic life necessities and an ongoing
risk of default on their student loans even when enrolled in IDR.I3 Reflecting on IDR's failure to
deliver eventual debt cancellation for Black borrowers, the survey noted that Black borrowers
feel that repayment under IDR is "a lifetime debt sentence."I4
The Failures of IDR Lead the Most Vulnerable Borrowers to Default
Below is a selection of borrower narratives illustrating the human toll that widespread illegal and
incompetent practices related to IDR have had on borrowers, particularly those who defaulton
their federal student loans. For these borrowers, and for millions more just like them, the promise
that Congress made through IDR remains unfulfilled.I5
1. Shakeeda B. from Massachusetts: "My student servicer encouraged me [to] apply for
deferment and forbearance instead of applying for an IDR plan. [B]ecause of that my
loans went into default and my income tax was intercepted, income tax that my family
and I depend on because we live significantly below the poverty line. Not being [in] IDR
where I would have had a payment of $0 has not only pushed back my payoff date but
has also been a huge financial burden on myself and my family."
2. Lisa D. from Virginia:16 "I am a special education teacher who serves my community,
helps traumatized children daily, and strives to be an upstanding citizen always. I had a
student loan go into default when I had to leave my abusive husband and raise my five
children on my own. I just did not have the money but since I was not unemployed and
was not in school full time I did not qualify for ceasing payments. My loan was referred
to a collection agency, and when I could I communicated with them and set up payments.
12 hups://protectborrowers.org/student-borrower-protection-center-statement-on-navients-settlement-with-39states-cancelling-1-7-billion-in-predatory-private-student-loans/.
13 https://edtrust.org/resource/j im-crow-debt/.
14 Id.
15 Stories on file with the Student Borrower Protection Center.
16 hups://www.regulations.gov/comment/ED-2021-OUS-0082-23674.
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I did apply for a reduction in payment because I could not afford the amount they set, but
was given an amount to repay each month larger than the amount of disposable income
they stated I had. I was in the process of appealing this when the Covid emergency shut
payments down temporarily, however this is not the issue in question. What is the issue is
that I do not mind making monthly payments that are commensurate with my finances
but I do mind that I was informed the only way to get out of default status is to pay my
entire amount owed. I owe approximately $64,000 for education to graduate level and on
top of that about $36,000 in collection fees! I am 60 years old but still young and
dynamic with many hopes and dreams for the future. Yet, I can never be a homeowner
because my debt will probably not be paid for several decades. My abusive ex-husband
has gone on to own several properties, including a house worth half a million dollars. But
I who had to escape from him and raise five children on my own, will never own a home.
I do not think this is fair at all. I think that as long as borrowers can show a certain term
of on-time payments, they should be allowed out of default status so they can buy homes
and engage in other essential life pursuits and goals. After the default, I paid faithfully
and was current on my repayments at all times. I have shown that I am a borrower who
can be trusted, and I even had direct debit from my account. But I simply did not, do not,
and will not have $100,000 to give in one shot so that I can get out of default status. And
most other borrowers will not either. This is an unfair and undue burden that should be
ameliorated."
3. Florence D. from Wisconsin: "When I began repaying my student loans in 2010 the
servicer kept misapplying my payments. I had both subsidized and unsubsidized loans.
When I sent in my payments they mistakenly applied the payments to only one of the two
loans. After several months trying to get the payments correctly applied, I gave up
working with Wells Fargo and made arrangements directly with the Department Of
Education. For eleven years I made the payments as negotiated. In May 2021, I applied
for the Public Service Loan Forgiveness program. I was told I did not qualify as my loans
were in 'default."
4. An anonymous defaulted borrower in California:17 "I graduated with a master's degree in
social work and have worked as a Child Welfare Services social worker for the county of
San Diego for almost 17 years . . . During this time I took FML from my employer after
giving birth and was in danger of defaulting [o]n my loans. I attempted to defer my loans
but was told I did not have this option. I soon defaulted on my loan and my wages began
being garnished when I returned to work. I started seeing some relief when COVID-19
began and student loans payments were halted. To date, I have been garnished more than
the total amount of my original school loan cost and somehow I still continue to owe
thousands of dollars. I became a public servant to help others and I can't seem to help
myself out of this financial mess. I have been a public servant worker for more than 20
years and still don't see an end in sight with my student loans."

17

Imps://www.regulations.govicomment/ED-2021-OUS-0082-32478.
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Additionally, below are borrower stories that have featured in previous memoranda:

1. Ms. Smith is an elderly, disabled, Black woman borrower living on fixed Social Security
retirement benefits of $1,800 per month. She suffers from severe back pain, fibromyalgia,
and chronic depression. In 2019, when she sought LAFLA's help, Ms. Smith owed
around $240,000 on a Federal Family Education Loan ("FFEL") Consolidated loan. Her
loans were on a repayment plan with a $2,100 monthly payment, which she had never
been able to afford. Between July 2010 and March 2015, she called her loan servicer five
times and told it that she could not afford her monthly payments. Each time her loan
servicer put her on forbearance. She finally defaulted in July 2015, and experienced tax
refund offsets of money she needed to survive. She rehabilitated her loan out of default in
February 2019. At this time she sought LAFLA's help. They immediately submitted an
IDR request which was granted, with a $0 monthly payment.
2. George is 75 years old and still has approximately $5,200 student loans. He is a retired
teacher, Black, and attended a state school. His wages were garnished each month from
his part-time job at the YMCA because he defaulted on his student loans. George
qualified for a $0 IDR plan, but because he did not have access to a computer and his
loan servicer never shared this information with him, he was trapped in default for years.
The wage garnishments took away some of the little income that he subsided on in his
retirement. After years of being in default, a legal service organization helped him submit
documentation and go through the many steps to get out of default and onto a $0 monthly
repayment plan, all information which his servicer never provided.
3. Susan took out Parent Plus loans for her daughter to attend Heald College, a for-profit
school which was later found to have engaged in predatory recruitment and deception.
She thought she had co-signed her daughter's loan, and she does not understand why the
government is coming after her to collect. Susan has been in default for years, and her
entire tax refund was garnished in 2018. She is a senior and disabled but still works. The
garnishment took money that Susan would have otherwise used for her medications and
medical bills—she chose to forgo a surgery after her tax refund was garnished. Susan has
qualified for a $0 payment on IDR for years, but her servicer never told her this. It was
not until she contacted a legal services organization that helped her submit the paperwork
and called her servicer on her behalf that she was able to get on this plan.
Under current rules, these borrowers—and millions more like them—are unable to have their
time in default count towards eventual IDR cancellation. This is despite the fact that many of
these defaulted borrowers were not properly counseled on how to enroll into IDR plans to lower
their monthly payments, or were actively steered away from those options. As the ED Office of
Inspector General found in 2019, "[fjrom January 2015 through September 2017, monthly
reports on FSA's monitoring activities disclosed recurring instances at all servicers of servicer
representatives not sufficiently informing borrowers about available repayment options . . . the
noncompliance that FSA has repeatedly identified could affect a much larger population of
borrowers than those specifically identified by FSA's reviews of samples of borrower accounts.
Those risks include increased interest or repayment costs incurred by borrowers, the missed
opportunity for more borrowers to take advantage of certain repayment programs, negative
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effects on borrowers' credit ratings, and an increased likelihood of delinquency or even
default."18
Similarly, the Government Accountability Office ("GAO") discovered that millions of borrowers
who had slipped into default had been eligible for an IDR plan.19 In 2015, the GAO reported that
70 percent of borrowers in default had income that would entitle them to a reduced monthly
payment under one of these plans." Worse, borrowers who attend for-profit colleges or two-year
colleges make up 70 percent of all borrowers in default—and many would qualify for $0
payments in IDR. According to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ("CFPB"), the
median debt burden and median wages of these borrowers suggest that the typical defaulted
borrower likely would qualify for $0 IDR monthly student loan payment or substantially reduced
payment, up to a 75 percent, under an IDR plan than under a standard repayment plan.21
Black and Latino borrowers and low-income borrowers who would benefit from IDR are
systematically being derailed from accessing it, leading them into preventable defaults. Recent
analysis shows that Black borrowers are two times more likely than their white peers to fall
behind on their student loans without accessing IDR. Similarly, this analysis showed that more
than half of borrowers with incomes below $20,000 per year fall behind without accessing IDR,
even though virtually all of these borrowers would qualify for $0 monthly payments through
IDR.22 The gap between borrowers' need for IDR and the student loan system's failure in
delivering it to them is a key cause of disparities in defaults.
The result for low-income borrowers trapped in the vicious cycle of default is stark. Many find
themselves paying more on their student loans through wage garnishment, Treasury offset, and
voluntary payments than they would have been required to if properly guided by their student
loan servicer, yet none of these payments moves borrowers closer to eventual cancellation.23
Is See United States Department Of Education Office Of Inspector General, Reissuance of Final Audit Report,
"Federal Student Aid: Additional Actions Needed to Mitigate the Risk of Servicer Noncompliance with
Requirements for Servicing Federally Held Student Loans," Control Number ED-OIG/A05Q0008 (March 2019),
available at https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oig/auditreports/fy2019/a05q0008.pdf.
19 U.S. Government Accountability Office, GA0-15-663, Federal Student Loans: Education could do more to help
ensure borrowers are aware of repayment and forgiveness options (Aug. 2015), available at
http://www.gao.gov/products/GA0-15-663.
20 See id at 13.
21 See CFPB, Annual report of the CFPB Student Loan Ombudsman (October 2015), available at
https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201510 cfpb annual-report-of-the-cfpb-student-loan-ombudsman.pdf; See also
Adam Looney & Constantine Yannelis, A Crisis in Student Loans? How Changes in the Characteristics of
Borrowers and in the Institutions they Attend Contributed to Rising Loan Defaults, BPEA Conference Draft, The
Brookings Institution (Sept. 2015), available at https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/09
/LooneyTextFa1115BPEA.pdf.
22 Ben Kaufman, New Data Show Borrowers of Color and Low-Income Borrowers Are Missing Out on Key
Protections, Raising Significant Fair Lending Concerns, Student Borrower Prot. Ctr. (Nov. 2, 2020),
https://protectborrowers.org/new-data-show-borrowers-of-color-and-low-income-borrowers-are-missing-out-onkey-protections-raising-significant-fair-lending-concems; Ben Miller, The Continued Student Loan Crisis for Black
Borrowers, Ctr. for Am. Progress (Dec. 2, 2019), https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/educationpostsecondary/reports/2019/12/02/477929/continued-student-loancrisis-black-borrowers/.
23 For borrowers experiencing administrative wage garnishment, ED can seize up to 15 percent of a borrower's
paycheck, which is often significantly more than they would have paid under Income-Based Repayment, Pay As
You Earn or Revised Pay As You Earn; tax refund offsets offer no protected income level and the entire refund
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ED Can and Must Act to Restore the Promise of Relief through IDR
In October, the Biden administration initiated a sweeping waiver to address longstanding, wideranging failures plaguing the Public Service Loan Forgiveness ("PSLF") program.24 This waiver
allowed hundreds of thousands of borrowers to bypass byzantine administrative burdens, sweep
aside the lingering effects of past servicing abuses, and rise from the wreckage of decades-long
policy blunders to access earned relief.25 For tens of thousands of borrowers, that relief included
immediate debt forgiveness.26
Now, borrowers and a broad coalition of advocates are calling on the Biden administration to use
authorities already at its disposal to initiate a similarly bold program to deliver justice and relief
to the millions of borrowers who have been denied the promise of IDR.27 As outlined in a white
paper co-authored by the Student Borrower Protection Center, the Center for Responsible
Lending, and the National Consumer Law Center, this waiver would involve the use of
administrative data to retroactively count all months since borrowers entered repayment as
qualifying months towards forgiveness under IDR, regardless of the borrower's loan type or
prior repayment plan.28 A coalition of more than 115 unions, consumer protection organizations,
and non-profit groups that represent a broad and diverse population of low to middle income
student borrowers and workers across the country recently signed a letter in support of this
proposed IDR waiver.29
Until the Biden administration takes substantial action such as implementing the proposed IDR
waiver, however, borrowers will continue languishing under the weight of system-wide failure
and broken promises. The weight that these borrowers face goes far beyond what may be
captured in any statistic outlining how few borrowers have secured cancellation through IDR,
how many borrowers continue to face delinquency and default, and how many decades
borrowers have been trapped in repayment. The failure of IDR means years of lost payments,
rippling financial ruin, and broken promises between citizens and their government at every
level.

(often thousands of dollars for borrowers entitled to the EITC) can be seized; and federal benefit offsets (e.g., Social
Security) can seize up to 15 percent of benefits and only protect $750 per month.
24 U.S. Department of Education, U.S. Department of Education Announces Transformational Changes to the Public
Service Loan Forgiveness Program, Will Put Over 550,000 Public Service Workers Closer to Loan Forgiveness
(Oct. 2021), available at https://www.ed.gov/news/press-releases/us-department-education-announcestransformational-changes-public-service-loan-forgiveness-program-will-put-over-550000-public-service-workerscloser-loan-forgiveness.
25
26

Id.
Id.

https://protectborrowers.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/UPDATED-IDR-Waiver-Coalition-Letter-forSign-On.pdf.
28 https://protectborrowers.org/borrower-advocates-demand-that-education-department-restore-the-promiseof-income-driven-repayment/.
29 https://protectborrowers.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/UPDATED-IDR-Waiver-Coalition-Letter-forSign-On.pdf.
27
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Servicers have too long put their financial profits ahead of borrowers' financial security. The
Biden administration must choose to right that wrong by implementing an IDR waiver that will
provide credit towards loan forgiveness for borrowers' time in default.
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Persis S. Yu (she/her/hers)
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org
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Persis S. Yu (she/her/hers)
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.orotectborrowers.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

H000es, Riter on behalf of Williams, Rich
Homes, Riter
FW: [MEETING REQUEST] Institutional Debts
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:56:24 PM

From: Mike Pierce <mike@protectborrowers.org>
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 3:23 PM
To: Laura Hamilton <lhamilton2@ucmerced.edu >
Cc: Jonathan Glater <glater@berkeley.edu>; Charlie Eaton (b)(6)

Hoopes,

Riter <Riter.Hoopes@ed.gov>; Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>; Dalie Jimenez
<djimenez@law.uci.edu>; Mark Huelsman <mark@protectborrowers.org>; Persis Yu
<persis@protectborrowers.org>
Subject: Re: [MEETING REQUEST] Institutional Debts
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Us too!

Mike Pierce (he/him)
Executive Director
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org

On Tue, Apr 12, 2022 at 12:22 PM Laura Hamilton <lhamilton2@ucmerced.edu> wrote:
Me too!

Laura Hamilton
Professor and Chair of Sociology
DataHub and HERE Lab Co-Founder: https:/ /hig)iereddarahub.org/
University of California, Merced
School of Social Sciences, Humanities, and Arts
5200 North Lake Road
Merced, CA 95343
Website: https://sites.ucmerced.eduilaura-hamilton
lhamilton2aucmerced.cdu

Broke: The Racial Consequences of UnderfUndinp,Public Universities (co-authored with Kelly Nielsen)
haps://press.uchicago.cdu/ucp/books/book/chicago/B/bo33896239.html

Parenting to a Degree: How Family Matters for College Women's Success
http://press.uchicago.edtducp/books/book/chicago/P/bo18900892.html
Pajingfr the Par: How College Maintains InequalOi (with Elizabeth A. Armstrong)
J-1 up: iwww.hup.h-trvard.edu icatalog,php?isbn=9780674088023

From: Jonathan Glater <glaterPberkeley.edu>
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 at 12:13 PM
To: Charlie Eator (b)(6)
Cc: Hoopes, Riter <Riter.HoopesPed.goy>, Mike Pierce <mikePprotectborrowers.org>,
Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.goy>, Dalie Jimenez <djimenezPlaw.uci.edu>, Laura
Hamilton <lhamilton2Pucmerced.edu>, Mark Huelsman <markPprotectborrowers.org>,
Persis Yu <persisPprotectborrowers.org>
Subject: Re: [MEETING REQUEST] Institutional Debts
Hi all,
I can also make that work. Thanks!
Best,
Jonathan
On Tue, Apr 12, 2022 at 12:11 PM Charlie Eaton (b)(6)

wrote:

Hi Riter and all,
That time works for me.
Best,
Charlie
On Tuesday, April 12, 2022, Hoopes, Riter <Riter.HoopesPed.gov> wrote:
Hi Mike,
No problem. Is your team available from 12-12:30pm ET on Wednesday, 4/27?
Thanks,
Riter Hoopes
Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)
202.550.3581 I Riter.HoopesPed.gov
pronouns: he/him

From: Mike Pierce <mike@protectborrowers.org>
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022 8:18 PM
To: Hoopes, Riter <Riter.Hoopes@ed.gov>
Cc: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>; Charlie Eaton (b)(6)
Jonathan Glater <glaterPberkeley.edu>; Dalie Jimenez <djimenezPlaw.uci.edu>; Laura
Hamilton <lhamilton2Pucmerced.edu>; Mark Huelsman <markPprotectborrowers.org>;
Persis Yu <persis@protectborrowers.org>

Subject: Re: [MEETING REQUEST] Institutional Debts
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Riter-I'm so sorry but we can't seem to find a critical mass for that time on 4/13. If you're willing,
we will do our best to take the next available and we're so sorry to go back to the drawing
board here.
Thank you!!
Mike

Mike Pierce (he/him)
Executive Director
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org

On Wed, Apr 6, 2022 at 6:35 AM Hoopes, Riter <Riter.Hoopes@ed.gov> wrote:
Hi all,
Are you available for a briefing on Wednesday, 4/13 from 1-1:30pm? Let me know if that
timing works and I can send out an invite, otherwise I can look for some times later in the
month, most likely the week of the 25th.
Thanks,
Riter Hoopes

Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)
202.550.3581 I Riter.H000esPed.gov
pronouns: he/him
From: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 4:10 PM
To: Mike Pierce <mikePprotectborrowers.org>
Cc: Charlie Eaton (b)(6)

Jonathan Glater <glaterPberkeley.edu>;

Dalie Jimenez <djimenez@law.uci.edu>; Laura Hamilton <lhamilton2@ucmerced.edu >;
Mark Huelsman <markPprotectborrowers.org>; Persis Yu
<persisPorotectborrowers.org>; Hoopes, Riter <Riter.HoopesPed.gov>
Subject: RE: [MEETING REQUEST] Institutional Debts
Hi Mike — A fabulous team of researchers indeed! Riter will identify a few times for
Michelle and I and circle back with you. I'll invite a few additional folks on our side once
scheduled.
Looking forward to this briefing.
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his
From: Mike Pierce <mike@protectborrowers.org>
Sent: Monday, April 4, 2022 1:27 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Cc: Charlie Eaton (b)(6)

Jonathan Glater <glater(@ berkeley.edu>;

Dalie Jimenez <djimenezPlaw.uci.edu>; Laura Hamilton <lhamilton2Pucmerced.edu>;
Mark Huelsman <markPprotectborrowers.org>; Persis Yu <persisPprotectborrowers.org>
Subject: [MEETING REQUEST] Institutional Debts

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links
or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi RichI hope all is well. As you know, the fabulous team of researchers copied here authored a
shocking new analysis of debts accrued by largely low-income students attending
California public colleges during the pandemic.
https://protectborrowers.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Creditor-Colleges.pdf
We would love the opportunity to brief you on the findings if you have availability and to

discuss some ways that federal guidance for schools might be able to better empower
schools to deal with the effects of these surprise debts.
The team is largely on the west coast but eager to meet and would be happy to be flexible
on scheduling, if you have some free times in the afternoons in the next week or two.
Thanks!
Mike

Mike Pierce (he/him)
Executive Director
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org

Charlie Eaton<br>Assistant Professor of Sociology<br>University of California, Merced

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hoopes. Riter on behalf of Williams. Rich
Hoopes, Riter
RN: meeting request
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:35:34 PM

Riter Hoopes
Confidential Assistant, U.S. Department of Education
Office of Postsecondary Education (OPE)
202.550.3581 I Riter.HoopesPed.goy

pronouns: he/him

From: Sarah Cohen, Legislation <scohen@aft.org>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2022 9:53 AM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Subject: Re: meeting request
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Ok, sounds good! Thank you!

Sarah R. Cohen
AFT Government Relations
From: "Williams, Rich" <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2022 9:52 AM
To: Sarah Cohen, Legislation
Subject: RE: meeting request
Sounds like Beth may have reached out to Ben about something similar. Ben is going to return her
call and then either call you or we can set up a meeting. If you don't hear from him by tomorrow lets
follow up.
Rich Williams
Senior Advisor
Office of the Under Secretary
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Sarah Cohen, Legislation <scohenPaft.org>
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2022 8:40 AM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Subject: RE: meeting request

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Rich, sorry for my delayed response! I wanted to check that others in the coalition had not yet
reached out to Ben and Clare on this — but we have not. It would be excellent if we could find a time
that works for everyone to connect.
Sarah R. Cohen
Government Relations, American Federation of Teachers
From: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2022 4:29 PM
To: Sarah Cohen, Legislation <scohenPaft.org>
Subject: RE: meeting request
Maybe! I'm focused on a few other projects right now. But I think Ben and Clare can be more helpful
right now. Have you tried them? If not I can loop them.
Rich Williams
Senior Advisor
Office of the Under Secretary
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Sarah Cohen, Legislation <scohenPaft.org>
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2022 4:23 PM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Subject: RE: meeting request
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Rich,
We've done a meeting with the enforcement team —this request partially comes from that meeting.
We have some bigger picture / organizational questions around BD we would love to discuss with
you, as rumor is that you may soon have more involvement
Sarah R. Cohen
Government Relations, American Federation of Teachers
From: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2022 4:19 PM
To: Sarah Cohen, Legislation <scohenPaft.org>
Subject: RE: meeting request
Hey Sarah — I'm not super in the weeds on BD, would it help to set up a meeting with the

enforcement team?
Rich Williams
Senior Advisor
Office of the Under Secretary
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Sarah Cohen, Legislation <scohenPaft.org>
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2022 11:57 AM
To: Williams, Rich <Rich.WilliamsPed.gov>
Subject: meeting request
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Hi Rich,
Happy Friday! Do you have some time in the next week or so to meet with me and others from the
Protect Students and Taxpayers coalition to talk about some Borrower Defense issues happening at
FSA?
Thank you,
Sarah
Sarah R. Cohen
Associate Director I Government Relations
(b)(6)
I E: scoherOaft.org
American Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO
(b)(6)
555 New Jersey Ave. N.W. I Washington, DC 20001 I
www.aft.org I www.facebook.com/AFTunion I www.twitter.com/AFTunion
Proud AFTSU member since 2011

This email has been scanned for spam & viruses. If you believe this email should have been
stopped by our filters, click here to report it.

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Flores, Antoinette
Laciaard, Soren; Cooper, Michelle; Ceia, Beatriz; Epps, Karen; Byrd-Johnson, Linda; Williams, Rich; Hodel,
Hannah; Brumfield, Raziva; Tuia, Justis; Simpson, Daniel; English, John; Rinz, Juliana; Cordes, Bill;
beawilliams150amail.com; Watson, Donald; Watts, Gaby; Ward, Heather; Hoopes, Riter; Garcia, John
Richardson, Tanyelle; Carter, Kira
RE: ARP Work Group
Wednesday, June 29, 2022 12:59:41 PM

Hi All,
Looking forward to connecting shortly. A few items for the agenda but please let me know if there
are others.
Thanks!
Antoinette
1. HEERF Recission
2. SSARP
3. A3 Applications/Timeline
4. HEERF quarterly update

Original Appointment
From: Flores, Antoinette
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2022 10:32 AM
To: Lagaard, Soren; Flores, Antoinette; Cooper, Michelle; Ceja, Beatriz; Epps, Karen; Byrd-Johnson,
Linda; Williams, Rich; Hodel, Hannah; Brumfield, Raziya; Tuia, Justis; Simpson, Daniel; English, John;
Herman, Juliana; Cordes, Bill; beawilliams15@gmail.com; Watson, Donald; Watts, Gaby; Ward,
Heather; Hoopes, Riter; Garcia, John
Cc: Richardson, Tanyelle; Carter, Kira
Subject: ARP Work Group
When: Wednesday, June 29, 2022 1:30 PM-2:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: Microsoft Teams Meeting
Updating the reoccurring meeting since it appears to have fallen off the calendar

Microsoft Teams meeting
Join on your computer or mobile app
Click here to join the meeting
(b)(6)

J earn More I Meeting options.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Wesley Whistle
Williams. Rich
jris Palmer
Re: HEERF Conversation
Thursday, July 8, 2021 1:35:55 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dropping Jen just to say I'll send a new calendar invite right now. Thanks!
On Thu, Jul 8, 2021 at 12:58 PM Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov> wrote:
Yup that works!
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his

From: Mishory, Jennifer <Jennifer.Mishory@ed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 8, 2021 12:51 PM
To: Iris Palmer <palmer@newamerica.org>
Cc: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>; whistle@newamerica.org
Subject: RE: HEERF Conversation
Sure.

From: Iris Palmer <palmer@newamerica.or,g>
Sent: Thursday, July 8, 2021 12:10 PM
To: Mishory, Jennifer <Jennifer.Mishory@ed gov>
Cc: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>; whistle@newamerica.org
Subject: Re: HEERF Conversation
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jen, can we keep the meeting with you at 1 and talk to you later this evening Rich?
On Thu, Jul 8, 2021 at 11:55 AM Mishory, Jennifer cTennifer.Mishory@ed.gov> wrote:
I can't do either of those, but also fine to move forward without me!

From: Williams, Rich <Rich.Williams@ed.gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 8, 2021 11:55 AM
To: whistle@newamerica.org; Mishory, Jennifer <Jennifer.Mishory@ed.gov>;
palmer@newamerica.org
Subject: RE: HEERF Conversation
Hi all — I now have a conflict. Any chance we can move this to after 5p today or 1p
Friday?
Rich Williams
Chief of Staff
Office of Postsecondary Education
U.S. Department of Education
Pronouns: he, him, his
Original Appointment
From: whistle@newamerica.org <whistle@newamerica.org>
Sent: Friday, July 2, 2021 12:23 PM
To: whistle@newamerica.org; Mishory, Jennifer; palmer@newamerica.org; Williams,
Rich
Subject: HEERF Conversation
When: Thursday, July 8, 2021 1:00 PM-1:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US &
Canada).
Where:
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

You have been invited to the following event.

HEERF Conversation
When

Thu Jul 8, 2021 1pm — 1:30pm Eastern Time - Louisville

Joining info

Join Zoom Meeting

(b)(6)

palmeranewamerica.orct
rich.williams(@ed.gov

more details >>
Going (rich.williams(@ed.gov)? Yes - Maybe - No more options >>
Invitation from Google Calendar
You are receiving this courtesy email at the account rich.williams@ed.gov because you are an attendee of this
event.
To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google
account at https://calendargoogle.comicalendar/ and control your notification settings for your entire calendar.
Forwarding this invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest
list, or invite others regardless of their own invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn More.

Iris Palmer
Senior Advisor for Higher Education and Workforce
New America I Education Policy Program
740 15th Street NW, Suite 900, Washington, DC, 20005
Office (202) 847-4831 I

Cell (b)(6)

I Email palmer@newamerica.org

Wesley Whistle
Senior Advisor for Policy & Strategy
New America I Higher Education Initiative
Cell (b)(61
Email whistle(anewamerica.orq I Twitter (aWesleyWhistle
Pronouns: helhimlhis

Mike Pierce
Fri, 24 Sep 2021 14:07:20 -0700
Kvaal, James;Morgan, Julie;Cordray, Richard;Miller, Benjamin;Habash,
Tariq;Campbell, Patrick;Foss, lan;Lee, Nicholas;Cooper, Michelle;Williams, Rich;Powell, CJ;Darcus,
Joanna;Merrill, Toby;Matsudaira, Jordan;Donoghue, Kristen;Wiggins, Hunter;Latreille,
Bonnie;Harrington, Ashley;Alag, Sartaj;EVMigration_Clare.Mccann
Cc:
Seth Frotman;Benjamin Kaufman;Chris Hicks;Katherine Welbeck
Subject:
CORRECTED SUBJECT LINE— [PSLF UPDATE] Voices of Borrowers of Color from
ED's RFI on PSLF
PSLF Memo to ED_Borrowers of Color.pdf
Attachments:

From:
Sent:
To:

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

ED and FSA Colleagues:
Continuing our
commitment to share insights and analysis from your RFI on PSLF, which as you know
is closing in a few hours, we wanted to pass along a memo highlighting comments from
student loan borrowers across the country. Keeping with the Secretary's commitment to
center
racial equity across all of the Department's work, we thought it was appropriate to
conclude the comment period with a memo focusing on the effects of PSLF's many
failures on borrowers of color.
The Department
of Education's Request for Information on PSLF has now gathered nearly 47,000
comments. As you are aware, these firsthand accounts are often illustrative of systemic
problems harming millions of dedicated public service workers, many of whom have
selflessly
served in their communities for more than a decade.
So that these
comments may be more actionable, we have organized this feedback by issue area.
Please find attached to this email a collection of complaints documenting the human toll
that widespread illegal and incompetent servicing practices have had on borrowers of
color.
For your convenience, the attachment includes a brief introduction to this issue area,
and the complaints it includes are keyword searchable.

We found the following borrower narratives particularly striking:
(b)(6)

\Jew York, NY: "Hi.
My name is , b)(6)
and I am currently a staff attorney with the (b)(6)
(b)(6)
I went to Johns Hopkins University for undergrad and Howard
Law for law school. I received scholarships to both institutions, yet, I still have
over $150,000 in
student loan debt. As a black woman and daughter of first generation college
students, I have faced many struggles on my academic and career path.
However, at now 30 years old I always imagined that at this point I would be able
to reap the benefits of what
I have endured to get here. I am committed to working in public interest law, but
because of my student loan debt I have to decide between things like getting a
car or saving for a down payment on a home and paying my student loan debts.
On a public interest
salary, there just isn't enough money to do all three. I don't have the financial
safety net to just get gifted a home down payment from my family, my parents
are trying to figure out how to retire and take care of the generation ahead of
them. Homeownership
has been the main method to build wealth in this country, but I'm afraid that I will
never be able to take that step given my current amount of student loans."
;ID)(6)

Houston, TX: "I
have held student loans for the better part of a decade and a half. For that time, I
have been working
t a registered with PSLF public institution. I have been denied PSLF registration
AND consideration...We need help! We are drowning and looking at not being
able to send our child to university even though we are professors. We
are both first generation in college. both latino professors, and both are
crippled;ed by this debt and chose to work at an institution to help guide future
generations like we were guided. But now we are stuck. We have claimed
bankruptcy after hurricane Harvey.
We were lucky to keep our home. We are drowning with zero disposable
income. Please help us disentangle our loans and get public service forgiveness.
We have done everything to be good citizens and teachers. We need help.

• ;b)(6)

Colchester, CT: "I
am way beyond retirement age, but I am still in the workforce because my social
security benefits will not be sufficient to pay my bills, help provide for my
grandchildren, and pay for my student loan debts....Almost all my 40 years of
professional career
have been invested in Public Health Services. I am a Master's prepared
Registered Nurse. I am also a Master's prepared Social Worker, and a Master's
prepared Public Health. As a black woman and immigrant, I dedicated my
professional career to the helping profession

and services to the underserved. And continuing higher education was the only
way for me to acquire professional ladder as a member of the minority and meet
my overarching goal of Public Service...In addition to working to several nonprofit healthcare providers,
I served in the United States Navy as a Nurse Corps Officer...Although some of
my payment records are not available in my current student loan debts file, I
have been repaying my student loan debts without a missed payment since
1999. My original student loan
servicer was SallieMae. Despite the fact that SallieMae was informed of my work
history in Public Service, they had not once advised me on the benefits of Public
Services Loan Forgiveness Program (PSLF)...."
• Anonymous:
"I've been a public servant for 10 years. I've
been working at Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health, serving the
underserved, marginalized, severe and persistent mentally ill individuals for the
last 10 years and prior to that, I've worked with veterans at the VA hospital in
West Los Angeles,
also serving veterans who were forgotten, displaced and in recovery from the
trauma they've endured for the United States of America.

I went to graduate school at an Ivy League school, in hopes to gain the best education,
knowledge and experience to serve our community, but doing so, I took up at least $70K
of student loan debt because my low income family and disabled father was not able to
financially support my educational goals and dream to become a licensed clinical social
worker at an Ivy league institution. In fact, my Asian mom, did
not want me to attend grad school because she need my assistance to help our
family. I graduated during the beginning of a recession (both 2008 and 2009)
and was blessed to have the opportunity to work at the VA as a contract social
worker. Ten years later, I am still paying my student loan debt, still serving the
underserved in one of the largest
county and
city in the United States and I barely made a dent with my student loans. I was
awarded 3 times from the state's Prop 63, Mental Health Loan Assumption
Program with a total of $13000, which went directly went to my student loans.
PSLF did not recognize my large lump sums payments and did not count those
towards my student loan payments for PSIF and I was misinformed telling me that
I need to consolidate my student loans for the PSLF program, which my
clock started all over again on 2016. I am now 5 years into the Public Service
Loan Forgiveness program when I should have been further along with the
payments..."
Thank you for your time, and we
are happy to answer any questions you may have about this important issue!
Thanks,

Mike

Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org

I
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STUDENT BORROWER
PROTECTION CENTER

MEMORANDUM
September 24, 2021
TO:
FROM:

Interested Parties
Student Borrower Protection Center

RE:

Voices of Borrowers of Color from the Department of Education's RFI on
PSLF

Introduction

In July 2021, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) published a notice and request for
information seeking public comment on a range of issues related to the mismanagement of the
Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program. In the few weeks since launching this public
inquiry, ED has received more than 45,000 comments from affected student loan borrowers and
other stakeholders, offering new insight into the myriad failures of the scandal-plagued program.
The following memorandum offers a brief overview of the unique challenges facing one segment
of these student loan borrowers: borrowers of color. Enclosed with this memorandum is a series
of illustrative borrower narratives submitted to ED that demonstrates the scope and breadth of
these issues.
Overview & Discussion

Student loan borrowers, particularly borrowers of color, have been told that education is the
gateway to economic mobility, the "great equalizer.' However, decades of research has
increasingly shown that borrowers of color—especially Black and Latino borrowers—
disproportionately bear the brunt of the student debt crisis. Student loan borrowers of color face
systemic disparities with regard to every aspect of borrowing and repaying student loans as the
long-standing effects of discriminatory public policy have limited wealth-building opportunities
for communities of color.
The student debt crisis is a direct reflection of, and continues to perpetuate, systemic barriers and
racial discrimination. Borrowers of color, particularly those that are Black and Latino, take on

https://blog.ed.gov/2011/12/in-america-education-is-still-the-great-equalizer/;https://www.federalreserve.a
ov/consumerscommunities/files/2018-report-economic-well-being-us-households-201905.odf
https://www.freep.com/in-depth/money/personal-finance/susan-tompor/2019/10/10/student-debt-crisis-usblack-women/2233035001/;httos://www.americanprogress.org/issues/education-postsecondary/news/201
7/10/16/440711/new-federal-data-show-student-loan-crisis-african-american-borrowers/.

CI

STUDENT BORROWER
PROTECTION CENTER

more debt for higher education and do so in larger amounts.2 The negative impacts of student
debt reinforce the larger systemic racial barriers within communities of color.
Despite these challenges, many borrowers of color have dedicated their careers to public service,
seeking to combat systemic inequities due to their unique understanding of the challenges that
people in marginalized communities face. Many planned on eventually securing the promised
student loan relief through PSLF. However, the racial wealth gap, runaway higher education
costs, and elusive promises of PSLF have created additional barriers for them to access economic
opportunity and mobility.
Nationwide, the promise of PSLF has been broken. Lawsuits' and borrower narratives long
predating ED's request for information" point to an unfortunately common pattern of borrowers
who did everything right being derailed by poor or misleading servicing. Public service workers
nationwide report being told they had the right kind of loan, that they were in the right repayment
plan, and that they were otherwise on track for PSLF, only to realize after a decade or more of
repayment that they were still at square one.
Of course, as the following pages make clear, the consequences of breakdowns around PSLF
cannot be captured in a rejection rate or an average loan balance. Enclosed are a selection of
borrower narratives illustrating the human toll that widespread illegal and incompetent servicing
practices have had on student loan borrowers of color.

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/significant-impact-student-debt-communities-color/;
https://libertystreeteconomics.newyorkfed.org/2019/11/just-released-racial-disparities-in-student-loan-outc
omes/.
3

httbs://www.aft.org/Dress-release/major-lawsuit-launched-against-betsy-devos-over-national-student-debt
4

httbs://www.nprorg/2019/07/11/739860400/broken-promises-teachers-sue-u-s-over-student-loans-that-we
rent-forgiven
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Hi. My name is (b)(6)
lind lam currently a staff attorney with the (h)(6)
I went to Johns Hopkins University
for undergrad and Howard Law for law school. I received scholarships to both institutions, yet, I still have over $150,000 in student
loan debt. As a black woman and daughter of first generation college students, I have faced many struggles on my academic and
career path. However, at now 30 years old I always imagined that at this point I would be able to reap the benefits of what I have
endured to get here. I am committed to working in public interest law, but because of my student loan debt I have to decide between
things like getting a car or saving for a down payment on a home and paying my student loan debts. On a public interest salary, there
just isn't enough money to do all three. I don't have the financial safety net to just get gifted a home down payment from my family,
my parents are trying to figure out how to retire and take care of the generation ahead of them. Homeownership has been the main
method to build wealth in this country, but I'm afraid that I will never be able to take that step given my current amount of student
loans.
The Public Service Loan Forgiveness program is broken. It was a simple but powerful idea: borrowers working in public service would
have their remaining student debt forgiven after 10 years. However, year after year, the Department of Education has rejected 98 out of
every 100 public service workers who have applied to have their debts cancelled. I am just one of these student loan borrowers who
teach in our schools, work in our hospitals, serve our country, and have shouldered the burden of keeping us safe on the front lines of
the COV1D-19 pandemic. In exchange for our commitments to public service, we were promised that our student debt would be
erased— a promis

Sep 7, 2021
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I am 44 years old and a first generation mixed Latina college student and a mother of 3 kids (ages 19, 7 and 5 years old). I have been
an active public servant for 30 years (22 years in law enforcement with the CA State Parks and I'm currently working for a local
government irrigation district inkh\tA
I was finally able to successfully complete my undergraduate degree when I was 35
years old. I have sunnesfully made my federal direct unsubsidized student loan payments regularly in the standard repayment
program. Unfortunately under the current Public Loan Forgiveness Program any payments made under the 'standard' repayment
program do not count. As you know, public servants do not earn salaries comparable to the private sector so I cannot financially
afford to change repayment plans (which drastically would increase my monthly payments) in order to qualify for the PSLF program.
I would recommend that all student loan borrowers working for public agencies be immediately forgiven if proof of 10 years of
retroactive service is verified through verification of public service employment from federal tax data.
For public service workers without 10 years of employment, immediate stop all repayment obligations and forgive the federal student
loans once 10 years of service have been met.
There must be a way to incorporate the IRS employment data against the federal student loan data base in order to immediately verify
retroactive forgiveness eligibility. Our w2s clearly show that we work for governments.
If we want to encourage the best and brightest to work in public service, we MUST actually forgive federal student loans as a
incentive for 10 years of service.
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Comment ID
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Dear Miguel Cardona,
Tracking Number
0 kth-kcst-fqin

I urge you to immediately cancel both the student loan debt of public service workers with at least 10 years of public service, and
$50,000 in student debt for all other federal loans.

Comment(s)

I have been struggling with paying by my student loans for over a decade. As a Native American educator, I have found that I must
continue my education to compete for higher paying teaching positions so I went back to school to get a masters degree in Reading
Education. Doing so required getting more student loans, on top of my undergraduate ones. It feels like I have ransomed my future. As
a minority female public school teacher in a rural area, I do not earn the salary that other professions earn with a graduate degree, yet
I still must pay my student loans at their same rate. Please consider the burden of student loans on educators and the complicated
repayment of PSLF loans (I have several different loans that I borrowed during different semesters, and the forgiveness calculations for
the date of forgiveness are all different and difficult to understand).

Received Date

Please advocate for us and lift us up from the pile of loan debt complications that PSLF entails.

Comment Details

Submitter Info

Document Subtype

Sep 12, 2021
It is past time to keep the promise of PSLF, but also to enact broad-based student debt cancellation of $50,000 for all federally held
loans. Our right to learn, grow, and thrive, should be based on how big we dream and how hard we work—not the size of our bank
accounts.
Sincerely,

IL(6)
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Comment ID
ED-2021-OUS-0082-9067

Secretary Miguel Cardona,

0

The Public Service Loan Forgiveness program is an acknowledgment of the way the costs of private education are far too high,
trapping millions in inescapable levels of debt. The ineffective administration of the PSLF, leading to a 98% rejection rate, is only part
of the problem—but it is one that must be fixed in order to bring this program into alignment with Congress' intent.

Tracking Number
ksg-nO6o-Opc1

Comment Details

Submitter Info

We urge you to remove all red tape and bureaucratic hurdles, and immediately discharge federal student loans in full for PSLF
applicants.
The student debt crisis disproportionately hurts women and borrowers of color, magnifying inequality caused by a history of
discrimination across the economy. The failure of PSLF isn't just a broken promise, it is also a missed opportunity to address racial
and gender inequity and deliver on President Biden's promise to build back better. I personally attendecith‘
'for my
Bachelors and Master's program as a Latinx and Black person growing up in the south Bronx, NYC. I am indebted $188,000+ in loans
that I took to "better my life" and get a "real education." However this education would not remove all the systemic oppression that so
many people like me experience that overwhelmingly puts us in the disadvantaged positions such as becoming indebted for life for
something that should be afforded every American- as so many countries do, putting the USA to shame. We are demanding that you
stop serving the wealthiest, and truly support the community.

Document Subtype
Comment(s)
Received Date 0
Aug 17, 2021

Ultimately, the Department of Education should take steps to reduce the future costs of college and graduate school, and provide
relief to the victims of predatory lending schemes that have trapped millions of Americans in student loans.

(b)(6)
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President Joe Biden,
Tracking Number
0 ksd-pzmx-66jv

Comment Details

Dear President Biden,

Submitter Info

I've been a public servant for 10 years. I've been working at Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health, serving the
underserved, marginalized, severe and persistent mentally ill individuals for the last 10 years and prior to that, I've worked with
veterans at the VA hospital in West Los Angeles, also serving veterans who were forgotten, displaced and in recovery from the trauma
they've endured for the United States of America.
I went to graduate school at an Ivy League school, in hopes to gain the best education, knowledge and experience to serve our
community, but doing so, I took up at least $70K of student loan debt because my low income family and disabled father was not able
to financially support my educational goals and dream to become a licensed clinical social worker at an Ivy league institution. In fact,
my Asian mom, did not want me to attend grad school because she need my assistance to help our family. I graduated during the
beginning of a recession (both 2008 and 2009) and was blessed to have the opportunity to work at the VA as a contract social worker.

Document Subtype
Comment(s)
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Ten years later, I am still paying my student loan debt, still serving the underserved in one of the largest county and city in the United
States and I barely made a dent with my student loans. I was awarded 3 times from the state's Prop 63, Mental Health Loan
Assumption Program with a total of $13000, which went directly went to my student loans. PSLF did not recognize my large lump
sums payments and did not count those towards my student loan payments for PSIF and I was misinformed telling me that I need to
consolidate my student loans for the PSLF program, which my clock started all over again on 2016. I am now 5 years into the Public
Service Loan Forgiveness program when I should have been further along with the payments should my large lum
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I appreciate the space to share. I'm a Latinx mental health provider who has started private practice in 2017 in (13)(6)
My
goals are to grow these services to the Latinx community in the area. Student debt does not allow me have financial security and be
able to venture out to grow the business. In my personal life, I have made the decision of not having children and buying property has
been difficult. My major problem with the loans are the amount but also the limitations on how we can pay them back. If I was able to
pay directly into the loans and then the interests, I could see hope that in time, I could pay them back. But the interests are so
predatory that I cannot ever catch up. I have limitations in growing my business and my personal life due to student debt. I want to
create much needed services for the Latinx population and being the first Latina with a PhD from an immigrant family, I feel that
education should be an investment of the government to create strong economies. Rather we are stuck, limitted and seems like this
will not be resolved. The space the loans take in my mind cause stress and uncertainty about my financial future. Please let's make it
easier for mental health professionals, we do not earn high salaries working in this field.
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President Joe Biden,
Tracking Number
0 ktf-rlii-arpx

Hello and thank you for this opportunity to share my nightmare experiences with those predatory loan servicing companies for student
loan debt.
Student loan debt has disproportionately hurt black students. Forgiveness could help rectify racial inequity.
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My name i4(b)(6)
lurrently I am a DC Police Officerears of service) but I have been a public servant for over 35
years. I was a working single parent and Veteran, in undergraduate school and that is the beginning of my history with student loans. I
eventually graduated with a little under 5k in student loans. By the time I started graduate school, my undergraduate student loans
had been transferred to several companies, several times and the interest rates had ballooned outrageously with intent to never being
paid off. Because of the continuous transferring of my loans these companies failed to accurately record the correct amount of my
debt. Although I was working with the District of Columbia government our pay raises were frozen for several years and my pay
stayed the same, with no increase in salary. No reasonable programs were ever offered by any of the companies my loan were
transferred to and my undergraduate loans continued to increase with interest. I began my career with DC Metropolitan Police
Department exactlears ago. I believed, if I attended graduate school, I would be able to move up the ranks quicker but of course
life happens. Another pay freeze with D.C. Government and now my grown son is in college and needed financial assistance. So I
attend graduate school anyway, to inspire my young black son and to eventually get recognized for promotions, that was a epic
failure.
At age 57 years old, I owe 144k in student loans with most of the amount being INTEREST. I have never defaulted but I have been late
with payments. This current comp
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Dear President Biden,
I am enrolled with the Confederated Tribes of Siletz. I am the first in my family to earn a doctorate. I was advised to take out loans to
do so, but in retrospect advisement, that was ill advised.
These loans are predatory, and carrying this much debt hamstrings our efforts as Americans to make strides in the areas we used to
be able to. There is an entire workforce out there wanting and able to make significant contributions to society, but unable due to
being crushed in debt and forced into poverty cycles from these loaners' predatory actions.
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A doctorate for a Native woman is an incredible accomplishment, especially in science. Now, I have over 250,000.00 in debt that I will
never be able to repay.
I have worked for 12 years in higher education, teaching. I have also worked in research capacities. Prior to that I worked for 25 years
as an educational, and then a medical interpreter.
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Because interpreting is not considered for the educational easement of loan forgiveness, none of my time applies even though it is a
public service. Because of changing hiring practices, I have not been able to land a full time position teaching, only adjunct.
I have worked in public service positions since 1990, and both positions landed me in deeper poverty directly due to these student
loans.
I cannot save for my child's future. I cannot send my child to college. I cannot buy a house. I cannot take care of my parents. I cannot
afford insurance, I cannot afford medical bills, I cannot afford a new car, most of the time I can barely afford rent and my utilities. I
shop at the dollar store and have taken cleaning jobs to buy food when my paychecks don't cover everything in the past.
I should be contributing positively to the economy, buying goods and services, being able to fund students and charities.
With my education and experience I should easily be making 150,000.00 per year, and yet I am strapped into poverty - FOREVER with this student debt.
I work on climate change issues and have contributed significantly to efforts to reduce climate change impacts on Native communities
and made strides in scientific arenas and have a significant publishing and contributions record. I would be able to land a better
position if I were able to fund more publications, but due to high debt am unable to fund any of my manuscripts. I challenge you to
view my work or askit
',about our collaboration work.
I would strive to work for the federal government much like frhvA\
but I do not have the funds to be able to move - again,
because of this student debt.
The Public Service Loan Forgiveness program is broken. It was a simple but powerful idea: borrowers working in public service would
have their remaining student debt forgiven after 10 years. However, year after year, the Department of Education has rejected 98 out of
every 100 public service workers who have applied to have their debts cancelled. I am just one of these student loan borrowers who
teach in our schools, work in our hospitals, serve our country, and have shouldered the burden of keeping us safe on the front lines of
the COVID-19 pandemic. In exchange for our commitments to public service, we were promised that our student debt would be
erased— a promise the Biden Administration should keep.
The student debt crisis also disproportionally hurts women and borrowers of color, magnifying inequality caused by a history of
discrimination across the economy. The failure of PSLF isn't just a broken promise, it is also a missed opportunity to address racial
and gender inequity and deliver on President Biden's promise to build back better.
President Biden and Education Secretary Cardona must immediately deliver student debt relief to public service workers.
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I have been a public servant for nearly four decades. And, as an older adult passed retirement age, I continue to serve my country and
my community. I became a registered nurse to serve. In addition to being a nurse, I am also a social worker. My education through
student loans enabled me to meet the holistic needs of individuals from both a the medical and social models. As a Black woman, I
would not have been able to acquire a professional and contribute to society without the help of student loans.
Repaying my student loans: Congress promised me PSLF In return for my service as public servant for 10 years and repayment of my
student loans for 10 years.
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Promise Kept: I spent over 30 years working in state government. I spent approximately 10 years working for nonprofit organizations
and Municipalities. I served in the United Navy as a Nurse Corps Officer for two years and received an honorable discharge. So, I kept
my end if the bargain through working for qualified state agencies and repaying my student loans monthly for over 10 years.

Marlene Jacques
City
Colchester
Country
United States
State or Province
CT
More Details

PSLF: Unfortunately, that promised wasn't kept. It was total deception which started with the educational institution to the student
loan servicer. To begin with, lending institutions and not borrowers decide the loan type to disburse whether direct loans or otherwise.
Post graduation and repayment, student loan servicer determine repayment plan and payment allocation. Loan servicers we're fully
aware that I was a nurse and a social worker and I worked for state governments. But, not once had they tried to educate on the
benefits of PSLF. In fact, when I learned through research that Congress had enacted the PSLF, my servicer tried to discourage me
from applying to the program. When I finally applied to the program, I was provided with all the wrong information. For example,
although I was paying an exorbitant amounts of monthly payments, the servicers failed to allocate my payments to be qualified
payments. Furthermore, they put the larger sum into accounts with the lowest interest rate. In addition, when I applied for
consolidation of my loans, I recently learned that while they calculated a lump sump monthly payment, they only consolidated three of
my loans to direct payments. Then, approximately two years ago, they started sending me notices to enroll in different payments and
consolidate my loans with a caveat of" however, if you decide to enroll in new payments and consolidate your student loans, the
clock will be reset for your PSLF. That is when it darned on me that they were being deceitful. Also, although I still work for the same
state agency that they have on file for my employer certification, they continued to request unnecessary information about that
employer during COVID-19 in order to be re-certified.
My recommendations: The predatory actions of these loan servicer caused me severe injuries and need to be rectified or redress
immediately:
The Education Department Needs to automatically cancel all types of student loans for public servants with 10 years of service
whether the loans were direct or otherwise.
The Education Department needs to automatically cancel all student loans for public servants with 10 years of service whether these
loans were classified as 'qualified payments " or not.
The Education Department needs to automatically cancel student loans for all public servants with 10 years or more of service with
qualified employer and not just those who are currently actively working. People need to retire after a certain age. So, as long as they
served for 10 years or more and made payments for 10 years or more, their loans should be cancelled.
The Education Department should waive student loan payments for individuals who are 70 years old or older who are collecting social
security benefits.
The Education Department should dedicate one servicer for healthcare professionals to educate them on PSLF and automatically
have these loans cancel after 10 years.
Student loan servicers who knowingly mislead students so they may profit from them should be held accountable.
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Dear Miguel Cardona,
Tracking Number
0 kth-kcst-fqin

I urge you to immediately cancel both the student loan debt of public service workers with at least 10 years of public service, and
$50,000 in student debt for all other federal loans.

Comment(s)

I have been struggling with paying by my student loans for over a decade. As a Native American educator, I have found that I must
continue my education to compete for higher paying teaching positions so I went back to school to get a masters degree in Reading
Education. Doing so required getting more student loans, on top of my undergraduate ones. It feels like I have ransomed my future. As
a minority female public school teacher in a rural area, I do not earn the salary that other professions earn with a graduate degree, yet
I still must pay my student loans at their same rate. Please consider the burden of student loans on educators and the complicated
repayment of PSLF loans (I have several different loans that I borrowed during different semesters, and the forgiveness calculations for
the date of forgiveness are all different and difficult to understand).
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Please advocate for us and lift us up from the pile of loan debt complications that PSLF entails.
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Sep 12, 2021
It is past time to keep the promise of PSLF, but also to enact broad-based student debt cancellation of $50,000 for all federally held
loans. Our right to learn, grow, and thrive, should be based on how big we dream and how hard we work—not the size of our bank
accounts.
Sincerely,

(b)(6)
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Dear Miguel Cardona,
Tracking Number
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I urge you to immediately cancel both the student loan debt of public service workers with at least 10 years of public service, and
$50,000 in student debt for all other federal loans.
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I was the first in my family to go to college and finish. Nonetheless attend grad school. As a Black man from the south. I know first
hand how education can transform lives and open doors to opportunity. But more importantly, I am the embodiment of my parents'
and ancestors' sacrifices. College was a joyful experience for me where I leamed about the world around me and experience cultures
foreign to where I grew up.
The best memories were the late nights in the residence hall with friends making plans for the future. This is why I became an
educator. But my dreams to live and be happy are weighted down by the mountain of student loan debt. It's with that debt I cannot
live free. I cannot afford a home. I stayed up many late nights trying to calculate how I could pay all my bills. I have tried it all. Only to
be hurt and broken by the same system that swore to make my life better. I trusted the system and the system failed me. The
education system left me with more debt and in a future unimaginable. Far different than the one my friends and I dreamt of on the
floor of our doom room. So here, I am chained In a sea of debt. Though I'm not a slave like my ancestors, I am still a slave.
It is past time to keep the promise of PSLF, but also to enact broad-based student debt cancellation of $50,000 for all federally held
loans. Our right to learn, grow, and thrive, should be based on how big we dream and how hard we work—not the size of our bank
accounts.
Sincerely,
(b)(6)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Latreille, Bonnie
Fri, 9 Jul 2021 15:38:04 +0000
Merrill, Toby
FW: PSLF & PHEAA Transition

FYI
Bonnie Latreille
Student Loan Ombudsman
U.S. Department of Education
Office of Federal Student Aid

Federal Student
From: Mike Pierce <mike@protectborrowers.org>
Sent: Friday, July 9, 2021 10:33 AM
To: Latreille, Bonnie <BonnielLatreille@ed.gov>; Habash, Tariq <Tariq.Habash@ed.gov>; Miller,
Benjamin <Benjamin.Miller@ed.gov>; Morgan, Julie <Julie.Morgan@ed.gov>; Cordray, Richard
<Richard.Cordray@ed.gov>
Cc: Harrington, Eric [NEA] <eharrington@nea.org>; Lau, Ronny [NEA] <RLau@nea.org>; Sarah
Tammelleo, Research & Strategic Initiatives <stammell@aft.org>; Seth Frotman
<seth@protectborrowers.org>; apicard@aft.org
Subject: Re: PSLF & PHEAA Transition
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Now with Bonnie's correct email. My apologies.
Mike
On Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 7:31 AM Mike Pierce <mike@protectborrowers.org> wrote:
ED and FSA Colleagues:
In light of yesterday's announcement about PHEAA's exit as a loan servicing contractor for FSA, we
(AFT/NEA/SBPC) are reaching out to request a meeting to discuss the path forward.
As you know well, there are a wide range of legal, regulatory, and operational challenges posed by this
transition, but there is also a tremendous opportunity for Secretary Cardona to build back better—
addressing the harm caused by PHEAA's mismanagement and abuse, particularly as it relates to PSLF.
We would appreciate the opportunity to discuss the intersection between PHEAA's transition and these
issues at your earliest convenience.
Thank you in advance,
Mike

Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.brotectborrowers.org

Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org

From:
Mike Pierce
Sent:
Fri, 1 Oct 2021 11:31:30 -0700
To:
Kvaal, James;Morgan, Julie;Miller, Benjamin;Matsudaira,
Jordan;EVMigration_Clare.Mccann;Merrill, Toby;Darcus, Joanna;Habash, Tariq;Lee, Nicholas;Powell,
CJ;Garcia, Sara;Cooper, Michelle;Williams, Rich;Cordray, Richard;Latreille, Bonnie;Wiggins,
Hunter;Donoghue, Kristen;Alag, Sartaj;Ashley Harrington;Foss, lan;Goldberg, Suzanne
Cc:
Seth Frotman;Benjamin Kaufman;Chris Hicks;Amber Saddler;pyu@ncic.org
Subject:
[NEW ANALYSIS] Borrowers Who Struggle in Default for Years or Decades
Attachments:
[Memorandum] Defaulted borrower voices and continued distress.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

ED and
FSA Colleagues:

Continuing
our commitment to share insights and analysis of the challenges faced by student loan
borrowers, we want to share a brief memo highlighting hardships endured from student
loan borrowers in default across the country, particularly for borrowers who have been
in default for years or decades.

So that
these borrower testimonies may be more actionable, please find attached to this email
a collection of complaints documenting the human toll that long-term default status has
had on borrowers. For your convenience, the attachment includes a brief introduction
to this issue area, and the complaints it includes are keyword searchable.

The
attached memorandum also offers support for the policy recommendation we made
yesterday in
our
most recent report on the myriad failures of IDR:

The

Department should immediately cancel student debt for borrowers who have
been in default for an extended period of time.

We found
the following borrower narratives particularly striking:
(b)(6)
(b)(6)

have been a teacher for 20 years. This career path came
r a year in law school that just proved the law was not the right choice for
me. When I could not immediately find a job, I fell behind and defaulted on my
approximately $20,000 loan for law school. About a year into my teaching career
(once I found a
job), my salary began being garnished. For roughly 18 years, I have had roughly
$300-400 a month taken from my earnings. By my calculations, I have paid back
that loan at least twice but because I was charged fines and interest and
"collection fees", that
$20,000 loan now approaches nearly $60,000 in garnished wages. In the past
year, having that extra money every paycheck has been a complete blessing. It
has given me breathing room in my monthly budget. It has allowed me to pay
down other debts. It has given
me the freedom of fear that something may go wrong and I won't be able to
cover, say, a new tire for my car or a repair need for my house. Having my
student debt canceled, a debt I HAVE ALREADY PAID IN FULL outside of
interest and penalties, would allow me
to continue having that peace of mind, especially as I age. It is ridiculous that a
50-year-old woman is still paying for the mistakes of a 25-year-old kid. Please
cancel student loan debt."
• A
defaulted borrower from Michigan: "I have had student loans with
XXXX XXXX XXXX somehow attached with Navient. Years back ( approx 15
years ) I went into default during a period of time that I lost my job and there was
a mix up within the auto pay and application of deferred payments. At this time I
was placed into default
of my loan. Since that time until today I have been 100 `)/0 up to date with my
loans but have tried with the company to have me removed, because of the
negative impact to my credit score, from default. I have been up to date and
current for well over a decade
and they said it is completely out of their hands to remove me from default until
100 % of the loan is paid in full. On top of that last year ( XX/XX/2018) an
additional approx 1$5000.001 charge/loan was added to my defaulted loans that
had nothing to do with
interest charges and all attempts to find out where this came from have lead to
receiving zero answers from the XXXX XXXX XXXX."
• A
borrower from Texas: "I was contacted by Navient last XXXX and

told I was in default on my student loan. I explained I had only recently left
college and that I had filed the paperwork for income based repayment. They told
me that I had been in default on their loan for over 10 years and that I had never
started repayment.
Nothing had ever showed up on my credit report concerning this loan and I had
never been contacted concerning this loan or the repayment. It took me 3 months
to finally get them to follow the guidelines for my income based repayment. I
started paying them
through direct debit in XX/XX/2019. In XX/XX/2019they attempted to take over
{$300.00} out of my account with is 6 times what my normal payment is. When I
contacted them I was told it was because I hadn't filled out the paperwork for
income based repayment.
I explained that it was not time for me to file that paperwork again. I have had
these issues with them repeatedly and I am concerned because I know that a
large portion of what I owe them is interest concerning a loan I knew nothing
about for 10 years.
• A
borrower from the District of Columbia: "I have worked for the
District of Columbia gov't and been denied even applying for PSLF by the Dept
of Ed - when I called I was told 'you can not apply because DC is not a state' and
'you can not receive credit for prior years worked because you had not applied'. I
am still employed
now for 15 years with my employer and have faced numerous roadblocks: The
NSLDS database has seriously incorrect info regarding my loans that I've been
trying to get corrected for at least 10 years, as they show that I am in default on 1
of the batch of 9
loans which has prevented me from consolidating all of my college loans under
the 'Direct Loan' program. This problem prevents me from qualifying for the
COVID-19 suspension of payments and may prevent me from other forms of
relief/forgiveness. The NSLDS database
shows that owe $93,000 but I do not - they've duplicated some loan info, and the
Dept of Ed has contacted them numerous times to correct it but it has not
occurred. I'm told there is no way way for a borrower to reach them, only a
notification can be sent
from the Dept of Ed - and this has been done several times with the last referral
done 6 months ago, without any response."
• A borrower from Texas who experienced wage garnishment after the CARES Act went
into effect: "They sent a letter and shortly after the garnishment of 15% began. I called
and the amount requested for a minimum payment was in excess of the 15% they were
taking. In order to end the garnishment I would have to contact the most recent company
to purchase the loan and then make 9 consecutive payments in addition to the wage
garnishment. There were several courses of hardship methods to dispute but it was time
consuming and complicated and met with no reasonable accommodation. I've asked for a
complete account statement of the loan since it's inception. They have taken my tax
returns for 10+ years and I've never received any statement."

Thank
you for your time, and we are happy to answer any questions you may have about this
important issue!
Mike

Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org
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MEMORANDUM
October I, 2021
TO:
FROM:

Interested Parties
Student Borrower Protection Center

RE:

Defaulted borrower voices and continued distress

Introduction
Today, over nine million student loan borrowers are in default with millions more on their way
when payments resume. The effects of default for individuals is financially devastating, and can
include garnished wages, seized Social Security benefits and tax returns, damage to consumers'
credit scores, and more.' Yet, despite these dire consequences, defaulted borrowers have limited
avenues and opportunities to cure their defaulted loans before being trapped in "defaulted" status
for decades. The following memorandum offers a brief overview of the unique challenges facing
borrowers who have experienced long-term default. Enclosed with this memorandum is a series
of illustrative borrower narratives submitted to the Department of Education, Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau, and the Student Borrower Protection Center that demonstrates the
scope and breadth of these issues.
Overview & Discussion
Today, more than nine million federal student loan borrowers are currently sitting in default.
Among them, we find people from every walk of life, including servicemembers, senior citizens,
and public service workers. Prior to the pandemic, three million borrowers were quickly
approaching default, being at least two payments behind on their loans. In 2019, the last full
calendar year before COVID, federal student loan defaults spiked, with more than 1.2 million
borrowers defaulting on a student loan—a rate that is the equivalent of one borrower defaulting
every 26 seconds.2
Student loan defaults disproportionately affect people of color, low-income students, those with
debt but no degree, people who attend predatory, for-profit schools, and millions of others who
have fallen through the cracks in our broken student loan system.3 Beyond possibly costing
borrowers thousands of dollars in accrued interest, these defaults cause countless additional

2
3

https://studentaid.gov/manage-loans/default
https://protectborrowers.org/every-26-seconds/
https://www.demos.org/research/debt-to-society
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spillover effects across borrowers' lives, including making it harder for them to keep a job,4 to
find a home,5 and even to maintain their physical health.6 In turn, these outcomes imply lasting
damage for local communities and the economy as a whole, as research continues to show how
student debt negatively impacts entrepreneurship,' family fonnation,8 homeownership,9 and
more.
Worse, the current payment pause has not guaranteed these borrowers relief. Even after the
CARES Act went into effect debt collectors collected or seized nearly $200 million during the
COVID-19 pandemic from defaulted borrowers, including hundreds of millions in garnished
wages and public benefits. The lack of student loan protections during COVID has opened the
most vulnerable commercial Federal Family Education Loan Program (FFELP) borrowers up to
abuse by a debt collection industry that has hardly slowed down its work during the pandemic.
There are currently 830,000 borrowers in default on over $24 billion in commercial FFELP
loans. l° And while collections on defaulted debt have now been paused for all federal student
loan borrowers, new data reveal that Guaranty Agencies—the hybrid insurers, servicers, and debt
collectors at the heart of the commercial FFELP market11—have nonetheless in over $100
million from borrowers through the Treasury Offset Program, administrative wage garnishment,
and ostensibly "voluntary" payments made by borrowers since the start of COVID.12
Once borrowers slip into default, the likelihood of reaching financial stability quickly falls out of
reach for a large percentage of borrowers. As the Center for American Progress reported: "Fortyfive percent of defaulters have not found a solution to return their most recent default back to
good standing. Of the 55 percent of defaulters who resolved their most recently defaulted loans,
almost one-half did so by paying off the debt—a solution that could require them to pay large

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/18/business/student-loans-licenses.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/denied-apartment-because-bad-credit-130049897.html
6 https://www.fdrsinc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/JFDR_50.1_15_McLean-Meyinsse.pdf
7 https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2586378
8 https://www.demographic-research.org/volurnes/vol30/69/30-69.pdf
9 https://libertystreeteconomics.newyorkfed.org/2013/04/young-student-loan-borrowers-retreat-fromhousing-and-auto-markets/
19 SBPC calculations based on U.S. Dep't of Educ., Off. of Fed. Student Aid, Federal Student Loan
Portfolio: Portfolio by Loan Status,
https://studentaid.gov/sites/default/files/fsawg/datacenter/library/PortfoliobyLoanStatus.xls
11 Mike Pierce, What it means to be a student loan service: Guaranty Agency edition (Mar. 29, 2019),
https://protectborrowers.org/what-it-means-to-be-a-student-loan-servicer-guaranty-agency-edition/.
12 SBPC calculations based on FFEL Program Lender and Guaranty Agency Reports, Fed. Student Aid,
https://studentaid.gov/data-center/lender-guaranty. Student Borrower Prot. Ctr., Payments to Guarantee
Agencies during COVID: Cumulative Voluntary Payments since March,
https://public.tableau.com/profile/ben.kaufman4147#!/vizhome/GAfortableauFebruary2021/Dashboard1
Note that voluntary payments to Guaranty Agencies necessarily amount to payments by borrowers that
have not consolidated or rehabilitated their loans out of default through federally available programs. See
Getting Out of Default, Fed. Student Aid, https://studentaid.gov/manage-loans/default/get-out. Instead,
these are payments solicited by Guaranty Agencies during a pandemic—a time when borrowers are likely
to be undergoing unique economic hardship.

4

5

2

CI

STUDENT BORROWER
PROTECTION CENTER

amounts in collection costs. These figures also do not reflect the fact that each year nearly
100,000 borrowers default on their loans for a second time."13
Of course, as the following pages make clear, the consequences of default cannot be captured in
a simple default rate or an average loan balance. Enclosed is a selection of borrower narratives
illustrating the human toll that widespread illegal and incompetent servicing practices have had
on defaulted borrowers struggling with student loan debt.

13 https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/educationpostsecondary/reports/2017/12/14/444011/student-loan-defaulters/
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Dear Miguel Cardona

0

I urge you to immediately cancel both the student loan debt of public service workers with at least 10 years of public service. and 950.000
in student debt for all other federal loans

Tracking Number
kt2-wxtp-34mx

Comment Details

Submitter Info

Document Subtype 0
Comment(s)
Received Date
Sep 2. 2021

have been a teacher for 20 years. This career path came after a year in law school that just proved the law was not me right choice for
me. When I could not immediately find a job, I fell behind and defaulted on my approximately $20.000 loan for law school About a year
into my teaching career (once I found a job6 my salary began being garnished. For roughly 18 years. I have had roughly 9300-400 a
month taken from my earnings By my calculations. I nave paid back that loan at least twice but because I was charged fines and interest
and "collection fees". that 920.000 loan nove approaches nearly $60.000 in garnished wages. In the past year. having that extra money
every paycheck has been a complete blessing. It has given me breathing room in my monthly budget It has allowed roe to pay down
other debts It has given me the freedom of fear that something may go wrong and I won't be able to cover. say. a new tire for my car or a
repair need for my house. Having my student debt canceled, a debt I HAVE ALREADY PAID IN FULL outside of interest and penalties,
would allow me to continue having that peace of mind, especially as I age It is ridiculous that a 50-year-old woman is still paying for the
mistakes of a 25-year-old kid. Please cancel student loan debt.
It is past time to keep the promise of PSLF. but also to enact broad-based student debt cancellation 01950.000 for all federally held loans.
Our nght to learn, grow, and thrive, should be based on how big we dream and how hard we work—not the size of our bank accounts
Sincerely,
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Date CFPB received he complaint

Product

9/27/2019

Student loan
Sub-product: Federal student loan servicing

Consumer's state
mi

Issue

Consumer's zip

Dealing with your lender or servicer
Sub-issue: Don't agree with the fees charged

Submitted via

Consumer consent to publish narrative

Web

0

Consent provided

Tags
Consumer complaint narrative
have had student loans with XXXX XXXX XXXX somehow attached with Navient. Years back ( approx 15 years) I went
into default during a period of time that I lost my job and there was a mix up within the auto pay and application of
deferred payments. At this time I was placed into default of my loan. Since that time until today I have been 100% up
to date with my loans but have tried with the company to have me removed, because of the negative impact to my
credit score, from default. I have been up to date and current for well over a decade and they said it is completely out
of their hands to remove me from default until 100% of the loan is paid in full. On top of that last year ( XX/XX/2018)
an additional approx (S5000.00) charge/loan was added to my defaulted loans that had nothing to do with interest
charges and all attempts to find out where this came from have lead to receiving zero answers from the XXXX xxxx
XXXX. I feel like I am being withheld information or given wrong information.

Did consumer dispute the response?
N/A

Company information
Date complaint sent to company

Timely response?

9/30/2019

0

Company name

Company response to consumer

Navient Solutions, LLC.

Closed with explanation

Yes

Company public response
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Date CFPB received the complaint

Product

11/12/2019

Student loan
Sub-product: Federal student loan servicing

Consumer's state
TX

Issue

Consumer's zip

Dealing with your lender or servicer
Sub-issue: Received bad information about your loan

Submitted via

Consumer consent to publish narrative

Web

0

Consent provided

Tags
Consumer complaint narrative
I was contacted by Navient last XXXX and told I was in default on my student loan. I explained I had only recently left
college and that I had filed the paperwork for income based repayment. They told me that I had been in default on
their loan for over 10 years and that I had never started repayment. Nothing had ever showed up on my credit report
concerning this loan and I had never been contacted concerning this loan or the repayment. It took me 3 months to
finally get them to follow the guidelines for my income based repayment. I started paying them through direct debit
in XX/XX/2019. In XX/XX/2019they attempted to take over ($300.00) out of my account with is 6 times what my
normal payment is. When I contacted them I was told it was because I hadn't filled out the paperwork for income
based repayment. I explained that it was not time for me to file that paperwork again. I have had these issues with
them repeatedly and I am concerned because I know that a large portion of what! owe them is interest concerning a
loan I knew nothing about for 10 years.

Did consumer dispute the response?
N/A

Company information
Date complaint sent to company

Timely response?

11/12/2019

•

Company name

Company response to consumer

Navlent Solutions, LLC.

Closed with explanation

Yes

Company public response
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I had 2 loans transferred to the Federal govt in the early 1990s, one for $500 and one for approx 62500. I subsequently found out that the
payments for the loan for 8.500 had been stolen Dy the company collecting payments 50% of every payment was Kept by the company
Immediately upon discovering this I contacted the Federal govt program, sent a letter via return receipt with copies of my cancelled
checks and Me register of payments from the company that kept 50% and was basically told by the Federal govt that it was too bad
because I had signed the transfer papersPi I then took out 2 more loans which I believe were $5000 each. I made payments for years on
all of these loans with periods of unemployment and low wages intervening off and on. I am now listed as having 4 (mind you 4) loans, all
with balances of somewhere in the range of $7500+. First of all, how can that be'? Why were the 2 original loans of $500 and $2500 never
paid in full despite the numerous payments I've made over the years. You need to understand that in 1980 (2nd full year of college) I was
raped at knitepoint In my apartment, I was emotionally a mess for a year when I got myself together and tried to retum to school, I was
unable to do this because according to the rules back then — if your student loan was in default you could not obtain your transcripts or
receive student aid. They did not care WHY my student loans went into default despite my being able to prove tills happened at the time.
The Police Dept in that city literally threw away the record of this rape because they did not investigate properly and wanted no record of
it. When I call now, the only thing they have is a record of a "robbery". So my choice at the time was to redo 2 years of college credits &
pay for it myself or move on in life. I've sat here for over 20 years hoping that some day somebody would listen to my story & care that (1)
I never owed the $500 loan from the late 1970s in the first place and (2) figure out why these 4 loans all have equal balances. So I've sat
here for over 25 years with bad credit reports, etc . etc. with no recourse as far as I have been aware of. Not to mention that at the time I
received these loans in the late 1970s. nobody, and I mean NOBODY was ever given proper information about the consequences of
student loan debt & alternatives. We were all highly encouraged to finance schooling by the Student Aid faculty thru student loans.
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Comment ID
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Tracking Number
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Comment Details

Submitter Info

Document Subtype 0

I have worked for the District of Columbia govt and been denied even applying for PSLF by the Dept of Ed - when I called I was told you
can not apply because DC Is not a state' and you can not receive credit for prior years worked because you had not applied'. I am still
employed now for 15 years with my employer and have faced numerous roadblocks: The NSLDS database has seriously incorrect info
regarding my loans that I've been trying to get corrected for at least 10 years, as they show that I am in default on 1 of the batch of 9
loans which has prevented me from consolidating all of my college loans under the 'Direct Loan' program This problem prevents me from
qualifying for the COVID-19 suspension of payments and may prevent me from other forms of relief/forgiveness. The NSLDS database
shows that owe $93,000 but I do not - they've duplicated some loan info, and the Dept of Ed has contacted them numerous times to
correct it but it has not occurred. I'm told there is no way way for a borrower to reach them, only a notification can be sent from the Dept
of Ed - and this has been done several times witli the last referral done 6 months ago, without any response
The online application to bring loans under the Direct Loan program will not allow you to apply if you have a defaulted loan at all, and
after 15 years - only last week was I allowed to submit a paper application via fax

Comment(s)
Received Date 0

I think it very important at this point to enable all borrowers who have worked for govemment agencies to retroactively have all of their
years of service approved - immediately and that all barriers to my qualification be resolved by the Dept of Ed.
I think that my loans should have more seamlesshflautomaticatly been convened In 2007 - as soon as the PSLF program required that
my loans be Direct Loans.
believe that a larger tax write off/credit should be given for student loan payments to relieve the financial burden, because soon my child
will be in college and I'm still paying on my college loans.
Finalty. I was told by the Dept of Ed that my pertinent loan info was in their old Legacy system/archives and that only 1rep could access
that to find my information.

Sep 13, 2021

i have been repeatedly told that there is no way to have a face-to-face meeting with a Dept of Ed official to resolve the many barriers that
I have because of incorrect records and feel that there should be 1 central point-of-contact regarding my college loan debt - that serves
as a neutral party which would escalate such serious problems to Congress/the Senate and/or the state OAG.
This matter has been very stressful for me.
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Date CFPB received the complaint

Product

6/25/2019

Student loan
Sub-product: Federal student loan servicing

Consumer's state
NY

Issue

Consumer's zip

Struggling to repay your loan

112XX

Sub-issue: Can't get other flexible options for repaying your loan

Submitted via

Consumer consent to publish narrative
Consent provided

Web

Consumer complaint narrative

Tags

For the past two years the department of education has seized my tax refund for a total of over {$10000.00} towards
my student loans leaving me homeless with a small child each time. First it happened in XXXX XXXX and now that I'm
back home In XXXX, a city I left because I can't afford it, my mother 's eviction wasn't sufficient for me to get MY
refund so I could move again. She was who I was staying with after I faced eviction from the last time my student loans
being in default resulted in my tax refund being offset. I attempted to make an arrangement with Alltran to pay S
XXXX/mo to get out of default and they approved this aggreement for a month and then called me and said I needed
three non family references, their phone numbers and addresses in order to be eligible for the default resolution
program. After approving it and taking the first payment they said I was ineligible. I've asked Alltran for the transcript.

Did consumer dispute the response?
N/A

Company information
Date complaint sent to company

Timely response?

6/25/2019

•

Company name

Company response to consumer

URS Holding, LLC

Closed with explanation

Yes

Company public response
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I have worked in public service for over 13 years. I applied for the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program and was told I was not
eligible.
My student loans date back to 1979. Yes. over 40 years ago! From 1979-1986 I borrowed a total of 535K. My current balance is now
more than FOUR times that onginal amount!
I am 60 years old. I will NEVER be able to pay these federal student loans off... ever. Several years ago. I was unable to make the
minimum monthly required payment, due to a catastrophic illness in my my immediate family. Sallie Mae refused to work with me to find a
temporary solution (they even called me names. like "deadbeat," over the phone when I called to beg for help. My loans defaulted due to
their denials. For the next several years. my paycheck was garnished. I barely got by financially. I FINALLY completed a Rehabilitation
Program about a year and a half ago, that Included repayment and my loans were removed from default status Then. COVID hk.
Again. I have worked in public service for over 13 years. I truly believe that cases should be evaluated individually, and not be denied
based on arbitrary dates. I was actually told my loans were "too old" for me to qualify. How is that fair? I have paid back FAR MORE than I
ever borrowed, yet my credit is all but mined, and with a current "balance" (which is inflated actually due to fees and interest) of over
5143K, I will NEVER be able to pay these back before I die. I have worked my entire adult life since age 16 and take pride in paying my
bills and debts.
Please consider using LOGIC when processing these forgiveness programs. I should have been approved years ago, and had the
remainder of my loans forgiven by now, given how long I've worked In public service.
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I graduated with a master's degree in social work and have worked as a Child Welfare Services social worker for the county of San Diego
for almost 17 years. After a few years of working at the county, I was told about the PSLF relief program and I applied thinking this is
awesome! I gathered all the necessary paperwork and submitted it to my employer and state but was told I did not qualify. During this
time I took FML from my employer after giving birth and was in danger of defaulting in my loans. I attempted to defer my loans but was
told I did not have this option. I soon defaulted on my loan and my wages began being garnished when I returned to work. I started
seeing some relief when C0VID19 began and student loans payments were hatted. To date, I have been garnished more than the total
Amount of my original school loan cost and somehow I still continue to owe thousands of dollars. I became a public servant to help others
and I can't seem to help myself out of this financial mess. I have been a public servant worker for more than 20 years and still don't see
an end in sight with my student loans. Please forgive student loan debt There has to be away.

Document Subtype 0
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Sep 11. 2021
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Hello. I am a special education teacher who serves my community, helps traumatized children daily, and strives to be an upstanding
citizen always I had a student loan go into default when I had to leave my abusive husband and raise my five children on my own. I just
did not have the money but since I was not unemployed and was not in school fulltime I did not qualify for ceasing payments.

Tracking Number
ksy-yb7t-3zta

Comment Details

Submitter Info

My loan was referred to a collection agency, and when I could I communicated with them and set up payments. I did apply for a reduction
in payment because I could not afford the amount they set, but was given an amount to repay each month larger than the amount of
disposable income they stated I had I was in the process of appealing this when the Covid emergency shut payments down temporarily,
however this is not the issue in question.
What is the issue is that I do not mind making monthly payments that are commensurate with my finances but I do mind that I was
informed the only way to get out of default status's to pay my entire amount owed. I owe approximately $64,000 for education to
graduate level and on top of that about $36.000 in collection fees! I was told that as long as I owe any of this I can never get out of default
status although I was paying faithfully for several years. Because of this, a mortgage company informed me I cannot qualify to buy a
home of my own, which is devastating to my life.

Document Subtype 0
Comment(s)
Received Date 0
Aug 30. 2021

I will have to pay a high rental cost forever. I am 60 years old but still young and dynamic with many hopes and dreams for the future. Yet,
I can never be a homeowner because my debt will probably not be paid for several decades. My abusive ex-husband has gone on to own
several properties. including a house worth half a million dollars But I who had to escape from him and raise five children on my own, will
never own a home. I do not think this is fair at all. I think that as long as borrowers can show a certain term of on-time payments. they
should be allowed out of default status so they can buy homes and engage in other essential life pursuits and goals.
After the default, I paid faithfully and was current on my repayments at all times. I have shown that I am a borrower who can be trusted,
and I even had direct debit from my account But I simply did not, do not, and will not have $100.000 to give in one shot so that I can get
out of default status. And most other borrowers will not either. This is an unfair and undue burden that should be ameliorated.
Additionally. I do not believe borrowers with justifiable circumstances should have to pay such exorbitant collection fees. $36,000 is more
than a loan shark would charge and is another impossible obstacle I have to my future In home ownership. I believe these usurious
collection fees should be abolished right away and borrowers should be able to work their way out of default without paying the entire
amount if you owe a lot like I do. I think student loan reform needs to take in and remedy these areas.
1)Borrowers whose loans have gone to collections for justifiable reasons should be able to work their way out of default status via ontime payments for set periods.
2) Collection fees should be subject to maximum percentages My collection fees came to 50% of the amount I owed, making the
repayment even more insurmountable and rendering me lobe trapped in default seemingly forever.
I passionately want and desperately need the security and satisfaction of home ownership. After all my years of sacrifice, hard work, and
suffering I believe I deserve it as well And owning a home with a lower mortgage payment than rent would support me in being able to
pay my student loans off sooner and in greater amounts.
Please add the items listed above into student loan reform, and inform or refer me if there is anything I can do to get out of default status.
Thank you,

1(b)(6)
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Mike Pierce
Mon, 27 Sep 2021 14:21:46 -0700
Kvaal, James;Morgan, Julie;Miller, Benjamin;Matsudaira,
Jordan;EVMigration_Clare.Mccann;Merrill, Toby;Darcus, Joanna;Habash, Tariq;Lee, Nicholas;Powell,
CJ;Garcia, Sara;Cooper, Michelle;Williams, Rich;Cordray, Richard;Latreille, Bonnie;Wiggins,
Hunter;Donoghue, Kristen;Alag, Sartaj;Ashley Harrington;Foss, lan;Goldberg, Suzanne
Cc:
Seth Frotman;Mark Huelsman;Benjamin Kaufman;Katherine Welbeck
Subject:
[NEW REPORT] Are IDR's Documentation Requirements Hurting Borrowers of
Color?

From:
Sent:
To:

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

ED and
FSA Colleagues—
Today,
SBPC released
a new report outlining how the implementation of income-driven repayment (IDR)
structurally disadvantages low-income borrowers and borrowers of color. In particular,
the paper highlights that the burdensome maze of paperwork that borrowers must
traverse
when proving their income and family size using "alternative" documentation such as a
paystub blocks borrowers of color from accessing IDR.

The
report, authored by SBPC fellow and former top CFPB enforcement official Joanna
Pearl, calls on the Biden administration to make several fixes to IDR in the upcoming
negotiated rulemaking to end disparities and ensure that IDR lives up to its
stated
goal of providing relief broadly for all borrowers.
Read
the report: https://protectborrowers.org/driving-ineouity-are-idrs-documentationrequirements-hurting-borrowers-of-color/
Read

a blog post outlining the findings of the report:
https://protectborrowers.org/pol icy-choices-are-drivi ng-racial-d isparities-i naccess-to-income-d riven-repayment/
Read
more from our series on how the Biden Administration can improve incomedriven repayment:
Improving
& Delivering Relief
To address
the burden of student loan debt, almost three decades ago (with preceding pilot
programs!) Congress offered federal student loan borrowers one of the most critically
important protections in any consumer financial market:
income-driven
repayment. IDR
was
intended to deliver broad affordability, stop student loans from
becoming a lifetime burden, and provide a lifeline to prevent delinquency and default.
But
IDR has so far failed to live up to its promise, including as it relates to being broadly
available for borrowers regardless of race. For example, research by SBPC has found
that Black federal student loan borrowers are
two
times more likely than their white peers to fall behind on their
student loans without accessing income-driven repayment.
As our new paper outlines, these
disparities may be driven by administrative hurdles that ED created for borrowers
enrolling in IDR. These hurdles include the cumbersome process that borrowers must
use to prove their income and household size if they do not have a tax return or if their
income
has changed. Borrowers in this situation must submit so-called "alternative"
documentation such as a paystub and wade through a lengthy process to have their
servicer approve their application before they can enroll in IDR.
History offers a clear lesson that

unnecessary administrative burdens such as those for borrowers using alternative
documentation to enroll in IDR can generate racially disparate outcomes. The
Home
Affordable Mortgage Program (HAMP) created in 2009 to address the mortgage crisis
provides a
clear illustration of this point. HAMP was meant to offer mortgage modifications for
struggling homeowners, but it involved a long, paper-intensive application process. As a
result, in 2010, the National Community Reinvestment Coalition
found
that white HAMP-eligible borrowers were almost 50 percent more likely to receive a
modification
than African-American HAMP-eligible borrowers, with only 24.3 percent of AfricanAmerican survey respondents and 32.3 percent of Hispanic or Latino survey
respondents receiving any kind of mortgage modification.
IDR was designed to relieve all federal
student loan borrowers of the burden of unaffordable student loan debt, regardless of
race. Disparities across race in enrollment levels for this key protection are a clear civil
rights issue—and are yet another example of the countless ways that
the
student debt crisis is a civil rights crisis.

In its upcoming negotiated
rulemaking, ED has the opportunity to address these disparities by eliminating
unnecessary administrative burdens that fall hardest on low-income borrowers
and borrowers of color.
Happy
to answer any questions!
Mike

Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.ore
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unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

ED Colleagues-Today,
SBPC released a
new report outlining how income-driven repayment (IDR) as currently
designed drives borrowers into runaway debt, turning the protection into a debt trap
that falls far short of
IDR's
goals. The report calls for the Biden administration to make several
fixes to IDR in the upcoming negotiated rulemaking to end the phenomenon of runaway
student loan balances and their consequences for borrowers.
Read
the report: Driving
Runaway Debt: How IDR's Current Design Buries Borrowers under Billions of
Dollars in Unaffordable Interest
A
blog post outlining the findings of the report is available here: IDR
Aimed to Make Federal Student Loans Affordable. It Made Them Even More of a
Debt Trap.
Read
more from our series on how the Biden Administration can improve incomedriven repayment:
Improving
& Delivering Relief
To address

the burden of student loan debt, almost three decades ago Congress offered federal
student loan borrowers one of the most critically important protections available in any
consumer financial market:
income-driven
repayment. IDR
aimed
to deliver affordability, prevent student loans from becoming a
lifetime burden, and provide a lifeline to prevent delinquency and default.
But
IDR has so far failed to live up to its promise. This is in part due to intentional design
choices
across IDR plans. Borrowers in IDR who qualify for low monthly payments often face
the frustrating experience of watching their balances grow over time because their
monthly payments do not cover the interest on their loans, a process known as negative
amortization.
In addition, the structure and implementation of IDR often means that the unpaid
interest that borrowers accrue can be capitalized, or added to the borrower's loan
balance, with the interest then accumulating even
more
interest.
These balances, and particularly expanding balances, create a spiral of debt with
negative consequences that ripple across borrowers' financial lives, even in
instances where IDR does make borrowers' monthly bills more affordable.
Those consequences include the following:

•
A borrower's overall debt burden can impact their
credit
profile,
income,
and even career
choices.

•
Simply owing on student loan debt makes borrowers
more

likely to owe credit card debt or auto loans, and to show more signs of
financial distress.

•
Student
loan borrowers can pay tens of thousands of dollars in additional charges
when attempting to finance a home, car, or use a credit card—just due to the
damage that student loan debt does to borrowers' perceived creditworthiness.

•
The burden of student loan debt impacts
mental
and
physical
health, and fundamentally changes whether a household
feels
like they're on secure financial footing.

All of these consequences fall most
acutely on Black
and Latino borrowers and
communities,
who must take on greater debt to finance higher education in the first place, and who
are more likely
to experience the shock of exploding loan balances.
IDR was designed under the assumption
that lower monthly payments and the promise of eventual forgiveness would make
borrowers' outstanding balances immaterial, a simple technicality. The result is that
millions of borrowers have been left to deal with the financial and psychological effects
of
decades of runaway debt. In its upcoming negotiated rulemaking, ED has the
opportunity
to make sure that this is no longer the case.
Happy
to answer any questions and as always thank you for your leadership on these critical
issues.

Mike

Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org
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ED and FSA Colleagues:

Today,
SBPC released a new
report outlining how and why income-driven repayment (IDR) has
so far failed to live up to its stated
goal of ensuring federal student loans do not pose a life-long
burden. As SBPC and many others have pointed out over the past several years, the
failure of IDR to deliver promised relief is a key driver of the student debt crisis.

Synthesizing
research, public records, and largely-overlooked documentary evidence from the
Department of Education (ED), the report identifies various glaring warning signs that
IDR is failing millions of borrowers who have been in repayment for decades on federal
student
loans—and that it is slated to continue doing so for years to come.

The
report is the final installment in our research series on what's wrong with IDR and how
to fix it,
Improving
and Delivering Relief.

Read

the report: Driving
Into a Dead End: Why IDR Has Failed Millions with Decades-Old Debts

Read
a blog post outlining our findings: Millions
of Low-Income Student Loan Borrowers Deserve Better than Another Dead End

Read
more from our series on IDR: Improving
and Delivering Relief

A key
takeaway is that while there are certainly varied and nuanced paths to forgiveness
under IDR (and patches ED has offered to smooth these paths over time), the simple
fact that IDR generally still requires borrowers who were not previously enrolled to start
from scratch in their pursuit of forgiveness is itself both a failure and a policy choice.

To address
the burden of student loan debt, almost three decades ago Congress offered federal
student loan borrowers one of the most critically important protections in any consumer
financial market:
income-driven
repayment. IDR
was
intended to deliver broad affordability, provide a lifeline to
prevent delinquency and default, and stop student loans from becoming a lifetime
burden.

But
IDR has so far failed to live up to its promise, including as it relates to preventing
federal student loan debt from being a life-long commitment. Data obtained by the

National Consumer Law Center (NCLC) in 2021 showed that in the 26 years since the
first
IDR option was created by Congress, only 32 student
loan borrowers have had their debts cancelled through the protection.
This data, first published in a joint report authored by NCLC and the SBPC, was
released
alongside
an analysis estimating that "approximately two million federal
student loan borrowers have been in repayment for more than 20 years, yet still owe
student loans for undergraduate debt."

Our
new paper highlights the following additional evidence that IDR has failed to make
federal student loans time-limited—and that absent substantial changes, this status quo
is likely to prevail long into the future:
More than four million student loan borrowers remain trapped
in decades-old debts—double the number previously reported. In April
2021, U.S. Senator Elizabeth Warren asked ED directly about the number of borrowers
with federal student loans who had been in repayment for specific periods of time. In
response to this request, ED revealed for the first time that the number of borrowers
with decades-old debts exceeds 4.4
million borrowers. This is more than double the estimate of two
million borrowers generated by NCLC and SBPC in their March 2021 report.
An internal analysis prepared by the largest student loan servicer
projects that fewer than 50 additional borrowers will have debts cancelled under
IDR in the next five years.
In response to a request submitted to ED's largest student loan servicer, the
Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency (PHEAA), the SBPC obtained
internal correspondence pursuant to Pennsylvania's state open records law projecting
that, of PHEAA's more
than 8.5 million customers, 48 borrowers would receive debt cancellation under IDR by
2025.
PHEAA internally projects that the number of IDR borrowers
receiving debt cancellation will decline by 83 percent between 2022 and 2025.
The correspondence obtained by SBPC contains a year-by-year estimate of the
number of PHEAA customers that the company projects will qualify for debt cancellation
under IDR between 2020 and 2025. The decline from 2022 to 2025 offers additional
support for
the conclusion that even as more Direct Loan borrowers accumulate time in repayment,
an extraordinarily small number of these borrowers enrolled and remained in IDR over

this period.

IDR was designed to prevent federal
student loans from becoming a lifetime commitment. It hasn't done that. In its
upcoming
negotiated rulemaking, ED has the opportunity to address the breakdowns,
administrative hurdles, and policy choices failing borrowers who have been in
repayment for decades on federal student loans.

Happy
to answer any questions!
Mike

Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org
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ED and
FSA Colleagues:

Continuing
our commitment to share insights and analysis from your RFI on PSLF, we wanted to
pass along another brief memo highlighting comments from student loan borrowers
across the country.

The
Department of Education's Request for Input on PSLF has now gathered over 46,000
comments.
As you are aware, these firsthand accounts are often illustrative of systemic problems
harming millions of dedicated public service workers, many of whom have selflessly
aided their communities for more than a decade.

So that
these comments may be more actionable, we have organized this feedback by issue
area. Please find attached to this email a collection of complaints documenting the
human toll that widespread illegal and incompetent servicing practices have had on
adjunct and contingent faculty. For your convenience, the attachment includes a brief
introduction to this issue area, and the complaints it includes are keyword searchable.

We found

the following borrower narratives particularly striking, along with the additional borrower
testimonies you can find in the attached PDF memo:

s(b)(6)

'om Memphis, TN: "I began working toward PSLF in
2007. I was so excited! It was a promising program! Relief! I did everything right,
but in 2017, when I sent my final forgiveness form to FedLoan, I was denied.
Zillions of letters, phone calls, emails, chats, etc., I have had with FedLoan, have
all been to
no avail. I have written to two US Presidents, the Dept of Education (three
times), members of Congress, several organizations that support
teachers/college faculty, lawyers, and on it goes. Nothing works! We cannot get
help. Nothing about my loans and debt
and payments made is correct --as reflected in my FedLoan account. Miscounts
continue to happen for reasons that cannot be explained by anyone at FedLoan.
This happens over and over again. It's a mess! My former servicer was ACS,
then EdFinancial. To repeat:
None of my payment records or amounts are reflected ac urately. Also, I have
taught college at ...(b)(6)
since 2001. I have
also taught, in conjunction with(b)(6)
at several other colleges in order to stay
afloat financially,
pay my student loans, and work toward PSLF. Some years I have been a full
time professor. Other years, I have been an adjunct at two or three colleges at a
time. Still, I cannot get to PSLF. The forms, the system, the records everything
about PSLF is a
fail. I have worked in public service since 1999. My students are predominantly
active duty US military. I taught for (b)(6) for three years in South Korea, in
Afghanistan, Qatar, and Germany. All on US Military bases. I was in Afghanistan
in 2009 (b)(6)
All students were US military.
Today, my student loans are $197,000.00. I am still teaching as an adjunct
professor at (b)(6) I also train new, incoming faculty. I've worked in public
service all of these years. I've
never worked in the private sector. PSLF promised help. Now we need you to
help us. Relieve us, please! What is happening with PSLF is just not right. PSLF
was meant to help, not harm."
(b)(6)

b)(6)from Norfolk, VA: "I am in my late thirties and have $49,994.98 in federal
student loan
debt, incurred between the years 2007-2011. Upon graduating in 2011, my
federal student loan balance was approximately $46,000. I have been diligent
about making on-time payments since graduating (after the initial grace period)
and, to date, my total payments
equal $36,994.48. That is not a typo. After making nearly $37k in payments, I
now owe nearly $50k on what was a $46k loan. ...

As I accepted a full time state position as an archives professional, I knew my
position was eligible for PSLF. I was confident in my chances of maintaining
PSLF-eligible positions over the next 10 years as I continued
to make my income-based payments and submitted my employment-eligibility
forms to PSLF (which were all approved). ... Unfortunately, even after multiple
phone conversations with my loan servicer regarding my PSLF, I was not aware
that my loans did not meet all
eligibility requirements for the program until late 2012. Some of my loans needed
to be consolidated. I took care of this as quickly as possible. By the time that
process was complete, I had made 16 payments towards my loans that would
not count towards the
120 payments for PSLF. ... Jump ahead to 2020. I was inching closer and closer
to loan forgiveness through PSLF. I had not missed any payments over the years
and regularly submitted my employment eligibility forms. Based on my progress,
it was estimated that
I would be eligible for loan forgiveness in 2023. I was proud of the hard work I
accomplished over the years, personally and professionally, and I looked ahead
to the day I would be free of my student debt. Along came COVID-19. For
multiple pandemic-related
reasons, I wound up unemployed in August of 2020. Like so many others, I
spent countless hours looking for work. I even worked with a career coach to
help refine my resume so it would stand out more; I broadened my job search
(i.e., I searched for and applied
to any job I thought I could do, no matter how low the pay or how distant it was
from my career thus far). Five months later, something finally came through. I
accepted an adjunct faculty position starting in January 2021 within the (b)(6)
(b)(6)
(b)(6)
Although I taught three 3-credit courses that semester, the college only
considered that as 12 hours of my time per week — at least that is all they were
willing to sign off on on my
PSLF employment eligibility form. 12 hours was far short of the required
minimum of 30 to be considered working full time for PSLF eligibility. At least I
had an income, but I was still off track for PSLF. (This is all in spite of the fact
that I often put
in 30+ hours of my time teaching, grading, planning lessons, and holding office
hours as a dedicated instructor of composition classes...) .. Fortunately, in May
2020, I received another job offer. I was both excited and relieved at the prospect
of accepting
a stable, full time position. It was a wonderful opportunity for a company doing
meaningful work across the globe, a position that looked to bring fulfillment and
pride. The downside: I knew it was not a PSLF-eligible position. I accepted the
job and started
in late May. I feel fortunate, as I know many are still struggling in myriad ways
due to the pandemic. I am grateful to be healthy and have a reliable source of

income doing work that is fulfilling. The weight of my student loan debt now rests
heavily on my
shoulders. After 7 years of hard work and dedication in public service, never
missing payments, and working in lower-paying positions -- all in order to stay on
track with PSLF I am burdened with a federal student loan debt balance
greater than when I started.
I was unable to save much over those years because of my low salary....
Looking ahead to February 1, 2022, when I will have to start making payments
towards my student loan debt again, I am overtaken by anxiety. Once thinking I
would be debt-free in 2023,
I now look ahead to another —10 years of loan repayment and ultimately having
to pay tens of thousands more than my original loan balance. My ability and hope
to instead set aside that money for a house or for my future is diminished."
• An
adjunct from San Diego, CA: "I have taught English and humanities courses as
an adjunct in San
Diego at community colleges and universities for over twenty years. This was
not by choice. I do not have a "day job." I am a career academic. There is a
misconception, perhaps furthered by the personal experience of a few who do
have non-academic careers,
especially among those who circulate within the halls of power, that an adjunct is
this person who teaches "on the side." Most adjuncts like me, who teach
academic subjects at the undergraduate level, and who teach most of the
students at this level, are not
well paid. As a matter of fact, we are so grossly underpaid that we can't afford to
pay back our student loans, no matter how hard we work, or how many classes
we teach per year. Furthermore, we do not qualify for PSLF. Our hours worked is
calculated by the
number of hours we spend in the classroom. This amounts to only about 25% of
the time I put into teaching. The preparation and evaluation of student work is
essentially unpaid. If these hours are calculated into my wages, for instance, I
barely make $15 an
hour. And, for this reason, I will never be able to qualify for PSLF. Or, barring
forgiveness or a massive increase in pay, be able to repay the loan."
• An
adjunct from Waretown, NJ: "The only reason that I took out student loans to
fund my education
degree was because I believed everything would be forgiven after 10 years.
However, the rules have been very confusing. Although I have been teaching
since 2009, I only have credit for 2.5 of those years. For the first two years of my
career, I had the wrong
kind of loan. Even once I got the right kind of loan, I was an adjunct professor for
many years, which did not count. After that, I worked for a for-profit school, which
did not count. I finally found a full-time job at a community college 2.5 years ago
and

the clock finally started. If I knew how difficult it was to actually get PSLF, I would
have never become a teacher."
• An
anonymous adjunct: "This program is a disaster for adjunct faculty! It stipulates
that we need 30 hrs
of work a week. Adjuncts are paid according to "contact hours," meaning the
hours that you spend before a classroom -- 3 contact hours is typical for every
class you teach. so we would need to teach 10 classes a week to get into the
program! that is an IMPOSSIBLE
schedule. a typical full-time professor teaches 2-3 classes a semester. the
problem lies with how our work hours are interpreted, this was fixed for
enrollment into healthcare programs of ACA. every contact hour was multiplied
by 2.5 to reflect the correct
amt of hours we put into work, which of course includes grading, time preparing
lectures, time meeting with students. but the same rule (multiplying each contact
hour by 2.5) has yet to be applied to the PSLF program, thereby excluding
almost every adjunct
for the program. what i find even more unfair is that some school HR depts WILL
in fact multiply the contact hour by 2.5 and put that total on the PSLF form. mine
wont. phenomenally unfair that we should be at the mercy of an HR dept
secretary to determine
whether we remain bankrupt for the rest of our lives! i urge that you apply the
same rule for healthcare eligibility through ACA to the PSLF for adjuncts (multiply
contact hours by 2.5)."

Thank
you for your time, and we are happy to answer any questions you may have about this
important issue!
Mike
Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectbonowers.org
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MEMORANDUM
September 23, 2021
TO:
FROM:

Interested Parties
Student Borrower Protection Center

RE:

Adjunct and Contingent Faculty Voices from the Department of Education's
RFI on PSLF

Introduction

In July 2021, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) published a notice and request for
information seeking public comment on a range of issues related to the mismanagement of the
Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program. In the few weeks since launching this public
inquiry, ED has received more than 43,000 comments from affected student loan borrowers and
other stakeholders, offering new insight into the myriad failures of the scandal-plagued program.
The following memorandum offers a brief overview of the unique challenges facing one segment
of these student loan borrowers: adjunct and other contingent faculty at colleges and universities.
Enclosed with this memorandum is a series of illustrative borrower narratives submitted to ED
that demonstrates the scope and breadth of these issues.
Overview & Discussion
Higher education faculty play a tremendous role in the lives of students and are crucial to the
success of every college student. These educators provide much more than just classroom
learning—they provide conversations during office hours, opportunities for collaboration on
research, and ongoing mentorship throughout college that not only breeds academic success but
also produces the innovative thinkers and engaged citizens a thriving democracy requires.
Educators' various roles were made all the more important during COVID, during which time
faculty have played a critical part in supporting young adults as they navigated an unprecedented
health crisis.
But while postsecondary educators have shown up on behalf of students and society during the
COVID crisis, they continue to face substantial hurdles that undercut their financial security. In
particular, today most college and university instructors in the United States are contingent
faculty, with nearly 75 percent of all instructors not being eligible for tenure and 47 percent
holding part-time positions.'

https://www.aft.orq/sites/default/files/adjuncts qualityworklife2020.pdf
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The lived experience of the adjunct and contingent faculty holding these temporary positions,
and particularly part-time positions, is extremely difficult. Adjunct and contingent faculty are
highly trained professionals in a skilled profession, but their compensation doesn't allow them to
meet basic expenses. Instead, they get limited job security that lasts a few months at a time at
most; they are offered minimal or nonexistent benefits; and they experience a pervasive lack of
institutional support, beginning with not being provided office space or a computer and
extending to their systematic exclusion from campus safety planning.' All adjunct and
contingent faculty are required to have a terminal degree for their field, and accordingly, adjunct
and contingent faculty are especially likely to need to take on student debt' and to depend on the
promise of PSLF to eventually alleviate their loan burdens.'
Unfortunately, for adjunct and contingent faculty nationwide, the promise of PSLF has been
broken. Lawsuits5 and borrower narratives long predating ED's request for information6 point to
an unfortunately common pattern of borrowers who did everything right being derailed by poor
or misleading servicing. Adjunct and contingent faculty face unique challenges in even certifying
their employment for the purpose of PSLF, as employers are able to determine what "full-time"
employment is on a case-by-case basis, and while adjunct and contingent faculty can combine
multiple employers to meet the hourly qualifications for PSLF, many report extreme difficulty in
having these applications signed and accepted.'
As a result, many adjunct and contingent faculty have been pushed toward relying on IncomeDriven Repayment (IDR) plans not as a means to pursue PSLF (noting that borrowers must be
enrolled in an IDR plan to pursue PSLF), but as a method to eventually secure loan forgiveness
on a substantially longer timeframe. This may be burying an already struggling workforce deeper
in debt through negative amortization (the process of borrowers' balances growing over time
instead of shrinking), as these workers are unable to make any progress on repaying their student
debt due to the extremely low pay they receive.
An illustration of negative amortization underscores how harrowing and financially damaging it
can be for borrowers. Consider Althea, a hypothetical borrower who works as an adjunct
professor. Althea earns $54,597 per year,8 the average amount nationwide for an adjunct, while

2 Id.

https://www.nea.org/sites/default/files/2021-07/Studene/020Loan%20Debe/020among°/020Educators.pdf
Id.
5 https://www.aft.org/press-release/major-lawsuit-launched-adainst-betsy-devos-over-national-studentdebt
6 https://www.nprord/2019/07/11/739860400/broken-promises-teachers-sue-u-s-over-student-loans-thatwerent-forgiven
7 https://www.businessinsider.com/student-debt-public-service-loan-fordiveness-adjunct-professorsdurbin-booker-2021-7
8 https://perma.cc/8D6A-KGAH
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owing $159,625 in student loan debt, the average balance for a person with a PhD.9 Althea is not
eligible for Public Service Loan Forgiveness because her employer has opted to list her as not
being a full-time employee, even though she works far more than 30 hours per week teaching
three courses.1°
Under a standard repayment plan, Althea's monthly student loan payment would cost more than
$1,720.11 IDR offers substantial relief on these student loan bills, allowing Althea to pay only
$294 per month.12 However, even with the interest rate subsidy available under her IDR plan,
utilizing IDR will lead Althea's student loan balance to grow by over $2,500 per year.13 Over the
25-year time horizon she faces before loan forgiveness through IDR, 14 given that her part-time
designation robs her of the ability to secure PSLF after only 10 years, Althea will see her balance
grow by more than 39 percent—even though she will have paid more than $88,000 toward her
loans over that period.15
Even for adjunct and contingent faculty who are able to cobble together part-time contracts with
multiple employers to reach "full-time" status across 120 on-time qualifying payments, the
requirement to remain at this status at the time of forgiveness can result in these workers doing
everything right and still being denied loan forgiveness. The arbitrary rules and regulations
surrounding PSLF have effectively sabotaged the promise of PSLF for an entire profession of
vital public service workers.
It is of the utmost importance that the Department of Education and Federal Student Aid identify
ways to address the unique concerns and challenges that adjunct and contingent faculty face
when pursuing PSLF.

https://educationdata.org/average-graduate-student-loan-debt
https://studentaid.gov/help-center/answers/article/what-is-considered-full-time-employment-for-pslf
("For PSLF, you are generally considered to work full-time if you meet your employer's definition of fulltime or work at least 30 hours per week, whichever is greater.') Note that employers often indicate that
adjuncts are to be considered part-time employees even when they ultimately work many more than 30
hours per week, and that this is in part an effort to save on having to otherwise offer health insurance
benefits. See, e.g., http://udreview.com/the-rise-of-adiunct-professors-unfair-pav-and-no-benefits/.
11 Assumes a normal repayment schedule over 120 months. Assumes the borrower takes on $138,500 in
Direct unsubsidized loans, the maximum available for graduate students, and the remainder in PLUS
loans. See https://studentaid.qov/understand-aid/types/loans/subsidized-unsubsidized. Note that at
prevailing federal student loan interest rates, this mix of loans produces an average interest rate of
roughly 5.4 percent. See https://studentaid.gov/understand-aid/types/loans/interest-rates.
12 SBPC calculation. Assumes the repayment terms of the REPAYE IDR plan. See
https://studentaid.gov/manage-loans/repayment/plans/income-driven.
13 SBPC calculation. Assumes that half of unpaid interest is subsidized, per the terms of REPAYE. See
https://studentaid.gov/manage-loans/repayment/plans/income-driven/questions.
14 https://studentaid.gov/manage-loans/repayment/plans/income-driven
15 SBPC calculation.
9
10
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CI

STUDENT BORROWER
PROTECTION CENTER

Of course, as the following pages make clear, the consequences of breakdowns around PSLF
cannot be captured in a rejection rate or an average loan balance. Enclosed are a selection of
borrower narratives illustrating the human toll that widespread illegal and incompetent servicing
practices have had on adjunct and contingent faculty with student loan debt.

4

September 3, 2021

Dear President Biden,
My name i (b)(6)

I am in my late thirties and have $49,994.98 in federal student loan debt,

incurred between the years 2007-2011. Upon graduating in 2011, my federal student loan balance was
approximately $46,000. I have been diligent about making on-time payments since graduating (after the
initial grace period) and, to date, my total payments equal $36,994.48. That is not a typo. After making
nearly $37k in payments, I now owe nearly $50k on what was a $46k loan. Due to the timing of my
education, my interest rate is locked in at over 6%.
The words that follow aim to argue one main point (a) and one secondary point (b): (a) The PSLF
program should be graduated, not all or nothing, and (b) Within the federal loan system, borrowers
should not be locked in to high interest rates.
Please bear with me as I tell my story.
I highly value education and in the years in which I was enrolled, I never gave a second thought to my
choice to attend, despite the debt I was accruing. Higher education was simply what I needed to do to
do enrich my mind, have more opportunities career-wise, and positively contribute to society.
Nonetheless, the almost $50k debt was burdensome upon finishing school. Fortunately, I had chosen a
field that had many opportunities in the realms of government, non-profit, and education, which meant
likely eligibility for the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program (PSLF). I could breathe a sigh of relief as
my job search focused solely on positions that were eligible for PSLF.
This type of work, of course (government, non-profit, education), does not generally come with the
expectation of high salaries. Fortunately, income-based payment plans exist. As I accepted a full time
state position as an archives professional, I knew my position was eligible for PSLF. I was confident in my
chances of maintaining PSLF-eligible positions over the next 10 years as I continued to make my incomebased payments and submitted my employment-eligibility forms to PSLF (which were all approved).
Paying off my loans sooner was not an option, as my salary was quite low. Furthermore, it did not make
logical sense to pay beyond my income-based payments when I was reasonably confident that my
remaining balance after 120 on-time payments would be forgiven.
Unfortunately, even after multiple phone conversations with my loan servicer regarding my PSLF, I was
not aware that my loans did not meet all eligibility requirements for the program until late 2012. Some
of my loans needed to be consolidated. I took care of this as quickly as possible. By the time that process
was complete, I had made 16 payments towards my loans that would not count towards the 120
payments for PSLF. While it was disappointing news, 16 months didn't seem like too much of a setback
and I just focused on staying on track with PSLF as I moved forward. I do wish there had been more
transparency about my eligibility sooner in the process. That I got it straightened out when I did was
simply the luck of talking to someone who cared to explain these details to me (after others had not).
Jump ahead to 2020. I was inching closer and closer to loan forgiveness through PSLF. I had not missed
any payments over the years and regularly submitted my employment eligibility forms. Based on my
progress, it was estimated that I would be eligible for loan forgiveness in 2023. I was proud of the hard
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work I accomplished over the years, personally and professionally, and I looked ahead to the day I would
be free of my student debt.
Along came COVID-19. For multiple pandemic-related reasons, I wound up unemployed in August of
2020. Like so many others, I spent countless hours looking for work. I even worked with a career coach
to help refine my resume so it would stand out more; I broadened my job search (i.e., I searched for and
applied to any job I thought I could do, no matter how low the pay or how distant it was from my career
thus far).
Five months later, something finally came through. I accepted an adjunct faculty position starting in
January 2021 within the (b)(6)
(b)(6)

. Although I taught three 3-credit courses that semester, the college only

considered that as 12 hours of my time per week — at least that is all they were willing to sign off on on
my PSLF employment eligibility form. 12 hours was far short of the required minimum of 30 to be
considered working full time for PSLF eligibility. At least I had an income, but I was still off track for PSLF.
(This is all in spite of the fact that I often put in 30+ hours of my time teaching, grading, planning lessons,
and holding office hours as a dedicated instructor of composition classes. While Dr. (b)(6 might teach 2
composition courses for (b)(6 ,in a semester and be considered full time, my 3 composition classes only
amounted to 12 hours a week in(b)(6 mind. This speaks to egregious problems with the way adjunct
faculty are treated and compensated across the nation — a tangent not entirely relevant in the context
of the PSLF issue, but certainly adjacent. I'll hold my tongue on that issue here).
The important thing to note in this context is that, after —7 years of diligently making payments, I found
my forgiveness date being dragged ahead — first for 5 months due to my pandemic era unemployment,
then for another 4 months because my teaching position did not (on paper) meet the minimum hour
requirements for PSLF eligibility. Although I searched tirelessly for another position to supplement my
teaching work — or a more stable full time position — I received no other offers.
Since August 2020, I expanded my job search to include positions that I knew were not eligible for PSLF.
This was done with some reluctance, but also determination -- I simply needed to find an income source
and survive.
Adjunct faculty rarely receive summer appointments, so as the semester forged on, I feared I was
looking at unemployment again in my near future. Fortunately, in May 2020, I received another job
offer. I was both excited and relieved at the prospect of accepting a stable, full time position. It was a
wonderful opportunity for a company doing meaningful work across the globe, a position that looked to
bring fulfillment and pride. The downside: I knew it was not a PSLF-eligible position.
I accepted the job and started in late May. I feel fortunate, as I know many are still struggling in myriad
ways due to the pandemic. I am grateful to be healthy and have a reliable source of income doing work
that is fulfilling.
The weight of my student loan debt now rests heavily on my shoulders. After 7 years of hard work and
dedication in public service, never missing payments, and working in lower-paying positions -- all in
order to stay on track with PSLF -- I am burdened with a federal student loan debt balance greater than
when I started. I was unable to save much over those years because of my low salary. Whenever I was
fortunate enough to receive a raise, there was not much reason to celebrate as I knew it also meant my
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income-based payments would soon go up. I dream of owning a modest home, but that remains far out
of reach.
Looking ahead to February 1, 2022, when I will have to start making payments towards my student loan
debt again, I am overtaken by anxiety. Once thinking I would be debt-free in 2023, I now look ahead to
another —10 years of loan repayment and ultimately having to pay tens of thousands more than my
original loan balance. My ability and hope to instead set aside that money for a house or for my future is
diminished.
The fact that PSLF is an all-or-nothing program is simply unreasonable. Why should the 7 years I put in
not count for anything now? I know I am not alone in this position. PSLF must change to a graduated
system. For each year of certified eligible employment, a percentage of debt should be forgiven.
Additionally, students should not be locked in to high interest rates simply due to the timing of their
loans. Friends of mine who were in school just 2-3 years after I was had interest rates that were less
than half of my rates. This is unreasonable. While I had opportunities to refinance at significantly lower
rates with private companies, I declined to do so, knowing it would disqualify me for any hopes of
federal loan forgiveness. This is unreasonable and predatory.
While these are my 2 main grievances, I know all too many people in situations somewhat different than
mine who have their own valid complaints and requests. I can only hope you listen to our stories and
make the right choices.

Sincerely,
(b)(6)
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The only reason that I took out student loans to fund my education degree was because I believed everything would be forgiven atter 10
years. However, the rules have been very confusing. Although I have been teaching since 2009. I only have credit for 2.5 of those years.
For the first two years of my career. I had the wrong kind of loan. Even once I got the right kind of loan. I was an adjunct professor for
many years, which did not count. After that. I worked for a for-profit school. which did not count. I finally found a full-time job at a
community college 2.5 years ago and the clock finally started. If I knew how difficult it was to actually gel PSLF. I would nave never
become a teacher.
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The goal of your administration Is to show that democracy still works. Yet, for millions like me. democracy has broken its pledge to
compensate those who took out loans believing they could help improve America through their service. The Public Service Loan
Forgiveness program Is broken It was a simple but powerful idea: borrowers working In public service would have thee remaining student
debt forgiven after 10 years. However. year after year. the Department of Education has rejected 98 out of every 100 public service
workers who have applied to have their debts cancelled.

<> Tracking Number
krr-pish-bs31

Comment(s)

And even if the program were administered fairly rather than sabotaged by the Education department and loan servicers, it seems to be
deliberately set up to make it as hard as possible for adjunct faculty like I was to access this program, forcing us to collect information
from multiple employers dating back a decade. The misunderstanding of how much work occurs outside of the classroom means that
adjunct faculty have to work more than full-time just to be credited for 30 hours a week What's worse is that it seems to be open only to
those who don't really need it, as they must make every payment in full and on time, on penalty of losing a year for a single month. That's
just an unacceptable assumption for my former colleagues who are just scraping by.
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President Eiden and Education Secretary Cardona must Immediately deliver student debt relief to public service workers.
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For teachers at the college level. "full-time employment opportunities do not readily exist for many (most). Colleges deliberately relegate
instructors to part-time or adjunct status in order to save money. As a result a significant number of college instructors are teaching parttime at multiple Institutions. Often. but certainly not always, the aggregate teaching load across multiple Institutions adds up to what would
be considered full-time. Just as often, however, instructors are not able to get enough classes to meet this total (it varies from term to
term). In either case, proving lull-time" employment Is not feasible.
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There should be some provision that acknowledges what has been deemed the "adjunct crisis" in academia. I propose that if an instructor
teaches even one course per term at any institution, that should be counted as sufficient toward that year of public service. Otherwise.
PSLF is not going to be a viable option for tens of thousands of college instructors who have significant amounts of debt from their
advanced degrees.
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President Joe Biden.
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I have taught English and humanities courses as an adjunct in San Diego at community colleges and universities for over twenty years.
This was not by choice. I do not have a "day job." I am a career academic. There is a misconception, perhaps furthered by the personal
experience of a few who do have non-academic careers. especially among those who circulate within the halls of power, that an adjunct
is this person who teaches "on the side." Most adjuncts like me, who teach academic subjects at the undergraduate level, and who teach
most of the students at this level, are not well paid. As a matter of fact, we are so grossly underpaid that we can't afford to pay back our
student loans, no matter how hard we work, or how many classes we teach per year. Furthermore, we do not qualify for PSLF. Our hours
worked Is calculated by the number of hours we spend In the classroom. This amounts to only about 25% of the time I put into teaching.
The preparation and evaluation of student work is essentially unpaid. If these hours are calculated into my wages. for instance. I barely
make $15 an hour And, for this reason. I will never be able to qualify for PSLF. Or. barring forgiveness or a massive increase In pay, be
able to repay the loan.
The Public Service Loan Forgiveness program is broken. It was a simple but powerful idea: borrowers working in public service would
have their remaining student debt forgiven alter 10 years However, year after year, the Department of Education has rejected 98 out of
every 100 public service workers who have applied to have their debts cancelled. lam just one of these student loan borrowers who
teach in our schools, work in our hospitals, serve our country, and have shouldered the burden of keeping us safe on the front lines of the
COVID-19 pandemic. In exchange for our commitments to public service, we were promised
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Like others. I have paid on my student loans as required: I finished graduate school in 1999. I bwgan paying my loans at that time. I
began working toward PSLF in 2007. I was so excited! It was a promising program! Reliefl I did everything right, but in 2017, when I sent
my final forgiveness form to FedLoan. I was denied. Zillions of letters, phone calls. emails. chats. etc.. I have had with FedLoan. have all
been to no avail. I have written two US Presidents, the Dept of Education (three times), members of Congress, several organizations that
support teachers/college faculty. lawyers. and on it goes. Nothing works! We cannot get help. Nothing about my loans and debt and
payments made is correct --as reflected in my FedLoan account. Miscounts continue to happen for reasons that cannot be explained by
anyone at FedLoan. This happens over and over again. It's a mess! My former service( was ACS. then EdFinancial. To repeats: None at
my payment records or amounts are reflected accurately. Also, I have taught college at a State collegek hvAN
since zoot I have also taught, in conjunction with MI
at several other colleges in order to stay afloat financially, pay my
student loans, and work toward PSLF. Some years I have been full time professor. Other years, I have been an adjunct at two or three
colleges at a time. Still, I cannot get to PSLF The forms, the system, the records-everything about PSLF Is a fail. I have worked in public
service since 1999. My students are predominately active duty US military. I taught fo
or three years in South Korea, in
Afghanistan, Qatar. and Germany. All on US Military bases. I was in Afghanistan in 2009 11,-,NigN
lAll students
were US military. Today, my student loans are 5197,000.00.1am still teaching as adjunct professor at /I-% I I also train new
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I have been an adjunct faculty member for 12 years in a public university. As an adjunct I receive low pay, no benefits-and am not eligible
for PSLF because my adjunct status does not qualify me as a full time worker. My job is rewarding in that I have the ability to help my
students grow the knowledge, Skills, and confidence Yet my efforts are consistently undervalued-by the university and by being ineligible
for loan forgiveness. Please change your policies to include hardworking adjuncts. Many of us work muttiple jobs-often at or over 40
hours a week-but they aren't recognized by PSLF We are helping to build the bright future of millions of Americans through our service as
adjuncts. its time to count our status in public student loan forgiveness.
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The Public Service Loan Forgiveness program is broken. It was a simple but powerful idea: borrowers working in public service would
have their remaining student debt forgiven after 10 years. However, year after year, the Department of Education has rejected 98 out of
every 100 public service workers who have applied to have their debts cancelled I am just one of these student loan borrowers who
teach in our schools, work in our hospitals, serve our country, and have shouldered the burden of keeping us safe on the front lines of the
COVID-19 pandemic. In exchange for our commitments to public service, we were promised that our student debt would be erased— a
promise the Biden Administration should keep.

Received Date
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The student debt crisis also disproportionally hurts women arid borrowers of color, magnifying inequality caused by a history of
discnmination across the economy. The failure of PSLF isn't just a broken promise. a Is also a missed opportunity to address racial and
gender inequity and deliver on President Biden's promise to build back better.
President Biden and Education Secretary Cardona must immediately deliver student debt relief to public service workers.
For me and all borrowers who have worked for a decade in public service. President Biden and the Department of Education should
immediately discharge all of their federal student loans in full. Every borrower should immediately get credit for every month spent in
public service, regardless of the type of federal student loan, payment plan, or other so-called requirements Red tape and bureaucratic
hurdles should not be a barrier to action—the Secretary should use all legal tools available to eliminate these unjust debts.
No more tricks or traps. It is time for the Biden Administration to keep the promise to public service workers and eliminate this debt
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Dear Miguel Cardona,

0

I urge you to immediately cancel both the student loan debt of public service workers with at least 10 years of public service, and $50,000
in student debt for all other federal loans.
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This should include adjunct faculty like me, too! I taught undergraduates at an inner-city research university for 12 years yet was never
paid more than S15,000 per year! We taught 55% of the classes, but we were not allowed to make enough money to buy groceries and
pay our rent at the same time because the university would not pay benefits. This meant that we were restricted to 2 classes a semester
so that we remained under 50% time so they could avoid paying us benefits. When I moved up to the highest pay level of $3,500 per
class for adjunct faculty due to my experience and classroom Success, they limited me 10 Only ONE Class per semester. So my Income
went DOWN.

Comment(s)
OUR work as adjunct faculty SHOULD be counted as public service and allow us forgiveness of some or all of our student loan debts.
Yes, most of us graduate students, but that doesn't mean we're NOT providing public service! The main reason I stayed in the graduate
program was BECAUSE it was the only way to continue teaching (they would only give classes to graduate students) and I WAS
MAKING A DIFFERENCE.

Received Date
Aug 16 2021

EVERY semester, students would stop me on the street or in the grocery store to tell me that they had changed their majors to education
because of MY class or they were volunteering in their communities and inner-city organizations because of MY class. I don't even teach
education: I'm an anthropologist But that's how much good I was doing! THAT'S public service!
I ALSO remained in the graduate program because I couldn't afford my school loan payments; staying in school kept them in abeyance.
When I finally left the graduate program and stopped university teaching because I was tired of not being able to buy groceries and
medicine and not being able to afford rent, with ALL my training and hard work I was unable to find a job. I was "too qualified.- (i have a
Masters.) I finally had to take a job folding clothes at a mail order warehouse out of desperation because no one would hire me. None of
my classmates who graduated with PhDs in the two years before I left the program were able to find ANY employment (academic or
otherwise) either! What is this? A big bait and switch?
So PLEASE forgive student loan debt, especially for public service workers. and PLEASE start counting university adjunct faculty as
public service workers, because that is what we are, we certainly aren't in it for the money and our degrees are useless in this economy.
It is past time to keep the promise of PSLF, but also to enact broad-based student debt cancellation of $50,000 for all federally held loans.
Our right to learn, grow, and thrive, should be based on how big we dream and how hard we work—not the size of our bank accounts.
Sincerely,

1(10)(6)
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This pfogram is a disaster for adjunct faculty! it stipulates that we need 30 hrs of work a week, adjuncts are paid according to "contact
hours." meaning the hours that you spend before a classroom -- 3 contact hours is typical for every class you teach, so we would need to
teach 10 classes a week to get into the program! that Is an IMPOSSIBLE schedule a typical full-time professor teaches 2-3 classes a
semester, the problem lies with how our work hours are interpreted, this was fixed for enrollment into healthcare programs of ACA. every
contact hour was munipited by 2.5 to reflect the correct amt of hours we put into work, whKh of course includes grading, time preparing
lectures, time meeting with students, but the same rule (multiplying each contact hour by 2.5) has yet to be applied to the PSLF program.
thereby excluding almost every adjunct Tr the program. what i find even more unfair is that some school HR depts WILL in fact multiply the
contact hour by 2.5 and put that total on the PSLF form, mine wont, phenomenally unfair that we should be at the mercy of an HR dept
secretary to determine whether we remain bankrupt for the rest of our lives! i urge that you apply the same rule for healthcare eligibility
through ACA to the PSLF for adjuncts (multiply contact hours by 2.5). that is the ONLY way to fix this utterly appalling injustice!!
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Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
<> Tracking Number
ksl-yf8xAlo
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The PSLF program is a lifeline to many of us who are committed to our education, and want to work in the public sector after our degree
is completed. That said, many of us with doctorates struggle to find permanent employment and are left with contract (adjunct or
contingent) work that breaks up our employment time 11 also changes our employer every few months, not enough time for the
government system to catch up. That often puts us in breech of the agreement. That is what happened to me. I've been an adjunct for
almost 10 years and fell out of compliance almost immediately after receiving approval to be part of the PSLF program. I hope that the
application window opens again and I will be able to reapply.
I ask that the PSLF program be reopened and provide some provision for those of us who are part time educators (but who desperately
are looking for full time employment with ONE employer) to continue to remain in the program. I hope that the application window will
open again so that I can be reconsidered for this option. I have committed myself to working In post-secondary education (as my
employment history shows) and hope that my federal govemment Will reward my commitment with some loan forgiveness.
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Thank you for your time.
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Mike Pierce
Wed, 1 Sep 2021 11:38:17-0700
Morgan, Julie;Cordray, Richard;Miller, Benjamin;Habash, Tariq;Campbell,
Patrick;Foss, lan;Lee, Nicholas;Cooper, Michelle;Williams, Rich;Powell, CJ;Darcus, Joanna;Merrill,
Toby;Matsudaira, Jordan;Donoghue, Kristen;Wiggins, Hunter;Latreille, Bonnie;Harrington, Ashley;Alag,
Sartaj
Cc:
Seth Frotman;Benjamin Kaufman;Christopher Hicks;smeissner@iaff.org
Subject:
[PSLF Update] Firefighter Voices from ED's RFI on PSLF
[Memorandum] PSLF Comments from Firefighters 08272021.pdf
Attachments:

From:
Sent:
To:

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

ED and
FSA Colleagues:

Continuing
our commitment to share insights and analysis from your RFI on PSLF, we wanted to
pass along another brief memo highlighting comments from student loan borrowers
across the country.

The
Department of Education's Request for Input on PSLF has now gathered over 27,000
comments. As you are aware, these firsthand accounts are often illustrative of systemic
problems harming millions of dedicated public service workers, many of whom have
selflessly aided their communities for more than a decade.

So that
these comments may be more actionable, we have organized this feedback by issue
area. Please find attached to this email a collection of complaints documenting the
human toll that widespread illegal and incompetent servicing practices have had
on our nation's
firefighters. For your convenience, the attachment includes a brief introduction to this
issue area, and the complaints it includes are keyword searchable.

We found
the following borrower narratives particularly striking:

(b)(6)

: "The Public Service Loan Forgiveness program
has proven to be dominated
by mis-information since the day I looked into it. I spent months contacting my
loan servicer to be told that I indeed qualify, as I am a public servant (firefighter)
and that there [was] nothing more I needed to do to qualify. I had been reassured verbally
over the phone throughout all levels of customer support (through the supervisor
level). As I pressed for more information and to receive a confirmation in writing, I
found I had been given false information repeatedly. .. . Now, 5 years later the
online
system updates and I am shocked to see only a few payments over the past 5
years counted toward by 120 payments.. . . This program has been plagued with
misleading, false information from the start. I am one who is diligent in following
up and following through;
despite those efforts I was still misled. . . This misleads leads people down the
path of choosing career in public service making them believe there is an
incentive. But the harsh reality is that this program is bait and switch by design. If
you think you
will ever receive loan forgiveness, think again. Not one of us in Public Service
'expects' this, yet it was offered as a government program and our government
should do everything in their power to make it right."

•
;b)(6)

"The Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF)
program seemed like a great opportunity
to help me pay off student loans while serving the public in a government
position as a Firefighter/EMT and it continues today as I serve local government
as a Assistant County Administrator. However, it has been the single worst
experience with any level
of government to date. It was simply impossible to get help. Phone call upon
phone call led me down the wrong path, as if they didn't want people getting into

PSLF. It took nearly a year to understand the program, consolidate my loans,
and get into the program,
only to be told I wasn't in, or that a new service provider acquired my loans, or
that I was not on the correct repayment plan, or that some form that I never knew
existed was missing. Today, I'm close to finishing my 120 payments, but feel very
frustrated
knowing that I could have/should be done with the program because I've made
over 120 payments, many of which did not `count' because of poor support and
communication on the loan servicing side. I marvel at how even though I've paid
on the loans in PSLF for
years and years, there continues to be a massive amount of debt driven by the
consolidation loan interest rate. It's been a costly experience for me and so many
others that has left me questioning whether it was worth it or not to enroll and
commit so much
to PSLF."

(b)(6)

I attended college to get my B.S. Elementary K-6 Teaching License and
worked for 17 years
as an Elementary Teacher (Native American) for a school district that qualified
as serving low socioeconomic populations, minorities, Indian Reservation, I went
back to school to get my Masters of Education while still teaching for another 10
years under the
same qualifications. Taking a short break I took online college classes to get my
BA Public Safety & Emergency Management and worked for the Bureau of
Indian Affairs for 13 years as Assistant Emergency & Fire Coordination Center,
and was an Emergency Fire
Dispatcher and Volunteer Firefighter for 26 years (now retired) but those years
qualified me under Public Service. I am going to be 63 and back teaching 2-4th
grades in qualified area and schools that once again should [have] all erased my
debt in years of
teaching and public service! . .. I cannot afford to retire due to debt in student
loans."

Thank

you for your time, and we are happy to answer any questions you may have about this
important issue!

Thanks,

Mike
Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org
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MEMORANDUM
August 27, 2021
TO:
FROM:

Interested Parties
Student Borrower Protection Center

RE:

Firefighter Voices from the Department of Education's RFI on PSLF

Introduction
In July 2021, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) published a notice and request for
information seeking public comment on a range of issues related to the mismanagement of the
Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program. In the few weeks since launching this public
inquiry, ED has received more than 24,000 comments from affected student loan borrowers and
other stakeholders, offering new insight into the myriad failures of the scandal-plagued program.
The following memorandum offers a brief overview of the unique challenges facing one segment
of these student loan borrowers: firefighters. Enclosed with this memorandum is a series of
illustrative borrower narratives submitted to ED that demonstrates the scope and breadth of these
issues.
Overview & Discussion
Firefighters are among the most important first responders in America. Moreover, higher
education can be a key opportunity booster for these public service workers, as the Bureau of
Labor Statistics notes that first responders with college degrees—including firefighters—have
the best job prospects and the greatest chances for promotion.' But the pursuit of higher
education has led firefighters across the country to be weighed down and distracted from their
critical mission by the burden of student loan debt. One source indicates that the average student
loan balance is equal to 80 percent of the average firefighter's salary.2
Many firefighters planned on eventually securing student loan relief through PSLF.
Unfortunately, for firefighters nationwide, the promise of PSLF has been broken. Lawsuits3 and
borrower narratives long predating ED's request for information' point to an unfortunately
common pattern of public service workers who did everything right being derailed by poor or
https://b1s.gov/ooh/protective-service/firefighters.htm#tab-6
https://www.debt.com/student-loan-debt/fordiveness-program/for-first-responders-emt-public-servants/
3 https://www.aft.org/press-release/major-lawsuit-launched-against-betsy-devos-over-national-studentdebt
4 https://www.npr.org/2019/07/11/739860400/broken-promises-teachers-sue-u-s-over-student-loans-thatwerent-forgiven
1

2
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misleading servicing. Borrowers nationwide, including firefighters, report being told they had the
right kind of loan, that they were in the right repayment plan, and that they were otherwise on
track for PSLF, only to realize after a decade or more of repayment that they were still at square
one.
Of course, as the following pages make clear, the consequences of breakdowns around PSLF
cannot be captured in a rejection rate or an average loan balance. Enclosed are a selection of
borrower narratives illustrating the human toll that widespread illegal and incompetent servicing
practices have had on firefighters with student loan debt.
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From:
Mike Pierce
Sent:
Thu, 19 Aug 2021 07:18:53 -0700
To:
Morgan, Julie;Cordray, Richard;Miller, Benjamin;Habash, Tariq;Campbell,
Patrick;Foss, lan;Lee, Nicholas;Cooper, Michelle;Williams, Rich;Powell, CJ;Darcus, Joanna;Merrill,
Toby;Matsudaira, Jordan;Donoghue, Kristen;Wiggins, Hunter;Latreille, Bonnie;Harrington, Ashley
Cc:
Seth Frotman;Benjamin Kaufman;Christopher Hicks
Subject:
[PSLF Update] Frontline Worker Voices from ED's RFI on PSLF
Attachments:
[Memorandum] PSLF Comments from Frontline Workers 08182021.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments

unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

ED and
FSA Colleagues:

Continuing
our commitment to share insights and analysis from your RFI on PSLF, we wanted to
pass along another brief memo highlighting comments from student loan borrowers
across the country.

The
Department of Education's Request for Input on PSLF has now gathered over
13,000 comments. As you are aware, these firsthand accounts are often illustrative of
systemic problems harming millions of dedicated public service workers, many of whom
have selflessly
aided their communities for more than a decade.

So that
these comments may be more actionable, we have organized this feedback by issue
area. Please find attached to this email a collection of complaints documenting the
human toll that widespread illegal and incompetent servicing practices have had on
public service workers at the frontlines of the COVID-19
pandemic. For your convenience, the attachment includes a brief introduction
to this issue area, and the complaints it includes are keyword searchable.

We found

the following borrower narratives particularly striking:

•
(b)(6)

"I have been a nurse for almost 30 years. I was
told to consolidate so
I did. Then when I hit the 20 year mark of payments of which I was told make
those payments and the remainder will be gone. So I filled out the paperwork and
was told I had the wrong type of loans and didn't qualify for ... forgiveness. So I
continue to pay
and the balance never moves.

Forward to oct 2020 I work in long term care and covid hits. Almost all of
my residents got covid, many staff and myself. I have everything and it is time as
a nurse I am provided public service loan forgiveness[.]

Mr Biden you promised this in your if I become President promises. Show the
nurses of this country that their services are valued as we haven't felt that for a
very long time. But [in] all my years of nursing 2020 was the worst. And now
2021 and Covid is back again. I don't know how I will make it through but I will
because my patients
need me."

•
(b)(6)

: "I have worked as a front line staff in a critical
care unit giving
back to our veterans because they have given so much for us. Although I have
over $80,000 in student loan debt and a family of five I do not qualify. . . .
Hospital's have pushed and even required RN's to get higher degrees but that
does not increase the pay
scale. It creates job security and increased debt without any help. Now with
COVID when I close my eyes I see pleading eyes and hear voices crying out for

help when in my heart I know there is no other help to give. I want to leave
healthcare more then ever
but am trapped because of the debt and burden it has caused to my family.
Who's going to care for all the frontline staff when this is over or will there be
frontline staff to care for?"

(b)(6)

"Fed Loan in particular has log-jammed my PSLF
employment certification
forms on multiple instances. Currently, they have taken 7 months to certify my
employment as a teacher in a public school district and it is still not fixed. They
blamed the Dept. of Education when I called them recently. Other forms have
only taken ten days
to process. I believe Covid has affected this process as well. They also could not
tell me a specific amount I need to pay when I go back on IDR. It was a range
from $80-540 a month I would be paying once payments resume after the Covid
halt."

Thank
you for your time, and we are happy to answer any questions you may have about this
important issue!

Thanks,

Mike

Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org
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MEMORANDUM
August 18, 2021
TO:
FROM:

Interested Parties
Student Borrower Protection Center

RE:

COVID-19 Frontline Worker Voices from the Department of Education's
RFI on PSLF

Introduction
In July 2021, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) published a notice and request for
information seeking public comment on a range of issues related to the mismanagement of the
Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program. In the few weeks since launching this public
inquiry, ED has received more than 5,100 comments from affected student loan borrowers and
other stakeholders, offering new insight into the myriad failures of the scandal-plagued program.
The following memorandum offers a brief overview of the unique challenges facing one segment
of these student loan borrowers: teachers, healthcare workers, and others at the fi-ontlines of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Enclosed with this memorandum is a series of illustrative borrower
narratives submitted to ED that demonstrate the scope and breadth of these issues.
Overview & Discussion
Since the outset of the COVID-19 pandemic, public service workers across the country have
stepped up to heal the sick, protect our children, and categorically meet the demands of this
unprecedented moment. But many of these brave men and women have been rewarded only with
stark reminders of the burden of student loan debt and the harmful broken promises surrounding
PSLF.
Public service workers at the frontlines of COVID-19 such as teachers and healthcare workers
are generally required to have a graduate degree.1 However, salaries for those who pursue
careers in public service have not kept up with the cost of these credentials.2 As a result, public
service workers are particularly likely to plan their financial futures around the promise of
PSLF.3
htt s://files.consumerfinance. ov/f/documents/201706 cf b PSLF-mid ear-re ort. df# a e=3
https://files.consumerfinance.goy/f/documents/201706 cfpb PSLF-midyear-report.pdf#page=4
3 https://www.nea.org/sites/default/files/2021-07/Student°/020Loan°/020Debt°/020among°/020Educators.pdf,
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5023611/
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Unfortunately, public service workers nationwide have found over the past several years and
during COVID that the promise of PSLF has been categorically broken. Investigations,4
lawsuits,5 and borrower narratives6 point to a system riddled with tricks, traps, errors, and
malfeasance. Teachers, nurses, and other public service workers vital to the nation's ongoing
response to COVID-19 report being told they had the right kind of loan, that they were in the
right repayment plan, that they had the right kind of employment, and that they were otherwise
on track for PSLF, only to find out after a decade or more of repayment that this was not the
case.' For public service workers who learned during COVID that they had been derailed from
securing PSLF, as well as for those who were simply reminded that they had already been
knocked off track in the past, the pandemic provided an especially stark lesson in how damaging
and unfair Washington's failure to uphold its end of the bargain on PSLF has been for borrowers.
Right now, more than nine out of every ten teachers, nurses, and other public service workers
who applies for PSLF is denied promised relief, and the program to fix this has a rejection rate of
97 percent.8 The dedicated men and women whom this program has failed nevertheless continue
to work tirelessly in their communities in the face of a global health emergency. Their plight
demands attention and immediate redress.
Enclosed is a selection of borrower narratives illustrating the human toll that widespread illegal
and incompetent servicing practices have had on frontline workers with student loan debt.

https://protectborrowers.orq/public-service-loan-forqiveness-2/
https://www.aft.org/press-release/major-lawsuit-launched-aqainst-betsy-devos-over-national-studentdebt
6 https://protectborrowers.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/SBPC-A-Year-WithoutAction 2018.pdf#paqe=12
7 https://protectborrowers.orq/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/SBPC-AFT-PSLF-Investiqation.pdf
8 https://studentaid.qov/data-center/student/loan-forgiveness/pslf-data
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nave been a nurse for aknost 30 yeas I was told to consolidate so I did Then anon I lot the 20 year mark of payments of Innen I vas
told make those payments and he remander win be gone Sal toed out me paperwom and was totd load me wrong type of warts and
0461 duality rot three forgiveness SO conbnue 10 pay and me DalanCe never moveS

Tracking Number

Forward to oct 2020 vork in long term care and nova tins Almost al of my remcents got cora many star and mysen I nave everything

kr0-avc0Aboo

and n is time as a nurse lam provided pudic service loan forgiveness
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Mr Olden you promised tiws InKw rl I become President promises Snow the nurses 01 015 country that their senores are valued as on
has-eel tell that fora very iong time But load My years Of nursing 2020 was tne wOrat And nOw 2021 and Could IS back again I dant
knOw howl volt maker through Doll WI because My NOOKS need rile
The Rime Service Loan Forgiveness program Is broken n was a simple but povertul idea borrowers venting in public service would
nave their remaining student debt forgiven after 10 years However. year after year, the Depanntent of Education nay rejected 98 ON of
every 100 pUDIK service wOrkerS vtio have applied to nave titer debts canceled I am lust 000 0? mese student loan borrowers ono
teach or Out scnoot5. work in our nospnats. servo our country and have shouldered Inc burden of keeping us sate on Inc front lines of Inc
COV1D-19 pandemic in excnange for our commitments tO Nikko service. we vme promised that our student deb< wand be eraSed— a
promyse are Buten AdministrMMn SnOukl keep
The student debt anis also OraprOpOrhonalty hurts women and borrowers of color. magnifying inedbality Caused by a history of
OraCnrninatiOn across tne economy The fauure of PSLE DO just a broken promise n IS also a tossed opportunity to address racial and
gender ',Vedas' and Clekver on President Biden'S dareSe to build Dark Deller
President Brien and Educabon Secretary Cardona must immediately denier student ded relief to pubic service workers
For roe and an borrowers wno nave vorked lure decade in pupae service President Olden and Inc Department of ECNCatan Shan,/
nunodately discharge all of their federal student loans in fun Every bOrrOver should immediately gel denkt for even' 000001 WON 0
pudic service. regkvdleSS Of the type Of federal ShraentIOan payment plan Or Other 'ratan.] requirernentS Red tape and bureaucratic
nufdleS snout.] not be a Darner to action—the Secretary should use all *gal tools available to eliminate these vnjasrdeOry
No more tacks or traps it rs tame for the Biden Administration to keep the P105150 10 public service workers and eliminate tfus debt"
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The Public Service Loan Forgrveness programs broken it was a simple bin powerful idea borrowers yearlong in public service would
nave Mee remaining student eebt forgiven after 10 years However. year drier year. the Depanntent of Education nas rejected 96 out of
every 100 pubic service wOrkers 000 have appned to have their debts CanCebed lam Nat One Of theSe Student Ran bOrrOwerS whO
teach in our schools, work in our nospitais serve our country and have shouldered are burden of keeping us safe on the front lines of me
COvirk19 pandemic in exchange for our commitments to punk senice, we were promisee Mat our student CM would be erased— a
promise the &len nOrninrstaiion shoult1 keep
The student debt ens* also asprocortionalry nuns women and borrowers of color. rnaghryrng Inequality caused by a history of
discnnunabon across me economy The failure of PSLF Isn't pust a broken promise a is Ms. a missed opportunity to address racial and
gender Megutty and Cleaver on President Eficiervs prorride 10 Wad COCA better
President Olden ana Education Secretary Cardona must Invnediatehr COW( student new relief to public service workers

Received Dem 0
Aug S. 2021

For rre and an borrowers unto have workera rota &Race in outdo service. President 510en and the Department of Education should
iorneerately diSCnarge allot Melt federal Student loans in full Every bOrt0her Should immediately get Credo forestry month Spent.,
public semcn. regardless of the type of fedelat student loan. payment ptan or outer so-cared requirements Red tape and bureaucratic
curdles snout not bo a Darner to action—tne Secretary shout use ail legal tools availatate to eliminate these unjust debts
No more tncks or traps Ira urne Rr the Eiden Administration to keep me promise to public service workers and elimindre this debt
have worked as a front line staff in a critical care unit gonna back to our veterans because they have given so much torus Athough I
nave over 580.000 in student loan debt and a farmly 01hue 1 CO not quality 1m IOW that my Mare no/high and 10 quality my nusband
and I wOuld need to make dramatic less then we 00 NOSplars have pushed and even reamed RIO to get nigher degrees Out that does
not increase the pay scale 11 creates ph securny and increased debt without any help Noss hitt" COVID When I close rny eyes 15cc
pleading eyes and near voices crying out for help when in my nean I know there is no otner help to give !want to leave neachcare more
then ever but am trapped because Of the debt and burden naS Caused to my family VOW'S going to Care fOr all Use frontline start/bee
this is oyer or will there be frontline staff to care fora
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Fed Loan in particular has iogolarromed my P
employment cenificason forms on muitopie onstances Currentho they nave taken?
months to Gentry my emPtOyMeM as a teacher on a peak schoce dosthel and tile sue not fixed They warned the Dept of Education moan I
called tnern recently Other sums have only taken ten days to process I helene Cond nas affected iris process as wee They *so could
not telt me a specific amount I need to pay amen I go back on1DR it was a range from MO.540 a month I wooed lye payrng once
payments resume after me Could roar
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I plead for eaten rota in* program to assost teachers Makong 'I a he yea, program forgeang 50k 'noted he fantastic! Any extra could be
forgiven in increments 01 100 each year Per Mee years as nett My nnancial sauatIon suffers Fm unabie to isuy a hOUSe due 1011115
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Topics COD Lump Sum Payments PSLF M isonformation from Loan SenxersGreat Lakes
My comments are regarding Ire donut holes tor DOD lunp sum payments pox to 2016 arra misinformation MOM rry prior ServiCer Great
Lakes regarding PSLF I an a veteran of Iraq anti Afghanistan and currently a major and general surgeon in Me Army Reserve AS a
civilian I work as entreat care surgeon for a 50103 nospitai and dra SO dunng my residency ana fellOwahrp as well 1025 transferred to
reoLoan in May 2021. however before was semced by Great Lakes from 2013 to 2021 I was continually told year user year when I
roue recently my income So; my ISO plan frorn 2015-2019 Mat my only option was forbearance My lump surn DOD payments from the
fumy Reserve falSed My income so My payments were not affOrdable on my residency salary as VW DOD payments rent deettly lump
loan ServiCer Great Lakes I was never informed of PSLF as my employer gualfea or alter 2016 that my DOD lump sums Could COuM for
12 months of payments to PSLF wren I could ask atout any other opnons Man somearance This brings mew my comments regarong
tne donut notes won ODD lump Suen payments Please Change Me policriaiv regarding DOD payments only counting 101 12 maiths or
payment and make them count roles many as the lump sum would have covered based on annuN income recerhcatice Also please
Mow lump sum DOD payments X10110 2016 ZOOunt Inc montnry payments as well rS only one I ri.ave Served My 000ntry and yet nave
non 306 (alter Ian, kora sums Mal under current rules only tnree of them couM as monthly payments for 12 moms each, as too sere
dispersed in 2015 . Also currentrr tam dealing rah FedLoan, trying to remove my forbearances retroactively due to all tre
misinformation from Great Lakes Over many years I have been on the frontlineS 0(11* Pandemic as a Civilian altlhal Care SurgeOn and on
the battlefields as a soldier in irag and Afghantstan and feel very let down by our government regarding PSLF and the Prdhsheelat
tOrgreeneSS after public service it ras supposed tourer Ensunng servicers do not mislead borrowers regarding eligible payments and
closing 000 lump sum payment donut noes would Make a huge deference ermine and My Families Ices
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My husband and (ale both elementary music teachers He has taught 17 years and I have taught for 15 When we took out student loans
. were told we would quality for public servant loan forgiveness We were never really Iola how that wooed After looking into the details
yearn later we realized we wouid need SO make 120 consemtne payments While we nave pad 00001 Mans /Or years we have 001 be
able to make 120 consecut. payments We meet every requirement but tsar one We've both taught full time and held a side pods Tne
reaSen we have net been able to make 120 payments IS because we naven-I made enOugh mOney el the paSI 10 pay Mr hears Care. card
cart house payments and other expense 0111e parng for student loans We were married a year before the Dg recession As leachers
we didn't stan cut ma/ong mucn Then 010 pay was frozen for several years before we saw a cost or living raise When pay was unfrozen
the step was absorbed CI me cosi of living and innawn Whoe on had a boy Comp in pay we deInt make enough eta We continued
making payments We warted true years to sten a family When we started our family we nad to have chiklcare for both of use to work and
pay Our bills But. 'Me <051 0! thitocare COnhnuauSzy inCreaSed whore Cur pay did not We had to put our payments on hold VMen we
were able we resumed then my husband had heath struggles wfth hospital Das We had lo hold our payments agam We once again
resumed payments when we were WO My second pregnancy was complicated and Ty son spent time in NICU Once again ito dealt
with 1.4Mcal bee %Moen I rearmed to work my pay was docked the equnment of a day care payment a month Thts Was due to the fact
that we clo not nave pax) maternfty leave and I used an of my sick days for leave Soon could not resume students loan payments until
after I returned 10 wOrk and we were able to StabriZe
nauSenCild budget We resumed payments OnCe Our house nOld budget was
balanced again Just before COVID we Nally received a raise from the local district and were in line for a state raise But. Due to COVID
am teacher raises were taken off the table We nave served our manumit. Wilfuny lot years witri very lisle payload, financially We
lave 001 been able to make the 120 COnSeCutive paymentS despite Our effOrtS 000 10 eCOnerne iSSueS that wore onen out Of Our COntrel
00100 not met with so many obstacles we we nave dutifully paid every payrrent To rave student loan robe for our years of service
would be Me greatest bleSSog fOr our family ViOuld could pay on our home save 101 001SCoS future and Cur Oval retirement up until Ibis
year we haven't even been able to put money into savings Only since student loans have been frozen have we been able to Me between
checks With student loans We wont be able to save for awning and on ism live to pay the bills and thars it
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What do you get wren a mother.son pair of first-generation low-income students go to college together, A mother with a BS teaching the
youngest students and a son widi a PhD leaching the oldest students n the puDbc school system of Camden. NJ (10..12 and Rutgers
UnnerSily but Saddled well a COmbened 5125K in C011ege debt and nO way 10 pay n orr berOre retirement DeCauSe Of lies abOul payment
types in the PSLF

Tracking Number
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Were Door from poor backgrounds. my mom from an atkiSne one an well She dug herself cut of poverty working an Arby'S and daycare
centers and wren I was entenng high school she became an inspiration for me as a woman in her 40s gang to college to earn a BS in
ecucatron Ana now" I nave my 000 (0 Neuroscience Both Of tiS wOrk as eduCatOrS In Camden NJ. She eaCheS ionderganen and fire,
grade aria special educabcri teacher in Me public school system and I teach undergraduates and graduate students as a prom's°, at
Rutgers its son of poetic the tmoor us ...king on opposne spectrums of education
And what do
have to show for it, She's got 500K in student loan debt anSI have 52510 But today t's not about me Its about my
mother And She's been denied for the OSLO. the T05/..F and even the Teacher Loan ForgNerieSS prOgram Basically my mom cant even
get Teacher Forgiveness Loan because a VERY small porbon or 15cr tans are from when $he took a couple community college courses
ri Me 90s
She consolidated 3 types of loans in 2010 as per federal guidance to take advantage of the PSLF (bans from her AS n Community
college an the late 905. 8S in the vary 00$ and a parent plus ban time Incomplete my Oslo 2008) she's pie 5400.rmOnth !Or Ilene
past 10 years (548K1wnh most of that going to Interest meaning that her current man balance is still Ingli at 583.033
She's 10 years younger than Olden and went DaCktOCCeege in her 40,10 pursue the amenCan dream Of teCOmmg a SChel leacher AS
a Icrw.income 'may she nspred me 10 901 rny PhD Both of us are educators in Camden arid she nodes she can Tigre out these bans
so sne can retire I'm not Sure She Can
She was lethally lob she was pan of Me PSLF backer 2010. Out she found out a Sew years ago Mat that was a be 1 tnen yelped her
apply to the TEPSLF rolls past winter and see was denied as .11
And then Metes des other program called Inc 'Teacher Loan Forg.ness" which we thougm shed be a shoe in or since sire nas taught
Students with 0001011105 (0 Camden or newly 20 years now Annough not as much mOney an the POLO, I grOviden up to 51710(0
forgiveness Last month, she was denied why? We were told she 0301901 any forgrveness under that program because -52K of VW
Sa3K she owes was consostiated horn her community college days before decking to become a teacher Apparently. this is a stipuLabon
Mal was inckided when trio leacher loan forgiveness program was set 0p25 years ago Pemaps lo use the money Only for new. teachers
not considering those who had already taken a few college credos?
no we're string here with no options for forgiveness Clearly, the type of person ban lorgivenesS IS geared for rS my Fran lox-riCcerie
family mother going back to college in her 40s poking herself up by her Bootstraps leaching students with thsabnales ma 10-12 selleg
well known for nnong buret CaSngs none PlaygrOund
Fonunately she's been able to lap into tre COV1D forbearance MK past year me plus 51<e (5 that Inc brbearance payments count
toward her PSLF Technically 8 payments goon. 112 logo As she toes to run The numbers for retirement. I'm certainty going 10 11010 tier.
but ern preMr sure shell die 00110115 deb:
At every turn she's denied for what is arguably lies and red tape If hem was a perfect person the service ban forgneness program was
meant for It is my mom
Wrice I can understand broad cancellation soot easy. I suggest 1) extend Me pause 2) orange Me PSLF lobe 510Kyear instead 01311
atter 10 years. 300 31 extend forgiveness or "Service already performed' so my mom who's teen paying balk for 15 yearn On time Can
actually get Me forgneness she deserves
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First off. I woold like to thank the DOE for talung steps ri hearing the people on this long overdue topic
I am a ungle father of an 8 year old son I an, 36 years old and have teen a teacher in public uncois since the 2009.2010 scnod year
My first year Out 01c01ege I enteted the PLONK S011001 Water', in the mock of a recession Massive budge! OPS left OtStnCI Cutting p005
instead on ming What away to enter the *0411 001101 So i was forced to suosmute teach spooning most or my free time checking ore
SubStaute webSRe fOr yabS to work the next day I averaged abOut 3-1 baldayS Of male 3 week Cullen SOMOI was in sessicn ) I finally was
Nee to land a ful !me lot Sr 2013 at a 1100001 45 minutes away from my apartment in the suburbs of East Portland. OR arid lust
completed my 8111 full year of senerce on top of the 3 years of subbing -Fultlfirne- for me

eC:y Decking Number
loyechloySk

Common, ()Moils

Sulernittei Info
When I left college and started making repayments on my Federal Loans mat were *Sued to me by the Dept of EduCatoen (FFEL. Co
FEEL) I believe they were caled I was enrolled., their income based repayment plan submitted all documents they needed and !lave
made every payment snivel began makeig payments in late 2009. To this dale never missed a payment evetytheng always paid early
and all documents surcrneed annumly on time,

Document Subtype 0
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Enter COvID Relief Forbearance omen (called my loan provider (NOON at Mat bme

my 3101030 prowler) I asked Mem 101 int on

how to pause my payments ana how loan check lo see my progress on PSLF They told me my loans demi quamy because they were
the wrong type of loans loon shocked as not ally was trim the first time Ive actually spoken wen a human about my loans 01 11 year on
the topic fm pretty sure the Department of Educatton was the one 0110 gave me Me loans aka the Government and they Old they psi
weren't Me 'Federal Ned Loan' vmich unknown to me. SinCe none Of the previous and Current prowlers had brought TO my attenton I
had to consoldate to the 'Federal Direct Loans' way ',Mk wnen
So deafly apse, I ask them my StalliS on the PON Service Loan Forgiveness program (One or me big reasons i gol my masters
am now feeling
Degree to I:000111e a teacher in Oregon). The lady was confused as she said 'Sir you are nor enrolled In des program
Me my pnson sentence was renewed)
I bob tne lady that EVERY YEAR tney require my Tax Returns wHICH HAS MY OCCUPATION ON 17 531 A TEACHER her reply was
'Wel sit you never asked us and some people 00(11 want tube in the program " lam now getting erect or! I feel scammed big time
but tea my see ors not the lady's faun So I ask her wnat I need to do to nave Me Could Forbearance and the PSLF to happen One then
explains I have to consolidate 10 100 Federal Direct bans and once Mal happens she can enrol me (send me the paperwork) for the
PSLF and Men the dagger to the !lean She tells me THAT is when my 10 years can Man NOT after Me 11 YEARS OF A
TEACHER. 9 FULL TiLIE YEARS BUT IM AT 0 YEARS OFFICIALLY BECAUSE LOAN SERVICERS passed my bans around Ike a hOt
potato Nobody called to talk to me nobody mentioned Federal Direct nobody mentioned enrolling in PSLF NOTHING 11 year of on
time paymentS el THEIR REPAYIJENT PLANS THEY PUT ME IN and I awe JORE than I GO when I loll college *SCAM
In/ISO 1 can Inn Me receipt and they can take back my degree (For real) because these Iasi 11 years of payments nave been hemp* on
my way of lee A ()olden Mat eS 001 w(11111 I I live at home 0th My dad as a 36 year 010 01111 a mastets degree because I ChOne NON
service I chose robe a teacher And the system! am in makes n IMPOSSIBLE to cue on my own Rent goes up 5-8% a year tcanners
gel a 2-3% raise a year but mat raise 6 mauled because your income goes up which means your loan payment goes up me
hamster wheel 011110 lust Nanning your wheels all to remain in the same place you were as a Chad /0 your parents apartment No
progress can be made No houses or carol vacations can be tCughl No desee to stan a family or get marned because 0110 financial
burden SOMETHING MUST BE DONE TO FIX THIS CORRUPT BROKEN SYSTEM
I feel scamrned by the Depanmen! of Education tne ban 'servicers. and Inc people in congress who nave taken NO action except WWI'
and play pou.Nal games because they Use lo do what's nont for them and Mee pocketbook, nor Inc backbone of America. the Public
Service workers 01this country Get Off yOur 11011 horses and 110 100 befCte you have a bigger problem on your hands
Thank rel
Male Teacher
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My personal experience with PSLF has been wrought won confusion and frustration I have been teaching for 10 years 7 of when have
been in a private independent 5011001 I did not knee about MIS program fa years and only to/td Out abOUI it [Moon Wad Or 'TWO
When I did research hue program inotolly and sent information 0 fat out ifta the VSO'S. I was rejected from my payment plan because I
ardn't net return rio thew time frame though I was never told what the time frame was In addition even 0th all Ea and workng ma
public sdvol at Me beginning. I could not afford the repayment plan that was required for tne program i went on a payment plan Mal I
could afford. so years of service essentially Man t count towards tre program In Use past two years. I was able to change to the correct
payment plan but lam star barely able to make Mose payments I dent Mow how many times I have called to request clarification on re
program, but eyerythtng is vety anibiguOuS and it seems Me sennee providers don t know rem to advise us as well Since the Deoning.
I hare fed this program was kept covert so that peep* %WC not appN or kept stipulatons Or the programs above the level of what so
many Of us Ceuta afford I nave been wcaIng fat 10 years as a teaCrer and only this year broke $501 I had almost $701 in loans Pm my
private unrversity because that was rear,/ the only option that ro Master's degrees for teachers are not free. though d you don t have an
unaergrad 0 educahon you have to gel your Master's lobe cenaled One/ score schools wit provee money toward creads and powre
SCh0Ols got Mining Teachers who make sthe money are fOrCed to
Out these loans* try 10 make more money tor themselves and
then are stalker this vicious cycle when the pay is poor and you have massive loans repay OKI( over the past year I have become
more and more oisneaneisea wan Pas program and tne treaurient or teachers So many ores 'eked our ryes. eves or our ramifies to
teach in.person This was me My school was di-equipped to keep us al safe. borne were made to go back into the classroom
regardless I taught students ',person and remotely On ZOCM AT THE SAME TIME It dOCIOrS and nurses nave been lauded (as they
09111fulty Sh300 be fOr their secretes due to Cowin why aren't feacnere also berg praised' ..My Carl loan lorgrveness happen tor
anyone on PSLF currently and to the system *r the future PSLF appicants, lam not alone in the expenence So many leachers I know
eSpettally those in prNate schools are drouvIng voth no end 10 0551 especial, through PSLF Though i nave been weeng tor 10
years. ally a Mlle over hvo of my years count for service. though I nave paid the whole tme This needs lo change
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From:
Mike Pierce
Sent:
Fri, 10 Sep 2021 13:50:29 -0700
To:
Morgan, Julie;Cordray, Richard;Miller, Benjamin;Habash, Tariq;Campbell,
Patrick;Foss, lan;Lee, Nicholas;Cooper, Michelle;Williams, Rich;Powell, CJ;Darcus, Joanna;Merrill,
Toby;Matsudaira, Jordan;Donoghue, Kristen;Wiggins, Hunter;Latreille, Bonnie;Harrington, Ashley;Alag,
Sartaj
Cc:
Seth Frotman;Benjamin Kaufman;Christopher Hicks
Subject:
[PSLF Update] Nurses' Voices from ED's RFI on PSLF
Attachments:
[Memorandum] PSLF Comments from Nurses 09102010.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

ED and
FSA Colleagues:

Continuing
our commitment to share insights and analysis from your RFI on PSLF, we wanted to
pass along another brief memo highlighting comments from student loan borrowers
across the country.

We also wanted to highlight some records we just released showing PHEAA's internal
projections of future PSLF eligibility under current policy. As reported earlier today in the
Washington Post, our analysis of PHEAA's projections show that 8 out of 10 public
service workers will still be rejected for PSLF five years from now-- the latest sign
that pervasive, systemic issues will continue to hamstring this protection without
bold action from the Department.

The
Department of Education's Request for Input on PSLF has now gathered over 33,000
comments. As you are aware, these firsthand accounts are often illustrative of systemic
problems harming millions of dedicated public service workers, many of whom have
selflessly
aided their communities for more than a decade.

So that
these comments may be more actionable, we have organized this feedback by issue
area. Please find attached to this email a collection of complaints documenting the
human toll that widespread illegal and incompetent servicing practices have had on
nurses and
healthcare workers. For your convenience, the attachment includes a brief introduction
to this issue area, and the complaints it includes are keyword searchable.

We found
the following borrower narratives particularly striking:

•(b)(6)
acoma, WA: "I am a registered nurse, and have been
working for non-profit hospital organizations for the last 8 years. However (as is
often the case with healthcare workers), I work 3 twelve hours shifts a week.
Although this exceeds the requirement of at least 30 hours as set forth by the
PSLF program, my
employer will not certify me as full-time unless I work 40 hours a week. This
schedule does not exist for bedside nurses in my area of the country. I have over
$85,000 in loans from obtaining my Masters degree and yet I will not qualify for
loan forgiveness
due to this technicality. To make matters worse, I now owe more than when I
first graduated, as I have been on an income-based repayment plan and with my
payment of $500-600/month am not even paying enough to chip away at the
(b)(6)

My student loan debt is over $117,000.00 and I am extremely
worried about how I am going to repay this. I am a Registered Nurse and I
should have the same opportunity to get credit towards my forgiveness even if I
work for a for profit hospital. Currently I am Registered with an agency that
places nurses in vacant
nursing positions and I am told that if my salary is being paid by the agency then
my payments don't qualify. I would love updated provisions to the bill so that all
nurses can benefit from the Public Service Student Loan Forgiveness Program.
Afterall, we
are being dubbed as heroes and superheroes but we are not being treated like
heroes!"

• (b)(6)

Brooklyn, NY: "The federal loan system has a built in
$5 leniency per payment, meaning if a borrower shorts a monthly payment by
less than $5 the borrower will not be notified the payment was short the amount

due. Instead, the servicer subtracts the amount from each subsequent payment
in perpetuity. The end result
is none of these payments count for PSLF because the full monthly payment is
never made. It is easy for this process to occur without the borrower being aware
especially if the payment is short only a few cents. I lost 4 years of PSLF
qualifying payments due
to a 47 cent short one month."
Thank
you for your time, and we are happy to answer any questions you may have about this
important issue!

Thanks,

Mike

Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org

C I

STUDENT BORROWER
PROTECTION CENTER

MEMORANDUM
September 10, 2021
TO:
FROM:

Interested Parties
Student Borrower Protection Center

RE:

Nurse Voices from the Department of Education's RH on PSLF

Introduction
In July 2021, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) published a notice and request for
information seeking public comment on a range of issues related to the mismanagement of the
Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program. In the few weeks since launching this public
inquiry, ED has received more than 33,000 comments from affected student loan borrowers and
other stakeholders, offering new insight into the myriad failures of the scandal-plagued program.
The following memorandum offers a brief overview of the unique challenges facing one segment
of these student loan borrowers: nurses. Enclosed with this memorandum is a series of
illustrative borrower narratives submitted to ED that demonstrates the scope and breadth of these
issues.
Overview & Discussion
Since the outset of the COVID-19 pandemic, healthcare workers across the country have made
great personal sacrifices to heal the sick, protect our seniors and children, and categorically meet
the demands of this unprecedented moment. But many of these brave men and women have been
rewarded only with stark reminders of the burden of student loan debt and the harmful broken
promises surrounding PSLF.
Over the past decade, nurses have increasingly been required to have a graduate degree in order
to maintain their jobs% though salaries for those who pursue a career in healthcare have not kept
up with the cost of these credentials.2 As a result, healthcare workers are especially likely to need
to take on student debt and are particularly likely to plan their financial futures around the
promise of PSLF.

https://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/24/education/chanding-reguirements-send-nurses-back-toschool.html
2 https://www.nysna.org/student-debt-hurts-nursing-students-too#.YTpLd51KjIV
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STUDENT BORROWER
PROTECTION CENTER

Unfortunately, workers nationwide including nurses have found over the past several years and
during COVID that the promise of PSLF has been broken. Investigations3 and harrowing
borrower narratives4 point to a system riddled with tricks, traps, errors, and malfeasance.
Right now, more than nine out of every ten teachers, nurses, and other public service workers
who apply for PSLF are denied promised relief, and the expansion meant to fix this has its own
rejection rate of 97 percent.5 The dedicated men and women whom this program has failed
nevertheless continue to work tirelessly in their communities in the face of a global health
emergency. Worse, new data released just this week paint a bleak future: internal projections
from the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency, the firm that manages PSLF on
behalf of the Department, indicate that only one-in-five borrowers currently pursuing PSLF will
have secured relief by 2026, almost a decade after the first borrowers were meant to become
eligible.6
Of course, as the following pages make clear, the consequences of breakdowns around PSLF
cannot be captured in a rejection rate or an average loan balance. Enclosed are a selection of
borrower narratives illustrating the human toll that widespread illegal and incompetent servicing
practices have had on nurses with student loan debt.

https://protectborrowers.orq/public-service-loan-fordiveness-2/
https://protectborrowers.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/SBPC-A-Year-WithoutAction 2018.pdf#pade=12
5 https://studentaid.dov/data-center/student/loan-fordiveness/bslf-data
6 https://protectborrowers.orq/newly-uncovered-internal-projections-from-a-department-of-educationcontractor-show-pslf-problems-will-persist-over-time/
3

4
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Beginning in 20081 was denied by Great Lakes, my loan servicer, for the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program. In 2015. after
continuing to be denied by Great Lakes, I contacted Innovative Student Loans, now Fiducius, and was accepted for the Public Service
Loan Forgiveness Program. This servicer requires me to pay an annual renewal fee. I have been a nurse. working full-time, at my current
employer since June 1, 2004. My employer is a non-profit organization;Iii-.it
I
1/1., /G
f I would have been accepted when I first applied, or even in one of the subsequent years. I would have either
completed this program or be very close to completion. I have the ability to prove my employment if necessary. Realizing that I was
eligible when I first applied Is very disheartening and frustrating. i was unable to make student loan payments prior 10 2015. when I joined
the above named servicer, due to the fact that I lacked the income for the high monthly payment. As a result an enormous amount of
Interest was added to my loan debt.
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Dear Miguel Cardona,

0

I urge you to immediately cancel both the student loan debt of public service workers with at least 10 years of public service, and $50,000
in student debt for all other federal loans.

. Tracking Number
ksh-njc18-1ehh

Comment Details

Submitter Info

from km/RN
am a Haitian American. mother of two (2) adult
Personal Background: My name is thvg
children and grand mother of two (2) grandsons. I am way beyond retirement age. but I am still in the workforce because my social
security benefits will not be sufficient to pay my bills. help provide for my grandchildren, and pay tor my Student loan debts.
Professional Career Almost all my 40 years of professional career have been invested in Public Health Services i am a Master's
prepared Registered Nurse. I am also a Master's prepared Social Worker, and a Master's prepared Public Health. As a black woman and
Immigrant, I dedicated my professional career to the helping profession and services to the underserved. And continuing higher education
was the only way for me to acquire professional ladder as a member of the minority and meet my overarching goal of Public Service. So.
since I had to provide for my family while working on improving my professional education, student loans were my only means of
achieving that higher level of education. despite the high tag interest rate that continued to multiply and accumulate over the years.

Document Subtype
Comment(s)
Received Date 0
Aug 18,2021

Public Services History: In addition to working to several non-profit healthcare providers. I served in the United States Navy as a Nurse
Corps Officer for two (2) years. I worked for the town of Colchester as a Home Care Nurse and School Nurse for four (4) years. I originally
worked for the Connecticut Department of Mental Health And Addiction Services Acute Drug and Alcohol for three (3) years before
returning to school to work on my Bachelor and Master's degree in Nursing. In 1999 to the present (22 years so far), I returned to work for
the State of Connecticut Mental Heath And Addiction Services (DMHAS).
Personal Challenges/Permanent Disabilities i became dear about 10 years ago. i depend on comear implants for communication.
Nonetheless. I continue to serve as Public Servant.
Student Loan Repayment History: Although some of my payment records are not available in my current student loan debts file, I have
been repaying my student loan debts without a missed payment since 1999. My original student loan servicer was SallieMae. Despite the
fact that SallieMae was informed of my work history in Public Service, they had not once advised me on the benefits of Public Services
Loan Forgiveness Program (PSLF). In fact, each time that I returned to school to further my education, my loan was placed on
forbearance to accumulate an exorbitant amount of interest. When I discussed my financial challenges with them, they offered me the
option to consolidate my loans. Therefore, there was no prior payment history for those loans that were consolidated under SallieMae.
When I finally discussed PSLF program with SallieMae, they said that it was not In my best Interest to enroll in the PSLF program.
Nonetheless. in 2010. I asked SallieMae for guidance to enroll in the PSLF program. At that time, I was switched to Fed Loan Servicer.
FedLoan Servicer: Switching to FeclLoan servicer was another barrier to obtain PSLF. another deception, disinformation, and lack of
transparency. To begin with, I was led to believe that I was enrolled in the PSLF program and that my loans were consolidated. So, I was
sending one (1) monthly payments one check every month. It was not until about two (2) years ago that I became aware that I was not
officially enrolled in PSLF, despite my regular monthly payments of nearly SPersonalized Story)
It is past time to keep the promise of PSLF, but also to enact broad-based student debt cancellation of $50,000 for all federally held loans.
Our right to learn, grow, and thrive, should be based on how big we dream and how hard we work—not the size of our Dank accounts.
Sincerely,

VID1(61
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Secretary Miguel Cardona.

0

The Public Service Loan Forgiveness program is an acknowledgment of the way the costs of private education are far too high, trapping
millions in inescapable levels of debt. The ineffective administration of the PSLF. leading to a 98% rejection rate, is only part of the
problem—but it Is one that must be fixed in order to bring MIS program into alignment with Congress' intent.

Tracking Number
kso-viku-pfuj

We urge you to remove all red tape and bureaucratic hurdles, and immediately discharge federal student loans in full for PSLF applicants.
Comment Details

Submitter Info
The student debt crisis disproportionately hurts women and borrowers of color, magnifying inequality caused by a history of discrimination
across the economy The failure of PSLF isn't just a broken promise, it is also a missed opportunity to address racial and gender inequity
and deliver on President Biden's promise to build back better.

Document Subtype 0
Comment(s)

Ultimately, the Department of Education should take steps to reduce the future costs of college and graduate school, and provide relief to
the victims of predatory lending schemes that have trapped millions of Americans in student loans.

Received Date 0
Aug 23. 2021

My student loan debt is over 5117,003.00 and I am extremely worned about how I am going to repay MIS. I am a Registered Nurse and i
should have the same opportunity to get credit towards my forgiveness even if I work for a for profit hospital. Currently I am Registered
with an agency that places nurses in vacant nursing positions and I am told that if my salary is being paid by the agency then my
payments don't qualify. I would love updated provisions to the bill so that all nurses can benefit from the Public Service Student Loan
Forgiveness Program Afterall, we are being dubbed as heroes and super heroes but we are not being treated like heroes,
Thanks Kindly,

(b)(6)

,
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Problem. Rolling Delinquencies
The federal loan system has a built in $5 leniency per payment, meaning if a borrower shorts a monthly payment by less than $5 the
borrower will not be notified the payment was short the amount due. Instead, the servicer subtracts the amount from each subsequent
payment in perpetuity. The end results is now of these payments count for PSLF because the full monthly payment is never made. It is
easy for this process to occur without the borrower being aware especially if the payment Is short only a few cents. I lost 4 years Of PSLF
qualify payments due to a 47 cent short one month.

Tracking Number
ks1-901h-07ft

Comment Details

Submitter Info

Document Subtype 0

Solution: Federal servicer should notify borrowers immediately if their payment is even one cent short for the month so the account can
be balanced before the next payment Is due.
Sincerely, Front Line COVID Healthcare worker Canng For of mecicareimecricakvuninsurea Populations.
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President Joe Biden.
.0

I am a Pediatric Hematology/Oncology Registered Nurse at Stony Brook's Children's Hospital in the Cancer Center. I have been a fulltime Professional Registered Nurse for the State of New York going on 16 years and yet have been one of the many denied in the Public
Service Loan Forgiveness program. I'm proud to live and work in the community I serve. but I shouldn't have to continue to struggle to
pay my student loans after 15+ years of public service.

Tracking Number
ksj-cipl-vxdg

Comment Details

Submitter Info

Document Subtype 0
Comment(s)
Received Date 0
Aug 19 2021

The Public Service Loan Forgiveness program is broken. It was a simple but powerful idea: borrowers working in public service would
have their remaining student debt forgiven after 10 years. However. year alter year. the Department of Education has rejected 98 out of
every 100 public service workers who have applied to have their debts cancelled. lam just one of these student loan borrowers who
teach in our schoots, work In our hospitals, serve our country, and have shouldered the burden of keeping us safe on the front lines of the
COVID-19 pandemic. In exchange for our commitments to public service, we were promised that our student debt would be erased— a
promise the Men Administration should keep
The student debt crisis also disproportionally hurts women and borrowers of color, magnifying inequality caused by a history of
discrimination across the economy. The failure of PSLF isn't just a broken promise, it is also a missed opportunity to address racial and
gender inequity and deliver on President Uteri's promise to build back Detter.
President Biden and Education Secretary Cardona must immediately deliver student debt relief to public service workers.
For me and all borrowers who have worked for a decade in public service, President Biden and the Department of Education should
immediately discharge all of their federal student loans in full. Every borrower should immediately g
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Thank you for finally soliciting comments on this program.

0

Tracking Number
ksp-jpxt-wp88

Comment Details

Submitter Info

I am a registered nurse, and have been working for non-profit hospital organizations for the last 8 years. However (as is often the case
with healthcare workers), I work 3 twelve hours shifts a week. Although this exceeds the requirement of at least 30 hours as set forth by
the PSLF program, my employer will not certify me as full-time unless I work 40 hours a week. This schedule does not exist ror bedside
nurses in my area of the country.
I have over S85,000 In loans from obtaining my Masters degree and yet i will not qualify for loan forgiveness due to this technicality.
To make matters worse, I now owe more than when I first graduated, as I have been on an income-based repayment plan and with my
payment of 5500-600/month am not even paying enough to chip away at the principal.
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President Joe Men.
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Tracking Number
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Submitter Info

Document Subtype 0

I have been employed as a pediatric nurse serving the greater Cincinnati area for more than a decade Not only do we at my organization
provide health care to the surrounding community, but we also serve the tri-state, the entire United States, and the numerous patients
beyond our borders. I have given so much of myself to the patients and parents I have cared for that at times my personal life and family
have suffered. I wanted nothing more than to provide great care to those that needed me the most, but now it is myself and my family that
are suffering i have been paying on my student loans for years and still have greater than $60000 in student debt. How do I give them
the life they deserve with that much hanging over my head? Should my children suffer a life not fulfilled because I chose to serve others
by becoming a health care professional? I think not and its time those in public service receive the forgiveness they have been promised.
The Public Service Loan Forgiveness program is broken. It was a simple but powerful idea: borrowers working in public service would
have their remaining student debt forgiven after 10 years. However. year after year. the Department of Education has rejected 98 out of
every 100 public service workers who have applied to have their debts cancelled. I am just one of these student loan borrowers who
teach in our schools, work In our hospitals, serve our country, and have Shouldered the burden of keeping us Safe on the front lines Of the
COVID-19 pandemic. In exchange for our commitments to public service, we were promised that our student debt would be erased— a
promise the &den Administration should keep

Comment(s)
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The student debt crisis also disproponionaity hurts women and borrowers of color, magnifying inequality caused by a history of
discrimination across the economy. The failure of PSLF isn't just a b
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Secretary Miguel Cardona.
.0

I'm 67 years old, retired and still paying my nursing student loan debt Its entirely possible that I may need to come out of retirement in
the next year if the cost of living does not level, however, student loan forgiveness would be a huge help.

Tracking Number
ksq-9b6y-0od5

Comment Details

Submitter Info

The Public Service Loan Forgiveness program is an acknowledgment of the way the costs of prwate education are far too high, trapping
millions in inescapable levels of debt The ineffective administration of the PSLF. leading to a 98% rejection rate. Is only part of the
problem—but it is one that must be fixed in order to bring this program into alignment with Congress' intent.
We urge you to remove all red tape and bureaucratic hurdles, and immediately discharge federal student loans in full for PSLF applicants.

Document Subtype 0
Comment(s)

The student debt crisis disproportionately hurts women and borrowers of color, magnifying inequality caused by a history of discrimination
across the economy. The failure of PSLF isn't Just a broken promise, It is also a missed opportunity to address racial and gender inequity
and deliver on President Biden's promise to build back better.

Received Date 0
Aug 24 2021

Ultimately. the Department of Education should take steps to reduce the future costs of college and graduate school, and provide relief to
the victims of predatory lending schemes that have trapped millions of Americans In student loans.

(b)(6)
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Special consideration should be be given to healthcare providers with student loans, regardless of financial and employment/hourly
status. As a nurse, I have worked and exposed myself on the frontlines. I have worked hospital floors, COVID tested outdoors in below
freezing conditions, and vaccinated with my local public health department in Northern Virginia. while caring for my 3 young children at
home. I want to eventually enroll in graduate school for my DNP. but the burden of my current student loan debt is an overwhelming
obstacle. Nursing School graduates finish School with a median debt between $40,000 and $54,999. This Is unacceptable. In our current
crisis, we need more highly educated professionals, including those in the public health sector, to tackle the COVID-19 pandemic and any
future public health crises.
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From:
Mike Pierce
Sent:
Fri, 24 Sep 2021 13:47:00 -0700
To:
Kvaal, James;Morgan, Julie;Cordray, Richard;Miller, Benjamin;Habash,
Tariq;Campbell, Patrick;Foss, lan;Lee, Nicholas;Cooper, Michelle;Williams, Rich;Powell, CJ;Darcus,
Joanna;Merrill, Toby;Matsudaira, Jordan;Donoghue, Kristen;Wiggins, Hunter;Latreille,
Bonnie;Harrington, Ashley;Alag, SartabEVMigration_Clare.Mccann
Cc:
Seth Frotman;Benjamin Kaufman;Chris Hicks;Katherine Welbeck
Subject:
Re: [PSLF Update] Adjunct and Contingent Faculty Voices from ED's RFI on PSLF
Attachments:
PSLF Memo to ED_Borrowers of Color.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

ED and FSA Colleagues:

Continuing our
commitment to share insights and analysis from your RFI on PSLF, which as you know
is closing in a few hours, we wanted to pass along a memo highlighting comments from
student loan borrowers across the country. Keeping with the Secretary's commitment to
center
racial equity across all of the Department's work, we thought it was appropriate to
conclude the comment period with a memo focusing on the effects of PSLF's many
failures on borrowers of color.

The Department
of Education's Request for Input on PSLF has now gathered nearly 47,000
comments. As you are aware, these firsthand accounts are often illustrative of systemic
problems harming millions of dedicated public service workers, many of whom have
selflessly
aided their communities for more than a decade.

So that these
comments may be more actionable, we have organized this feedback by issue area.
Please find attached to this email a collection of complaints documenting the human toll
that widespread illegal and incompetent servicing practices have had on borrowers of
color.

For your convenience, the attachment includes a brief introduction to this issue area,
and the complaints it includes are keyword searchable.

We found the following borrower narratives particularly striking:

'b)(6)

NY: "Hi.
My name is Jessica Battle and I am currently a staff attorney with the (b)(6)
(h)(61
I went to Johns Hopkins University for undergrad and Howard
Law for law school. I received scholarships to both institutions, yet, I still have
over $150,000 in
student loan debt. As a black woman and daughter of first generation college
students, I have faced many struggles on my academic and career path.
However, at now 30 years old I always imagined that at this point I would be able
to reap the benefits of what
I have endured to get here. I am committed to working in public interest law, but
because of my student loan debt I have to decide between things like getting a
car or saving for a down payment on a home and paying my student loan debts.
On a public interest
salary, there just isn't enough money to do all three. I don't have the financial
safety net to just get gifted a home down payment from my family, my parents
are trying to figure out how to retire and take care of the generation ahead of
them. Homeownership
has been the main method to build wealth in this country, but I'm afraid that I will
never be able to take that step given my current amount of student loans."
4(b)(6)

TX "I
have held student loans for the better part of a decade and a half. For that time, I
have been working t a registered with PSLF public institution. I have been denied
PSLF registration AND consideration...We need help! We are drowning and
looking at not being
able to send our child to university even though we are professors. We are both
first generation in college. both latino professors, and both are crippled;ed by this
debt and chose to work at an institution to help guide future generations like we
were guided.
But now we are stuck. We have claimed bankruptcy after hurricane Harvey. We
were lucky to keep our home. We are drowning with zero disposable income.
Please help us disentangle our loans and get public service forgiveness. We
have done everything to be good
citizens and teachers. We need help."

• (b)(6)

1CT: "I
am way beyond retirement age, but I am still in the workforce because my social
security benefits will not be sufficient to pay my bills, help provide for my

grandchildren, and pay for my student loan debts....Almost all my 40 years of
professional career
have been invested in Public Health Services. I am a Master's prepared
Registered Nurse. I am also a Master's prepared Social Worker, and a Master's
prepared Public Health. As a black woman and immigrant, I dedicated my
professional career to the helping profession
and services to the underserved. And continuing higher education was the only
way for me to acquire professional ladder as a member of the minority and meet
my overarching goal of Public Service...In addition to working to several nonprofit healthcare providers,
I served in the United States Navy as a Nurse Corps Officer...Although some of
my payment records are not available in my current student loan debts file, I
have been repaying my student loan debts without a missed payment since
1999. My original student loan
servicer was SallieMae. Despite the fact that SallieMae was informed of my work
history in Public Service, they had not once advised me on the benefits of Public
Services Loan Forgiveness Program (PSLF)...."
• Anonymous:
"I've been a public servant for 10 years. I've been working
at Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health, serving the underserved,
marginalized, severe and persistent mentally ill individuals for the last 10 years
and prior to that, I've worked with veterans at the VA hospital in West Los
Angeles, also serving
veterans who were forgotten, displaced and in recovery from the trauma they've
endured for the United States of America.

I went to graduate school at an Ivy League school, in hopes to gain the best education,
knowledge and experience to serve our community, but doing so, I took up at least $70K
of student loan debt because my low income family and disabled father was not able to
financially support my educational goals and dream to become a licensed clinical social
worker at an Ivy league institution. In fact, my Asian morn, did not want me to attend
grad school because she need my assistance to help our family. I graduated during the
beginning of a recession (both 2008 and 2009) and was blessed to have the opportunity to
work at the VA as a contract social worker. Ten years later, I am still paying my student
loan debt, still serving the underserved in one of the largest county and city in the United
States and I barely made a dent with my student loans. I was awarded 3 times from the
state's Prop 63, Mental Health Loan Assumption Program with a total of $13000, which
went directly went to my student loans. PSLF did not recognize my large lump sums
payments and did not count those towards my student loan payments for PS1F and I was
misinformed telling me that I need to consolidate my student loans for the PSLF
program, which my clock started all over again on 2016. I am now 5 years into the Public
Service Loan Forgiveness program when I should have been further along with the
payments..."
Thank you for your time, and we are happy to answer any questions you may have

about this important issue!

Thanks,

Mike

-Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org

I

II

CI

STUDENT BORROWER
PROTECTION CENTER

MEMORANDUM
September 24, 2021
TO:
FROM:

Interested Parties
Student Borrower Protection Center

RE:

Voices of Borrowers of Color from the Department of Education's RFI on
PSLF

Introduction

In July 2021, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) published a notice and request for
information seeking public comment on a range of issues related to the mismanagement of the
Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program. In the few weeks since launching this public
inquiry, ED has received more than 45,000 comments from affected student loan borrowers and
other stakeholders, offering new insight into the myriad failures of the scandal-plagued program.
The following memorandum offers a brief overview of the unique challenges facing one segment
of these student loan borrowers: borrowers of color. Enclosed with this memorandum is a series
of illustrative borrower narratives submitted to ED that demonstrates the scope and breadth of
these issues.
Overview & Discussion

Student loan borrowers, particularly borrowers of color, have been told that education is the
gateway to economic mobility, the "great equalizer.' However, decades of research has
increasingly shown that borrowers of color—especially Black and Latino borrowers—
disproportionately bear the brunt of the student debt crisis. Student loan borrowers of color face
systemic disparities with regard to every aspect of borrowing and repaying student loans as the
long-standing effects of discriminatory public policy have limited wealth-building opportunities
for communities of color.
The student debt crisis is a direct reflection of, and continues to perpetuate, systemic barriers and
racial discrimination. Borrowers of color, particularly those that are Black and Latino, take on

https://blog.ed.gov/2011/12/in-america-education-is-still-the-great-equalizer/;https://www.federalreserve.a
ov/consumerscommunities/files/2018-report-economic-well-being-us-households-201905.odf
https://www.freep.com/in-depth/money/personal-finance/susan-tompor/2019/10/10/student-debt-crisis-usblack-women/2233035001/;httos://www.americanprogress.org/issues/education-postsecondary/news/201
7/10/16/440711/new-federal-data-show-student-loan-crisis-african-american-borrowers/.

CI

STUDENT BORROWER
PROTECTION CENTER

more debt for higher education and do so in larger amounts.2 The negative impacts of student
debt reinforce the larger systemic racial barriers within communities of color.
Despite these challenges, many borrowers of color have dedicated their careers to public service,
seeking to combat systemic inequities due to their unique understanding of the challenges that
people in marginalized communities face. Many planned on eventually securing the promised
student loan relief through PSLF. However, the racial wealth gap, runaway higher education
costs, and elusive promises of PSLF have created additional barriers for them to access economic
opportunity and mobility.
Nationwide, the promise of PSLF has been broken. Lawsuits' and borrower narratives long
predating ED's request for information" point to an unfortunately common pattern of borrowers
who did everything right being derailed by poor or misleading servicing. Public service workers
nationwide report being told they had the right kind of loan, that they were in the right repayment
plan, and that they were otherwise on track for PSLF, only to realize after a decade or more of
repayment that they were still at square one.
Of course, as the following pages make clear, the consequences of breakdowns around PSLF
cannot be captured in a rejection rate or an average loan balance. Enclosed are a selection of
borrower narratives illustrating the human toll that widespread illegal and incompetent servicing
practices have had on student loan borrowers of color.

https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/significant-impact-student-debt-communities-color/;
https://libertystreeteconomics.newyorkfed.org/2019/11/just-released-racial-disparities-in-student-loan-outc
omes/.
3

httbs://www.aft.org/Dress-release/major-lawsuit-launched-against-betsy-devos-over-national-student-debt
4

httbs://www.nprorg/2019/07/11/739860400/broken-promises-teachers-sue-u-s-over-student-loans-that-we
rent-forgiven
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Hi. My name il(b)(6)
nd I am currently a staff attorney with thelf h f
went to Johns Hopkins University
for undergrad and Howard Law for law school. I received scholarships to both institutions, yet, I still have over $150,000 in student
loan debt. As a black woman and daughter of first generation college students, I have faced many struggles on my academic and
career path. However, at now 30 years old I always imagined that at this point I would be able to reap the benefits of what I have
endured to get here. I am committed to working in public interest law, but because of my student loan debt I have to decide between
things like getting a car or saving for a down payment on a home and paying my student loan debts. On a public interest salary, there
just isn't enough money to do all three. I don't have the financial safety net to just get gifted a home down payment from my family,
my parents are trying to figure out how to retire and take care of the generation ahead of them. Homeownership has been the main
method to build wealth in this country, but I'm afraid that I will never be able to take that step given my current amount of student
loans.
The Public Service Loan Forgiveness program is broken. It was a simple but powerful idea: borrowers working in public service would
have their remaining student debt forgiven after 10 years. However, year after year, the Department of Education has rejected 98 out of
every 100 public service workers who have applied to have their debts cancelled. I am just one of these student loan borrowers who
teach in our schools, work in our hospitals, serve our country, and have shouldered the burden of keeping us safe on the front lines of
the COV1D-19 pandemic. In exchange for our commitments to public service, we were promised that our student debt would be
erased— a promis

Sep 7, 2021
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I am 44 years old and a first generation mixed Latina college student and a mother of 3 kids (ages 19, 7 and 5 years old). I have been
an active public servant for 30 years (22 years in law enforcement with the CA State Parks and I'm currently working for a local
government irrigation district in Parks and Rex) I was finally able to successfully complete my undergraduate degree when I was 35
years old. I have sunnesfully made my federal direct unsubsidized student loan payments regularly in the standard repayment
program. Unfortunately under the current Public Loan Forgiveness Program any payments made under the 'standard' repayment
program do not count. As you know, public servants do not earn salaries comparable to the private sector so I cannot financially
afford to change repayment plans (which drastically would increase my monthly payments) in order to qualify for the PSLF program.
I would recommend that all student loan borrowers working for public agencies be immediately forgiven if proof of 10 years of
retroactive service is verified through verification of public service employment from federal tax data.
For public service workers without 10 years of employment, immediate stop all repayment obligations and forgive the federal student
loans once 10 years of service have been met.
There must be a way to incorporate the IRS employment data against the federal student loan data base in order to immediately verify
retroactive forgiveness eligibility. Our w2s clearly show that we work for governments.
If we want to encourage the best and brightest to work in public service, we MUST actually forgive federal student loans as a
incentive for 10 years of service.
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Dear Miguel Cardona,
Tracking Number
0 kth-kcst-fqin

I urge you to immediately cancel both the student loan debt of public service workers with at least 10 years of public service, and
$50,000 in student debt for all other federal loans.

Comment(s)

I have been struggling with paying by my student loans for over a decade. As a Native American educator, I have found that I must
continue my education to compete for higher paying teaching positions so I went back to school to get a masters degree in Reading
Education. Doing so required getting more student loans, on top of my undergraduate ones. It feels like I have ransomed my future. As
a minority female public school teacher in a rural area, I do not earn the salary that other professions earn with a graduate degree, yet
I still must pay my student loans at their same rate. Please consider the burden of student loans on educators and the complicated
repayment of PSLF loans (I have several different loans that I borrowed during different semesters, and the forgiveness calculations for
the date of forgiveness are all different and difficult to understand).

Received Date

Please advocate for us and lift us up from the pile of loan debt complications that PSLF entails.

Comment Details

Submitter Info

Document Subtype

Sep 12, 2021
It is past time to keep the promise of PSLF, but also to enact broad-based student debt cancellation of $50,000 for all federally held
loans. Our right to learn, grow, and thrive, should be based on how big we dream and how hard we work—not the size of our bank
accounts.
Sincerely.
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Secretary Miguel Cardona,

0

The Public Service Loan Forgiveness program is an acknowledgment of the way the costs of private education are far too high,
trapping millions in inescapable levels of debt. The ineffective administration of the PSLF, leading to a 98% rejection rate, is only part
of the problem—but it is one that must be fixed in order to bring this program into alignment with Congress' intent.

Tracking Number
ksg-nO6o-Opc1

Comment Details

Submitter Info

We urge you to remove all red tape and bureaucratic hurdles, and immediately discharge federal student loans in full for PSLF
applicants.
The student debt crisis disproportionately hurts women and borrowers of color, magnifying inequality caused by a history of
discrimination across the economy. The failure of PSLF isn't just a broken promise, it is also a missed opportunity to address racial
and gender inequity and deliver on President Biden's promise to build back better. I personally attended New York University for my
Bachelors and Master's program as a Latinx and Black person growing up in the south Bronx, NYC. I am indebted $188,000+ in loans
that I took to "better my life" and get a "real education." However this education would not remove all the systemic oppression that so
many people like me experience that overwhelmingly puts us in the disadvantaged positions such as becoming indebted for life for
something that should be afforded every American- as so many countries do, putting the USA to shame. We are demanding that you
stop serving the wealthiest, and truly support the community.

Document Subtype
Comment(s)
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Ultimately, the Department of Education should take steps to reduce the future costs of college and graduate school, and provide
relief to the victims of predatory lending schemes that have trapped millions of Americans in student loans.
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President Joe Biden,
Tracking Number
0 ksd-pzmx-66jv

Comment Details

Dear President Biden,

Submitter Info

I've been a public servant for 10 years. I've been working at Los Angeles County Department of Mental Health, serving the
underserved, marginalized, severe and persistent mentally ill individuals for the last 10 years and prior to that, I've worked with
veterans at the VA hospital in West Los Angeles, also serving veterans who were forgotten, displaced and in recovery from the trauma
they've endured for the United States of America.
I went to graduate school at an Ivy League school, in hopes to gain the best education, knowledge and experience to serve our
community, but doing so, I took up at least $70K of student loan debt because my low income family and disabled father was not able
to financially support my educational goals and dream to become a licensed clinical social worker at an Ivy league institution. In fact,
my Asian mom, did not want me to attend grad school because she need my assistance to help our family. I graduated during the
beginning of a recession (both 2008 and 2009) and was blessed to have the opportunity to work at the VA as a contract social worker.

Document Subtype
Comment(s)
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Ten years later, I am still paying my student loan debt, still serving the underserved in one of the largest county and city in the United
States and I barely made a dent with my student loans. I was awarded 3 times from the state's Prop 63, Mental Health Loan
Assumption Program with a total of $13000, which went directly went to my student loans. PSLF did not recognize my large lump
sums payments and did not count those towards my student loan payments for PSIF and I was misinformed telling me that I need to
consolidate my student loans for the PSLF program, which my clock started all over again on 2016. I am now 5 years into the Public
Service Loan Forgiveness program when I should have been further along with the payments should my large lum
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I appreciate the space to share. I'm a Latinx mental health provider who has started private practice in 2017 in thvAN
My
goals are to grow these services to the Latinx community in the area. Student debt does not allow me have financial security and be
able to venture out to grow the business. In my personal life, I have made the decision of not having children and buying property has
been difficult. My major problem with the loans are the amount but also the limitations on how we can pay them back. If I was able to
pay directly into the loans and then the interests, I could see hope that in time, I could pay them back. But the interests are so
predatory that I cannot ever catch up. I have limitations in growing my business and my personal life due to student debt. I want to
create much needed services for the Latinx population and being the first Latina with a PhD from an immigrant family, I feel that
education should be an investment of the government to create strong economies. Rather we are stuck, limitted and seems like this
will not be resolved. The space the loans take in my mind cause stress and uncertainty about my financial future. Please let's make it
easier for mental health professionals, we do not earn high salaries working in this field.
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President Joe Biden,
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Hello and thank you for this opportunity to share my nightmare experiences with those predatory loan servicing companies for student
loan debt.

Tracking Number
ktf-rlii-arpx

Student loan debt has disproportionately hurt black students. Forgiveness could help rectify racial inequity.
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My name isl(b)(6)
'currently I am a DC Police OfficerEkears of service) but I have been a public servant for over 35
years. I was a working single parent and Veteran, in undergraduate school and that is the beginning of my history with student loans. I
eventually graduated with a little under 5k in student loans. By the time I started graduate school, my undergraduate student loans
had been transferred to several companies, several times and the interest rates had ballooned outrageously with intent to never being
paid off. Because of the continuous transferring of my loans these companies failed to accurately record the correct amount of my
debt. Although I was working with the District of Columbia government our pay raises were frozen for several years and my pay
stayed the same, with no increase in salary. No reasonable programs were ever offered by any of the companies my loan were
transferred to and my undergraduate loans continued to increase with interest. I began my career with DC Metropolitan Police
Department exactlylpears ago. I believed, if I attended graduate school, I would be able to move up the ranks quicker but of course
life happens. Another pay freeze with D.C. Government and now my grown son is in college and needed financial assistance. So I
attend graduate school anyway, to inspire my young black son and to eventually get recognized for promotions, that was a epic
failure.
At age 57 years old, I owe 144k in student loans with most of the amount being INTEREST. I have never defaulted but I have been late
with payments. This current comp
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Tracking Number

Dear President Biden,
I am enrolled with the Confederated Tribes of Siletz. I am the first in my family to earn a doctorate. I was advised to take out loans to
do so, but in retrospect advisement, that was ill advised.

ks7-p8a7-73iz
These loans are predatory, and carrying this much debt hamstrings our efforts as Americans to make strides in the areas we used to
be able to. There is an entire workforce out there wanting and able to make significant contributions to society, but unable due to
being crushed in debt and forced into poverty cycles from these loaners' predatory actions.
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A doctorate for a Native woman is an incredible accomplishment, especially in science. Now, I have over 250,000.00 in debt that I will
never be able to repay.
I have worked for 12 years in higher education, teaching. I have also worked in research capacities. Prior to that I worked for 25 years
as an educational, and then a medical interpreter.
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Because interpreting is not considered for the educational easement of loan forgiveness, none of my time applies even though it is a
public service. Because of changing hiring practices, I have not been able to land a full time position teaching, only adjunct.
I have worked in public service positions since 1990, and both positions landed me in deeper poverty directly due to these student
loans.
I cannot save for my child's future. I cannot send my child to college. I cannot buy a house. I cannot take care of my parents. I cannot
afford insurance, I cannot afford medical bills, I cannot afford a new car, most of the time I can barely afford rent and my utilities. I
shop at the dollar store and have taken cleaning jobs to buy food when my paychecks don't cover everything in the past.
I should be contributing positively to the economy, buying goods and services, being able to fund students and charities.
With my education and experience I should easily be making 150,000.00 per year, and yet I am strapped into poverty - FOREVER with this student debt.
I work on climate change issues and have contributed significantly to efforts to reduce climate change impacts on Native communities
and made strides in scientific arenas and have a significant publishing and contributions record. I would be able to land a better
position if I were able to fund more publications, but due to high debt am unable to fund any of my manuscripts. I challenge you to
view my work or ask (b)(6)
about our collaboration work.
I would strive to work for the federal government much like
but I do not have the funds to be able to move - again,
because of this student debt.

(b)(6)

The Public Service Loan Forgiveness program is broken. It was a simple but powerful idea: borrowers working in public service would
have their remaining student debt forgiven after 10 years. However, year after year, the Department of Education has rejected 98 out of
every 100 public service workers who have applied to have their debts cancelled. I am just one of these student loan borrowers who
teach in our schools, work in our hospitals, serve our country, and have shouldered the burden of keeping us safe on the front lines of
the COVID-19 pandemic. In exchange for our commitments to public service, we were promised that our student debt would be
erased— a promise the Biden Administration should keep.
The student debt crisis also disproportionally hurts women and borrowers of color, magnifying inequality caused by a history of
discrimination across the economy. The failure of PSLF isn't just a broken promise, it is also a missed opportunity to address racial
and gender inequity and deliver on President Biden's promise to build back better.
President Biden and Education Secretary Cardona must immediately deliver student debt relief to public service workers.
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I have been a public servant for nearly four decades. And, as an older adult passed retirement age, I continue to serve my country and
my community. I became a registered nurse to serve. In addition to being a nurse, I am also a social worker. My education through
student loans enabled me to meet the holistic needs of individuals from both a the medical and social models. As a Black woman, I
would not have been able to acquire a professional and contribute to society without the help of student loans.
Repaying my student loans: Congress promised me PSLF In return for my service as public servant for 10 years and repayment of my
student loans for 10 years.

Comment Details

Submitter Name

Submitter Info
Promise Kept: I spent over 30 years working in state government. I spent approximately 10 years working for nonprofit organizations
and Municipalities. I served in the United Navy as a Nurse Corps Officer for two years and received an honorable discharge. So, I kept
my end if the bargain through working for qualified state agencies and repaying my student loans monthly for over 10 years.

Ilk\I a\
City
(b)(6)
Country
United States
State or Province
CT
More Details

PSLF: Unfortunately, that promised wasn't kept. It was total deception which started with the educational institution to the student
loan servicer. To begin with, lending institutions and not borrowers decide the loan type to disburse whether direct loans or otherwise.
Post graduation and repayment, student loan servicer determine repayment plan and payment allocation. Loan servicers we're fully
aware that I was a nurse and a social worker and I worked for state governments. But, not once had they tried to educate on the
benefits of PSLF. In fact, when I learned through research that Congress had enacted the PSLF, my servicer tried to discourage me
from applying to the program. When I finally applied to the program, I was provided with all the wrong information. For example,
although I was paying an exorbitant amounts of monthly payments, the servicers failed to allocate my payments to be qualified
payments. Furthermore, they put the larger sum into accounts with the lowest interest rate. In addition, when I applied for
consolidation of my loans, I recently learned that while they calculated a lump sump monthly payment, they only consolidated three of
my loans to direct payments. Then, approximately two years ago, they started sending me notices to enroll in different payments and
consolidate my loans with a caveat of" however, if you decide to enroll in new payments and consolidate your student loans, the
clock will be reset for your PSLF. That is when it darned on me that they were being deceitful. Also, although I still work for the same
state agency that they have on file for my employer certification, they continued to request unnecessary information about that
employer during COVID-19 in order to be re-certified.
My recommendations: The predatory actions of these loan servicer caused me severe injuries and need to be rectified or redress
immediately:
The Education Department Needs to automatically cancel all types of student loans for public servants with 10 years of service
whether the loans were direct or otherwise.
The Education Department needs to automatically cancel all student loans for public servants with 10 years of service whether these
loans were classified as 'qualified payments " or not.
The Education Department needs to automatically cancel student loans for all public servants with 10 years or more of service with
qualified employer and not just those who are currently actively working. People need to retire after a certain age. So, as long as they
served for 10 years or more and made payments for 10 years or more, their loans should be cancelled.
The Education Department should waive student loan payments for individuals who are 70 years old or older who are collecting social
security benefits.
The Education Department should dedicate one servicer for healthcare professionals to educate them on PSLF and automatically
have these loans cancel after 10 years.
Student loan servicers who knowingly mislead students so they may profit from them should be held accountable.
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Dear Miguel Cardona,
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I urge you to immediately cancel both the student loan debt of public service workers with at least 10 years of public service, and
$50,000 in student debt for all other federal loans.

Comment(s)

I have been struggling with paying by my student loans for over a decade. As a Native American educator, I have found that I must
continue my education to compete for higher paying teaching positions so I went back to school to get a masters degree in Reading
Education. Doing so required getting more student loans, on top of my undergraduate ones. It feels like I have ransomed my future. As
a minority female public school teacher in a rural area, I do not earn the salary that other professions earn with a graduate degree, yet
I still must pay my student loans at their same rate. Please consider the burden of student loans on educators and the complicated
repayment of PSLF loans (I have several different loans that I borrowed during different semesters, and the forgiveness calculations for
the date of forgiveness are all different and difficult to understand).

Received Date

Please advocate for us and lift us up from the pile of loan debt complications that PSLF entails.
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Document Subtype

Sep 12, 2021
It is past time to keep the promise of PSLF, but also to enact broad-based student debt cancellation of $50,000 for all federally held
loans. Our right to learn, grow, and thrive, should be based on how big we dream and how hard we work—not the size of our bank
accounts.
Sincerely.
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Dear Miguel Cardona,
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Comment Details

I urge you to immediately cancel both the student loan debt of public service workers with at least 10 years of public service, and
$50,000 in student debt for all other federal loans.

Submitter Info

Document Subtype 0
Comment(s)
Received Date 0
Sep 1,2021

I was the first in my family to go to college and finish. Nonetheless attend grad school. As a Black man from the south. I know first
hand how education can transform lives and open doors to opportunity. But more importantly, I am the embodiment of my parents'
and ancestors' sacrifices. College was a joyful experience for me where I leamed about the world around me and experience cultures
foreign to where I grew up.
The best memories were the late nights in the residence hall with friends making plans for the future. This is why I became an
educator. But my dreams to live and be happy are weighted down by the mountain of student loan debt. It's with that debt I cannot
live free. I cannot afford a home. I stayed up many late nights trying to calculate how I could pay all my bills. I have tried it all. Only to
be hurt and broken by the same system that swore to make my life better. I trusted the system and the system failed me. The
education system left me with more debt and in a future unimaginable. Far different than the one my friends and I dreamt of on the
floor of our doom room. So here, I am chained In a sea of debt. Though I'm not a slave like my ancestors, I am still a slave.
It is past time to keep the promise of PSLF, but also to enact broad-based student debt cancellation of $50,000 for all federally held
loans. Our right to learn, grow, and thrive, should be based on how big we dream and how hard we work—not the size of our bank
accounts.
Sincerely,
(b)(6)
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From:
Mike Pierce
Sent:
Tue, 24 Aug 2021 16:38:14 -0700
To:
Morgan, Julie;Cordray, Richard;Miller, Benjamin;Habash, Tariq;Campbell,
Patrick;Foss, lan;Lee, Nicholas;Cooper, Michelle;Williams, Rich;Powell, CJ;Darcus, Joanna;Merrill,
Toby;Matsudaira, Jordan;Donoghue, Kristen;Wiggins, Hunter;Latreille, Bonnie;Harrington, Ashley
Cc:
Seth Frotman;Benjamin Kaufman;Christopher Hicks
Subject:
Re: [PSLF Update] Legal Services and Public Defender Voices from ED's RFI on
PSLF
Attachments:
[Memorandum] PSLF Comments from Legal Aid Workers and Public Defenders
08242021.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

My apologies. Now with the correct attachment.
Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org

On Tue, Aug 24, 2021 at 4:32 PM Mike Pierce <mike@protectborrowers.org> wrote:
ED and
FSA Colleagues:

Continuing
our commitment to share insights and analysis from your RFI on PSLF, we wanted to
pass along another brief memo highlighting comments from student loan borrowers
across the country.

The
Department of Education's Request for Input on PSLF has now gathered over
21,000 comments. As you are aware, these firsthand accounts are often illustrative of
systemic problems harming millions of dedicated public service workers, many of whom
have selflessly
aided their communities for more than a decade.

So that
these comments may be more actionable, we have organized this feedback by issue
area. Please find attached to this email a collection of complaints documenting the
human toll that widespread illegal and incompetent servicing practices have had on
legal aid workers and public defenders.
For your convenience, the attachment includes a brief introduction to this issue area,
and the complaints it includes are keyword searchable.

We found
the following borrower narratives particularly striking:

•
(b)(6)

, Illinois: "I have been a public defender for 28 years.
My original loan
amount for undergrad and law school was somewhere around $60K. I have
already paid somewhere around $110K, after a very long deferment, but I will still
be paying about $600 per month until I'm dead or for the next 25 years,
whichever occurs first. I am 57
years old. My loan provider originally, Navient, never told me that I could convert
my loan to a direct consolidated loan that was eligible for forgiveness. . . . As of
October 2017, I should have been eligible for full forgiveness. After submitting my
certification
form, I received a response saying that my loan with Navient wasn't eligible for
forgiveness. Converting to an eligible loan takes a phone call or filling out a
simple form. Navient never disclosed this to me, and, as a result, I was denied
forgiveness. After
already paying about $110K on a $60K loan amount, I still owe $80K."

•
(b)(6)

Louisiana: "I have been practicing public interest law
for 17 years in rural

and high poverty areas. I am 48 years old. I worked consistently in non-profits
and government roles. As a legal aid attorney my salary was under 30K and I
also worked for legal services for Native American Communities. I have made all
my loan payments with
the exception of approximately 6 months total due to forbearance. There was no
program guidance when I graduated from law school.. . . My application was
rejected because my loans where federal and consolidated but not. . . Direct. All
my payments were not
credited despite lack of guidance or communication to borrowers from their
servicers or the Department of Education. I also was not informed that during
periods of unemployment I was allowed to make zero payments and instead my
loans were twice put in forbearance
(that time was not counted toward PSLF). I had to consolidate my loans and
start paying again in 2013. I did not receive any credit for the ten years of on time
payments I made. This is a slap in the face.. . . People shouldn't have to choose
between paying
their utilities, and rent in order to pay their loans."

An
anonymous borrower: "I am a legal aid attorney and public servant and have
shouldered the burden of
providing legal services on the front lines of the COVID-19 pandemic. I have
risked my health and the health of my family's to attend in-person emergency
court proceedings on behalf of victims of domestic violence. I have been then
only attorney in the courthouse,
triaging cases I wasn't assigned because literally no one was left to help those in
dire need. In exchange for my commitment to public service and a salary range
of about 1/4 of what my colleagues in the private sector earn, I was promised that
my student
debt would be erased— a promise the Biden Administration should keep. My law
school debt and my commitment to public justice has had a profound impact on
my family and life. I did everything by the books, have paid every monthly
amount and because of an 'agency
error' was notified three years ago that some of my loans were never included in
my original request to consolidate - bringing my years of service back to 0 on

these loans. No one will take responsibility and no one has been able to show
me documentation of
this error. . . Of the HUNDREDS of legal aid colleagues I have worked with. I
know of TWO who have had their loans forgiven. I earned $55,000 as a staff
attorney with 8 years of seniority. We delayed having children because we
couldn't afford childcare with
my salary and a house payment."

Thank
you for your time, and we are happy to answer any questions you may have about this
important issue!

Thanks,

Mike

Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowcrs.org

C I

STUDENT BORROWER
PROTECTION CENTER

MEMORANDUM
August 24, 2021
TO:
FROM:

Interested Parties
Student Borrower Protection Center

RE:

Legal Aid Worker and Public Defender Voices from the Department of
Education's RFI on PSLF

Introduction
In July 2021, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) published a notice and request for
information seeking public comment on a range of issues related to the mismanagement of the
Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) program. In the few weeks since launching this public
inquiry, ED has received more than 19,000 comments from affected student loan borrowers and
other stakeholders, offering new insight into the myriad failures of the scandal-plagued program.
The following memorandum offers a brief overview of the unique challenges facing one segment
of these student loan borrowers: legal aid workers and public defenders. Enclosed with this
memorandum is a series of illustrative borrower narratives submitted to ED that demonstrates the
scope and breadth of these issues.
Overview & Discussion
Legal aid workers and public defenders are critical to our nation and their communities. Working
on the frontlines of the legal system on behalf of the most marginalized people both before and
during COVID, these public service workers protect low-income renters from eviction, advocate
on behalf of voiceless consumers, and help expand fair and equitable access to justice.
However, legal aid workers and public defenders are generally not paid a salary commensurate
with the key role they play in the justice system, let alone with the expense of the J.D. they must
secure before entering the field.1 Accordingly, many rely on the promise of PSLF when charting
their financial futures.2
Unfortunately, public service workers nationwide including legal aid workers and public
defenders have found over the past several years and during COVID that the promise of PSLF

1
2

https://www.law360.com/articles/1203780
https://www.nlada.org/sites/default/files/pictures/NLADA Importance of PSLF 0.pdf
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STUDENT BORROWER
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has been categorically broken. Investigations,3 lawsuits,4 and borrower narratives5 point to a
system riddled with tricks, traps, errors, and malfeasance. Legal aid workers, public defenders,
and other public service workers report being told they had the right kind of loan, that they were
in the right repayment plan, that they had the right kind of employment, and that they were
otherwise on track for PSLF, only to find out after a decade or more of repayment that this was
not the case. For public service workers who learned during COVID that they had been derailed
from pursuing PSLF, as well as for those who were simply reminded that they had already been
knocked off track in the past, the pandemic has provided an especially stark lesson in how
damaging and unfair Washington's failure to uphold its end of the bargain on PSLF has been for
borrowers.
Enclosed is a selection of borrower narratives illustrating the human toll that widespread illegal
and incompetent servicing practices have had on legal aid workers and public defenders with
student loan debt.

https://protectborrowers.org/public-service-loan-forgiveness-2/
https://www.aft.org/press-release/major-lawsuit-launched-against-betsy-devos-over-national-studentdebt
5 https://protectborrowers.ord/w1-content/uploads/2018/12/SBPC-A-Year-WithoutAction 2018.pdf#page=12
3
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I nave been a public Oeferxler 701 28 years My onginal loan amount roc undergrad and lax school was somewhere around 56016 I nave
already pad somewhere around 51101<. after a very long deferment. but I will still be paying about 4600 per rrenth until CM (lend 01182
the next 25 years whicheveo occurs first lam 57 years ONI 1.15 loan provider Ongslally Navient, never told Re mat 1 C0015 convert my
loan too direct consolidated loan that 005 eligOle for forgrveness Instead. they Vetted Inc lonarOs tne.r in-house repayment plans As
ci October 2017. I should nave been ebgible lot full forgiveness After submitting my certracaton form. I teemed a response saying that
my loan with hldneht wasn't elObie tor fcroweness Cornering lo an eligible loan takes a ;none can cc Sarno out a simple form Navent
never onclosed tSolo me and. as a result. teas der.] forgneness aster already paamg 315001 4110K on a 5601< loan amount I sou
ase $BOK Ridiculous The private loan Industry, as well as our own government speolcalty the 00 Dept Cl EguCSNOo. anion now rues
my loam is making boatloads of money in interest payments on the banks opus former students and public servants When 15 11 enoughr
los mucn in interest must I pay lobe out from underneath 005 mountain or debt No, rny 18 year nul ls heading orf to conege Now I
nave to finance his vitiated WitIon fees on lop of tryng to stay aloe on my student loan payments Because our student ken debts are
lee-long tne tinanual burdens on us are compounded 0nen our eon cnocren are leatimg tor college and need On 'Maxim assistance
This never enISI Something Mel be gone to Wetter us student scan 0e0tOrs. Mei:01y us Sling.lefm public servants. from
Moneta] burdens that real home mortgages! One ones 100w gostemment Off1C1315 nave been bud and unyielding. out yet nothing has
been done Even the pubic SeIVICe 103n 50400.1eSS program passed in 2007 has beneStled leln30(3ely fen 1:1000C Sehrahl5 We heed
real and suostantne solutions now That includes preventing at least State unryersites from charging M110.11005 amounts of money to the*,
o,dri residents if nothing S 000e 011531 finer at le3SI mcrease the amount of guaranteed student OW money to reneo me
astronomKally nigh turbon costs of today As I see it the amount of guaranteed student loan money hasn't increased since I graduated
from cosege 35 years 3901A05 lelly1100 W0010111 that 10an Money 101 My Chid be eSSerMally the 531ne money hall paid to Me
government in Me form of never-ending interest payments On my own student loans, The enbre cotege ec000ncs SyStem needS lobe
aernauled so that Ft focuses on truly affordable educaton not prot.margins for pnvale and public universities or the OS government
NO Other country has INS problem OS they all knom the importance of making secondary education .3113151e 10 311 without the burden of
ale-tong student loan debt This is just another example of tne greed that fuels us. government operations Enough is enough!
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There are many prOblemS wan roe PubaC SenACe Loan FiNglveneSS Program I nave been a Public Defender for *11051 10 years
However. 1001 not quarry for loan forgiveness for another 5 years because several of my payments Old not count since I was in Inc %nog
payment program Trete are alSO Othef payments that are "yenning rev./ Mat were lithe ngiv payment plan. but I have no idea any
they are possoni oaf pomp to count I cannot get anyone to tell rne any informatran 40001 them I also Cant get my SeninCef to reCerlify toy
payments for Me year I submitted my applfcation in February if is not August anal cannot gel any informatan I love rny lob and want to
keep working in public seniCe but my pans wilt never be pad if they are not forgiven lam on tile inComebased Plan, and my minim=
payments are catculated as less than the interest that WOWS every mom 1.1y total loan balance is going up not clown Saying hail
arm still paying 20%01 rny itiscrellonary income Just because of wnen my loans were taken out vinile °mem pay 10.15% The interest
rate snoukl be 0, or we snoufd a. Only be paying 5% of Otscretonaty ncorne Tne program snould also be mooned to allnu payments to
008010 tney were paid acme wrong payment pian Ian were working at an eligible employer
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grew up as the youngeSI of thee in a single manner tnueehold much of my youth spent in poverty Sly two older broMers 000 1 even
graduate nigh school boll warned more and Saw education as my way to 'get out and create a better Ide I worked multiple jobs to put
myself through college beCauSe my family was not in a paSitidn 10 help roe By Me lintel graduated C011ege I had twO Children 300 01101
00 10 law school wrote continuing to work 2.3 pubs and taking cut loans to fund my education I even worked tufkirne while I studied for
tne Bar Exam Nene of tnat was enough and I had to take out student loans to manage n linanciady While lam grateful trial student Pans
were avarlable. 015 the only way I would be ?nano:sally able to attend college I dint expeCt to be 50 years OP and still paying on them I
arn currently paying on my loans while lam also hying to put my children thougn college so they donl get into tee debt cycle trial 1 nave
endured
I started my career as an attorney for Legal AP representing the indigent makng 531.000 win 5160.000 in student loan OM I had two
Children at the time and lived in SubSidiZed nOuSing because I COMAS afrOrd hOusing mySett Fa' the non 15 years I worked fof non.prorit
agencies I swooned jobs and was making 628000. had two children and 01 31 least three years into my posnon wasn t even aware of
tne PSLF program When I moulted about PSLF min my provIder Moneta they told me Mere was nothing I had to Co (annual certification
of your employment was optional) and once I reached 120 payments I should notify Mem to Stan the forgiveness process Because 01 my
now salary my initial payments were 50 Dllt I was told under the program they skit minted towards 150 120 payments A couple of years
uteri oecue0 lslnyuld go ahead and do the employment Cenilcabon which resutea In my loan being transferred lured Loan
I continued to pay on my loans for the 000 13 years While working continuously in non-prone and the education sector Currently my
account Saye I nave 102 elogeae payinentS. 310 60 ma' are no: eligible Al leaSt One year has a nate that p is omng manually reviewed.
but has reflected tnrs status for at least a year when I inquired about Inc 60 payments not counting (some of which are the years I paid
SO ape 10 the income oasea and only making 528 Well Was told SOLe no payment Was required it dint count Allen I objected to that
and reiterate,' that 50 payments due based on Income were supposed to count. I was told I needed to get that Into from moheia and they
could then adjust my account This ts more man 10 years atter Me perad in Question I tried calling Moneta but without an act,le account
ntghttf I cannot gel a person Not having solid answers. being *0 misinformation and having Me ruleS Changed On yOu without nOtiCe IS
beyond trusaating I have recently castracied a trivet party service offered thougn the Unnrersny I WOM :Or to track inis information down
and advaate On My benatt
Trying to get proper accounting of my payments nas been a nightmare At each turn I am met with barriers and challenges and I do not
nave Inc amount of time it seems necessary to get anywhere I am trying to Start my Own nosiness, creating pos. and I nave had
ofsloonunities Pr hoarier Parma jobs outside Me non.profn sector Mal would greatly benefit my family including my chPren 101 needong to
take out student loans Unfonunately I nave INS 5160.000 burden Mal desp4e paying on it for 13 years nas no clear end 10 519111 14010
with Fed Loan not renewing its contract and my loan needwig lo be transterrea lam Woo more data Oil oe iost am, this 011150 dragged
out even further I nave held up my end 01150 bargan 1 nave worked OVer 10 years In seroce to others alien putting my awn Larne,. In
near poverty. hung WM101,130 IhoCh as 1*510115.119 increaseS because Ine industry w dependent on ever deoeasog public fuming Now
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From:
Alex Elson
Sent:
Fri, 13 Aug 2021 16:00:58 +0000
Merrill, Toby
To:
Subject:
Receivership
Attachments:
2021.08.10 [Dkt. 742 Receiver Declaration in Support of Settlement
Motion].pdf, 2021.08.13 [Dkt. 745 Reply to DCF Joinder][511.pdf, 2021.08.13 [Dkt. 746 Reply in Support
of Objections].pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

1. Dkt 742: Receiver Declaration (see paras 71-72)
2. Dkt. 745 — student reply to DCF's joinder brief (just fyi)
3. Dkt. 746 — student reply to Receiver (see pgs 19-25)

Case: 1:19-cv-00145-DAP Doc #: 742 Filed: 08/10/21 1 of 39. PagelD #: 16760

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO
EASTERN DIVISION
DIGITAL MEDIA SOLUTIONS, LLC,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. 1:19-cv-145
JUDGE DAN AARON POLSTER
MAGISTRATE JUDGE
THOMAS M. PARKER

V.

SOUTH UNIVERSITY OF OHIO,
LLC, et. al.,
Defendants.
DECLARATION OF MARK E. DOTTORE, RECEIVER IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF ORDER (1) APPROVING GLOBAL
SETTLEMENT AND COMPROMISE AMONG RECEIVER AND ALL
INSUREDS UNDER THE PORTFOLIOSELECT FOR NON-PROFIT
ORGANIZATIONS LIABILITY INSURANCE POLICY; (2) APPROVING
PAYMENT OF DEFENSE COSTS; AND (3) BARRING AND PROHIBITING
PARTIES FROM ASSERTING CERTAIN CLAIMS
Mark E. Dottore, being first duly sworn, deposes and states that this is his
Declaration in support of the Motion for Entry of Order (1) Approving Global
Settlement and Compromise Among Receiver and All Insureds Under the
Port folioSelect for Non-Profit Organizations Liability Insurance Policy;
(2) Approving Payment of Defense Costs; and (3) Barring and Prohibiting Parties
from Asserting Certain Claims (the "Settlement Motion") [Doc. No. 674] and the
Amendment to the Settlement Motion (the "Amended Settlement Motion" [Dkt.
No. 721] filed on June 18, 2021 which incorporated the Settlement Motion into the
Amended Settlement Motion as if fully rewritten therein.
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Introduction
1.

I am over the age of 18 and the duly appointed and acting Receiver of

South University of Ohio LLC; Dream Center Education Holdings, LLC; The DC
Art Institute of Raleigh-Durham LLC; the DC Art Institute of Charlotte LLC; DC
Art Institute of Charleston, LLC; DC Art Institute of Washington LLC; The Art
Institute of Tennessee - Nashville LLC; AiTN Restaurant LLC; The Art Institute of
Colorado LLC; DC Art Institute of Phoenix LLC; The Art Institute of Portland LLC;
The Art Institute of Seattle LLC; The Art Institute of Pittsburgh, DC LLC; The Art
Institute of Philadelphia, DC, LLC; DC Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale LLC; The
Illinois Institute of Art LLC; The Art Institute of Michigan LLC; The Illinois
Institute of Art at Schaumberg LLC; DC Art Institute of Phoenix, LLC, and its
direct subsidiaries; the Art Institute of Las Vegas LLC; the Art Institute of
Indianapolis, LLC; AiIN Restaurant LLC; Dream Center Argosy; University of
California LLC, and its direct subsidiaries; Argosy Education Group LLC; Dream
Center Education Management LLC; and South University of Michigan LLC (the
"Receivership Entities"). I was appointed on January 18, 2019, pursuant to the
Order Appointing Receiver ("Initial Receiver Order") [ECF No. 8] at 3-4; see also
Order Clarifying Order Appointing Receiver ("Clarifying Receiver Order") [ECF
No. 14] at 1 (removing AU Student Funding, LLC as a "Receivership Entity") and
amended ("Amended Receiver Order") [ECF No. 150], (collectively the
"Receiver Orders") appointing me as the Receiver of the Receivership Entities.

2
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2.

To make for easier reading, when I use a capitalized term I will use it

with the same meaning(s) as were defined in the Settlement Agreement. I also
request that the Court take judicial notice of the docketed filings in this
receivership case.
3.

The Amended Settlement Motion seeks approval of a pre-lawsuit

settlement of the Receiver's "Claims" described in the Settlement Agreement on
page 9, which is defined as "any and all claims the Receiver has identified or
asserted or could assert against the Insureds in any manner, or any and all claims
that might implicate the Policies, including, without limitation, each of the
potential claims identified in the Receiver Alleged Claims and/or otherwise relating
to the operations of the Receivership Entities, the Receivership Case, the Specified
Litigation and Potential Claims, any bankruptcy action or other claim or action,
including any and all indemnification claims that arise from, are related to, or
derive from the Receivership Entities or transactions involving or related to the
Receivership Entities. These Claims are against THE DREAM CENTER
FOUNDATION, and its former and current officers, directors, employees and

affiliates (collectively, "DC F"); BRENT RICHARDSON ("B. Richardson");
CHRISTOPHER RICHARDSON ("C. Richardson"); JOHN CROWLEY
("Crowley"); CHAD GARRETT ("Garrett"); MONICA CARSON ("Carson");
MELISSA ESBENSHADE ("Esbenshade"); SHELLEY GARDNER ("Gardner");
MICHAEL LACROSSE ("Lacrosse"); RANDALL BARTON ("Barton"); SHELLY
MURPHY ("Murphy"); ROB PAUL ("Paul"); DEBBI LANNON-SMITH ("Lannon-

3
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Smith"); STACEY SWEENEY ("Sweeney"); PASTOR MATTHEW BARNETT
("Barnett"); TIMOTHY SLOTTOW ("Slottow"); RUFUS GLASPER ("Glasper");

JACK DEBARTOLO ("DeBartolo"); CYNTHIA BAUM ("Baum"); and JAMES
TERRELL ("Terrell"). I will refer to B. Richardson, C. Richardson, Crowley,
Garrett, Carson, Esbenshade, Gardner, Lacrosse, Barton, Murphy, Paul, LannonSmith, Sweeney, Barnett, Slottow, Glasper, DeBartolo, Baum and Terrell
collectively as the "Ds&Os," and together with DCF and any other person who is an
"Insured" under the Receivership Entities' insurance policies as the "Insureds."
4.

The Amended Settlement Agreement does not bar any person who has

not released the Receivership Entities from asserting his/hers/its claim against the
Receivership Entities in the ordinary course of these proceedings, as is described in
new Para 8(c)(v) of the redlined Bar Order, attached to the Amended Settlement
Motion as Exhibit B (the "Amended Bar Order").
5.

The Amended Settlement Agreement is preconditioned upon approval

by the Delaware Bankruptcy Court of a Motion to Compromise as is described in
Para. 8(d) of the Amended Bar Order.
6.

The Amended Settlement Agreement does not bar the claims of the

federal government as set forth in the new Para. 8(e) of the Amended Bar Order.
7.

Prior to the commencement of the Receivership, National Union Fire

Insurance Company of Pittsburgh PA (the "Insurer" or "National Union") issued
a PortfolioSelect for Non-Profit Organizations liability insurance policy to
Receivership Entity, Dream Center Education Holdings, LLC ("DCEH"), under

4
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Policy Number 02-420-25-70 ("Primary Policy"); and also issued a Side-A Edge
excess insurance policy to DCEH, under Policy No. 02-42-25-71 ("Excess Policy")
(the Primary Policy and the Excess Policy, including any and all declarations,
amendments, supplements, and endorsements, and subject to all of the policies'
terms, conditions and exclusions, are referred to herein collectively as the
"Policies"), for the initial policy period from October 17, 2017 through October 17,
2018, as extended until April 17, 2019, along with a one-year Discovery Period
following April 17, 2019.
8.

The Policies generally provide coverage to protect and indemnify the

Receivership Entities, the Ds&Os, who were directors and officers of the
Receivership Entities, and DCF, in connection with losses; including defense costs,
judgments, and settlements, arising from particular types of claims that might be
made against the entities or against the individuals in their capacity as directors
and officers of the Receivership Entities and DCF.
9.

Importantly, the Policies are "wasting" insurance policies; meaning the

limits of coverage are reduced as any costs of defending actions brought against the
Receivership Entities, the Ds&Os, and DCF are incurred and paid by the Insurer.
10.

The Policies are written on a "claims made and reported" basis, and

the claims made by the Receivership Entities against the Insureds and certain
claims identified below, are the only known timely claims remaining against the
Policies.

5
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11.

Prior to the commencement of the Receivership, the following insurers

("Non-National Union Excess Carrier(s)") also issued liability insurance policies
("Non-National Union Excess Policy(ies)") to DCEH for director and officer
excess coverage relating to the Receivership Entities:
Excess Carrier
Everest National Insurance Company
Starr Indemnity and Liability Company
Landmark American Insurance Company
Ironshore Indemnity Inc.
12.

Policy
SC5EX00110-171
1000620558171
LHS674187
003319500

As this Court is aware, since my initial appointment as Receiver in

January, 2019 by this Court, my special litigation counsel, Robert Glickman and
Hugh Berkson of McCarthy, Lebit, Crystal & Liffman Co., LPA ("McCarthy"), and
my receivership counsel James Ehrman and Mary Whitmer of Whitmer & Ehrman
LLC ('W&E") and I have been investigating the nature and existence of claims and
causes of action against the Ds&Os and DCF. We were assisted by David Linscott,
CPA, CIRA, the former CFO and now a consultant to Dottore Companies LLC.
13.

The settlement contained in the Settlement Motion and Settlement

Agreement is the result of hundreds and hundreds of hours of work. My lawyers
loaded nearly 510,000 records, which constituted 207 gigabytes of data, obtained
from original digital information maintained at the DCEH Pittsburgh data center
onto Nextpoint, a cloud-based discovery platform. Thereafter, my lawyers
structured scores of targeted key word searches through Nextpoint to examine the
evidence and develop the claims the Receiver would make against the Ds&Os, DCF,
and the Policies. Both my lawyers and I conducted interviews with countless

6
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current and former employees and acquired information from every source available

to us. We had to develop the evidence to support authentic, valid, payable claims.
14.

Based upon the evaluation of all of the original source data, my

lawyers researched the complex legal issues underlying, and defenses they believed
would be asserted to, the Claims, and entered into substantial, good faith
confidential negotiations with National Union.
15.

As set forth below, the Settlement will result in the payment of the

remainder of the $10,000,000 Shared Limit of Liability of the Primary Policy's D&O
Coverage Section to or on behalf of the Receivership Entities, through a payment of
$8,500,000 to be paid upon entry of a final and non-appealable order approving the
Amended Settlement Motion. The Settlement also provides that Receivership
Entities' estate will also receive the balance of any funds up to policy limits of
$10,000,000 that are not paid out by the National Union for current and future
defense costs; however, at this time the balance has fully exhausted (or soon will
exhaust) in payment of Defense Costs. Accordingly, the Settlement will serve to
exhaust the Primary Policy's D&O coverage limits.
16.

The approval of the Settlement will result in: a substantial savings in

administrative expenses to the Receivership Estate; payment of former DCEH
employees' health care claims (a topic of great interest to the United States
Department of Labor); payment to other secured and priority creditors; and,
payment of Receivership administrative expenses which have accrued over the
course of more than two years. It will also allow for further litigation against the

7
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Non-National Union Excess Carriers and more substantial payments to
Receivership constituencies should the Receiver be successful in pursuing claims
against those policies. Finally, it will take the Receivership one step closer to
closure.
17.

Based on my experience as detailed below and in the exercise of my

best business judgment, I fully believe that the Settlement proposed in the
Settlement Motion is in the best interest of the Receivership Estate, the
administrative creditors of this Receivership Estate including health care claimants
and employees, and all parties in interest. As a result, I strongly recommend that
the Court approve the Settlement.

Background and Foundation
18.

Pursuant to the Receiver Orders, I was charged with various

responsibilities, including:
a. The Receiver shall take immediate possession, control, management
and charge of the Property, including all assets and property
appertaining thereto consisting of all personal property, real property
(including leasehold interests), all cash or cash equivalents including,
but not limited to, rights, title and interest in and to all bank accounts,
all accounts and notes receivable, all inventory of any type or nature,
all furniture, fixtures, equipment, computers (hardware and software),
and all general intangibles, including, but not limited to, all licenses
and liquor licenses applied for, owned or utilized by the Receivership
Entities, rights in leases, rights to proceeds from any insurance or
sales of equipment or other asset, all choses in action and causes of
action, including avoidance actions for transfers of any of the assets of
the Receivership Entities for less than equivalent value against the
transferees of those assets, and any other asset or interest owned by
the Receivership Entities or in which the Receivership Entities asserts
an interest which has any value which pertains to the Property, and
the Books and Records and the Property are hereby placed in custodia
legis and are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of this Court, except

8
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as necessary for government entities to exercise their authority as
provided for in paragraphs 13 and 14. (Receiver Order, Dkt. No. 150,
Iff 2(b)).
b. The Receiver shall have the authority to operate and manage the
Receivership Entities and the Property as he deems prudent in his sole
discretion throughout the litigation, subject to further order of this
Court and applicable law. The Receiver shall preserve and care for any
and all of the Property and utilize any and all of the Property to
preserve and maximize the value of the Property. (Receiver Order, Dkt.
No. 150, ¶ 2(c)).
c. The Receiver is authorized to institute, prosecute, or intervene in any
lawsuit or summary proceeding against any other person(s) or
entity(ies) to preserve and/or maximize the value of the Property or to
obtain possession of any of the Property unlawfully in the possession of
third parties. (Receiver Order, Dkt. No. 150, Dkt. No. 150, li 2(o)).
d. The Receiver is authorized but not required to defend actions against
the Property or the Receivership Entities and may incur expenses to
defend such actions to the extent that he believes, in his sole
discretion, it will protect and preserve the Property. (Receiver Order,
Dkt. No. 150, Dkt. No. 150, li 2(p)).
19.

Pursuant to the Receiver Orders, I was ordered to "take immediate

possession, control, management and charge of the Property." As a result, from and
after January 18, 2019, I was authorized to, and did, exercise sole and complete
control over all of the affairs of the Receivership Entities.
20.

I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein and was

personally and substantially involved in all aspects of the investigation and
settlement of the Claims as set forth in the Settlement Motion. I am competent to
provide the within Declaration.
21.

For the past 40 years, I have been regularly appointed receiver by

federal and state courts in every type of business dispute. In carrying out the duties
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assigned to me by the Courts in this district and in others, I have acquired and
exercised business management and financial experience, and I have applied them
regularly in crisis situations. Although I am not a lawyer, my work has given me a
degree of familiarity with federal and state of Ohio debt priorities, federal securities
laws, Ohio receivership law, Ohio business statutes, and Ohio divorce law. I have
also served as a Trustee-Assignee in an Ohio Assignment for the Benefit of
Creditors.
22.

For the past fifteen years, I have regularly served as a mediator both

by appointment and by agreement of litigation parties and I have helped litigants
resolve scores of cases pending in state and federal courts throughout the State of
Ohio and elsewhere.
23.

During my career, as generally described above, I have routinely

engaged in the analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of litigation claims similar
to those that are the subject of the proposed Settlement.
24.

I have also routinely engaged in the cost/benefit analysis as to whether

to pursue or settle litigation claims similar to those that are the subject of the
proposed Settlement.
25.

All of the foregoing experience has informed and assisted me in my

analysis of the matters implicated by the Settlement Motion and the proposed
Settlement.

Current Assets of The Receivership Entities
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26.

As of this moment, there is approximately $640,000 of unrestricted

cash in the Receivership account(s).
27.

An optimistic valuation of all other outstanding Receivership assets,

exclusive of insurance policies and proceeds, is $1,000,000.
28.

Were I to be successful in recovering every last penny of insurance

proceeds, without regard to the wasting nature of the policies (which would make
that endeavor impossible), the most the Receivership could recover from insurance
proceeds is $60 million.

Investigation of the Claims
29.

Upon my appointment as Receiver, I secured the books and records of

the Receivership Entities. The universe of documents was vast and the location of
the documents, information and electronic data included many locations across the
country. Those records are summarized as follows:
a. DCEH maintained most of their records at a sprawling office and
computer center located at 615 McMichael Road, Pittsburgh, PA (the
"Data Center"). Most of the information required to run the various

campus locations was maintained at the Data Center, including
student personal data, their payment information such as their
student loan history and their school transcripts and diplomas. The
Data Center also maintained all of the other information required to
run the schools, such as faculty and administrative employee
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information, school curriculum and course information and schedules,
financial records, and so on;
b. Although much of the information was stored at the Data Center, each
campus kept some student records in hard copy. These records were
sent to the state educational authorities in the specific locations
requested or placed in storage as the campuses closed;
c. I compiled and collected documents from these sources to comply with
subpoenas and other extensive demands made upon me from the
Department of Education, the Department of Labor, and other
governmental agencies. In addition, we received requests for
documentation from state education agencies, accreditation agencies
and so forth. I did not keep a log of these requests.
30.

As part of the exercise of my fiduciary duties to and management of

this receivership estate, I immediately engaged McCarthy as my special litigation
counsel to: (i) analyze pending litigation cases the Receivership Entities either filed
or were defending in various state and federal courts; (ii) assist me with a review
and analysis of claims the Receivership Entities might have against other, third
parties; and, (iii) develop evidence to support valid claims I would be required to
bring by conducting an investigation of the foregoing books and records. I also
depended on W&E, my receivership counsel, to assist McCarthy when required.
31.

Upon securing and preliminarily reviewing the above referenced books,

records and documents, as well as information available publicly, I exercised my
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best business judgment and the authority granted me by the Court, and requested
that McCarthy input the electronic information into its ediscovery software known
as Nextpoint. As I understand it, Nextpoint is a cost-efficient and high performance
cloud based software that allows attorneys to manage documents sets of any
conceivable size, and allows its users search large quantities of electronic
documents to sort out documents relevant to a specific key word request. McCarthy
utilized this software to search the documents in the Nextpoint database and
thereby investigate claims that I might have against the Ds&Os and other third
parties.
32.

In addition to the review and analysis of the foregoing books and

records, McCarthy - at my direction - and I interviewed scores of the Receivership
Entities' former employees and other third parties to investigate the circumstances
surrounding the purchase, operation and closure of the Receivership Entities and
their schools. My lawyers and I also relied upon interviews and discussions with
many of the Ds&Os who are parties to the Settlement Agreement.
33.

I directed, supervised, and participated in all aspects of the above-

described analysis.
34.

Based on the above, my professionals and I concluded that DCEH's

management team was negligent in placing a priority on acquiring the schools and
keeping them open over any other concern, such as abiding by Department of
Education and Department of Labor rules and regulations, or being truthful with
its lenders, employees, and students. When management's misdeeds concerning the
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application for and use of Title IV stipend funds snowballed and caused an
existential cash flow crisis, the Department of Education shut down any remaining
funding and thereby ensured the prompt demise of the entire enterprise and the
initiation of claims by a variety of stakeholders.
35.

My professionals and I concluded that we had various Claims that

could be summarized generally as:
a. the "Secured Lender Claims," arising out of allegations from DCEH's
secured lenders that DCEH and/or its former officers and directors
misrepresented critical financial data when DCEH applied for a credit
facility. Specifically, the enrollment, expense, and revenue figures
allegedly painted a false picture of the likely success of the venture.
The secured lenders are presently owed $147,920,052.43 exclusive of
interest and fees. That sum includes $22,674,698.90 owed on the First
Lien Credit Agreement, $124,345,353.53 on the Second Lien
Guarantee, and $900,000 on a Receiver Note (which maintains "super
priority" status as it was loaned to cover operational expenses during
the course of the Receivership). The Secured Lenders claim a priority
on the sums due them thanks to their secured status.
b. the "Discharge Claims," arising from the catastrophic closure of the
DCEH schools mid-semester which caused the students at those
schools to lose academic credit for the semester they attended. In
addition, many of these students could not or did not continue their
studies, which made them eligible for a discharge of their student
loans. Upon discharge of the student loans, the United States
Department of Education ("DOE") sustains the loss, because it is the
lender (as is most common), or because it guaranteed repayment by the
student. The DOE is expected to seek a recovery from DCEH and the
DCEH Management for the amount that it lost on account of the
student loan discharges. It is my understanding that the sums sought
exceed $100 million, with the United States Government claiming a
priority on the sums due thanks to the Federal Priority Statute (31
U.S.C. § 3713).
c. The "Stipend Claims," arising from demands from a number of
students that they are owed stipends from DCEH. Students of the
various DCEH campuses borrowed more than their simple tuition costs
in order to cover their food, rent, child care, or other expenses. When
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the campuses received the loan money in excess of the tuition cost,
they were obligated to forward the difference (commonly called a
"stipend," more correctly called a "credit balance") to the students.
There came a point in time, however, when the DCEH campuses kept
those stipends and used them for their own benefit. The Department of
Education paid many of these Stipend Claims and thus may be
subrogated to the Stipend Claims.
d. The "Misleading Inducement Claims," brought by students who were
attending DCEH campuses when they closed and allege that they
would not have started the quarter or semester had they known it was
likely, if not outright certain, that the campuses would not have been
able to keep the doors open through the end of the term. They are
contending that the DCEH and its campuses and/or management
maintained an obligation to be honest with them about the schools'
precarious financial situation and substantial likelihood of failure
before term end. These students are arguing that the failure to make
the disclosures were negligent omissions. As a result of their
attendance at the campuses that closed mid-term, those students are
contending they lost the time spent at the closed campus, and a
reasonable amount of time required to find and enroll in a subsequent
(viable) school.
e. the "Accreditation Claims," are made by students who were attending
the DCEH schools in Illinois and Colorado and allege that the schools
lost their accreditation status but did not publish to their student
bodies the fact that the schools were no longer accredited. The students
completed degrees and/or course work that were claimed to be
worthless because their degrees and/or course work credits were
granted by an unaccredited institution. Four students, known in the
context of this case as the Dunagan Intervenors, have filed claims such
as these and are presently litigating those claims in Chicago.
f. The "Wrongful Bonus Claims" arise from Management's payment of
bonuses to DCEH Management moments before the Receiver was
appointed.
g. The "Fraudulent Transfer Claims" arise from Ds&Os' approval of
payment of $1.5 million dollars, without any consideration given for
the payment, to the Dream Center Foundation ("DU").
h. There are a host of claims arising out of the manner in which DCEH
Management handled the company's health care plans (collectively the
"Medical Plan Claims"). The Medical Plan Claims have been brought
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by the Plan's participants (the "Plan Participants"), the Department of
Labor (the "DOL"), and the Receiver as a result of breaches of fiduciary
duty by various Ds&Os (the "Plan Responsible Parties") who had or
may have had fiduciary duties in the administration of the Dream
Center Education Holdings, LLC Signature Benefits Plan (the
"Benefits Plan"). Aetna Life Insurance Company ("Aetna") agreed to
provide administrative services to the Benefits Plan from October 17,
2017, through December 31, 2018, (the "Aetna Period") and Benefits
Administration Services agreed to provide administrative services to
the Benefits Plan from January 1, 2019, through April 30, 2019 (the
"BAS Period"). The breaches of fiduciary duties in the administration
of the Benefit Plan fall into four categories: failure to exercise the
proper oversight over the Benefit Plan; failure to responsibly evaluate
the Benefit Plan's solvency; failure to take reasonable and
conscientious actions upon DCEH's inability to meet the Benefit Plan's
financial obligations; and finally, failure to disclose critical information
to Plan Participants and to advise them that because of the financial
hardships experienced by DCEH, the Plan Participants' claims would
not be paid as they should have been.

The Proposed Settlement
36.

My lawyers and I engaged in extensive and difficult negotiations with

National Union, through its counsel, concerning the possibility and terms of a
possible settlement of the totality of the claims. The entirety of the negotiation
process began in July 2020 and concluded in December 2020 with an agreement in
principle. Thereafter, my lawyers, insureds' settlement counsel and National
Union's counsel worked together to craft the documentation needed to memorialize
the settlement agreement.
37.

During the time period that the Settlement Documentation was in

draft form, my lawyers began work on a Motion to Approve the Form and Manner of
Notice (the "Notice Procedures"). We spent a great deal of time on the Notice
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Procedures because there are thousands of constituents impacted by this
settlement, and we wanted them to have notice and due process.
38.

To that end, I caused notice of the Original Settlement Motion to be

published in USA Today newspaper nationwide on February 25, 26, and March 1,
2021. We also served all of the Court's ECF list, all of the state Attorneys General
and taxing authorities that had sent us notice, all of the litigation parties identified
in the Settlement Agreement and the Notice Motion Exhibits, the Excess Carriers
and others who were on the list. We have filed service certifications to evidence the
noticing procedures that the Court ultimately ordered.
39.

It is the purpose and intention of the parties that the proposed

Settlement will fully, completely, and finally resolve the Claims and any and all
other disputes, known or unknown, asserted or un-asserted, by and among the
Settlement Agreement parties, the Receivership Entities, and National Union. To
be clear: a key component of the Settlement is my ability to name the Ds&Os in an
effort to trigger the excess layers of coverage. The Settlement, if approved, will
ensure that National Union can close its file regarding DCEH without fear of
further claims being made under the Primary or Excess Policies, and will allow the
Receivership Estate to continue to pursue recovery on the Claims as against the
excess carriers but not against the Ds&Os' personal assets.
40.

The pertinent terms of the Settlement are paraphrased as follows:
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Agreed Settlement Provisions
Settlement Payment

Broad General Releases

Release of Insurer and Policies

Bar Order

Termination of Settlement

Summary
The Insureds shall cause the Insurer to pay to the
Receiver from the proceeds of the Primary Policy's
D&O Coverage Section, the agreed Settlement
Payment in the amount of Ten Million Dollars
($10,000,000.00) to be paid as follows: Eight
Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars
($8,500,000.00), upon the entry of a final order
approving the settlement, with the balance
reserved consistent with the Amended Settlement
Agreement and the description contained in
"Remaining Proceeds (if any)" below.
Subject to the exceptions set forth in the Settlement
Agreement, the Parties will provide the broadest
possible full and complete releases from any and all
Claims and causes of action, whether known or
unknown, including those that are currently
pending or could be filed or asserted against one
another subject to Para. 8 of the Amended
Settlement Agreement.
Each of the Parties will release completely the
Insurer and the Policies. The Insurer's payment of
the Settlement Payment and any Defense
Costs/Approved Payments will be deemed to have
exhausted the limits of the Policies. Upon the
Receiver's receipt of the Settlement Payment in
cleared funds, the Policies shall be immediately
discharged and cancelled, and the Insurer shall be
immediately released from any and all obligations
under the Policies. Notwithstanding the complete
discharge and cancellation of the Policies, nothing
in the Settlement shall be construed to release the
Insurer's obligations under the Settlement
Agreement.
The Settlement is contingent upon, among other
things, the Court entering the Amended Settlement
and Amended Bar Order approving the Settlement
and incorporating a Bar Order permanently
enjoining the pursuit of claims against the Insureds
and Insurer as more specifically stated in the
Amended Settlement Agreement and the Amended
Settlement Motion.
Prior to entry of the Settlement and Amended Bar
Order, all Parties shall retain, in their sole
discretion, the right to terminate the Settlement at
any time if they do not obtain such consideration as
they deem just and proper, including the entry of
the Amended Bar Order.
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Agreed Settlement Provisions
Preservation
of
Receiver's
Rights to Pursue Actions for
Recovery from Non-National
Union Excess Carriers
Remaining Proceeds (if any)

41.

Summary
The Receiver shall retain all rights to seek recovery
from any Non-National Union Excess Policy,
subject to the terms and provisions in the
Settlement Agreement.
The Insurer shall be authorized to utilize the
balance of the Primary Policy in its sole discretion,
consistent with the parties' Settlement Agreement,
during the 36-Month Post-Effective Date Period. To
the extent there are any Remaining Primary
Proceeds in the Primary Policy after the expiration
of the 36-Month Post-Effective Date Period, the
Insurer shall pay such Remaining Primary
Proceeds to the Receiver, or his designee, for the
benefit of the Receivership Estate. For the
avoidance of doubt, the Insurer's maximum,
aggregate payment under the Policies shall be $10
million, all of which shall be funded from the
Shared Limit of Liability of the Primary Policy's
D&O Coverage Section.

In my opinion and in the exercise of my best business judgment,

resolving the Claims in the manner set forth in the proposed Settlement results in
substantial economic benefit to the Receivership Entities by: (a) bringing immediate
substantial cash into the receivership estate; (b) achieving substantial cost savings
to the receivership estate by avoiding lengthy litigation associated with the Claims
and thereby avoid wasting the Primary Policy further with additional litigation
costs; (c) paving the way for the receivership estate to pay employee health care
claims and other administrative costs; (d) repaying the secured lender for advancing
money to make the last payroll; and, (e) making a meaningful distribution to
creditors who are in priority to be paid who have not received any payment on their
claims for years.
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42.

In the exercise of best business judgment and based on the above, the

proposed Settlement is fair and equitable, and in the best interests of the
Receivership Entities, its creditors, and all of its interested parties.
43.

I adopt, as if more fully set forth herein, each and every statement of

fact set forth in the Amended Settlement Motion, as well as my Response to the
Objection of Intervenors Emmanuel Dunagan, Jessica Muscari, Robert J. Infusio,
and Stephanie Porreco to the Receiver's Amended Motion for Approval of
Settlement and Bar Order (Dkt. 737).

The TMT Trailer Ferry Factors'
44.

As applied in this case, I submit that the factors for approval of a

settlement in the Sixth Circuit weigh heavily in favor of approval of the Settlement
and the Settlement Motion.

The Probability of Success in Litigation
45.

In the exercise of my best business judgment, informed by my

experience as a Receiver, a plaintiff in numerous cases filed in federal and state
courts, and as a businessman, I believe that there is a good probability of achieving
a successful outcome by litigating the Claims to conclusion.
46.

In reaching this conclusion, I relied heavily on both general realities

confronting the Insureds in October 2017, and specific particulars that arose during
the time that the Insureds owned and operated the Receivership Entities. Generally

1 Protective Comm. For Indep. Stockholders of TMT Trailer Ferry, Inc., 390 U.S. 414, 88 S. Ct. 1157(1968) pp.
424-425, adopted by the Cir. B.A.P., In re Anderson, 377 B.R. 865 (B.A.P. 6th Cir. 2007) (abrogated on other
grounds by Schwab v. Reilly, 560 U.S. 770, 130 S. Ct. 2652 (2010)).
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speaking, I came to the conclusion that the Insureds felt compelled to keep the
schools open and operating no matter what, and that emphasis impaired their
ability to act responsibly in the circumstances. They were, in my judgment, in over
their heads, and unable to perceive the critical failure of the institutions and the
speed at which the failure was happening. As such, the Insureds were unable to
take preventative measures required to avoid the sudden, catastrophic closing of
the institutions.
47.

With regard to specifics, the Insureds refused to believe information

obtained from real world business forecastings. They first ignored and then violated
procedures implemented by the DOE that required that they pay student stipend
money first to the students before they qualified for further Title IV funding. They
used the student stipend money as a short term loan, allowing the total amount to
snowball until they could not pay it back. They could not pay their self-funded
contributions to the medical plan or their medical plan administrator, Aetna Life
Insurance Company ("Aetna"); their solution was to terminate Aetna and walk
away from the accrued liability for both the health claims and the administration
fees. They located another administrator and tried to start over. They made
misrepresentations to the employees and the students regarding their solvency,
their status as a going concern, and the accreditation of the schools. Stated earlier,
we learned all of these things from the documents collected by McCarthy and
interviews with employees, staff members, and the Ds&Os themselves.
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48.

Regardless of my opinion about the ultimate success of a lawsuit

brought to recover money from the Insureds, I am mindful of the fact that such
litigation would likely take years to complete, including through appeals. I am also
mindful of the fact that the Insured will have capable counsel, and that each
Insured has presented strong factual and legal defenses to the Claims.
49.

While I believe that I would be able to present evidence at trial to

prove causation and damages, I recognize that there is inherent risk and expense
associated with trying the cases and succeeding on these issues. As to expense,
based on my experience, if the Claims are tried to conclusion, I would be required to
retain and pay attorneys on a contingency fee basis on behalf of the Receivership
Entities, reducing the amount of the settlement by as much as 40% not including
any additional fees required in the event of appeal(s). In addition, the estate would
be required to pay, on an administrative basis, at least four experts, including on
the subjects of: (1) standards of care; (2) ERISA, (3) insolvency; and (4) damages. At
present, the Receivership Entities have very limited resources in order to pay such
expert fees. The proposed Settlement will curtail the enormous administrative
expenses that would be required to litigate the Claims to conclusion.
50.

On balance, given all of the facts and circumstances presented, in the

exercise of my best business judgment, all of these factors weigh heavily in favor of
settling the Claims and approving the proposed Settlement.
The Collection Factor Weighs in Favor of Settlement
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51.

In terms of difficulties of collection, in the exercise of my best business

judgment, informed by my experience as a receiver and businessman, I believe that
the difficulties in collection factor of the TMT Trailer Ferry standard weighs in
favor of approval of the Settlement.
52.

While the Insureds carried director and officer liability insurance

coverage, I was presented with information that would lead me to believe that
National Union would issue a reservation of rights letter in respect of the Claims.
Collection after litigation would depend upon winning multiple coverage disputes
over the Policies' liability and exclusion provisions. However, even if I was
successful in obtaining a judgment covered by the Policies, there is a meaningful
question regarding how much coverage would be left after National Union paid for
the defense costs incurred across years of litigation. To that point, I am informed
that the Dunagan plaintiffs have cost the policy in excess of $500,000 during the
last two years or so. If one case, involving four named plaintiffs, cost that much
before discovery is finished, class certification is addressed, and dispositive motions
filed, I conclude that the suit I would bring against the Ds&Os could leave little left
in the policy to pay a successful award, and certainly less than the Settlement
stands to provide to the Receivership Entities' estate.
53.

If we were to fall into the liability and exclusion provision of the

policies, I would by necessity look to the Ds&Os and DCF for collection. My
investigation into the solvency of the Insureds determined that most of them do not
have funds available to make a meaningful payment on a judgment. A few of the
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Ds&Os have some financial wherewithal to pay the Claims, but they also have the
ability to hire counsel and frustrate collection. In addition, DCF and many of the
Ds&Os have substantial setoff claims. For example, many were employed under the
terms of employment contracts which included severance pay and benefits that are
unpaid. These employment contract claims by the Ds&Os are released in the
Settlement.
54.

Based upon the foregoing, in the exercise of my best business

judgment, this TMT Trailer Ferry factor weighs heavily in favor of settling the
Claims and approving the proposed Settlement.
Complexity of Litigation
55.

In the exercise of my best business judgment, informed by my

experience as a Receiver, a Plaintiff in other similar litigation and a businessman, I
believe that the complexity, inconvenience, and delay necessarily attendant to
litigating the Claims to conclusion overwhelmingly favors approval of the proposed
Settlement.
56.

The Claims, merely summarized above, involve allegations arising over

a period of three years and involve enormously complicated asset purchase and
lending agreements, Department of Education policies, procedures, protocols and
statutory obligations, and ERISA rules, requirements, and regulations. The legal
framework for prosecuting the Claims involves some of the most complicated and
intricate laws ever written. The theories of the Claims, as well as the defenses
asserted, are complex and subject to potentially conflicting case law. The insurance
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coverage issues are similarly multifaceted. Some of the issues presented are novel
issues in the Sixth Circuit and therefore appeals would be likely.
57.

Litigating the Claims to conclusion would be prohibitively expensive

and would create substantial delay with an uncertain and speculative outcome.
Attorneys willing to bring the Claims on a contingency fee basis would reduce any
recovery by 40%. Likewise, litigation expenses would further reduce the Settlement
recovery: the litigation would require many depositions, and at least four testifying
experts.
58.

The Court can no doubt independently assess and verify my conclusion

about this TMT Trailer Ferry factor given the Court's experience presiding over
complex disputes, including disputes where the unavailability of insurance coverage
is asserted as a defensive strategy.
59.

In the exercise of my best business judgment, this TMT Trailer Ferry

factor weighs heavily in favor of settling the Claims and approving the proposed
Settlement.

Paramount Interests of Creditors
60.

All creditors and parties-in-interest whose identity were known to me

or my counsel were served with notice of the Original Settlement Documents [Dkt.
No. 675]. Litigants and intervenors in the case were served with all filings through
electronic notice. Certified mail notice of paper copies of the Original Settlement
Motion, the Settlement Agreement, and a separate two page Notice (the "Hearing
Notice") containing information about the last date for the filing of objections to the
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Original Settlement and the date time and place of the hearing. Other creditors and
interest holders were served by ordinary mail with the Hearing Notice (only) and
directed to the Dottore Companies website for further information. We also provided
notice through an advertisement in USA Today which ran three times, on February
25, 2021, February 26, 2021, and March 1, 2021.
61.

The Amended Settlement Motion with its five attachments was served

upon Court's ECF notice list, those persons who objected to the Original Settlement
Motion, and any persons who have notified the Receiver after the filing of the
Original Settlement Motion that they have claims against the Receivership
Entities. The Amended Settlement Motion was not served on others who received
hard copy notice of the Original Settlement Motion nor did I publish any newspaper
notices because the changes to the Original Settlement Motion were not significant
and would not change the outcome to non-objecting creditors. The Receivership
Entities will receive the same amount of settlement proceeds as before under
substantially the same terms and conditions as under the Original Settlement
Motion. In addition, the Amended Settlement Motion made clear that all persons
with unreleased Claims in the receivership were eligible to file them.
62.

The Settlement provides a substantial amount of money to the

Receivership Entities and eliminates the ongoing expense and attendant risk of
litigating the Claims, which in turn will make more money available to creditors in
this case sooner rather than later.
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63.

Various parties filed formal objections to the Original Motion and

several parties expressed private reservations which I worked to resolve. The
parties who have raised issues, formally or informally, to the Original Motion are as
follows:
a. The Chapter 7 Trustee of Education Management Corporation
("EDMC") and related entities (the "Trustee Issues");
b. The United States of America, including the United States Department
of Education and the United States Department of Labor (the "U.S.
Issues");
c. Four students known to the Court as the "Dunagan Intervenors":
i. Three of the Dunagan Intervenors: Emmanuel Dunagan,
Stephanie Porreca, and Jessica Muscari were participants in
litigation captioned Infusino et. al. v. DeVos et. al., United States
District Court for the District of Columbia Case No. 19-3162 (the
"DeVos Litigation"). Therein, they sued the then-Secretary of
Education Betsy DeVos and the Department of Education,
seeking redress under the Higher Education Act 20 U.S.0 §
1001 et. seq. for losses that resulted from the failure to inform
them that the Illinois Institute of Art and Art Institute of
Colorado had lost accreditation of the Higher learning
Commission. The Defendants did not file an answer, but the
parties reached a Stipulation granting complete and total relief
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to the Plaintiff students and vigorously denied any wrongdoing.
As a result of the settlement, all student loans taken in
association with enrollment at the two schools during the term
in which January 2008 fell, and subsequent terms through those
two campus' closings, were discharged. Furthermore, refunds
were given for all Direct and Parent Plus loans taken.
Furthermore, Plaintiffs' counsel affiliated with the National
Student Defense Network, who are serving as the Dunagan
Intervenors' counsel herein, were awarded a significant amount
of attorney fees themselves;
ii. Emmanuel Dunagan ("Dunagan") attended the Illinois
Institute of Art, LLC-Chicago campus from 2014 through
December 2018. It must be noted that Dunagan has already
enjoyed the discharge of student loans taken out in association
with enrollment at the Illinois Institute of Art ("Illinois Art")
during the term in which January 2018 fell (the "Critical
Period"). Furthermore, he received more in institutional grants,
Pell grants, DeVos Litigation canceled student debt, and other
institutional debt than he spent on tuition and other education
charges. His cost of attendance for the Critical Period was
$10,822; and he received at least $23,647.80 in grants and debt
cancellation. He borrowed money to cover living expenses while
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he attended Illinois art, which sum is at least $10,505.80. That
sum was also discharged. Dunagan received his degree from
Illinois Art after he learned of the alleged accreditation
misrepresentation;
iii. Jessica Muscari attended the Illinois Institute of Art, LLCChicago campus from 2015 through December 2018. Muscari
received more in grants and debt cancellation (at least $19,272)
than it cost her to attend Illinois Art during the Critical Period
($13,852);
iv. Robert J. Infusino ("Infusino") attended the Illinois Institute of
Art-Schaumburg LLC from 2015 until he withdrew in
September, 2018. It must be noted that Infusino also received
more in grants and debt cancellation than it cost him to attend
Illinois Art during the Critical period. The
cancellation/discharge was for at least $21,755, while the cost of
attendance was $15,681.45. It is my understanding that he is
not asking for loan forgiveness for the entirety of his studies at
Illinois Art insofar as he transferred those credits and earned a
degree from Full Sail University — an accredited institution. His
claims for reimbursement of living expenses aside, I understand
Infusino's claim centers on a demand for the $5,000 Illinois Art
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allegedly promised as a tuition credit should he transfer schools,
which sum was not paid;
v. Stephanie Porreca attended Art Institute of Illinois Institute of
Art-Schaumburg LLC from 2014 until she graduated in June,
2018. It must be noted that she received cancellations of her
student loans taken out in association with her enrollment
during the Critical Period, and received more in grants and debt
cancellation (at least $16,494.77) than it cost her to attend
Illinois Art during the Critical Period ($13,749).
d. Students who did not object to the fairness of the settlement but did
object to the bar order because they wanted to preserve their claims
against EDMC and the Receivership Entities (if any) (collectively, the
"Inland Campus Claimants"):
i. Victoria Rice, whose claims were against the predecessor
institution, Education Management Corporation and related
entities ("EDMC").
ii. Cherisse Hunter-Southern, who filed a complaint against
EDMC, at the Argosy University Inland Empire campus (the
DCEH predecessor entity), on October 30, 2017 and she seeks to
preserve it.
iii. Tito Thomas, whose claims were for harassment arose out of an
incident on June 21, 2016, when EDMC operated the school.
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iv. Tiar Duke, who does not state the nature of the claim, but who
attended EDMC operated colleges from May, 2014 through
August, 2017. Mr. Duke took his last 3 credit hours during the
semester that commenced August 31, 2017, at the school
operated by EDMC, and finished the semester at Argosy
University Inland Empire, then operated by DCEH. He received
his degree on January 19, 2018 from Argosy University while it
was operated by DCEH and prior to the commencement of the
Receivership;
v. Earma Washington, who attended EDMC campuses from
January 2009 through August 2017. She attended six credit
hours in the fall term, August through December 2017,
substantially completing her classroom studies prior to the
transfer to DCEH in October 2017. She was awarded her Master
of Arts March 12, 2019.
vi. Megan Castillo filed a complaint against EDMC, at the Argosy
University Inland Empire campus (the DCEH predecessor
entity), on October 30, 2017 and she seeks to preserve it.
e. Employees who worked for Save AI Las Vegas, the entity that sought
to purchase the Arts Institute of Las Vegas (the "Save Al
Employees"). The following Save AI Employees did not object to the
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settlement or the bar order, but rather made an informal claim for
their earnings:
i. Kristin Albert,
ii. Kenneth J. Cioe,
iii. William J. Ramsey,
iv. Bridgette Davidson,
v. Michael McShea,
vi. Loretta Hernandez, and
vii. Michael Brown.
64.

The Amended Motion was filed to address, to the extent possible, the

issues that arose after the filing of the Original Motion through objection or
otherwise. Working with my lawyers, I resolved the Trustee Issues (subject to the
approval of the Delaware Bankruptcy Court) and addressed the U.S. Issues.
Consistent with the terms of the Amended Settlement and Bar Order, we made
clear that the Inland Campus Claimants and the Save AI Employees all have the
right to participate in the claims proceedings and assert their claims against the
Receivership Entities. This is also true of the Dunagan Intervenors.
65.

To address the concerns of the Inland Campus Claimants and the Save

Al Employees, the following language has been added to Para. 8(c) of the Amended
Bar Order:
[This Bar Order shall not] (iv) impair the ability of the
Barred Persons to assert claims against Education
Management II LLC or its current or former affiliates or
subsidiaries or any of their respective current or former
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directors or officers and any applicable insurance; nor, (v)
impair the ability of Barred Persons who have not
released the Receivership Estates pursuant to the terms
of this Settlement Agreement or otherwise to take such
actions as are necessary to assert their claims against the
Receivership Entities or their respective estates.
This language was added to make clear that all persons who have unreleased claims
of any kind or nature in or against the Receivership Entities are entitled to file
them against the Receivership Entities, and to reassure any such creditors and
claimants that the Amended Bar Order will not affect their claims, if any, against
EDMC, whose case is pending in the Delaware Bankruptcy Court. Of course, any
claims filed are subject to review, approval and allowance.
66.

With regard to the Inland Campus Claimants, my lawyers will respond

by noting that the students' claims are against EDMC, the predecessor entity, but
requesting that the Court allow each student to file their claim (if any) in this case
subject to the Receiver's right to object. Because none of the students otherwise
objected to the settlement, I requested that the Court overrule any objection the
student may have to the Settlement and the Amended Bar Order (Dkt. 738).
67.

With regard to the Save AI employees, I requested that my lawyers

acknowledge their email claims by filing them with the Court, subject to the
Receiver's right to object to them. As no objection was made to the settlement or the
Amended Bar Order, I believe that to the extent the claims constitute settlement
objections, they should be overruled.
68.

To resolve the Trustee Issues, the following language was added to

Para. 8(d):
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Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, the
Barred Claims shall not include, and expressly exclude,
any and all claims that (i) the Receiver and Receivership
Entities, (ii) the chapter 7 bankruptcy estates of The Art
Institute of Philadelphia, LLC, et al. [1] (collectively, the
"Education Management Debtors"), and (iii) George L.
Miller, the chapter 7 trustee (the "Trustee") of the
Education Management Debtors, had, have or may have,
whether asserted or not, against one another, that arose
from or are related to: (i) that certain Asset Purchase
Agreement, as amended (the "DCEH Purchase
Agreement") by and among the Education Management
Debtors and Dream Center Foundation, a not for profit
entity, Dream Center Education Holdings, LLC, and
certain of its newly formed subsidiaries (collectively, the
"DCEH Buyers"), and (ii) any and all claims,
counterclaims or defenses, whether in equity or under
law, regarding any and all proofs of claim filed by the
Receiver or Receivership entities (the the "DCEH
Claims") in the bankruptcy cases of the Education
Management Debtors. For the avoidance of doubt: (a) the
Barred Claims prohibit (i) the Education Management
Debtors, their current and former officers and directors,
and the Trustee from bringing any claims against the
Ds&Os and DCF: and, (ii) the Receiver, the Receivership
Entities, the Education Management Debtors and the
Trustee from bringing any claims against the Policies;
and, (b) the Barred Claims shall not include, and
expressly exclude, and shall not impair or preclude, any
and all claims the Education Management Debtors or
Trustee have asserted in Adversary Proceeding No. 2050627 (LSS) pending in the United States Bankruptcy
Court for the District of Delaware.
This paragraph was added to address the concerns of George Miller, Trustee (the
"Trustee") in the EDMC Chapter 7 bankruptcy cases (the "Chapter 7 Cases",
which were filed on June 29, 2018, in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the
District of Delaware and are currently jointly administered). The Trustee filed an
Objection [Dkt No. 694] (the "Trustee's Objection"). In addition to the insertion of
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the language above into the settlement and Amended Bar Order, the Trustee and
DCF have agreed to mutually release one another. To resolve the Trustee Issues,
the following preconditions to the entry of the Settlement and Amended Bar Order
must be met: (i) the Delaware Bankruptcy Court's approval of the settlement
agreement and mutual releases between the Trustee and DCF; (ii) DCF's
withdrawal of the claim it filed in the EDMC Chapter 7 Cases.
69.

The following language was added to Para. 8(e) of the Amended Bar

Order to address concerns of the United States:
Nothing contained in this Order or in the Settlement
Agreement (and no action taken by any party in this case)
shall require, compromise, stay or otherwise constrain
any action or proceeding by any federal government unit
(as that term is defined in 11 U.S.C.
101(27)). Furthermore, nothing in this Order shall
preclude the United States from arguing at any time that
any provision in this Order is void or inapplicable to the
United States.
This language was added to ensure that the United States' right of sovereign
immunity is preserved.
70.

To address the United States Department of Labor's concerns that the

Medical Plan Claims are paid from the Settlement proceeds, I have reached
agreement with the Secured Lenders and the United States by which they have
agreed to "carve out" of their collateral and/or priority position to allow payment of
those Medical Plan Claims from the Settlement proceeds.
71.

I was unable to resolve the Dunagan Intervenors' objection because

each of the Dunagan Intervenors received more in grants, credits and loan
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forgiveness than they were charged by their respective schools, and I do not
acknowledge that they have legitimate claims of any kind in this proceeding or in
any other. In addition, consistent with the Higher Education Act ("HEA"), and in
order to access the relief allowed to them under the HEA, each of the Dunagan
Intervenors assigned their claims to the United States. The United States is now
asserting those claims against the Receivership Entities. The Dunagans are
asserting identical claims against the Receivership Entities.
72.

By way of example, Infusino and Dunagan brought an action against

the Secretary of Education (Infusino v. Devos, U.S. District Court for the District of
Columbia (Washington DC) Case No. 1:19-cv-03162-CRC) and won complete relief
in the form of comprehensive loan forgiveness including the payment of their legal
fees for the same claims they are asserting against the Receivership Entities, DCF,
and the Ds&Os. Thus, either as a plaintiff in, or because of the Infusino v. Devos
litigation, each of the Dunagan Intervenors received complete loan forgiveness. The
HEA requires that to access the loan forgiveness, each of the Dunagan Intervenors
assign his/her claim for relief to the United States. The Dunagan Intervenors won
their litigation, and their assigned claims may now be asserted against the
Receivership Entities only by the United States. Put bluntly, the Dunagan
Intervenors are seeking a double recovery, and are putting the settlement proceeds
at risk by doing so.
73.

For the reasons set forth above, in the exercise of my best business

judgment, informed by my experience as a Receiver, a Plaintiff in litigation and a
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businessman, the proposed Settlement is in the paramount interest of creditors and
should be approved.
74.

For all of the foregoing reasons, I request that the Court grant the

Settlement Motion and approve the proposed Settlement.

Necessity of a Bar Order
75.

The proposed settlement is conditioned and dependent on the entry of

the Amended Bar Order as set forth in the Settlement Agreement.
76.

From the outset of our discussions with the Insurance Carrier, it was

made clear to me that the Insureds and the Insurance Carrier would not proceed
with the Settlement without the strict condition of the entry of the Amended Bar
Order.
77.

From the outset of our discussions with the Insurance Carrier, it was

made clear to me by the Insureds and the Insurance Carrier that the Amended Bar
Order is an essential, material, and integral component of the Settlement and was
carefully crafted to satisfy the applicable provisions of the law in the Sixth Circuit.
78.

As explained above, the proposed Settlement meets the TMT Trailer

Ferry factors, and, in the exercise of my best business judgment, benefits the
bankruptcy estate and its creditors.
79.

Without the benefit of the Amended Bar Order, the Receivership

Entities and their creditors will lose the benefits of the proposed settlement.
80.

The Amended Bar Order is aligned with public policy that favors

settlements of complex litigation matters.
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As such, the Amended Bar Order is an integral and required

81.

component of the settlement, directly benefits the Receivership Entities and clearly
facilitates and fulfills the longstanding public policy of encouraging pretrial
settlements.

Key Documents
82.

There are a number of key documents underlying the settlement and

the arguments in favor thereof.
83.

In support of the Settlement and this Declaration, I have attached true

and accurate copies of the following documents:
a. The Settlement Agreement (Dkt. 721-3), attached as Exhibit 1;
b. The Medical Payment Plan (Dkt. 721-4), attached as Exhibit 2;
c. Receiver Orders (Dkt. 8, 14, and 150), attached as Exhibits 3(a), (b),
and (c);
d. Receiver's Status Report of August 2, 2021 (Dkt. 741), attached as
Exhibit 4;
e. The Complaint filed in Infusino v. DeVos, Case No. 19-3162, U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia, attached as Exhibit 5;
f. The Stipulation of Dismissal (Dkt. 12), Infusino v. DeVos, attached as
Exhibit 6;
g. The Third Amended Complaint filed in Dunagan v. Illinois Institute of
Art at Schaumberg, United States District Court for the Northern
District of Illinois, Case No. 19-cv-809, attached as Exhibit 7;
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h. Letter dated January 26, 2019 from U.S. Department of Justice to
Mark E. Dottore, Receiver, attached as Exhibit 8;
i. National Union Fire Insurance Company of Pittsburgh, PA., Primary
Insurance Policy and extension, attached as Exhibits 9(a) and (b);
j. National Union Fire Insurance Company of Pittsburgh, PA, Excess
Insurance Policy and extension, attached as Exhibits 10(a) and (b);
k. Affidavit of Emmanuel Dunagan, attached as Exhibit 11;
1. Affidavit of Robert Infusino, attached as Exhibit 12;
m. Affidavit of Stephanie Porreca, attached as Exhibit 13; and,
n. Affidavit of Jessica Muscari, attached as Exhibit 14.
Conclusion
81.

This concludes my declaration.

85.

Pursuant to Section 1746, Title 28, of the United States Code, I declare

under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed this

day of July, 2021 in Cleveland, Ohio.

SWORN TO BEFORE ME and subscribed in my presence, this Wday of July,
2021.

r
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INTRODUCTION
Throughout its pleading, non-Receivership entity Dream Center Foundation ("DCF")
fails to disclose that it already filed two motions to dismiss the Dunagan Intervenors' lawsuit in
the Northern District of Illinois ("Illinois litigation")—raising none of the arguments DCF or the
Receiver Mark Dottore now present to this Court—and that District Judge Charles R. Norgle
denied them. See Order [Dkt. 68], Dunagan v. Ill. Inst. of Art-Schaumburg, No. 18-cv-0809
(N.D. Ill. removed Feb. 7, 2019) ("Dunagan Dkt."). DCF now appears in Ohio to ask this Court
to overrule Judge Norgle's decision to let the Illinois litigation proceed and permanently
extinguish the Dunagan Intervenors' rights. There is no basis for this Court to award such
extraordinary relief.
DCF's brief highlights the unlawful nature of the relief that it seeks. In describing the
settlement, DCF explains that "DCF, the Receiver, and various other Insurers and Insureds under
the Policies have negotiated terms for a resolution of issues related to the [Illinois litigation],"
Dkt. 739 at 6 ("DCF Response"). Noticeably absent from that list are the Dunagan Intervenors,
whose claims purportedly have been "settled" without their participation or consent—something
the law expressly forbids. See, e.g., Local No. 93, Intl Ass 'n of Firefighters v. City of Cleveland,
478 U.S. 501, 529 (1986).
None of DCF's arguments justify the get-out-of-jail-free card it urges this Court to give
it. The Dunagan Intervenors' objections should be sustained.

For purposes of brevity, we incorporate fully herein our objection and reply to the Receiver's amended
settlement motion and proposed bar order.

1
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ARGUMENT
1. DCF, a non-Receivership entity, asks this Court to ignore the limits on its
jurisdiction.
Although unclear, DCF appears to argue that this Court's in rem jurisdiction extends to
the Dunagan Intervenors' claims involving personal liability pending in the Illinois litigation.
DCF Response at 8-10. Not so. See, e.g., Riehle v. Margolies, 279 U.S. 218, 224 (1929) (citation
omitted) ("In so far as [a court] determines. . . the existence and amount of the indebtedness of
the defendant. . . , it does not deal directly with any of the property.") (emphasis added); Morris

v. Jones, 329 U.S. 545, 549 (1947) ("[T]he notion that such control over the proof of claims is
necessary for the protection of the exclusive jurisdiction of the court over the property is a
mistaken one."). Such jurisdiction extends only to ancillary suits "brought by the receiver in the
execution of his duties" in a district where receivership property is located and proper notice has
been given. See Haile v. Henderson Nat'l Bank, 657 F.2d 816, 823-24 (6th Cir. 1981)
(discussing 28 U.S.C. § 754) (emphasis added). DCF completely ignores that the Receiver never
filed an ancillary lawsuit to protect the insurance policy proceeds at issue.2 The Illinois
litigation—filed before the creation of this Receivership—certainly does not qualify. That
lawsuit seeks damages only, not to attach insurance proceeds or Receivership property.3 For that
reason, Section 754 does not create subject matter jurisdiction for this Court to bar the Dunagan
Intervenors' claims.4 Rishmague v. Winter, No. 3:11-CV-2024, 2014 WL 11633690, at *2 (N.D.
Tex. Sept. 9, 2014), aff'd, 616 Fed. App'x 138 (5th Cir. 2015) ("[T]his Court can find no

2

DCF also argues that the personal jurisdiction analysis differs for a receiver's ancillary suits. DCF
Response at 9-10. However correct that point of law may be, it does not change the fact that no ancillary suit has
been filed.
3
Such damages could ultimately be paid via DCF's or the Ds&Os' non-insurance assets, which are clearly
not part of the res and therefore outside this Court's jurisdiction to protect, a point DCF fails to address.
4
This Court's stay order also cannot manufacture subject matter jurisdiction. US. v. Coastal Ref & Mktg.,
911 F.2d 1036, 1043 (5th Cir. 1990) ("A court in equity may not do that which the law forbids.").

2
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authority.. . suggesting that in rem jurisdiction is . . . a valid substitute for subject matter
jurisdiction[.]").
2. This Court's stay order does not enjoin the Dunagan Intervenors' Illinois litigation
against non-Receivership entities.
Citing an outdated version of this Court's stay order, DCF argues that it enjoins the
Dunagan Intervenors' Illinois litigation against non-Receivership entities DCF and the Ds&Os.
DCF Response at 13. It does not. The plain language of that order enjoins "commencing or
continuing any action. . . to . . . enforce any claim against the Receivership Entities, the
Property, or the Books and Records or Property, or against the Receiver[.]" Dkt. 150 ¶ 11. In
making this argument, DCF omits that it filed, and Judge Norgle already denied, its motion to
stay the Illinois litigation. Dunagan Dkt. 68. Just like DCF cannot "dispose of the claims of a
third party . . . without that party's agreement,"5 Local No. 93, 478 U.S. at 529; see also City of
Warren v. City of Detroit, 495 F.3d 282, 287 (6th Cir. 2007), it also cannot force the Dunagan
Intervenors to file all of their claims—even those against non-Receivership entities DCF and the
Ds&Os—in this Receivership.
3. DCF confirms that the Receiver did not assert claims against it, so the Receiver's
claims cannot be "substantially identical" to those of the Dunagan Intervenors.
Rather than provide evidence that the Receiver asserted claims against DCF that are
"substantially identical" to the Dunagan Intervenors' claims, DCF does the opposite, explaining
in its background section that the Receiver "outlined his alleged claims [in the confidential
settlement demand letter] against certain directors and officers of the Receivership entities" only.

5
DCF asserts that "[t]he approval of a bar order also may be critical—and permissible—where a third party
may refuse to participate in a settlement or resolve claims without the issuance of an injunction or stay." DCF
Response at 15. At no point have DCF, the Ds&Os, or the Receiver initiated settlement discussions with the
Dunagan Intervenors. Instead, they have attempted to settle their claims for them, suggesting that the student victims
receive zero compensation, in direct violation of the law.

3
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DCF Response at 4. DCF is not a Receivership entity. Lest there be any confusion, the
Receiver's new declaration, which lists the claims he is settling, also references claims against
former directors and officers only. See Dkt. 742 ¶ 35 ("Receiver's Decl.").6 Because the Receiver
has provided no proof that he has any claims against DCF, let alone that such claims are
"substantially identical" to those of the Dunagan Intervenors, the bar order cannot stand. See,

e.g., Zacarias v. Stanford Int'l Bank, 945 F.3d 883, 897-98 (5th Cir. 2019) (holding that "the
receivership court cannot reach claims that are independent and non-derivative"); SEC v.

DeYoung, 850 F.3d 1172, 1176 (10th Cir. 2017) (noting that district court found claims to be
"substantially identical" when they involved "the same loss, from the same entities, relating to
the same conduct, and arising out of the same transactions and occurrences by the same actors").
4. DCF's $500,000 payment to activate insurance coverage does not entitle it to a bar
order.
DCF appears to be taking up the argument—which the Receiver abandoned in his reply
to the Dunagan Intervenors' objections—that its $500,000 payment to activate insurance
coverage somehow earned it a reprieve from all past, present, and future claims for its
misconduct. To be sure, DCF made this $500,000 payment not for some altruistic purpose, but
because it was a defendant in litigation and needed to unlock coverage for its own defense costs.

See DCF Response at 20 (explaining that the retention payment conferred a benefit on DCF by
providing payment "for any additionally incurred attorneys' fees defending [itself]," not the
Receiver or the Receivership entities). Indeed, because the Illinois litigation against the
Receivership entities was stayed, DCF has long been the primary, if not the only, beneficiary of
the defense costs paid for with its $500,000. DCF cites no authority for how this payment is

6

DCF is mentioned only once in the Receiver's list of claims, the "Fraudulent Transfer Claims," but not as
the wrongdoer. Id. ¶ 35(g). Even if it were responsible for that misconduct, that claim is not substantially identical to
the Dunagan Intervenors' claims about accreditation misrepresentation.

4
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relevant to the requirements the Receiver must satisfy to justify barring the Dunagan
Intervenors' claims against it.
5. The Receiver cannot hide behind privilege or Federal Rule of Evidence 408 to avoid
producing the robust proof required for this Court to bar the Dunagan Intervenors'
claims.
DCF contends that the Receiver cannot produce any portion of the Receiver's
confidential settlement demand letter—or even reveal the nature of his alleged claims—because
they are "settlement communications and therefore privileged." DCF Response at 11. In support,
DCF cites to "the exclusionary powers of Rule 408." Id. This is not DCF's privilege to assert
and, even if it were, Rule 408 does not apply. The Receiver has also waived any privilege by
placing the nature of his alleged claims at issue.
Rule 408 prohibits admission of: (1) offers and promises of "valuable consideration in
compromising or attempting to compromise the claim;" and (2) conduct and statements made
during these negotiations about the claim, but only if they are offered "to prove or disprove the
validity or amount of a disputed claim or to impeach by a prior inconsistent statement or a
contradiction." Fed. R. Evid. 408(a). Such evidence may be admitted "for another purpose." Fed.
R. Evid. 408(b); see also Appalachian Reel Healthcare v. US. Nursing Corp., 824 Fed. App'x
360, 373 (6th Cir. 2020) ("Rule 408 explicitly permits courts to admit such statements for
purposes other than to address the validity or amount of a claim.").
The Dunagan Intervenors do not seek the demand letter to prove liability, the amount of
their damages, or anything else relating to the merits of their claims in the Illinois litigation.
Rather, the demand letter is probative of whether the Receiver is settling claims that are
substantially identical to those he is barring and whether he has standing to bring them-

5
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necessary conditions for issuing a bar order. Rule 408 does not bar disclosure for this limited
purpose.
Beyond Rule 408, the Receiver has waived any privilege by placing the nature of his
alleged claims—including his standing to bring such claims—at issue. "To be sure, litigants
cannot hide behind the privilege if they are relying upon privileged communications to make
their case." Cf In re Lott, 424 F.3d 446, 454 (6th Cir. 2005).
6. To bar third parties' claims, the proposed settlement must provide alternative
compensation.
DCF argues that "whether a party benefits from the claims process is not a factor that
determines the necessity of a bar order," DCF Response at 17, without ever addressing the
panoply of receivership and bankruptcy cases that list that very requirement. See Dkt. 729 at 1819. SEC v. Kaleta, one of the two cases DCF cites, makes clear that the settlement proceeds are
for "distribution to defrauded investors," the same creditors whose claims are being barred. No.
4-09-3674, 2012 WL 401069, at *7 (S.D. Tex. Feb. 7, 2012). The same holds true for the other
case DCF cites, Gordon v. Dadante, wherein the settlement would "inure to investors," including
the objectors. No. 1:05-cv-2726, 2008 WL 1805787, at *13 (N.D. Ohio Apr. 18, 2008). DCF
cannot ignore that alternative compensation is required.
7. The Dunagan Intervenors' claims do not involve assets of the estate.
DCF's argument that the Dunagan Intervenors' claims affect Receivership assets
misreads the case law. The case DCF primarily relies upon—In re Arter & Hadden—involves a
bankruptcy court limiting insurers' payments to or on behalf of non-debtor insureds. 335 B.R.
666, 670-71 (Bankr. N.D. Ohio 2005). Another case DCF cites—In re Allied Digital

Technologies Corporation—is a dispute between a debtor insured and non-debtor insureds about

6
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who gets to access policy proceeds. 306 B.R. 505, 507 (Bankr. D. Del. 2004).7 Neither case
authorizes what the Receiver wants here: to bar third-party lawsuits for money damages against
non-debtor defendants.8
8. The Illinois litigation is not in its "early stages."
DCF falsely suggests that the Illinois litigation is in its "early stages" when it knows that
the litigation is not. DCF Response at 21. DCF filed its first motion to dismiss on March 8, 2019,
well over two years ago, Dunagan Dkt. 24, which was ultimately denied on January 6, 2020,
over one and a half years ago, Dunagan Dkt. 68. The parties have engaged in discovery since at
least March 2020, exchanging over 50,000 documents and deposing eight witnesses, with plans
to depose three more in the coming weeks. The Court also denied the Ds&Os' separate motions
to dismiss. Dunagan Dkt. 155. Far from being in its "early stages," Judge Norgle stated in a
recent scheduling order that "[t]his 2019 case must move forward expeditiously." Dunagan Dkt.
146.9
CONCLUSION
DCF's joinder brief adds nothing to support the Receiver's request that this Court enter
the proposed bar order, forever extinguishing the Dunagan Intervenors' legal rights. It also
clarifies that the Receiver has not asserted any claims against DCF. There is therefore no basis
for this Court to enjoin the Dunagan Intervenors' claims.

7

The last case DCF cites in this section is even further afield. In re Sacred Hospital of Norristown involves a
debtor asking the court to require a creditor to proceed against policy proceeds first before submitting claims to the
debtor's estate. 182 B.R. 413, 417-18 (Bantu. E.D. Pa. 1995).
DCF's other argument that the policies are "property of the DCF Insured Parties," DCF Response at 18, is
irrelevant to this Court's jurisdiction and the criteria for the approval of a bar order.
9
DCF refers to itself as a "member" of DCEH without explaining what that means. DCF Response at 1, 3, 5.
To avoid any confusion, this does not mean that DCF was somehow subordinate to DCEH. Rather, DCF was the
sole owner of DCEH and the ultimate parent company of DCEH and the schools. Dunagan Disc. Doc.
BREMAIL_0005315 (attached hereto as Exhibit A); see also Dunagan Dkts. 106-2, 106-6.
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Telephone: +1 216 479 8500
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Eric Rothschild (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Alexander S. Elson (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
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1015 15th Street NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20005
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INTRODUCTION
In his response to Emmanuel Dunagan, Robert J. Infusino, Stephanie Porreca, and Jessica
Muscaii's (collectively, "Dunagan Intervenors") objections to his amended settlement motion
and proposed bar order, Dkt. 729 ("Dunagan Objections"), the Receiver asks this Court to
overreach its equitable authority. It should decline to do so.'
The Receiver treats bar orders as a blunt instrument for bringing assets into the estate,
regardless of their impact on barred parties. No court has permitted that. Instead, bar orders are
approved only when multiple demanding criteria are satisfied.
The Receiver acknowledges these criteria apply, but barely even tries to satisfy them.
Although he concedes that the claims he is settling must be "substantially identical" to the claims
he is barring, the list of claims in his just-filed declaration show that he has no claims of any kind
against Dream Center Foundation ("DCF") and no claims against Brent Richardson, Chris
Richardson, and Shelly Murphy (the "Ds&Os") that are substantially identical to the Dunagan
Intervenors' claims. Settlement proceeds generated with the aid of a bar order also must go to the
class of creditors whose claims have been barred, not to creditors generally, but the Receiver
wants to bar the Dunagan Intervenors' claims against non-Receivership entities and prohibit any
compensation. The Receiver's failure to carry his burden requires that the bar order be denied.
None of the Receiver's other arguments in support of his unprecedented request supply
what is missing here. He mounts a series of attacks against the merits of the Dunagan
Intervenors' claims—including preemption, assignment, and lack of damages—to argue that the
Dunagan Intervenors' objections need not be considered. The Receiver is the wrong party,

In addition to the arguments set forth below, Intervenors incorporate fully herein their reply to DCF's
motion joining the Receiver's amended settlement motion and proposed bar order and responding to their
objections.

1
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making the wrong arguments, to the wrong court. It is the defendants in the case pending in the
District Court for the Northern District of Illinois ("Illinois litigation")—non-Receivership
entities DCF and the Ds&Os—that must advance these arguments and in that court, not this one.
They have not, despite multiple motions to dismiss. Instead, District Judge Charles Norgle has
repeatedly held that the Dunagan Intervenors' claims have merit. See, e.g., Order [Dkt. 155],

Dunagan v. Ill. Inst. of Art-Schaumburg, No. 19-cv-0809 (Aug. 5, 2021) ("Dunagan Dkt.")
(attached hereto as Exhibit A).
At bottom, if the Receiver's goal is to bring assets into the estate for distribution to
creditors he recommends so he can wind down the Receivership, he can accomplish that goal
with an ordinary settlement with non-Receivership entities DCF and the Ds&Os. The Dunagan
Intervenors would likely have no basis to contest such a settlement, even if they would stand to
recover little or nothing from the distribution of its proceeds. What the Receiver cannot do is use
an overbroad bar order as a means to achieve the same end.
ARGUMENT
1. The Receiver asks this Court to ignore the limits of its receivership power
repeatedly.
Rather than confront the prohibition against "dispos[ing] of the claims of a third party . . .
without that party's agreement," Local No. 93, Intl Ass 'n of Firefighters v. City of Cleveland,
478 U.S. 501, 529 (1986); see also City of Warren v. City of Detroit, 495 F.3d 282, 287 (6th Cir.
2007), the Receiver instead issues a series of hortatory statements about this Court's "broad
authority" and "wide discretion" that bear little relationship to the specific exercise of power he
urges the Court to use. Dkt. 737 at 35 ("Receiver's Response"). It is not enough that the bar
order helps the Receiver marshal assets for the estate. Before this Court can issue such
"extraordinary . . . relief," SEC v. Quiros, 966 F.3d 1195, 1197 (11th Cir. 2020), the Receiver

2
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must satisfy the threshold requirements of this Court having jurisdiction to issue a bar order
against non-settling parties, Wabash R.R. Co. v. Adelbert Coll., 208 U.S. 38, 54 (1908), and his
own Article III standing to bring the claims he is settling, Liberte Cap. Grp. v. Capwill, 248 Fed.
App'x 650, 655-56 (6th Cir. 2007) ("Liberte II"). The Receiver also has the burden of
demonstrating that his claims are "substantially identical" to those he proposes to bar, the barred
parties will benefit from an alternative compensation scheme, the barred claims directly affect
Receivership assets, and the proposed settlement brings "full and final peace" to the settling
parties. Dunagan Objections at 8-10. These criteria are exacting, as they should be to justify
such an extraordinary intrusion on litigants' rights. See, e.g., In re FirstEnergy Sols., 606 B.R.
720, 733 (N.D. Ohio 2019) ("No circuit has held or even suggested [that non-consensual]
releases [of third-party claims] are anything less than an extraordinary use of the bankruptcy
court's power. The circuit split occupies the spectrum between 'impossible' and 'very rare.").
The Receiver does not dispute any of these requirements, but has uniformly failed to meet them.
2. The Receiver has not established that this Court has jurisdiction to bar the Malaga!?
Intervenors' claims.
The Dunagan Intervenors objected to this Court's subject matter jurisdiction over their
Illinois lawsuit involving personal liability claims. See Dunagan Objections at 10-12; see also

Kline v. Burke Constr. Co., 260 U.S. 226, 230 (1922) ("[A] controversy is not a thing, and a
controversy over a mere question of personal liability does not involve the possession or control
of a thing."). The Receiver has offered no response. But there is no question that this Court must
have jurisdiction over the Dunagan Intervenors and their claims to permanently extinguish their
legal rights.
Make no mistake: this Court has no jurisdiction over the Illinois claims. The Receiver
will presumably argue at the hearing that his property rights in the proceeds of the National

3
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Union policies provide the basis for in rem jurisdiction. As explained in Section 6, that is wrong.
But even if it were correct that the policy proceeds are property of the estate, this Court's in rem
jurisdiction does not extend to the Dunagan Intervenors' claims involving personal liability for
consumer protection violations and torts. See, e.g., Riehle v. Margolies, 279 U.S. 218, 223 (1929)
(internal citation omitted) ("[T]he appointment [of a receiver] . . . does not necessarily draw to
the federal court the exclusive right to determine all questions or rights of action affecting the
debtor's estate."); Morris v. Jones, 329 U.S. 545, 549 (1947) ("[T]he notion that such control
over the proof of claims is necessary for the protection of the exclusive jurisdiction of the court
over the property is a mistaken one."). Rather, it extends only to ancillary suits "brought by the

receiver in the execution of his duties" in a district where receivership property is located and
proper notice has been given. See Haile v. Henderson Nat'l Bank, 657 F.2d 816, 823-24 (6th Cir.
1981) (discussing 28 U.S.C. § 754) (emphasis added).
That fundamental requirement has not been satisfied here. The Receiver has not brought
an ancillary lawsuit to protect the policy proceeds. Nor has he suggested that the Dunagan
Intervenors' Illinois lawsuit—filed before the creation of this Receivership—qualifies as one.
That leaves only supplemental jurisdiction as a way for this Court to reach their claims. But none
of the Dunagan Intervenors' state law or consumer protection claims share a common nucleus of
operative facts with Digital Media's breach of contract claims at issue in this Receivership. This
Court cannot therefore assert supplemental jurisdiction over them. See 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a). As a
result, this Court lacks subject matter jurisdiction to bar the Dunagan Intervenors' claims.2

2

There is likewise no personal jurisdiction over the Dunagan Intervenors. The Receiver argues that the
Dunagan Intervenors have "ignore[d] binding Sixth Circuit precedent" and "tum[ed] a blind eye" to their role in the
Receivership thus far. Receiver's Response at 35. Not so. The Dunagan Intervenors candidly addressed Sixth
Circuit precedent adopting a per se rule that intervenors automatically consent to jurisdiction. Dunagan Objections
at 10-11. And the reasoning of that decision—which relied upon a 40-year-old case from the Ninth Circuit which, in

4
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3. The Receiver continues to ignore clear Sixth Circuit precedent requiring him to
demonstrate standing to bring and settle the Dunagan Intervenors' claims.
Despite "the rule that receivers' rights are limited to those of the receivership entities,"
allowing them to "only pursue[] claims that a receivership entity itself could have raised,"

Wuliger v. Mfrs. Life Ins. Co., 567 F.3d 787, 794- 95 (6th Cir. 2009); see also Javitch v. First
Union Sec., 315 F.3d 619, 625 (6th Cir. 2003) (holding that because receivers "stand in the shoes
of the entity in receivership," they "lack standing to bring suit unless the receivership entity
could have brought the same action"), the Receiver has not demonstrated that he has standing to
bring the Dunagan Intervenors' claims he purports to be settling against non-Receivership
entities DCF and the Ds&Os. Receiver's Response at 32-33.
In his declaration, the Receiver provides a cursory description of eight claims against the
Ds&Os (and zero against DCF), but provides no actual evidence of injuries to Receivership
entities that would support Article III standing. Decl. of Mark Dottore [Dkt. 742] ¶ 35 ("Receiver
Decl."). As for the "Accreditation Claims"—the only ones the Receiver might plausibly call
"substantially identical" to the Dunagan Intervenors' claims he wants to bar—he identifies
injuries to students only: "[t]he students completed degrees and/or course work that were
claimed to be worthless because their degrees and/or course work credits were granted by an

turn, relied on a even earlier Fifth Circuit decision—is flawed. See Cnty. Sec. Agency v. Ohio Dep't of Corn., 296
F.3d 477, 483 (6th Cir. 2002) (citing U.S. v. Oregon, 657 F.2d 1009, 1014 (9th Cir. 1981)); Oregon, 657 F.2d at
1014 (citing Marcaida v. Rascoe, 569 F.2d 828, 831 (5th Cir. 1978)); see also In re Bayshore Ford Truck Sales, 471
F.3d 1233, 1248 (11th Cir. 2006); Pharm. Rsch. & Mfrs. v. Thompson, 259 F. Supp. 2d 39, 59 (D.D.C. 2003),
declined to follow by SEC v. Ross, 504 F.3d 1130 (9th Cir. 2007); City of Santa Clara v. Kleppe, 428 F. Supp. 315,
317 (N.D. Cal. 1976), overruled by SEC v. Ross, 504 F.3d 1130 (9th Cir. 2007). Of course, the Dunagan Intervenors
understand this Court must follow that precedent, but point out its defects to preserve the issue for appeal. The only
decision to properly address the issue—SEC v. Ross—recognizes that intervenors do not consent to personal
jurisdiction unless they take affirmative steps post-intervention that "fairly invite[] the court to resolve the dispute
between the parties," such as accepting "a forum selection clause in a contract,. . . filing a proof of claim in a
bankruptcy proceeding, or. . . filing an original complaint, a counterclaim[,] or a cross claim." 504 F.3d at 1149
(internal citations omitted). The Dunagan Intervenors have taken no such steps in this case.
In addition, none of these authorties support personal jurisdiction over non-intervenor members of the
Dunagan class. See Dunagan Objections at 10 n.8. The Receiver does not argue otherwise.

5
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unaccredited institution."' Id. ¶ 35(e). However DCF and the Ds&Os may have injured
Receivership entities Dream Center Education Holdings ("DCEH") and the Illinois Institute of
Art ("IIA"), it is not the same injury, from the same accreditation misconduct, inflicted on
students.4 Thus, this Court cannot bar the Dunagan Intervenors' claims.
Rather than address this threshold requirement with evidence, the Receiver asserts that he
"has the right to pursue his own claims as coinsured under the Policies." Receiver's Response at
32. This misses the point. The Receiver is not seeking coverage under the policies in his capacity
as an insured (i.e., as he would if a claim had been filed against DCEH and IIA). Instead, he
purports to assert claims against former DCEH directors and officers, which the insurance
company is settling on their behalf in their capacity as insureds. The Receiver's faulty
explanation for his standing, along with his failure to provide proof, require the denial of his
motion.
4. The Receiver admits that his claims must be "substantially identical" to the
Dunagan Intervenors' claims, yet provides no competent evidence to satisfy this
essential requirement.
The Receiver concedes that he must prove that his claims are "substantially identical" to
the Dunagan Intervenors' claims against non-Receivership entities DCF and the Ds&Os for this
Court to issue a bar order. See Receiver's Response at 33-34; see also, e.g., Zacarias v. Stanford

Intl Bank, 945 F.3d 883, 897-98 (5th Cir. 2019) (holding that "the receivership court cannot
reach claims that are independent and non-derivative"); SEC v. DeYoung, 850 F.3d 1172, 1176
(10th Cir. 2017) (noting that district court found claims to be "substantially identical" when they

3

That is consistent with Dream Center's earlier recognition of the need for reparations for such students. See
Dkt. 323-1 at 2.
4
The Receiver likewise does not represent or act on students' behalf. See, e.g., Goodman v. FCC, 182 F.3d
987, 992 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (finding that the receiver "lacks standing to sue the Commission" because he "does not
represent the parties who sustained the injury of which he complains").
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involved "the same loss, from the same entities, relating to the same conduct, and arising out of
the same transactions and occurrences by the same actors"). But his declaration, submitted at the
eleventh hour, does not satisfy his burden.
That declaration fails to adequately describe the Receiver's alleged claims. The Receiver
has not identified the causes of action he purports to have against the Ds&Os, much less describe
the evidence he is relying on to prove liability and damages. Moreover, of the eight claims listed,
only the "Accreditation Claims" bear any passing resemblance to the Dunagan Intervenors'
claims. See Receiver Decl. ¶ 35(e). But that is because they are the students' claims, not the
Receiver's. The Receiver concedes this point, describing the "Accreditation Claims" as being
"made by students who were attending the DCEH schools in Illinois and Colorado," resulting in
"degrees and/or course work credits. . . granted by an unaccredited institution." Id. (emphasis
added). The mere existence of the Dunagan Intervenors' claims against DCF and the Ds&Os is
not evidence that the Receiver has "substantially identical" claims against the same entities for
the same misconduct.
The Receiver's best cases—SEC v. DeYoung and Zacarias v. Stanford International

Bank—show that much more robust proof is needed before a court can bar non-settling parties'
claims. Receiver Response at 33-34. In DeYoung, the receiver took depositions, had access to
the settling parties' records, produced a draft complaint, reviewed counterclaims and affirmative
defenses that opposing parties planned to assert in litigation, engaged in three days of mediation
with a professional mediator, and "spent the better part of one year in arm's-length negotiations
under the view of the SEC" to prove that the claims he proposed to bar were "substantially
identical" to his own. 850 F.3d at 1176. In Zacarias, the receiver filed an ancillary lawsuit
related to the primary receivership action, which allowed the receivership court to compare

7
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directly the similarity of his claims to the objectors' claims pending in other judicial proceedings.
945 F.3d at 898-900. The Receiver has done none of those things.
Even if the Receiver's summary list of claims was competent evidence, the declaration
confirms that the Receiver never asserted claims of any kind against DCF. The Receiver's
original settlement motion stated that the "confidential settlement demand letter" sent to an
unidentified "Special Settlement Counsel to DCF and the Ds&Os" outlined "alleged claims
against the Ds&Os" only. Dkt. 674 ¶ 10 ("Original Settlement Motion"). In response to the

Dunagan Intervenors' objections, the Receiver argued the opposite, claiming that the letter
included identical claims against "all Insureds," including DCF. See Receiver's Response at 33.
The declaration clears this up. The only time the Receiver mentions DCF is his description of
"Fraudulent Transfer Claims" that arise from the "Ds&Os' approval of payment of $1.5 million
dollars, without any consideration given for the payment, to [DCF]." Receiver Decl. If 35(g). But
that is a claim against the Ds&Os, not DCF. In any event, it is not identical to the Dunagan
Intervenors' claims for accreditation misrepresentation. The Receiver's declaration closes the
case on whether he has asserted any claims, much less substantially identical ones.5
5. The proposed settlement does not provide alternative compensation to the barred
parties, a requirement for this Court's approval of the proposed bar order.
Both the Dunagan Intervenors and the Receiver cite case after case where settlements
with bar orders are approved only when the proceeds from those settlements are distributed
specifically to the parties that have been barred. See, e.g., Zacarias, 945 F.3d at 899 ("The
Receiver and Investors' Committee sought to recover.. . monies the receiver will distribute to

The Receiver also appears to have abandoned the argument in his original settlement motion that he can
include DCF in the proposed bar order without having asserted claims against it because DCF paid the $500,000
retainer to trigger coverage under the insurance policies. Needless to say, that payment was not a contribution to the
estate. It was paid so that DCF could receive the benefit of defense and indemnity coverage.

8
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investor-claimants."); see also Dunagan Objections at 19.6 Otherwise, bar orders are prohibited.

SEC v. Stanford Intl Bank, 927 F.3d 830, 848 (5th Cir. 2019) (hereinafter, "Lloyds")
("[S]ettlement and bar orders violated fundamental limits on the authority of the court and
Receiver" by nullifying claims to insurance proceeds without providing an alternative
compensation scheme for the barred parties). The Receiver has not identified a single case to the
contrary. Instead, he misconstrues Intervenors' argument "to be that the Dunagan Intervenors'
claim on the Policies' proceeds should be taken on an equal footing with the Receiver's claims,
or the claims of the Secured Lenders, the Taxpayers, or the Health Care Claimants," suggesting
that the Dunagan Intervenors might earn a pittance from the Receiver in lieu of their Illinois
lawsuit against non-Receivership entities DCF and the Ds&Os. Receiver's Response at 24. That
is not what the law requires.
There is good reason for this limitation on receivership courts barring non-settling
parties' claims. An order barring a citizen from bringing a claim to compensate her for injuries is
a massive incursion into her rights, even more so when that citizen has an active lawsuit in which
the presiding judge has twice denied motions to dismiss, deploying strong language about the
merits of the allegations and evidence. Courts do not issue bar orders indifferent to whether the
barred parties will be compensated by other means. Quiros, 966 F.3d at 1199 ("The court . . .
must decide that the bar order is fair and equitable, with an eye toward its effect on the barred
parties."). Instead, courts ensure that bar orders are used to aggregate proceeds of a settlement to

6

The Receiver claims that all of the cases the Dunagan Intevenors cite are distingishuable, Receiver's
Response at 27, but the purportedly distinguishing characteristics he itemizes—all cases have distinct fact patterns—
do not relate to the common disposition for which they stand: bar orders are approved only when the settlement
proceeds go to the class of barred claimants and disapproved when they do not. For example, in In re Dow Corning
Corporation, the Sixth Circuit did not require consenting and non-consenting creditors be treated "equally and
fairly," as the Receiver asserts. Receiver's Response at 27. The court identified seven demanding requirements to be
satisfied before it would enjoin non-consenting creditors' claims against non-debtors, including that non-consenting
creditors "recover in full." 280 F.3d 648, 658-59 (6th Cir. 2002).
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pay a homogenous group of claimants—typically defrauded investors—rather than allowing
them to race each other to the courthouse "with vastly divergent results for similarly situated
[claimants]." Zacarias, 945 F.3d at 895-96. No court has used them as an expedient tool for
bringing proceeds into the estate for distribution to all creditors.
As explained in Zacarias—the case upon which the Receiver primarily relies—a receiver
appointed pursuant to an SEC enforcement action brought claims "to satisfy all of its liabilities to

similarly situated investors." 945 F.3d at 895 (emphasis added). The receiver acts on behalf of
investors because, "[w]ithout a receiver, investors encounter a collective-action problem: each
has the incentive to bring its own claims against the entity, hoping for full recovery; but if all
investors take this course of action, latecomers will be left empty-handed." Id. at 895-96. "The
receiver is therefore allowed to curb investors' individual advantage-seeking in order to reach
settlements for the aggregate benefit of investors under the court's supervision." Id. at 896. The
proceeds accumulated through settlements are all earmarked for those investors. Id. at 894
(noting that settlement would "be paid into the receivership and distributed to receivership
claimants who held SIB CDs [the certificates of deposits that were marketed through the Ponzi
scheme]"). The receiver effectively acts for the collective benefit of the claimants whose claims
will be barred, akin to a class representative. Id. at 904 ("There is a kinship—at a high level—in
function between the receivership and a hypothetical certified. . . investor class action: both
offer means to pursue litigation in an aggregative form. In the former, the court channels
recovery through its officer, the receiver, and retains power to bar parallel proceedings that

10
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would interfere. In the latter, investors pursue their entitlements via class representatives under
the requirements of Rule 23.").7 That is not what the Receiver is doing here.
6. The Dunagan Intervenors' claims do not involve assets of the Receivership estate.
The Receiver also has not satisfied the requirement that the claims he seeks to bar are
assets of the estate. He argues that his rights in the National Union insurance policy establish this
criteria. While he correctly states that "courts almost universally hold that insurance policies are
property of the estate of a corporate debtor," Receiver's Response at 29 (emphasis added), that is
not at issue in this case because there is no suggestion that the Illinois litigation seeks control of
the National Union policies.8 Instead, "[t]he gravamen of the inquiry is who is entitled to access
to [sic] the insurance policy proceeds." Id. at 30; see also In re Louisiana World Exposition, 832
F.2d 1391, 1399 (5th Cir. 1987) ("The question is not who owns the policies, but who owns the
[policy] proceeds.").
The Receiver attempts to distinguish In re Youngstown Osteopathic Hospital

Association—which found that insurance proceeds were not part of a debtor's estate—because
the National Union policies here include entity coverage for DCEH, whereas the policies in

Youngstown covered directors and officers only. Receiver's Response at 30. As an initial matter,
in Youngstown, the court was asked to stop the insurer from paying D&O claims, not enjoin a
third-party lawsuit between non-receivership entities. 271 B.R. 544, 547 (Bankr. N.D. Ohio

7

As further demonstration that courts only issue bar orders where the barred parties are the beneficiaries of
the settlement proceeds, courts commonly invoke the barred parties' consent to the settlement and bar order as a
factor supporting their approval. See, e.g., Zacarias v. Willis Grp. Holding Public Ltd., No. 3:13-cv-02570, 2017
WL 6442190, at *2 (N.D. Tex. Aug. 23, 2017) ("Willis Grp.") (noting that the Investors' Committee participated in
the negotiations and signed the settlement agreement); see also DeYoung, 850 F.3d at 1179 (discussing how "99% of
the [barred parties] approved of the settlement"). Unlike the barred parties in other cases, the Dunagan Intervenors
have had no creditors' committee, investors' committee, or the Receiver standing up for their rights.
8
The Illinois litigation seeks damages only, not to attach policy proceeds or any other Receivership property.
In implicit recognition that the Illinois action makes no direct claim on his purported "insurance property," the
Receiver has never sought to dismiss or stay that lawsuit against non-Receivership entities DCF and the Ds&Os
before pursuing this overbroad bar order.
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2002). Furthermore, any judgment the Dunagan Intervenors obtain through the Illinois litigation
implicates the policy's "Side A" coverage for "Insured Person[s] that no Organization has
indemnified or paid," not its entity coverage. See Dkt. 732-5 at 1.
The overriding question when determining whether insurance proceeds are property of
the estate is whether the debtor would have a right to receive and keep those proceeds
when the insurer paid on a claim. When a payment by the insurer cannot inure to the
debtor's pecuniary benefit, then that payment should neither enhance nor decrease the
bankruptcy estate.
In re Edgeworth, 993 F.2d 51, 55-56 (5th Cir. 1993).9 D&O liability payments do not fit this
definition. Because the proceeds of the settlement the Receiver has negotiated with DCF and the
Ds&Os likewise come from individual insured's "Side A" coverage,10 not DCEH's entity
coverage," Youngstown supports the Dunagan Intervenors, not the Receiver.
7. The Receiver's proposed settlement does not comply with the requirement to
provide "full and final peace."
The Receiver admits that "full and final peace" for settling parties is a requirement for
approval of the bar order, but never explains why his bar order confers full and final peace from
litigants like the Dunagan Intervenors (who are excluded from the settlement), but not from the

9

The Receiver argues that Edgeworth is inapposite, but the holding cited above is at the core of In re
Equinox Co., 300 F.3d 614 (5th Cir. 2002) and In re Babcock & Wilcox Company, 69 Fed App'x 659 (5th Cir.
2002), two cases upon which the Receiver relies.
10
The Receiver is silent about whether the National Union's "entity versus insured" exclusion bars the
insured entity he is representing, DCEH, from suing an individual insured. See Dunagan Objections at 21 n.22. If it
does, the Receiver's "property right" in the proceeds may be non-existent. The Court must examine the policy terms
against the claims that purportedly trigger it, rather than rely on the Receiver's assertion that his claims triggered
property rights in the proceeds.
The Receiver has made no record that any claims have triggered DCEH's entity coverage. He is no longer
operating any businesses and the Receivership is near its end. If he is not defending direct claims against
Receivership entities now, he never will. Yet the Receiver asserts that "[t]he Receivership Entities are faced with
massive claims asserted by the Secured Lenders and the United States [that] vastly exceed the value of the proceeds
available" under the policies. Receiver's Response at 29. This mistakes claims against the estate for claims against
the policies—two entirely different issues. He has made no suggestion, much less a record, that the policies cover
either the loan payments DCEH defaulted on or statutory reimbursement claims by the U.S. Department of
Education. In this respect, the Receiver is differently situated than the debtor in In re OGA Charters, who was
fielding claims that indisputably triggered, and vastly exceeded, the entity's liability coverage. 901 F.3d 599, 602
(5th Cir. 2018).
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Receiver (who negotiated and benefits from it). Receiver's Response at 38. He also ignores the

Dunagan Intervenors' cited precedent that "full and final" peace requires a release of all of the
Receiver's claims. Lloyds, 927 F.3d at 845 (noting that "[g]lobal peace" was achieved because
the receiver agreed to release all of his claims); see also Dunagan Objections at 22. Instead, the
Receiver argues that he has conferred peace by limiting any future recovery to the insureds'
remaining insurance coverage. Receiver's Response at 38. He cites no authority for the
proposition that parties defending lawsuits—fielding allegations about their conduct,
participating in discovery, and appearing at trial—have final peace. If they do, allowing the
Illinois lawsuit to go forward should not trouble them. They have tens of millions of dollars in
coverage to pay defense costs and a judgment before their "peace" is disrupted.
8. The Receiver still has not established the fairness of his proposed settlement.
The Receiver includes a fairness discussion in his declaration, but his past work
demonstrates that it comes nowhere close to satisfying his burden. In Gordon v. Dadante, the
same Receiver provided a detailed discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of his securities
claims against the settling party, along with precise calculations of damages. See Mem. in Supp.
of Receiver's Mot. for Order Approving Proposed Settlement & for Ancillary Orders [Dkt. 337]
at 3-9, No. 05-cv-2726 (N.D. Ohio Jan. 22, 2008) (attached hereto as Exhibit B). The Court can
draw the inference from his failure to do so here that the Receiver cannot prove the fairness of
his proposed settlement.
The TMT Trailer Ferry case does not suggest otherwise. In order for the Court to assess

TMT factors such as probability of success and complexity of the litigation, it must have "facts
which would have permitted a reasoned judgment that the claims of actions should be settled in
this fashion," not "mere boilerplate approval phrased in appropriate language[,] but unsupported
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by evaluation of the facts or analysis of the law." Protective Comm. for Indep. Stockholders of
TMT Trailer Ferry, 390 U.S. 414, 424, 434, 440-41 (1968). The mere prospect of "[1]itigation
[a]nd delay" are not enough. Id. at 434. Yet the Receiver's declaration, which fails to describe
his causes of action against the Ds&Os or offer any evidence or analysis that supports those
claims, is "mere boilerplate."
9. The Receiver's attempt to litigate the merits of the Dunagan Intervenors' claims in
this proceeding is inappropriate and lacks merit.
Unable to satisfy the criteria for a bar order, most of the Receiver's Response is devoted
to the assertion that "the Dunagan Intervenors cannot make a prima facie case that they have any
interest in the Settlement or any right to object to it." Receiver's Response at 17. The Receiver
calls these "standing" arguments, but cites no authority that "standing"—as traditionally
conceived—is required for these objections. In any event, the Receiver has already recognized
that "parties whose claims will be barred" are the "interested parties" due notice and the
opportunity to object. See Dkt. 675 at 2. The Dunagan Intervenors' Illinois lawsuit is identified
by name as one of the cases that must be dismissed for the proposed settlement to be
consummated. Original Settlement Motion In 12, 24. For all practical purposes, the Receiver has
stipulated to the Dunagan Intervenors' interest in the outcome of his proposed settlement.
As explained below, the arguments the Receiver makes—lack of damages, preemption,
and assignment—are not his arguments to make and have no place in this proceeding. If these
arguments have merit—and, for the reasons explained below, they do not—they must be asserted
by the Dunagan defendants in the Illinois litigation. Through multiple motions to dismiss and
answers, they have not done so. This Court should reject the Receiver's repeated entreaties to
"trench upon the authority of [its] sister court[]." West Gulf Maritime Ass 'n v. ILA Deep Sea
Local 24, 751 F.2d 721, 729 (5th Cir. 1985).
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A. There is no basis for this Court to determine the value of the Dunagan
Intervenors' damages, let alone that they have none.
The Receiver invites this Court to determine detailed legal and factual issues related to
the Dunagan Intervenors' damages in the Illinois lawsuit pending against non-Receivership
entities DCF and the Ds&Os. Receiver's Response at 19-22; Receiver's Decl. ¶ 63(c). Damages
is an issue for Judge Norgle to decide, not this Court, which lacks a proper factual record.12 In
the absence of evidence, the Receiver's opposition is riddled with errors and inaccuracies.
As an initial matter, the Receiver's opposition ignores commonsense facts about higher
education expenses relevant to the Dunagan Intervenors' and the putative class's damages. The
Receiver argues that the Dunagan Intervenors have been fully compensated by federal and IIA
loan cancellations they have thus far received, yet entirely ignores that such cancellations did not
include refunds of any payments students made with cash or via private loans financed by nonI IA lenders. Receiver's Response at 19. In addition, the Receiver contends—without citation to a
single relevant precedent—that IIA's estimated cost of attendance is not "competent evidence."

Id. at 20. Yet both federal law and the United States Department of Education contemplate that
living expenses (also known as room and board) will be calculated by an institution and included
in their annual estimated cost of attendance, along with, inter alia, tuition and fees, books,
supplies, transportation, loan fees, miscellaneous expenses (such as the purchase of a personal
computer), allowance for child care or other dependent care, and costs related to a disability. See
20 U.S.C. § 108711; see also Fed. Student Aid, U.S. Dep't of Educ., What does cost of attendance

mean? https://studentaid.govihelp-center/answers/article/what-does-cost-of-attendance-mean
(last visited Aug. 3, 2021). As part of applying for federal student aid, students are not required

12

None of the Dunagan defendants in the Illinois litigation have zealously pursued the discovery necessary to
contest the Dunagan plaintiffs' damages. DCF noticed all four of the Dunagan Intervenors for depositions in May
2018; after all four provided dates they could appear, DCF abruptly cancelled the depositions.
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to submit "an itemization of actual incurred expenses." Receiver's Response at 20. Instead, an
institution's estimated cost of attendance determines in part their financial aid package, including
any funds available to pay for living expenses. Fed. Student Aid, U.S. Dep't of Educ., Free

Application for Fed. Student Aid 2 (July 1, 2020 — June 30, 2021),
https://studentaid.gov/sites/default/files/2020-21-fafsa.pdf. In addition, students are eligible to
borrow federal or institutional loans to cover their full cost of attendance, not just their tuition.
The fact that the Dunagan Intervenors did so, and that some of that debt has now been cancelled,
does not mean—as the Receiver asserts without any evidence—that they could not have paid out
of pocket for their living or other education-related expenses. Receiver Response at 20. The
Receiver likewise ignores the Dunagan Intervenors' other categories of alleged damages,
including lost wages, damage to credit, loss of eligibility for financial aid programs, and the
diminution in value of their unaccredited course credits and degrees, see, e.g., Dunagan Dkt. 106
¶¶ 300, 312, 357, a noteworthy omission given that DCEH leadership recognized in late 2018
that students who graduated with unaccredited degrees were "really impacted." See Dkt. 732-6 at
8. Although the Receiver's unsupported assertions about the Dunagan Intervenors' damages are
wrong, this is—in any event—an issue for the parties in the Illinois litigation to raise for Judge
Norgle to decide.
The Receiver also erroneously contends that the Dunagan Intervenors' living expenses
are not compensable because: (1) they would have incurred such expenses regardless of whether
DCEH, IIA, DCF, and the Ds&Os misrepresented and concealed IIA's loss of accreditation in
2018; and (2) in any event, estimating those expenses is too speculative. Receiver's Response at
19-22. To support these propositions, the Receiver cites non-precedential, unpublished, and
irrelevant opinions involving damages pursuant to the Age Discrimination in Employment Act,
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Americans with Disability Act, the Fair Labor Standards Act, and contract claims. See id. at 20.
But the Dunagan Intervenors' claims involve the Illinois Consumer Fraud and Deceptive
Practices Act ("ICFDPA"), negligent misrepresentation, and fraudulent concealment. See

Dunagan Dkt. 106 at 65-76. Such claims require the Dunagan Intervenors to show only that
they suffered damages as a result of deceptive conduct. See, e.g., Kemper/Prime Indust. Partners

v. Montgomery Watson Americas, 487 F.3d 1061, 1064 (7th Cir. 2007) (internal citation omitted)
(discussing damages for negligent misrepresentation); Mullen v. GLV, Inc., 488 F. Supp. 3d 695,
709 (N.D. Ill. 2020) (internal citation omitted) (discussing damages under the ICFDPA); Abazari

v. Rosalind Franklin Univ. of Med. & Sci., 40 N.E.3d 264, 274 (Ill. App. 2d 2015) (internal
citation omitted) (discussing damages for fraudulent concealment). Moreover, evidence of
damages under Illinois law "need not be exact." Kemper/Prime Indust. Partners, 487 F.3d at
1065. Rather, the Dunagan Intervenors must demonstrate only "a fair degree of probability . . . to
establish a basis for the assessment of damages." Id. (internal citation omitted). At this stage of
the Dunagan Intervenors' litigation against non-Receivership entities, their Third Amended
Complaint—which has survived both DCF's and the Ds&Os' motions to dismiss—meets
Illinois' standards for causation and specificity.
The Receiver likewise claims, based on "blackletter, hornbook contract law," that the

Dunagan Intervenors had an obligation to mitigate their damages by pursuing closed school loan
discharges of their total federal debt from IIA or by transferring to another accredited institution
to complete their degrees. Receiver's Response at 21-22 (emphasis added). Not so. There is no
duty to mitigate under the ICFDPA. See generally 815 ILCS 505/1, et seq. For negligent
misrepresentation and fraudulent concealment, Illinois law only requires "fraud victims. . . to
take reasonable action once they are made aware of the real situation." Straits Fin. LLC v. Ten
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Sleep Cattle Co., 900 F.3d 359, 375 (7th Cir. 2018). Non-Receivership entity Ds&Os' repeated
concealment and misrepresentations prevented the Dunagan Intervenors from learning "the real
situation" until it was too late.
IIA students first learned about their school's loss of accreditation in late June or early
July 2018. See generally Dunagan Dkt. 106 ¶¶ 172-202. At that time, they faced an excruciating
choice: (1) request a closed school loan discharge and spend up to another four years of their
lives repeating their bachelor degrees; (2) transfer to an accredited institution to graduate with an
accredited degree, repeating and paying for all of the credits that would not transfer; or
(3) remain at IIA and hope that accreditation would be restored. None of those options were
available to Stephanie Porreca, who graduated days before she found out about the accreditation
misrepresentation. See Porreca Decl. [Dkt. 734] In 7-8; see also 34 C.F.R. § 685.214(c)(1)(i)(B)
(defining an eligible borrower as one who "[d]id not complete the program of study"). Jessica
Muscari, who had two credits left to graduate, and Emmanuel Dunagan, who only needed to
complete his internship, both attended a meeting in early July 2018 with John Crowley, a D&O
for DCEH. Mr. Crowley told Ms. Muscari and Mr. Dunagan that IIA's accreditation would likely
be restored retroactively and that anyone on track to graduate by the end of the year should
remain enrolled. Muscari Decl. [Dkt. 731] ¶J 9-10; Dunagan Decl. [Dkt. 733] ¶¶ 8-12. They
took his advice. On November 8, 2018, when IIA announced to students that HLC would not be
restoring its accreditation, Dunagan Dkt. 106 ¶ 206, Ms. Muscari had already graduated,
eliminating her ability to apply for a closed school loan discharge or transfer her credits. Muscari
Decl. [Dkt. 731] 1110; see also 34 C.F.R. § 685.214(c)(1)(i)(B). Mr. Dunagan was a month away
from graduating. Dunagan Decl. [Dkt. 733] ¶ 12. According to the Receiver's logic, he should
have withdrawn, received no credit or refund for his internship credits, and applied for a closed
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school discharge that would have wiped away his last four years of study or transferred to
another institution and repeated part of his degree.I3 Had Mr. Dunagan done so, he would have
suffered different damages related to repeating and paying for coursework he had already
completed, along with the lost wages he could have been earning in the workforce. Because both
Receivership entities and non-Receivership entities continued to deceive the Dunagan
Intervenors until their options for reasonable action were eliminated and IIA closed, the Receiver
cannot now argue in good faith that they are not entitled to damages. Straits Fin., 900 F.3d at 375
("[F]raud victims will not lose the benefit of later remedies simply because better precautions on
their part might have avoided the fraud or ended it sooner[.]").
B. There is also no basis for this Court to find the Dunagan Intervenors' claims are
preempted.
The Receiver argues that the Higher Education Act of 1965 ("HEA") preempts the

Dunagan Intervenors' claims. Receiver's Response at 22-24. In so arguing, he conveniently
forgets that the claims he is settling, which are purportedly "substantially identical," would—
under his argument—also be preempted. Id. at 33. That glaring inconsistency aside, the question
of whether the HEA preempts the Dunagan Intervenors' claims is for Judge Norgle to consider,
should any defendant raise it. If they do, the answer is abundantly clear: the HEA does not
preempt their claims.
A longstanding presumption exists against preempting the "historic police powers of the
States. . . unless [such preemption] was the clear and manifest purpose of Congress." Altria

Grp., Inc. v. Good, 555 U.S. 70, 77 (2008) (quoting Rice v. Santa Fe Elevator Corp., 331 U.S.

13
As demonstrated by Mr. Dunagan and Robert J. Infusino's experiences attempting to transfer, no other
accredited institution would accept all of their IIA credits. See Dunagan Decl. [Dkt. 733] ii 11 (explaining how
Columbia College would require him to attend for two additional years if he transferred); see also Infusino Decl.
[Dkt. 730] Ilf 5, 13 (explaining how he was on track to graduate from IIA in June 2019, but after transferring to Full
Sail University, his graduation date was delayed until March 2020).
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218, 230 (1947)). Consumer protection laws, such as the Dunagan Intervenors' ICFDPA claims,
are "well within the scope" of historic state police powers. Florida Lime & Avocado Growers,

Inc. v. Paul, 373 U.S. 132, 146, 150 (1963). The burden of establishing that the HEA preempts
such claims rests on the Receiver. Brown v. Earthboard Sports USA, Inc., 481 F.3d 901, 912 (6th
Cir. 2007). He does not come close to meeting that burden here.
The Receiver first posits that the Dunagan Intervenors "have no private civil cause of
action for violations of the [HEN" because there is no "private remedy" under the statute.
Receiver's Response at 22-23. That point, correct as a matter of law, is inapposite. The Dunagan
Intervenors' claims arise entirely under Illinois state law, not the HEA. See Dunagan Dkt. 106 at
65-76.
The Receiver next asserts—without any authority—that the Dunagan Intervenors' claims
are barred under the doctrine of "conflict preemption" because their claims "obstruct[] the ability
of the United States to realize on the claims assigned to them by the Dunagan Intervenors."
Receiver's Response at 23-24 (emphasis added).14 The United States—the party with the
supposed conflict—has stated otherwise with respect to the preemption of state law claims
against institutions of higher education, noting multiple times that state law claims against
institutions are complementary, and not an obstacle, to the federal interest:
Nothing in the text of the HEA even suggests that Congress
expressly or impliedly intended to curb state laws from regulating
any alleged fraud committed by HEA participants. Nor is there
such evidence in the legislative history of the HEA or in ED's
implementing regulations.. . . In fact, far from suggesting that state
enforcement schemes should not apply to Title IV participating
schools, the HEA provides that, as a precondition to qualifying for
eligibility under the HEA, an institution must be subject to
enforcement under State authority — and as further implemented
under ED regulations, subject to enforcement under state law. . . .
14

As set forth in the section that follows, the Dunagan Intervenors' claims were never assigned to the United

States.
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The HEA and the regulations promulgated thereunder thus assume
that State law applies to participating institutions, despite
Defendants' contentions to the contrary.

See U.S. Statement of Interest [Dkt. 64] at 7-9, Sanchez v. ASA Coll., No. 14-cv-5006 (S.D.N.Y.
Jan. 23, 2015) (emphasis in original) (attached hereto as Exhibit C).15 Conflict preemption is
simply not an issue.
In fact, the Receiver has not identified a single case—and counsel are aware of none—
where a court found that the HEA preempted students' statutory or common law consumer
protection claims against an institution of higher education, instead ignoring case law to the
contrary.16 The primary case he does cite—Armstrong v. Accrediting Council for Continuing

Education and Training—involves a former student's claim against an accreditor and other
parties, not the school. Even if a case against an institutional accreditor were analogous (it is
not), the Armstrong court found that "the HEA neither explicitly nor implicitly preempts all of

15

Elsewhere, the Department has stated that "[a] school's act or omission that violates the HEA may, of
course, give rise to a cause of action under other law. . . . For example, advertising that makes untruthful statements
about placement rates violates section 487(a)(8) of the HEA, but may also give rise to a cause of action under
common law based on misrepresentation." Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 81 Fed. Reg. 39,330, 39,338 (June 16,
2016) (citing Moy v. Adelphi Inst., 866 F. Supp. 696, 706 (E.D.N.Y. 1994) (upholding claim of common law
misrepresentation based on false statements regarding placement rates)). In another context, on August 10, 2021, the
Department of Education reaffirmed the complementary role state laws play in policing federal student lending
programs. See generally Fed. Preemption & Joint Fed. State Regul. & Oversight of the Dep't of Educ.'s Fed.
Student Loan Programs & Fed. Student Loan Servicers, 86 Fed. Reg. 44,277 (Aug. 12, 2021).
16
Students frequently bring state law tort and consumer protection claims against their colleges or
universities without any preemption problems from the HEA. See, e.g., Keams v. Tempe Tech. Inst., 39 F.3d 222,
226 (9th Cir. 1994) (reversing a district court finding of preemption and holding that student-plaintiffs' state tort
claims would promote—rather than frustrate—the structure of the HEA student loan program); see also Roe v. St.
Louis Univ., 746 F.3d 874, 885 (8th Cir. 2014) (granting summary judgment for university on student's
misrepresentation claims because student provided no evidence that representations were false); Order [Dkt. 62],
Britt v. IEC Corp., No. 20-60814-CIV (S.D. Fla. Dec. 4, 2020) (denying defendants' motion to dismiss subclass of
students' Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act claim); Brown v. Adtalem Glob. Educ., 421 F. Supp. 3d
825, 838 (W.D. Mo. 2019) (denying university's motion to dismiss student's claims alleging university made
misrepresentations and violated Missouri Merchandising Practices Act); Suhail v. Univ. of the Cumberlands, 107 F.
Supp. 3d 748, 758-60 (E.D. Ky. 2015) (finding that although students may bring actions against universities under
the state consumer protection act, plaintiff failed to meet the requirements for maintaining claim); Kerr v. Vatterott
Educ. Ctrs., 439 S.W.3d 802, 806 (Mo. Ct. App. 2014) (affirming award of compensatory and punitive damages to
student who brought Missouri Merchandise Practices Act claim against college); Olsen v. Univ. of Phx., 244 P.3d
388, 390 (Utah Ct. App. 2010) (reviewing student's appeal of grant of summary judgment to university on deceptive
business practice claim and others).
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state law." 980 F. Supp. 53, 61 (D.D.C. 1997). It then chose not to rule on preemption of state
consumer protection claims because the student had not alleged any such violations. Id.
Sidestepping this holding, the Receiver instead cites to the court's discussion of preemption as
applied to the student's common law contract claims of mistake and illegality. Id. at 64. Another
case the Receiver cites—Lawson-Ross v. Great Lakes Higher Education Corporation—arises in
a distinguishable context involving federal and state regulation of student loan servicing
companies, but still finds that the HEA does not preempt state consumer protection claims. 955
F.3d 908, 920-23 (11th Cir. 2020). Even if one were to disregard the presumption against
preemption and all relevant authority, the Receiver has not met his burden of establishing that the
specific state law claims pending before Judge Norgle are preempted.
Given the clear state of the law, it is no surprise that non-Receivership entities DCF and
the Ds&Os have never raised preemption as an affirmative defense to the Dunagan Intervenors'
claims in Illinois, despite multiple opportunities to do so. Although DCF and the Ds&Os have
each filed two motions to dismiss (six motions in total), none argued preemption.17 After Judge
Norgle denied DCF's motion on all counts, Dunagan Dkt. 68 (attached hereto as Exhibit D),
DCF filed two answers, neither of which asserted preemption as an affirmative defense.

Dunagan Dkts. 73, 114.18 Judge Norgle also recently denied the Ds&Os' motions to dismiss.
Dunagan Dkt. 155. Preemption is not a close question.
C. There is likewise no basis for this Court to find that the Dunagan Intervenors
assigned their claims for damages to the United States Department of Education.

17
See Dunagan Dkts. 41 (DCF Mot. to Dismiss filed May 31, 2019); 53 (DCF Mot. to Dismiss filed Aug. 21,
2019); 122 (Brent & Chris Richardson Mot. to Dismiss filed Mar. 8, 2021); 127 (Shelly Murphy Mot. to Dismiss
filed Mar. 25, 2021); 147 (Brent & Chris Richardson Mot. to Dismiss filed July 12, 2021); 148 (Shelly Murphy Mot.
to Dismiss filed July 12, 2021).
18
DCF also does not raise preemption in its recently filed joinder of the Receiver's amended settlement
motion. See generally Dkt. 739.
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In yet another example of the Receiver asserting arguments that—if they had merit—
should be made by non-Receivership entities DCF and the Ds&Os before Judge Norgle, the
Receiver contends that the damages the Dunagan Intervenors seek in the Illinois litigation have
been assigned to the United States Department of Education. Receiver's Response at 18-19; see
also Receiver Dec1.1171 ("The United States is now asserting [the Dunagan Intervenors'] claims
against the Receivership Entities."). Had such an assignment occurred, it would be irrelevant
because the Dunagan Intervenors are not trying recover their cancelled federal student loan debt
from 2018 a second time. They are seeking other college expenses that have not been
reimbursed, along with other damages.° In any event, none of the Receivers' authorities
supports that such assignment occurred.
The Receiver relies on Paragraphs 1087(c)(1) and (2) of the HEA for the assertion that
the Dunagan Intervenors have assigned their claims to the United States. Receiver's Response at
18 (citing 20 U.S.C. § 1087(c)(1)—(2)). That section of the HEA covers very specific types of
loan cancellation that are not at issue here. Paragraph 1087(c)(2) provides that: "[a] borrower
whose loan has been discharged pursuant to this subsection shall be deemed to have assigned to
the United States the right to a loan refund up to the amount discharged against the institution
and its affiliates and principals." 20 U.S.C. § 1087(c)(2) (emphasis added). The discharges at
issue in "this subsection" are set forth in 20 U.S.C. § 1087(c)(1) and include closed school and
false certification discharges only. But the Infusino class, which includes the Dunagan
Intervenors, did not receive closed school or false certification discharges as a result of their
lawsuit. Indeed, as the Department explained, their loan cancellations were provided pursuant to

19

As the Court is aware, on November 8, 2019, the Department announced that it had cancelled the Direct
and Parent PLUS loans taken out to finance IIA and Art Institute of Colorado students' education during the term in
which January 20, 2018, fell and for subsequent terms through both schools' closures. See Stip. Order of Dismissal
[Dkt. 12] at 2, Infusino v. DeVos, No. 19-cv-3162 (D.D.C. Mar. 27,2020).
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its separate and distinct authority to settle and compromise debts. See U.S. Dep't of Educ. Opp.
to Mot. for Fees & Costs [Dkt. 20] at 6, Infusino v. Dep't of Educ., No. 19-cv-3162 (D.D.C. Aug.
17, 2020) (explaining that the Secretary of Education used her general compromise authority
arising under the Title IV loan program to automatically cancel the loans at issue). Accordingly,
Paragraphs 1087(c)(1) and (2) do not apply.2°
The Receiver also misrepresents the January 25, 2019, letter from United States Trial
Attorney Jonathan Jacobson to the Receiver to support his assignment theory. This letter
discusses assignment of approved closed school discharge applications only (citing to 34 C.F.R.
§ 685.214, which is the closed school discharge regulation), see generally Dkt. 737-5 ("Jacobson
Letter"). It is therefore irrelevant for the same reason as Paragraphs 1087(c)(1) and (2) of the
HEA. The Receiver attempts to avoid this reality by selectively quoting the letter. See Receiver's
Response at 18 ("[T]he Jacobson Letter made clear the Secretary's intention to meet her
responsibilities[,] which are 'to pursue any claim available to [discharged borrowers for student
loans] against the institution."). But the "pursue any claim" language appears in a parenthetical
that is clearly limited to the closed school discharge context. Read in full, the relevant section of
the letter states:
As to the second concern, Education may soon have claims arising from closure
of schools DCEH operates. The Parties' filings in the Action suggest that closure
of some of these schools could be imminent. Any closure could trigger a closedschool discharge and consequent liability of DCEH to Education.. . . Education
has a right to recover closed-school discharges directly from DCEH. See 20
U.S.C. §§ 1087(c)(1) (requiring Secretary of Education to "pursue any claim
available to [discharged borrower for student loan] against the institution") &
1087(c)(2) ("A borrower whose loan has been discharged pursuant to this
subsection shall be deemed to have assigned to the United States the right to a
loan refund up to the amount discharged against the institution and its affiliates
and principals.").

20

Even if Paragraphs 1087(c)(1) and (2) did apply, the damages at issue in Dunagan exceed the cancelled
2018 federal student loan debt. See Section 9(A) supra.
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Jacobson Letter at 2. The Receiver then goes on to proclaim that, through the Jacobson Letter,

"the Secretary [of Education] has given clear notice that [the Dunagan Intervenors'] claims will
be asserted against the receivership in their first position priority position[.]" Receiver's

Response at 19. He goes even further in his declaration, representing that the United States has
asserted the Dunagan Intervenors' claims against Receivership Entities. Receiver Decl. ¶ 71.
But: (i) the Jacobson Letter was authored in January 2019, more than nine months before the
Department cancelled the loans for HA and Art Institute of Colorado students; and (ii) it covers
closed school discharge liability only, not amounts cancelled for the Infusino class pursuant to
the Department's settlement and compromise authority.' Properly read, the Jacobson Letter
provides no support for the Receiver's assignment theory.
*

*

*

The Dunagan Intervenors must address one final issue the Receiver raises about the
Infusino proceeding. In three different places in his brief, the Receiver incorrectly states that the
National Student Legal Defense Network ("Student Defense") "recovered $148,000 in legal
fees" in the Infusino matter. Receiver's Response at 18; see also id. at 5 ("[T]he Dunagan
Intervenors sued the Secretary of Education and received full and complete compensation for
their injury, including $148,474.00 in legal fees invoiced at $500 per hour for 296.1 hours kept.")
(emphasis added); id. at 7 ("The students' win was so complete that the Dunagan Lawyers asked
for and were awarded significant compensation for themselves."). He makes similar statements
in his declaration. See Receiver Decl. I 63(c)(i) ("Plaintiffs' counsel affiliated with the National

21
Perhaps recognizing that there is no statutory authority to support his argument, the Receiver also states—
without any support—that the Dunagan Intervenors' claims were assigned to the United States "equitably at
common law." Receiver's Response at 7-8. He cites no common law authority to support the automatic assignment
of claims to the United States. The Infusino class's loans were cancelled automatically, without any application from
students, so there was no contract or other document for students to sign in which they could have assigned their
claims.
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Student Defense Network, who are serving as the Dunagan Intervenors' counsel herein, were
awarded a significant amount of attorney fees themselves.") (emphasis added); id. If 72 (claiming
that counsel received "payment of their legal fees"). Student Defense has requested fees, but has
not been awarded them. The motion for fees remains pending. Even a cursory examination of the
docket would have revealed that to the Receiver.22
This (repeated) error is all the more troubling when married to the suggestion that Student
Defense is representing students solely for financial gain, the latest in a series of attacks on
counsels' motives. Receiver's Response at 25 ("The Receiver thought it was apparent that the
Dunagan Lawyers are simply generating fees that they believe they will be paid in the future as
part of some claim they hope to win or settle."). Student Defense is anon-profit, public interest
law firm that provides free legal representation to low-income student loan borrowers, as it has
been doing for students who have no one else to advocate for them in this Receivership. Where
the law permits, Student Defense may apply for fees to fund future free representation of its
clients. There is nothing controversial or untoward about this practice.23
Regardless, the Receiver's arguments for his proposed settlement and bar order, just like
the Dunagan Intervenors' objections to it, should be judged on their legal merits, not through ad

22

In addition to this error, the Receiver makes a series of incorrect statements about the Dunagan
Intervenor's participation in the Receivership. He accuses them of "exaggerating their claim of standing [by]
oppos[ing] a motion by Studio. . . to pay health care claims and permit the forgiveness of certain student loan
obligations in exchange for a bar order." Receiver's Response at 4. In actuality, intervenor Porreca had standing
(Dkt. 496, 500) and the challenge she brought, along with certain state attorneys general, resulted in more favorable
loan forgiveness for her and other students along with removal of the illegal bar order. Compare Dkt. 554 to Dkt.
501. In these same pleadings, Porreca made clear that she was taking no position on the payment of health claims.
Dkt. 496 at 4 n.4.
The Receiver also complains that the Dunagan Intervenors "opposed the management of school records
that were not theirs." Receiver's Response at 4. The pleading cited is a response to the Receiver's motion regarding
the maintenance and eventual destruction of DCEH records that had recently reverted back to him from Studio. Dkt.
659. The Dunagan Intervenors made the practical suggestion that the Court not set a date certain for that destruction,
as they and members of the uncertified Dunagan class may need the documents to prove class damages. Id. at 2-3.
The Court adopted that suggestion. Dkt. 662.
23
Counsel from Squire Patton Boggs have been acting as local counsel pro bono in this matter.
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hominem attacks or aspersions about counsels' motives for the positions they have taken on
behalf of their clients.
CONCLUSION
The Receiver's goal of bringing money into the estate to pay health care providers and
his own invoices, before closing up shop for good, is unobjectionable. But he cannot use the
Dunagan Intervenors as pawns in that effort. No court has allowed a receiver to trade away third
parties' rights to sue non-receivership entities just to benefit other creditors.
Assuming this is a fair settlement—as the Receiver claims—the parties can still
consummate it, but without an illegal bar order. After all, if the Dunagan class's claims are as
flimsy as the Receiver would have the Court believe, DCF and the Ds&Os do not need a bar
order to protect them. They can assert the defenses the Receiver thinks they missed, make a
lowball offer commensurate with how they value the class's damages, or make a Rule 68 Offer
of Judgment to cut off any liability for attorneys' fees. What they cannot do is demand that one
federal court stop another from hearing a lawsuit, leaving the party whose claim would be
extinguished without meaningful compensation.

Dated: August 13, 2021

Respectfully Submitted,
/s/ Eleanor Hagan
Eleanor M. Hagan (Bar # 0091852)
SQUIRE PATTON BOGGS (US) LLP
4900 Key Tower
127 Public Square
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Telephone: +1 216 479 8500
E-mail: Eleanor.hagan@squirepb.com
Eric Rothschild (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
Alexander S. Elson (Admitted Pro Hac Vice)
NATIONAL STUDENT LEGAL DEFENSE NETWORK
1015 15th Street NW, Suite 600
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Washington, DC 20005
Telephone: +1 202 734 7495
E-mail: alex@defendstudents.org
eric@defendstudents.org
Counsel for Intervenors
Emmanuel Dunagan, Jessica Muscari, Robert J.
Infusino, and Stephanie Porreca
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

It is hereby certified that a copy of the foregoing Objections were served upon all counsel
of record by the Court's electronic filing system this 13th day of August, 2021.
/s/ Eleanor Hagan
Eleanor Hagan
One of the Attorneys for Intervenors
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From:
Mike Pierce
Thu,
2 Sep 2021 11:18:36 -0700
Sent:
To:
Morgan, Julie;Cordray, Richard;Miller, Benjamin;Habash, Tariq;Campbell,
Patrick;Lee, Nicholas;Darcus, Joanna;Merrill, Toby;Donoghue, Kristen;Wiggins, Hunter;Latreille,
Bonnie;Harrington, Ashley;Alag, Sartaj
Cc:
Seth Frotman;Benjamin Kaufman;Amber Saddler
Subject:
Unlawful Collections by Student Loan Guaranty Agencies
Attachments:
[FOR TRANSMITTAL] Combined CFPB GA letter_Final.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Colleagues—
We just
released a blog post highlighting new evidence that Guaranty Agencies may have
actively worked against borrowers' best interests and ignored clear guidance that the
Department of Education (ED) issued to ease debt burdens exacerbated by the COVID19 emergency.

In particular,
documents uncovered through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request indicate
that Guaranty Agencies may have actively continued to take money from defaulted
borrowers' paychecks even after being explicitly ordered to halt this practice and
refused or failed
to return tens of millions in illicitly seized wages to borrowers.
Our
new blog post is available here:
https://protectborrowers.org/covidgarnishmentsblog/
A
letter to the CFPB calling attention to our findings is available here:
https://protectborrowers.org/covidgarnishmentsletter/

Coverage
of these abuses in MarketWatch is available here:

haps://www.marketwatch.com/story/student-loan-borrowers-are-still-having-their-wages-seizedand-arc-owed-37-million-in-garnished-wans-11630606135?mod=jillian-berman

As you
know, Guaranty Agencies are student loan companies that insure
service, and collect on student loans, surviving as relics of the
now-defunct Federal Family Education Loan Program (FFELP). Many of these
companies have
recently
come under investigation by the CFPB for harmfully
misleading
borrowers.
Since
May,
20201, Guaranty Agencies have been tasked with implementing relief
for defaulted borrowers owing on certain older federal student loans who had
previously been
cut
out of pandemic-related relief. We submitted a FOIA request to
check whether Guaranty Agencies had fulfilled this critical role.
Our
analysis of the results of our FOIA request indicates the following:
•

At least one Guaranty Agency continued to garnish defaulted borrowers'
wages in direct violation
of ED's instructions. Analysis of data that ED provided in response to
our FOIA request indicates that one Guaranty Agency, Ascendium,
continued to collect over $3.9 million from defaulted commercial FFELP
borrowers in June 2021. Ascendium's actions took place during a time when the
company was meant not just to have
halted
garnishments, but to have begun actively refunding
past garnishments. Ascendium is
already
the subject

of an investigation by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau into another
unrelated matter.

•
Guaranty Agencies appear to have failed to refund borrowers' wages as
required by ED.
Analysis of the data received in response to our FOIA request indicates
that $12.9 million in cumulative wages garnished since the start of the federal
fiscal year in October 2020 had not been refunded by June 2021, long after ED
had directed Guaranty Agencies to refund previously garnished wages.
Moreover,
publicly
available data
indicate that from March 2020 to October 2020 an additional $24.8 million
in wages were garnished from defaulted FFELP borrowers. These garnishments
also fall within the period during which ED's order for refunds is clearly meant to
retroactively apply, and yet the internal ED records we uncovered make clear
that this money was
not returned to borrowers. In total, evidence suggests that Guaranty Agencies
have failed to refund nearly $40 million to economically vulnerable student loan
borrowers.

These
findings are only
the latest unfortunate reminder that America's student debt collection
machine has grown beyond anyone's ability to control it. Borrowers across the country
deserve answers, and the companies that ignored clear instructions to stop stealing
from the most financially strained borrowers need to be held accountable.
Mike
Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectbonowers.org

STUDENT BORROWER
PROTECTION CENTER

September 1, 2021

Dave Uejio
Acting Director
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
1700 G St. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20552

Re: Evidence of Guaranty Agencies' Non-Compliance with Department of
Education Guidance During COVID
Dear Acting Director Uejio,
Last September, we were heartened to learn of the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau's (the "Bureau") investigation into whether participants in the legacy bank-based
federally guaranteed loan program, including Ascendium Education Solutions, Inc.
("Ascendium") and Educational Credit Management Corporation ("ECMC"), deliberately
obstructed defaulted student loan borrowers' ability to access loan rehabilitation or other
repayment protections in violation of consumer financial protection laws.1 The Bureau's
investigations into the potentially unfair, deceptive, and abusive practices of Ascendium
and ECMC are critical given the long track-record of abuse and corruption across this
segment of the student loan market.2
The purpose of this letter is to alert you to new evidence of illegal conduct uncovered by
the Student Borrower Protection Center ("SBPC") indicating that Guaranty Agencies may
have actively worked against borrowers' best interests and ignored clear guidance that
the Department of Education ("ED") issued to ease debt burdens exacerbated by the
COVID-19 emergency.
Background & Findings
In May 2021, the ED's Office of Federal Student Aid ("FSA") issued guidance to Guaranty
Agencies memorializing a March 2021 announcement that 1.14 million borrowers who
had defaulted on a Federal Family Education Loan ("FFEL") Program loan managed by
a Guaranty Agency would be entitled to the same COVID-connected protections
promised to all other federal student loan borrowers, including the cancellation of interest
charges, the suspension of monthly payments, and the termination of forced collections

https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb ascendium-education-solutions-inc decision-and-order-onpetition-to-set-a zQOKF9R.pdf; https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/59712372/consumer-financial-protectionbureau-v-educational-credit-management/
2 https://protectborrowers.org/what-it-means-to-be-a-student-loan-servicer-guaranty-agency-edition/
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including wage garnishment.3 In addition, beginning on the date of the announcement, all
1.14 million of these student loan borrowers were immediately entitled to an automatic
refund of any wages garnished since the beginning of the pandemic in March 2020.
In August 2021, the SBPC submitted a Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA") request to
FSA to determine whether Guaranty Agencies were in compliance with this guidance.
The documents that FSA provided in response provided new evidence that these student
loan companies blatantly violated FSA's specific instructions and may also be in violation
of federal consumer financial law:4
•

One Guaranty Agency, Ascendium, appears to have illegally garnished
millions of dollars of borrowers' wages in June 2021 alone, in clear violation
of ED's guidance. Our analysis of the data received in response to our FOIA
request indicates that Ascendium continued to collect over $3.9 million from
defaulted FFELP borrowers' wages in June 2021—after ED's order that Guaranty
Agencies cease all such wage garnishments In addition to evidence of continued,
unlawful wage garnishment by Ascendium, individual student loan borrowers have
also identified ongoing forced collections by other Guaranty Agencies after May
2021.6

•

Guaranty Agencies appear to have failed to refund borrowers' wages as
required by ED. Analysis of the data received in response to our FOIA request
indicates that $12.9 million in cumulative wages garnished since the start of the
federal fiscal year in October 2020 had not been refunded by June 2021, long after
ED had directed Guaranty Agencies to refund previously garnished wages.
Moreover, publicly available data indicate that from March 2020 to October 2020
an additional $24.8 million in wages were garnished from defaulted FFELP
borrowers.7 These garnishments also fall within the period during which ED's order
for refunds is clearly meant to retroactively apply, and yet the internal ED records
we uncovered make clear that this money was not returned to borrowers. In total,
evidence suggests that Guaranty Agencies have failed to refund nearly $40 million
to economically vulnerable student loan borrowers.

As you well know, Guaranty Agencies are inherently called to enact the harshest of debt
collection methods—wage garnishment—against the most economically vulnerable
student loan borrowers. The use of wage garnishment as a collection tool is especially
unconscionable now during the COVID-19 pandemic and in the wake of ED guidance
3 httos://fsabartners.ed.govAnowledge-center/library/dear-colleague-letters/2021-05-12/exbansion-collectionspause-defaulted-ffel-program-loans-managed-guaranty-agencies-updated-may-24-2021;
httos://www.ed.govinewsioress-releasesidepartment-education-announces-expansion-covid-19-emergencvflexibilities-additional-federal-student-loans-default
4 https://protectborrowers.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/21-02443-F-final.pdf
5 SBPC calculations.
6 https://www.consumerfinance.govidata-research/consumer-complaints/search/detail/4534219
7 httPSI/StUdentaid.ROV/SiteSidefaUlt/filesgsawg/datacenter/library/ga-collections-mar20.xls,
https://studentaid.govisitesidefault/files/fsawg/datacenter/library/ga-collections-sept-2020.xls
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explicitly designed to protect borrowers during this exceptionally difficult time. In May
2020, our organization supported a lawsuit brought by the National Consumer Law Center
and Student Defense on behalf of hundreds of thousands of student loan borrowers
whose wages were garnished in clear violation of federal law during COVID.8 In this case,
it appears that private-sector student loan companies have similarly illegally garnished
wages and failed to refund borrower payments.
This evidence is particularly concerning given Guaranty Agencies' recent claims that their
industry sits beyond the reach of federal and state consumer protection regulators.9 As
you and the Bureau continue to diligently investigate whether Guaranty Agencies
obscured information about loan rehabilitation plans from borrowers to increase their own
profits, we hope that you will also consider the findings presented here and investigate
whether Ascendium and others also continue to exploit the most economically vulnerable
student loan borrowers during a once-in-a-generation pandemic by seizing and retaining
their wages in violation of federal law.
If you have any questions about the records outlined above and attached to this letter,
please contact SBPC Counsel Amber Saddler (amber@protectborrowers.org).

Sincerely,
/s/
Mike Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
CC:

Richard Cordray, Chief Operating Officer, Office of Federal Student Aid, U.S.
Department of Education
Julie Morgan, Senior Advisor and Acting Under Secretary of Education, U.S.
Department of Education

https://protectborrowers.org/suing-betsv-devos-to-stop-illegal-wage-garnishments/
See, e.g., https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb ascendium-education-solutions-inc decision-andorder-on-petition-to-set-a zOOKF9R.pdf ("Ascendium asserts that it is neither a covered person nor a service
provider and therefore that the Bureau has no authority to issue a [subpoena] onto it"); see also
https://scc.virginia.gov/DocketSearchllHome/Document/12/254322 ("In light of the significant adverse effect of
the new [VA Student Borrower Bill of Rights] on Federal Guarantors, including NASLA's members, and the clear
illegality of imposing the state law provisions on Federal Guarantors, we would respectfully ask for a written
determination as soon as possible to make clear the Commonwealth does not intend to exercise improper
regulatory oversight on Federal Guarantors.").
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Student Borrower Protection Center
1025 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 717
Washington, DC 20036
August 6, 2021
U.S. Department of Education
Office of Management
FOIA Service Center
400 Maryland Ave, SW, Room 2W220
Washington, DC 20202-4536
Re: Freedom of Information Act Request
Dear FOIA Officer:
Pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. § 552 and the implementing regulations
promulgated thereunder for the U.S. Department of Education ("ED"), 34 C.F.R. Part 5, the Student
Borrower Protection Center ("SBPC") makes the following requests for records.
Background
In a May 12, 2021 Dear Colleague letter,1 the Department of Education's Office of Federal Student Aid
(FSA) enumerated various "Actions Required to be Taken" by Guarantee Agencies (GAs) to implement
relief for borrowers with defaulted loans that the Department of Education (ED) announced on March 30,
2021.2 For all populations covered by the May Dear Colleague Letter, FSA stipulated that GAs must take
at least the following actions, among others:
•

"Payments received through Administrative Wage Garnishment (AWG), the Treasury Offset
Program (TOP), and other forms of involuntary collection since March 13, 2020, must be
refunded;

•

Borrowers who made voluntary payments must be given the option for a refund of those
payments;

•

All forms of involuntary collection must be suspended;

•

All collection attempts (including billings) must cease; and

•

Borrowers with active rehabilitation agreements must be notified they are not required to make
further payments to receive credit toward rehabilitation."

https://fsapartners.ed.gov/knowledqe-center/library/dear-colleague-letters/2021-05-12/expansioncollections-pause-defaulted-ffel-program-loans-managed-guaranty-agencies-updated-may-24-2021
2 https://www.ed.govinews/press-releasesidepartment-education-announces-expansion-covid-19emergency-flexibilities-additional-federal-student-loans-default
1
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FSA regularly publishes reports on GA collections.3 However, these reports are currently available
through only March 2021. This means that even as borrowers enter August, there is no information
publicly available regarding GAs' implementation of the refunds and collection halt that FSA ordered in
May.
Request
SBPC requests any data that FSA has compiled regarding the cumulative and/or monthly volume of loans
collected by Guaranty Agencies since the start of the payment pause in March 2020 through the most
recent data possible, since the expansion of relief for defaulted student loan borrowers (cited above) that
was announced in March 2021, and since the Dear Colleague letter that FSA sent in May (GEN-21-03).
Responsive data should include the volume of commercial FFELP loans collected via Admin Wage
Garnishment, Treasury Offset Program, voluntary payments, and/or any other means. Responsive
documents should also include any data available tracking refunds paid back to defaulted borrowers
pursuant to the May Dear Colleague Letter mentioned above (GEN-21-03).
SBPC does not object to the redaction from such records of any names or personally identifiable
information of any individual.
In addition to the records requested above, SBPC also requests records describing the processing of this
request, including records sufficient to identify search terms used (if any), and locations and custodians
searched and any tracking sheets used to track the processing of this request. This includes any
questionnaires, tracking sheets, emails, or certifications completed by, or sent to, ED personnel with
respect to the processing of this request. This specifically includes communications or tracking
mechanisms sent to, or kept by, individuals who are contacted in order to process this request.
SBPC seeks all responsive records, regardless of format, medium, or physical characteristics. In
conducting your search, please understand the terms "record," "document," and "information" in their
broadest sense, to include any written, typed, recorded, graphic, printed, or audio material of any kind.
We seek records of any kind, including electronic records, audiotapes, videotapes, and photographs, as
well as letters, emails, facsimiles, telephone messages, voice mail messages, transcripts, notes, or
minutes of any meetings, telephone conversations, or discussions. Our request includes any attachment
to these records. In addition, the Department has a duty to construe a FOIA request liberally.
FOIA presumes disclosure. Indeed, "[a]gencies bear the burden of justifying withholding of any records,
as FOIA favors a 'strong presumption in favor of disclosure.- AP v. FBI, 256 F. Supp. 3d 82, 2017 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 161516 at *10 (D.D.C. Sept. 30, 2017) (quoting Dep't of State v. Ray, 502 U.S. 164, 173
(1991)). Under the FOIA Improvement Act of 2016, an agency is permitted to withhold materials only in
one of two limited circumstances, i.e., if disclosure would "harm an interest protected by an exemption" or
is otherwise "prohibited by law." 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(8)(A)(i). If the Department takes the position that any
portion of any requested record is exempt from disclose, SBPC requests that you "demonstrate the
validity of [each] exemption that [the Department] asserts." People for the American Way v. U.S.
Department of Education, 516 F. Supp. 2d 28, 34 (D.D.C. 2007). To satisfy this burden, you may provide
SBPC with a Vaughn Index "which must adequately describe each withheld document, state which
exemption the agency claims for each withheld document, and explain the exemption's relevance." Id.

3

https://studentaid.gov/data-center/lender-guaranty
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(citing Johnson v. Exec. Office for U.S. Att'ys, 310 F.3d 771, 774 (D.C. Cir. 2002). See also Vaughn v.
Rosen, 484 F.2d 820 (D.C. Cir. 1973). That index must provide, for each document withheld and each
justification asserted, a relatively detailed justification — specifically identifying the reasons why the
exemption is relevant. See generally King v. U.S. Dep't of Justice, 830 F.2d 210, 223-24 (D.C. Cir. 1987).
To ensure that this request is properly construed and does not create any unnecessary burden on the
Department, SBPC welcomes the opportunity to discuss this request at your earliest convenience,
consistent with and without waiving the legal requirements for the timeframe for your response.
Please provide responsive material in electronic format, if possible. Please send any responsive material
either via email at
or by mail to Student Borrower Protection Center do Ben
Kaufman; 1025 Connecticut we. NW, suite 117 Washington, D.C. 20036. We welcome any materials
that can be provided on a rolling basis.
Request for Waiver of Fees
Please note that the SBPC is a public interest group and that this request is not for commercial use. The
maximum dollar amount I am willing to pay for this request is $25.
Please notify me if the fees will exceed $25.
I request a waiver of all fees for this request. Disclosure to me of the requested information is in the public
interest because it is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations or activities
of the government and student loan servicing, because it and is not primarily in my commercial interest.
The Student Borrower Protection Center is a nonprofit advocacy and research organization founded in
2018. SBPC engages in advocacy, policymaking, and litigation strategy to rein in industry abuses, protect
borrowers' rights, and advance economic opportunity for the next generation of students. SBPC uses the
information it gathers, and its analysis of it, to educate the public through reports, social media, press
releases, and other mediums. SBPC makes its reports available to the public, without cost, on its website
(protectborrowers.org).
Accordingly, SBPC qualifies for a fee waiver.
*

*

*

SBPC looks forward to working with you on this request within the statutorily provided timeframe. If you
have any questions or concerns about the scope of the request, or foresee any problems whatsoever,
please contact me atl
if the request for a fee waiver is not
granted, or if any fees will be in excess of $25, please contact me immediately.
Sincerely,
Ben Kaufman
Head of Investigations
Student Borrower Protection Center
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FY2021 Guaranty Agency Recovery Rates
Breakdown by Collection Program Type
June 2021- Fiscal Year-To-Date Results
Rank
. 1
_2
_3
_4
5
_6
7
—
_8
9
—10
11
12
13
—14
—15
16
17
18
19
20

Agency
NEW MEXICO
ASCENDIUM
MASS (ASA)
LOUISIANA
MISSOURI
KENTUCKY
ECMC
COLORADO
PENNSYLVANIA
MICHIGAN
TEXAS
VERMONT
OKLAHOMA
NORTH CAROLINA
ILLINOIS
FLORIDA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NSLP (NEB)
UTAH
NEW YORK
GA Totals

Code
735
755
725
722
729
721
951
708
742
726
748
750
740
737
717
712
733
731
749
736

Voluntary Payments
209,790.39
$
$ 32,221,824.29
$ 3,641,896.83
$
386,084.09
$ 1,125,593.03
$ 8,437,994.14
$ 10,846,470.22
$ 2,201,863.45
$ 24,913,037.89
$ 4,383,674.98
$ 9,137,541.61
$
334,512.70
$
757,628.88
$ 2,188,866.35
$ 2,035,370.69
$ 4,908,930.76
$
332,625.75
$ 1,148,680.83
$
574,397.02
$ 4,437,068.04
114,223,852
Rogular

Administrative Wage
Garnishment (AWG)
Treasury Offsets
Rehabilitations
$
(57,876.68) $
(5,027.65) $
7,918,212.93
$
9,378,463.25 $ (1,008,879.74) $
460,898,168.14
$ (1,241,673.42) $ (1,720,841.70) $
75,404,402.46
$
(140,674.63) $
(174,973.26) $
8,199,366.81
3,780.51 $
6,571,492.60
$
(9,410.55) $
2,365,412.40 $
$
3,937,391.69 $
30,165,740.55
$ (2,737,917.19) $ (5,582,345.66) $
216,221,112.01
$
(675,586.73) $
(837,743.54) $
40,548,347.27
$ (4,695,925.49) $ (2,709,759.60) $
179,440,819.85
$
(402,041.42) $
(87,272.40) $
17,990,794.00
$
6,294,319.87 $ (1,151,919.93) $
47,615,224.64
(100,084.68) $
$
(88,207.20) $
2,403,261.14
(402,559.08) $
$
(210,329.97) $
10,559,025.53
$
1,845,371.27 $
425,355.11 $
2,003,323.76
$
(71,175.53) $
753.06 $
8,428,148.13
(174,371.14) $
2,527,716.70 $
23,641,892.79
$
$
(4,594.92) $
(45,796.15) $
1,643,213.87
$
13,262,172.73
(682,609.46) $ (1,016,276.48) $
(175,817.79) $
$
(125,622.00) $
2,288,806.85
$
130,651.60 $
(450,029.77) $
19,601,335.99
12,933,264
(12,811,393)
1,174,804,862
AwG
I Treasury Offsets I
Rehabilitations

Direct Consol.
$
2,321,588.35 $
$ 419,044,699.26 $
$ 73,575,145.80 $
$
4,194,405.09 $
$ 12,675,485.63 $
$ 14,186,462.19 $
$ 181,439,034.21 $
$ 14,828,882.18 $
$ 93,933,684.43 $
$
5,987,551.52 $
$ 34,664,152.00 $
1,147,146.46 $
$
6,852,180.50 $
$
$
9,879,872.88 $
$
9,388,629.10 $
$ 14,944,755.04 $
$
913,082.51 $
$ 16,141,076.14 $
761,145.23 $
$
$ 23,351,419.06 $
940,230,398
$
Direct Consols

Beginning Inventory
Total
10,386,687.34 $
72,409,780.41
920,534,275.20 $ 8,008,787,377.29
149,658,929.97 $ 1,315,024,416.48
12,464,208.10 $
110,353,602.13
20,366,941.22 $
181,012,374.50
59,093,000.97 $
548,492,394.86
400,186,353.59 $ 3,886,058,456.41
56,065,762.63 $
553,742,021.61
290,881,857.08 $ 2,975,654,713.48
27,872,706.68 $
306,925,152.94
96,559,318.19 $ 1,071,712,812.00
41,169,200.53
3,696,628.42 $
17,555,945.86 $
202,936,354.73
16,342,789.37 $
196,596,890.44
19,781,725.45 $
283,584,201.01
45,848,924.15 $
666,795,179.34
2,838,531.06 $
44,853,707.61
28,853,043.76 $
492,456,859.16
3,322,909.31 $
61,890,717.59
47,070,444.92 $ 1,217,699,339.56
2,229,380,983 $ 22,238,155,552
I Beginning Inventory 1
Total

Percent
14.34%
11.49%
11.38%
11.29%
11.25%
10.77%
10.30%
10.12%
9.78%
9.08%
9.01%
8.98%
8.65%
8.31%
6.98%
6.88%
6.33%
5.86%
5.37%
3.87%
10.03%
Percent

FY2021 Guaranty Agency Recovery Rates
Breakdown by Collection Program Type
May 2021- Fiscal Year-To-Date Results
Rank
._ 1
_2
_3
_4
5
_6
7
—8
—9
—
_10
11
—
_12
13
14
—15
16
17
18
19
20

Agency
NEW MEXICO
MISSOURI
ASCENDIUM
MASS (ASA)
LOUISIANA
KENTUCKY
MICHIGAN
ECMC
COLORADO
TEXAS
PENNSYLVANIA
VERMONT
OKLAHOMA
NORTH CAROLINA
ILLINOIS
NEW HAMPSHIRE
UTAH
NSLP (NEB)
FLORIDA
NEW YORK
GA Totals

Code
735
729
755
725
722
721
726
951
708
748
742
750
740
737
717
733
749
731
712
736

Voluntary Payments
$
197,962.83
$ 1,032,092.91
$ 33,341,737.65
$ 3,175,298.42
$
346,024.06
$ 7,667,700.63
$ 4,066,026.72
$ 9,946,868.00
$ 2,040,742.68
$ 8,137,467.33
$ 22,076,245.49
$
318,256.06
$
652,185.07
$ 1,975,758.39
$ 1,868,301.04
$
317,838.63
$
443,886.21
$ 1,031,790.36
$ 4,604,032.32
$ 4,056,975.03
107,297,190
Regular

Administrative Wage
Garnishment (AWG)
Treasury Offsets
Rehabilitations
$
(57,876.68) $
(5,027.65) $
7,379,064.99
$
633,749.86 $
(9,410.55) $
6,273,361.40
423,462,798.44
$
5,410,505.32 $
(796,347.58) $
(585,292.11) $
70,573,148.30
$
527,616.65 $
32,295.23 $
$
(165,358.83) $
7,655,013.59
$
3,860,143.94 $
2,367,703.76 $
30,165,740.55
$
4,684,876.91 $
(66,813.23) $
16,559,573.54
$
1,047,397.95 $ (2,265,866.97) $
205,103,357.95
$
(31,180.32) $
(622,375.63) $
38,019,240.52
$ 10,478,201.81 $
(14,106.07) $
47,615,224.64
$ (4,715,488.73) $
(713,121.06) $
170,789,421.04
(110,726.83) $
2,403,261.14
$
(88,285.48) $
$
3,744.64 $
(387,496.01) $
9,331,599.32
$
1,812,015.75 $
464,739.73 $
1,617,457.05
$
90,189.64 $
(20,474.77) $
8,073,230.61
$
(1,184.55) $
(45,796.15) $
1,583,755.27
$
87,404.77 $
(42,026.08) $
2,288,806.85
(685,626.99) $ (1,006,629.48) $
$
12,578,482.54
$
2,517,736.52 $
(160,143.15) $
6,716,079.00
$
(337,912.39) $
1,665,993.45 $
19,601,335.99
27,272,230
(4,522,481)
1,087,789,953
I Treasury Offsets I
AWG
Rehabilitations

Direct Consol.
$
2,068,774.56 $
$ 12,079,838.85 $
$ 402,302,969.71 $
$ 67,588,957.45 $
3,642,364.94 $
$
$ 12,926,965.05 $
$
5,454,928.20 $
$ 171,808,728.86 $
$ 12,844,591.54 $
$ 34,134,907.00 $
$ 83,860,862.55 $
$
1,115,072.82 $
$
6,424,661.38 $
$
9,506,149.10 $
$
8,540,463.11 $
$
870,384.96 $
$
729,222.98 $
$ 15,113,299.94 $
$ 14,065,353.18 $
$ 22,486,016.11 $
887,564,512
$
Direct Consol.

I

Total
9,582,898.05
20,009,632.47
863,721,663.54
141,279,728.71
11,510,338.99
56,988,253.93
30,698,592.14
385,640,485.79
52,251,018.79
100,351,694.71
271,297,919.29
3,637,577.71
16,024,694.40
15,376,120.02
18,551,709.63
2,724,998.16
3,507,294.73
27,031,316.37
27,743,057.87
47,472,408.19
2,105,401,403
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Beginning Inventory
72,409,780.41
181,012,374.50
8,008,787,377.29
1,315,024,416.48
110,353,602.13
548,492,394.86
306,925,152.94
3,886,058,456.41
553,742,021.61
1,071,712,812.00
2,975,654,713.48
41,169,200.53
202,936,354.73
196,596,890.44
283,584,201.01
44,853,707.61
61,890,717.59
492,456,859.16
666,795,179.34
1,217,699,339.56
22,238,155,552

Percent
13.23%
11.05%
10.78%
10.74%
10.43%
10.39%
10.00%
9.92%
9.44%
9.36%
9.12%
8.84%
7.90%
7.82%
6.54%
6.08%
5.67%
5.49%
4.16%
3.90%
9.47%

Beginning Inventory

Percent
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Consumer
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What do all these data points mean?

(b)(6)
Date CEP8 received the complaint

Product

Student loan

7/12/2021

Sub.prOduCt: Federal Student loan servicing

Consumer's state
NC

Issue

Consumer's zip

Dealing with your lender or servicer
Sub.iSSue Received bad information about your loan

Submitted via
Consumer consent to publish narrative

Web

0

Consent provided

Tags
Consumer complaint narrative

SeNicernernber

I have two outstanding student loans with ECMC with a balance that total (511000.001 during the covid pause ECMC refused to pause the interest rate and in
fact kept calling to pay payments on the student loans. lam also XXXX and a veteran and ECMC still attempted to collect on the loans while in the covid pause
was In place. On XX/XYJXXXX, I receNed a notice from ECMC that I can request a refund of any monies that was paid to ECMC during the pause but they refuse
to refund those monies of {S4000.00). ECMC still refuses to pause the Interest rate on the loans.

Did consumer dispute the response?
N/A

Company information
Date complaint sent to company

Timely response?

7/27/2021

•

Company name

Company response to consumer

ECMC Group, Inc.

Closed with explanation

Yes

Company public response
Company has responded to the consumer and the CFPB and chooses not to provide a public response

About Us

Contact Us

Careers

Events

Industry Whistleblowers

CFPB Ombudsman

FOiA

Administrative Adjudication

USA.gov it

Privacy

Plain Writin2

Office of inspector General CP

Website Privacy Polia& Legal Notices

Accessibility

Data

Office of Civil Rights

Open Government

No FEAR Act Data

Information Quality Guidelines

Tribal

An official websfte of the United States government
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What do all these data points mean?

(b)(6)
Date CFPI3 received the complaint

Product

Student loan

4/26/2021

Sub-producti Federal student loan servicing

Consumer's state
NY

Issue

Consumer's zip

Dealing with your lender or servicer

13057

Sub-issue: Trouble with how payments are being handled

Submitted via

Consumer consent to publish narrative

Web

0

Tags

Consumer complaint narrative

Servicemember

There was an executive order XX/XX/2021 to cease collection for student loans. ECMC executed a garnishment of my pay on XX/XX/2021. they also continued
the garnishment on YJU5X/2021. ECMC did not notify moot this action at any time prior as required to enable me to make payment arrangements. I will in due
course make arrangements when able and will attempt to settle the debt with reasonable terms. I reserve the right to have settlement made in any future
forgiveness by the government. My school cancelled my curriculum so I was not able to finish and get a marketable degree. lam requesting a refund from the

Did consumer dispute the response?
N/A

Consent provided

monies garnished this >0030U2021. The fax number to charter payroll is XXXX. XXXX )00(X Department. The address to XXXX is XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX XXXX,
Minnesota XXXX. Phone rt3000(. I spoke with X300( at ECMC. MY name Is X300( kW( XXXX us B XXXX. B XXXX >000<1000< XXXX XXXX, NY XXXX.5000( >00(X

Company information
Date complaint sent to company

Timely response?

4/30/2021

•

Company name

Company response to consumer

ECMC Group. Inc.

Closed with explanation

Yes

Company public response
Company has responded to the consumer and the CFPB and chooses not to provide a public response

About Us

Contact Us

Careers

Events

Industry Whistleblowers

CFPB Ombudsman

CEI 173 1:1 CI CO
101A

Administrative AdludiCalion

USA.gov er

Privacy

Plain Writing

Office of Inspector General

Website Privacy Poliq& Legal Notices

Accessibility

Data

Office of Civil Rights

Open Government

No FEAR Act Data

Information ClualiV_Guidelines

Tribal

An official website of the United States government
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What do all these data points mean?

(b)(6)
Date CFP8 received the complaint

Product

4/27/2021

Debt collection
Sub-product: Federal student loan debt

Consumer's state
AZ

Issue

Consumer's zip

Took or threatened to take negative or legal action

85050

Sub-issue: Collected or attempted to collect exempt funds

Submitted via

Consumer consent to publish narrative

Web

0

Tags

Consumer complaint narrative

Consent provided

i've received a letter from Account XXXX XXXX XXXX who claims that Ascendium has authorized my employer to resume garnishment of my wages for my
Federal Student Loans. XXXX XXXX has extended the pause on Student Loan payments and collections activities until )000C. XYJOC Ive previously had nO
dealings with this company and I want to understand how they're able to commense collection on a debt that I've been paying through payroll garnishment by
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From:
Mike Pierce
Sent:
Mon, 16 Aug 2021 16:03:14 -0700
To:
Morgan, Julie;Merrill, Toby;Cordray, Richard;Miller, Benjamin;Latreille, Bonnie
Cc:
Seth Frotman;Winston Berkman-Breen
Subject:
[UPDATE] Opportunity on Preemption
Attachments:
[PREEMPTION] SBPC Coalition Comment.pdf, [PREEMPTION] VA BFI
Comment.pdf, [PREEMPTION] VA AG Comment.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Colleagues-As we mentioned in our previous email last month, today is the deadline to respond to the
Commonwealth of Virginia's request for comment on preemption in the student loan market.
The Commonwealth received a number of thoughtful comments from key stakeholders who offer
Virginia officials a clear and accurate view of the law-- building the case to preserve and fully
implement the VA Borrower Bill of Rights.
I've attached three letters that might be helpful to the Department and to FSA as you consider
these issues.
• First is a letter from Virginia Attorney General Herring offering a view of the law
consistent with the Department's most recent notice and interpretation on preemption.
• Second, the Virginia Bureau of Financial Institutions offered a general comment letter
calling for the full implementation of VA's BBOR, a position aligned with the
Department and with the VA AG.
• Last, a letter from a coalition of local and national consumer, labor, and other groups,
offers a more detailed analysis of the specific legal issues raised in comments submitted
by the Guaranty Agencies and the student loan servicers, similarly reaching the same
legal conclusion.
In each case, commenters rely on the Department's recently published notice on preemption.
Thank you again for your continued support for borrowers' rights and for the considerable effort
that went into drafting and shepherding this revised notice out into the world.
Thank you again for your attention to these critical issues and please let me know if you need
anything else from us.
Best,
Mike
Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org
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On Mon, Jul 19, 2021 at 8:00 AM Mike Pierce <mike(&,protectborrowers.org> wrote:
Hi Rich, Julie, Toby, and Ben-I'm writing to highlight an unexpected and potentially fortuitous state-level regulatory issue that
seems timely, given the steps the administration has already taken to provide clarity to state and
federal enforcement officials regarding the critical importance of independent oversight in the
student loan servicing market.
The Commonwealth of Virginia passed a strong Borrower Bill of Rights scheduled to go into
effect in 2021. This law automatically licenses federal student loan servicing contractors and
requires licensure for all other student loan servicers. Virginia's State Corporation Commission
(SCC) is handling implementation and previously took comments from the public on a range of
issues related to operationalizing this new law.
Based on its review of public comments SCC has determined that it needs to do a supplemental
request for public comment closing on August 16, 2021 focused specifically "on the federal
preemption and intergovernmental immunity issues" raised by commenters. This is the first
state regulatory action of its kind during the Biden Administration and appears to us to warrant a
direct response from ED if at all possible.
I'm also attaching the written comments from SLSA and NALSA that precipitated this RFI for
context-- in both cases industry comments relied heavily on DeVos-era pronouncements on these
issues and we are concerned that the Commonwealth will have to grapple with these positions,
including those articulated in the 2018 Notice on Preemption, if ED does not provide an
alternative framework.
We're happy to discuss this opportunity and these issues at your convenience if we can be
helpful.
Thank you again for all of your work on this!
MIke
Michael Justin Pierce
Policy Director & Managing Counsel
Student Borrower Protection Center
www.protectborrowers.org
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August 16, 2021
VIA ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION
Clerk of the Commission
State Corporation Commission
c/o Document Control Center
P.O. Box 2118
Richmond, Virginia 23218
Re: Case No. BFI-2021-00007
Dear Commissioners:
The undersigned organizations representing Virginia consumers, students, student loan
borrowers, and educators submit this comment in response to the State Corporation
Commission's (the "Commission") July 9, 2021, Order Requesting Additional Comments (the
"Order") on proposed regulations to implement Virginia's new Student Borrower Bill of Rights.'
The Commission specifically requested comments further addressing whether the new law
and/or its implementing regulations implicate either federal preemption or intergovernmental
immunity. The Commonwealth seeks this information in response to a false alarm raised by
lobbyists for the student loan industry, the National Association of Student Loan Administrators
("NASLA") and Student Loan Servicing Alliance ("SLSA").2
Both NASLA and SLSA raised these same specters of preemption and intergovernmental
immunity during the legislative process, which the General Assembly and the Governor
considered and dismissed when passing Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights into law. By
raising these claims again, however, these industry groups seek to accomplish through regulation
what they could not through legislation. The Bureau of Financial Institutions ("BFI") noted as
much in its Response to Comments when it stated that "instead of seeking regulations that effect
the purposes of [Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights], NASLA and SLSA want the
Commission to establish exemptions or waivers that conflict with the statutory scheme
established by the Virginia General Assembly in [the law]."3 NASLA and SLSA clearly seek to
circumvent Virginia law, and their comments to the Commission, which rely on inapplicable
legal support or no support at all, must be understood as being toward that end.

See Chapter 26 of Title 6.2, § 6.2-2600 et seq., of the Virginia Administrative Code.
This request also seeks information as to the relevance of Student Loan Servicing Alliance v. District of Columbia,
351 F.Supp.3d 26 (D.D.C. 2018) ("SLSA v. D.C.").
3 BR Comment at 7.
1

2

1

The U.S. Department of Education recently spoke out against these efforts to preempt state
action and to stress the importance of "cooperative federalism" in overseeing the student loan
servicing industry. It issued notice of a formal legal opinion on this point to clarify that, not only
are states not categorically preempted from supervising the industry of student loan servicers, but
also that "State regulators can be additive in helping to achieve" the Department's goals.4 The
opinion explains that the Department's goals are served better with state cooperation, and that
state laws that focus on customer service, such as Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights,
enhance servicer compliance with contractual requirements and increased accountability.5 This
most recent announcement is in line with the Department's historical respect for and cooperation
with states, and is reflective of the current administration's explicit commitment to partnering
with states to protect borrowers, including through state legislation to regulate servicers.
As the following letter discusses in detail and as the Department of Education makes clear,
NASLA's and SLSA's dire warnings are misplaced. They are part of an ongoing and largely
unsuccessful campaign by student loan companies to convince state regulators across the country
to abandon their historic consumer protection role in the student loan market. Instead of heeding
these warnings, the Commission should fully implement Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of
Rights, as passed by the General Assembly and signed by the Governor, and follow in the
footsteps of more than a dozen other state regulators by faithfully executing the law and standing
up for student loan borrowers.
Discussion and Analysis
Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights was proposed and enacted as a direct response to the
ongoing student loan debt crisis affecting borrowers throughout the Commonwealth, and
empowers the BFI to license and oversee the private-sector companies that interact with
borrowers about their student loans. As this comment discusses in detail, the law is neither
federally preempted nor does it violate the doctrine of intergovernmental immunity, despite
NASLA's and SLSA's claims to the contrary, and the specific court case identified in the
Commission's Order, SLSA v. D.C., is relevant only as a basis by which to distinguish the
Commonwealth's automatic licensing regime from the application-based regime at issue in that
case.
The same actors that contributed to the student loan crisis that prompted the Commonwealth to
enact these new consumer protections now seek to undermine them. We urge the Commission to

Federal Preemption and Joint Federal-State Regulation and Oversight of the Department of Education's Federal
Student Loan Programs and Federal Student Loan Servicers, 86 Fed. Reg. 44,277, 44281 (Aug. 12, 2021)
("Department Interpretation on Preemption").
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Id.
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ignore their baseless claims and to implement Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights as it
was passed into law, with the regulations as proposed by the BFI.
1. Servicer Oversight Is a Necessary Response to Virginia's Student Loan Debt Crisis.

Virginia, as with the nation, is experiencing a student loan debt crisis. Approximately 1.03
million borrowers in the Commonwealth owe a collective $43.5 billion in student loan debt,6
with an increase in student loan debt of 175% between 2007 and 2017.7 As of 2020, nearly 13%
of Virginia borrowers were delinquent on their debts.8 These borrowers should have received
help from their loan servicers to return to good standing and to enter an affordable payment plan,
however, we know that these same industry actors tasked with helping borrowers instead caused
them substantial harm.
This industry misconduct is borne out by Virginians' complaint filings. To date, Virginia
borrowers have submitted 2,291 complaints to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
(CFPB) regarding student loans.9 Among these complaints, 313 are from servicemembers, 54 are
from older Americans, and 19 are from servicemembers who are older Americans.10 As the
following sample complaints illustrate, Virginia borrowers' experiences in the student loan
system are often harrowing:
"My student loan servicer is ACS Education. . . I submitted an application to. . .
consolidate my federal student loans [to] qualify for the Public Service Loan Forgiveness
program. A few weeks after I submitted my consolidation application. . . I was informed
that my application was denied because ACS Education had failed to certify the loan
amounts. As part of the consolidation application process, [PHEAA] makes a request to
ACS Education to certify the loan amounts. ACS Education is supposed to provide
[PHEAA] with Loan Value Certificates. As of today ACS still has not sent those
certificates to [PHEAA]. . .[O]nce I learned my application had been denied I contacted
ACS. I was told that ACS is still working on the certificates and making "adjustments."
The most outrageous part is that the representative on the phone could not tell me when
the certificates would be completed. . . It is literally going on six (6) months and I still
have not been able to consolidate my loans. This is truly unfair. . . I am literally being

Student Borrower Protection Ctr., Virginia: Student Debt by the Numbers, https://protectborrowers.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/05NA-2020.pdf (Last viewed on July 27, 2021).
7 Student Borrower Protection Or., Virginia: 2019 State of Student Loan Debt, https://protectborrowers.org/wpcontent/uploa.ds/2019/01Nirginia-2019-State-of-Student-Debt.jpg (Last viewed on July 27, 2021).
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Virginia: Student Debt by the Numbers.
See Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau, Consumer Complaint Database (accessed Aug. 3, 2021) (apply filters: federal
student loan debt, private student loan debt, non-federal student loan, federal student loan, student loan, and
Virginia), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/data-research/consumer-complaints/search/.
10 Id.
8
9
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held kidnapped by ACS Education who refuses to issue loan value certificates so I can
consolidate my loans with another company. . • ,11
"I am a veteran and I was on a steady payment plan before Navient took over my loan. I
paid faithfully every month and when they took over they stopped the payment plan I
[was] paying and started calling [and] harassing me about paying excessive amounts
when I was paying based on my income. I have put in for a hardship with them and they
denied me once again [while] still demanding a high monthly payment."12
"[I] was approved. . . for income based repayment. . . Every month there were issues of
the repayment not being applied to all of my loans, building interest on forbearance. This
has happened many times within 1 year. Then they had me repay the loan and make
payments out of the blue. When I call I am assured everything is fine. I am again being
charged too early for my repayment plan. I am tired of the lies and the extra interest this
company is making off of me for their errors."I3
"[M]y apartment suffered damage as a result of a hurricane . . . and Navient contacted me
via email and instructed me to contact them if 'you need payment help due to recent
natural disasters.' I did call them and was told that Navient wouldn't require payments
for two months from the time of my call to help me out after the hurricane. What they
didn't tell me was that interest would be accumulating as usual, so it would have been
better off not to take the forbearance and just pay them while cleaning up after [the]
hurricane. In addition, I accepted a [job] offer. . . primarily due to the public service debt
repayment benefit. I was devastated to find out after accepting the job that I did not
qualify [for] this program since my loans had been consolidated - this after already trying
to pay them down for 20 years!"14
Numerous federal and state investigations into student loan servicer and guaranty agency
conduct make clear the need for Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights's oversight regime
and borrower protections. Between 2017 and 2020, state and federal officials across the country
brought public enforcement actions against the largest student loan servicers for systematically
cheating borrowers out of their rights to affordable payments and loan forgiveness.I5 In 2020, the
Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau, Consumer Complaint 1970885, https://www.consumerfinance.gov/dataresearch/consumer-complaints/search/detail/1970885 (Last viewed on Aug. 3, 2021).
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Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau, Consumer Complaint 2299213, htt s://www.consurnerfinance. ov/data-

research/consumer-complaints/search/detail/2299213, (Last viewed on Aug. 3, 2021).
13 Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau, Consumer Complaint 2394581, https://www.consumerfinance.gov/dataresearch/consumer-complaints/search/detail/2394581, (Last viewed on Aug. 3, 2021).
14 Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau, Consumer Complaint 2310664, https://www.consumerfinance.gov/dataresearch/consumer-complaints/search/detail/2310664, (Last viewed on Aug. 3, 2021).
15 Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau v. Navient Corp., No. 17-cv-00101, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 123825 (M.D. Pa. Aug.
4,2017), Complaint, Pa. v. Navient Corp., No. 3:17-cv-1814-RDM (M.D. Pa. June 19, 2019),
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Consumer Financial Protection Bureau began to investigate the Commonwealth's own guaranty
agency, Education Credit Management Corporation ("ECMC"), for its scheme "to cause studentloan borrowers to incur collection costs in a manner that violates [federal law]."16 The CFPB is
also investigating Ascendium Education Solutions, another guaranty agency, for improperly
incurring and charging fees.17 Here, as with the federal investigations--which only became public
through court filings when the target guaranty agencies like ECMC refused to comply with or
fought to quash the government's investigations--NASLA and its members continue to go to
extreme lengths to evade oversight and accountability. There is clearly an ongoing need to
supervise this industry, which historically falls within state oversight.
2. The Commonwealth's Law is Not Federally Preempted.
In its Order, the Commission specifically seeks comments on whether any part(s) of the statute
and/or regulation are federally preempted. As discussed below, Virginia's new student loan
borrower protection law is not preempted by federal law, and by raising the specter of
preemption and relying on readily-distinguishable or otherwise irrelevant caselaw, NASLA and
SLSA seek to evade state oversight in an end run around the legislative process.

Preemption can be "express" in statute or implied, either by the thoroughness of federal
regulation or by a conflict between federal and state law.18 Essentially, where Congress had clear
intent to preempt a law or to accomplish a goal, state law may not stand in the way. There is,
however, a strong presumption against preemption of state laws short of such clear
Congressional intent,19 which is especially true when federal law operates "in a field which the
States have traditionally occupied,"2° such as consumer protection laws.21

https://www.attorneygeneral.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/PA-v.-Navient-Complaint-2017-10-6-StampedCopy.pdf (Last viewed on Aug. 3, 2021); Complaint, Cal. v. Navient Corp., No. CGC-18- 19 567732 (Cal. Oct. 16,

2018),
https://oag.ca.gov/system/files/attachments/press releases/CM/020AG%20Firs0/020Amended°/020Complaint%20°/020Navient.pdf (Last viewed on Aug. 3, 2021); Complaint, Ill. v. Navient Corp., No. 2017-CH-00761 (Ill. July 10,
2018), https://illinoisattorneygeneral.gov/pressroom/2017_01/NavientFileComplaint11817.pdf (Last viewed on Aug.
3,2021);
Complaint, Miss. v. Navient Corp., No. G2108-98203 (Miss. July 24, 2018),
https://www.scribd.corn/document/384612507/Navient-ComplaintFiled (Last viewed on Aug. 3, 2021); Complaint,
Wash. v. Navient Corp., No. 17-2- 01115-1 SEA (Wash. Jan. 18, 2017), https://www.classaction.org/media/state-ofwashington-v-navient-corporation-et-al.pdf (Last viewed on Aug. 3, 2021).
16 Petition to Enforce Civil Investigative Demands at 2, Consumer Fin. Protection Bureau v. Educ. Credit Mgmt.
Corp., 21-mc-00019 (D. Minn. Mar. 4, 2021).
17 Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau, Decision and Order on Petition by Ascendium Education Solutions, Inc., to Set
Aside or Modify Civil Investigative Demand, In re Ascendium Educ. Solutions, Inc., 202-MISC ASCENDIUM-0001
(Dec. 16, 2020).
18 Oneok, Inc. v. Learjet, Inc., 575 U.S. 373, 375-76 (2015).
16 See Arizona v. United States, 567 U.S. 387, 400 (2012).
20 See Wyeth v. Levine, 555 U.S. 555, 565 (2009) (quoting Medtronic, Inc. v. Lohr, 518 U.S. 470, 485 (1996)).
21 See Gen. Motors Corp. v. Abrams, 897 F.2d 34, 41-42 (2d Cir. 1990).
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Further, there is a presumption of constitutionality for legislative acts,22 and, "in case of doubt, [a
presumption] to resolve that doubt in favor of constitutionality of the enactment."23 We urge the
Commission to review carefully the Department of Education's recent legal opinion on federal
preemption and joint Federal-State regulation and oversight of student loan servicers, which
echoes the discussion below, namely that "States may consider and adopt additional measures [to
Federal law] which protect borrowers and do not conflict with Federal law."24
Given these strong presumptions in support of upholding state action, the lack of thorough
federal regulation of student loan servicers, recent court determinations regarding student loan
servicer licensing, and the Department of Education's commitment to "cooperative federalism,"
it is clear that Virginia's new law is not preempted and that its regulations should be
implemented.
a. There is no express or "field" preemption of Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of
Rights.
The text of the Higher Education Act of 1965 ("HEA") and relevant case law are unambiguous
that there is no express preemption by the HEA of state oversight over student loan servicers.25
Courts have been equally clear that the federal government does not so thoroughly regulate the
industry of student loans as to "occupy the field" in any implied preemptive manner.26 In various
contexts, both the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals and the U.S. District Court for the Eastern
District of Virginia have rejected "field" preemption under the HEA.27 Neither the doctrines of
express or field preemption apply in this case, and as discussed next, nor does conflict
preemption.

AtL Mach. & Equip., Inc. v. Tigercat Indus., 427 F. Supp. 2d 657, 662 (E.D. Va. 2006).
Wayside Rest., Inc. v. Va. Beach, 215 Va. 231, 236 (1974).
24 Department Interpretation on Preemption at 23.
25 See SLSA v. D.C., 351 F. Supp.3d at 55; Pa. Higher Educ. Assistance Agency v. Perez, 457 F. Supp.3d 112, 121
(D. Conn., 2020).
26 See SLSA v. D.C., 351 F. Supp.3d at 57 ("[Circuit] courts have consistently held that the HEA does not have field
preemptive effect.") (collecting cases); Chae v. SLM Corp., 593 F.3d 936, 942 (9th Cir. 2010) ("[F]ield preemption
is off the table to resolve this case involving the HEA and its attendant federal regulations."); Cliff v. Payco Gen.
Am. Credits, Inc., 363 F.3d 1113, 1126 (11th Cir. 2004) (noting that "enactment of the HEA does not 'occupy the
field' of debt collection practices").
27 See Coll. Loan Corp. v. SLM Corp., 396 F.3d 588, 596 n. 5 (4th Cir.2005) ("[I]t is clear that Congress could not
have intended the [Higher Education Act] to so occupy the field that it would automatically preempt all state laws.")
(internal quotation marks omitted); Career Care Inst., Inc. v. Accrediting Bureau of Health Educ. Sch., Inc.,
1:08CV1186 AJT/JFA, 2009 WL 742532, at *4 (E.D. Va. Mar. 18, 2009) (following College Loan Corp. and
denying preemption-based motion to dismiss state law claims).
22

23
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b. Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights poses no "conflict" to federal
contracting requiring preemption.
Although NASLA, SLSA, and other industry actors draw on Leslie Miller, Inc. v. Arkansas28 and
its progeny to assert that state licensing requirements for servicers of federal student loans are
preempted, such reliance is misplaced. Leslie Miller preemption requires a conflict between
federal government contracting and state licensing, but Virginia's automatic licensing regime
poses none of the conflicts justifying preemption found in those cases.

i.

Leslie Miller does not apply to Virginia's automatic licensing.

Leslie Miller and its progeny turn on whether a state licensing regime affords the state "a virtual
power of review" over federal contracting decisions,29 that allows states to "second guess" those
decisions.3° The cases hold that obstacle preemption, a form of conflict preemption, bars state
action that prohibits a federal contractor from operating within its borders or impedes the federal
government's interests. In short, if the federal government cannot freely select a company with
which to contract due to a state law that impedes that company's ability to obtain a license and
operate in the state, that state law is preempted as an obstacle to federal interests.
However, those cases and their rationale are easily distinguishable from the licensing regime at
issue here. Under the Commonwealth's automatic licensing framework, companies that hold an
agreement with the Department as a loan guarantor pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 1078(b) or a contract
to service federal student loans under 20 U.S.C. § 1087f are automatically issued a license to
service student loans, without any meaningful or substantive review.31 Virginia's Student
Borrower Bill of Rights specifically provides that such companies are "deem[ed] . . . to have met
all the requirements [for licensure] set forth in subsections A and B of § 6.2-2603, 32 and
therefore undergo no substantive review by the Commonwealth. The only requirements on these
companies for licensure are merely ministerial: the payment of a fee and provision of a bond.33
Such administrative steps do not represent an obstacle "so direct and positive that the [federal
contracts and state licensing] cannot be reconciled or consistently stand together," and therefore
do not justify preemption.34 Licensure renewal by the Commonwealth is equally as
administrative, and relies only on the payment of a renewal fee.35 Without any meaningful
review, the Commonwealth is afforded no "power of review" or opportunity to "second guess"
352 U.S. 187 (1956).
Leslie Miller, 352 U.S. at 190.
3° Perez, 457 F. Supp.3d at 124.
31 See VA § 6.2-602(B).
32 1d. at 6.2-602(B)(3).
33 1d. at 6.2-602(B)(1).
34 Goldstein v. California, 412 U.S. 546, 554-55 (1973).
35 VA § 6.2-602(B)(2).
28
29
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the Department of Education's contracting decisions, and therefore there are no grounds for
preemption of Virginia's automatic licensing of servicers for federal student loans.
ii.

Leslie Miller does not apply to servicing of Commercial FFELP loans.

Additionally, Leslie Miller cannot apply to federally-guaranteed loans for which the federal
government holds no direct contracts with servicers. The federal court in SLSA v. D.C.
recognized that the Department of Education does not directly contract for the servicing of socalled Commercial Federal Family Education Loan Program ("Commercial FFELP") loans, and
"acts only as a reinsurer or guarantor."36 Specifically, participants in the federally guaranteed
loans program "are not accorded the same type of preemptive effect mandated by the Leslie
Miller line of cases. . . [and] that there is no reason to "[i]mmunize [s]tudent [1]oan [s]ervicers
nom [s]tate [r]egulation [m]erely [b]ecause [s]ome [a]lso [a]ct as [f]ederal [c]ontractors."37
Without the support of Leslie Miller, the court concluded that "the presumption against
preemption [was] not overcome . . . because [the licensing regime did] not impermissibly
obstruct any . . . congressional goals as applied to the Commercial FFELP loans."38 Therefore,
with respect to these Commercial FFELP loans, the licensing under Virginia's Student Borrower
Bill of Rights poses no conflict or obstacle to any federal contracting and no preemption is
warranted.
iii.

Guaranty Agencies are not "contractors" for Leslie Miller purposes.

Not only does the Leslie Miller rationale not apply to Virginia's automatic licensing, generally,
NASLA's members are not even federal contractors as contemplated by those cases.39 Unlike
student loan companies like Navient that hold contracts with the United States to send bills and
manage loan accounts for loans owned by the federal government, NALSA's members are
merely private-sector market participants in the above-mentioned Commercial }TEL program.
They guaranty these privately-originated and -held loans against default, and are eligible for
reimbursement by the federal government when they pay out on these insured funds.
As guarantors, these companies engage in a specific subset of student loan servicing known as
"default aversion"--the practice of contacting borrowers who are delinquent on these privatelyheld loans and to advise them about repayment options. Default aversion, when successful, helps
borrowers get out of delinquency and avoid default; it also helps the guarantor avoid having to
pay an insurance claim in the event of a loan default by the borrower, giving the guarantor a
SLSA v. D.C., 351 F. Supp. 3d at 66.
19).
38 Id. at 67.
39 Even if NASLA's members were considered contractors per Leslie Miller, which they are not, they are explicitly
part of the Virginia Student Borrower Bill of Rights's automatic licensing, see VA § 6.2-602(A), and therefore are
not governed by Leslie Miller's obstacle preemption analysis, as discussed in detail above.
36

37 1d. (quoting Def. Opp. at
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financial stake in the borrower's repayment success." Guarantors engaged in default aversion
readily meet the definition of covered servicers under Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of
Rights,41 which borrows this definition from the federal definition of "student loan servicing"
promulgated by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau in 2013.42
Critically, though, they are not federal contractors like the construction company in Leslie Miller.
Instead, NASLA's members merely hold agreements with the Department to insure loans and
engage in related activities pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 1078(c), as opposed to a contract for
servicing pursuant to 20 U.S.C. § 1087f. The latter explicitly contemplates that the Department
would engage in a competitive bidding and awarding process," whereas the former is a mere
agreement to provide eligible reimbursements and related activities.44 This is analogous to
federally-backed mortgages, which are routinely serviced by state-licensed and -regulated private
companies. Nor are these guaranty agencies listed in the federal government's comprehensive
database of contractors and contract awards.45 Since these entities are not contractors as
contemplated by Leslie Miller and its progeny, the Commonwealth's licensure can pose no
obstacle to the federal government's ability to freely contract with them.
iv.

Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights does not obstruct the
Department's objectives.

Finally, no other aspect of Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights oversights and consumer
protections stands "as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and
objectives of Congress."46 In fact, the Department anticipates that state laws will function
alongside federal rules.47 A string of federal Circuit Court cases have made clear that state
consumer protection laws apply to servicers of federal student loans and are not preempted."
Neither NASLA nor SLSA has raised any specific or valid claim related to obstacles the statute
poses in advancing federal interests, aside from the inapplicable Leslie Miller assertions
discussed above. Where there is no clear conflict or obstacle, there can be no preemption. This is

What it means to be a student loan servicer: Guaranty Agency edition, Student Borrower Prot. Ctr.
(Mar. 29, 2019), htt s:// rotectborrowers.or /what-it-means-to-be-a-student-loan-servicer- uarant -a enc -edition/
(Last viewed Aug. 3, 2021).
41 See § 6.2-2603.
42 See 12 CFR § 1090.106
43 See 20 U.S.C. § 1087f(a)(1).
44 20 U.S.C. § 1078(c)(1)(A) ("The Secretary may enter into a guaranty agreement with any guaranty agency,
whereby the Secretary shall undertake to reimburse it[.]").
45 See SAM.gov, available at https://sam.gov/content/home.
46 Arizona, 567 U.S. at 399.
47 See, e.g., 34 C.F.R. § 682.401 ("The [student loan] guaranty agency shall ensure that all program materials meet
the requirements of Federal and State law.") (emphasis added).
48 See, e.g., Lawson-Ross v. Great Lakes Higher Educ. Corp., 955 F.3d 908 (11th Cir. 2020); Nelson v. Great Lakes
Educ. Loan Servs., 928 F.3d 639, (7th Cir. 2019); Pennsylvania v. Navient Corp, 967 F.3d 273 (3d Cir. 2020).
4° Mike Pierce,
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all the more true given that courts "uphold state law if there is any ambiguity as to whether the
[state] and federal laws can coexist."49
3. Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights is Not Barred by the Doctrine of
Intergovernmental Immunity.
Contrary to NASLA's previous comment, the intergovernmental immunity doctrine does not bar
implementation of Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights. The intergovernmental immunity
doctrine invalidates state statutes or regulations that either directly regulate the federal
government or that discriminate against the federal government.50 Virginia's Student Borrower
Bill of Rights does neither. The doctrine therefore has no bearing here and the statute's
regulations must be implemented.
i.

Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights does not regulate the federal
government.

The doctrine's first prong--direct regulation of the federal government--requires a state regulation
to run directly against the government itself.51 Contractors are generally not afforded such an
extraordinary measure as immunity, which is only applicable where the contractor is stepping
into the role of government and is exercising a government function.52 Clearly, there must be a
direct implication for how the federal government operates.
Here, Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights does not regulate the federal government in any
way; it imposes no requirements on the Department of Education, nor does it substitute the
Commonwealth's standards in place of the Department's. It is clear from the history of servicing
of federal student loans--which has always been performed by private companies53--and from the
HEA's explicit authority to the Department to contract with private companies to service,54 that
servicing itself lacks the trappings of a traditionally-governmental role justifying immunity for
contractors. The discernibility between the federal government and student loan servicers is also
evidenced by the fact that when borrowers have complaints about their loans, they file them
Perez, 457 F. Supp.3d at 122 (quoting U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Mfg. Co., LLC v. City of N.Y., 708 F.3d 428,433
(2d Cir. 2013)).
5° See North Dakota v. United States, 495 U.S. 423, 435 (1990).
51 Id. at 437 ("Both the reporting requirement and the labeling regulation operate against suppliers, not the
Government, and concerns about direct interference with the Federal Government, therefore are not implicated.")
(citations omitted).
52 See United States v. New Mexico, 455 U.S. 720, 735 (1982) (immunity for non-government actors is appropriate
only for "an agency or instrumentality so closely connected to the Government that the two cannot realistically be
viewed as separate entities, at least insofar as the activity. . . concerned").
53 See generally, Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, CFPB Examination Procedures: Education Loan
Examination Procedures 5 (Dec. 2013), available at http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201312 cfpb examprocedures education-loans.pdf (Last viewed on Aug. 3, 2021).
54 20 U.S.C. § 1087f.

49
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against the companies servicing them, not the Department. The federal government and servicers
are not so closely intertwined, and therefore there is no immunity under the doctrine's first prong.
As with the discussion of federal preemption, NASLA's guaranty agency members' association
with the Commercial EFELP marketplace further undermines their claim for government
treatment: the government's "interests in Commercial FFELP loans. . . do not qualify as federal
property for purposes of intergovernmental immunity" and as such do not confer such
protections.55
ii.

Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights does not discriminate against
the federal government.

The second prong--discrimination against the federal government--can be disposed of easily:
Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights applies equally to all servicers of student loans, as
defined therein, and in no way discriminates against the federal government or any company
with which it has a business relationship. As such, no intergovernmental immunity is triggered
on those grounds.
NASLA's comment relies solely on Boeing Co. v. Movassaghi,56 to support its claim of
intergovernmental immunity. But the circumstances and state law at issue in Boeing could hardly
be more different than those here. There, the federal Department of Energy ("DOE") and NASA
hired Boeing "to assist in the nuclear research and rocket testing" at the Santa Susana Field
Laboratory outside Los Angeles, which "created a terrible environmental mess" for which the
federal government was responsible.57 After the DOE hired Boeing to clean up the radioactive
contamination and set the applicable cleanup standards,58 the California legislature "passed
Senate Bill 990, 'Cleanup of Santa Susana Field Laboratory,'"59 which the state admitted
"singles out Boeing, DOE, NASA and the [Santa Susana Field Laboratory] site for a
substantially more stringent cleanup scheme than that which applies elsewhere in the State."6()
The Ninth Circuit held that Senate Bill 990 was preempted by intergovernmental immunity both
because it directly regulated the federal government and because, per the state's admission, it
singled out the federal government for harsher treatment than other actors.61 Conversely,
Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights does not supplant federal standards or regulate the
federal government at all - much less discriminate against it - and no intergovernmental
immunity is appropriate.
SLSA v. D.C., 351 F. Supp.3d at 75.
768 F.3d 832 (9th Cir. 2014)
57 Id. at 835.
58 Id. at 836.
59 Id. at 837.
60 Id. at 842.
61 Id. at 839-843.
55
56
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4. Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights Aligns With the Department's Historical
Approach to State Cooperation
NASLA's and SLSA's interpretations are also misaligned with the Department of Education's
historical approach to federalism and with the Biden administration's clear direction, which
themselves align with Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights.
As recently as 2016, in a response to a state regulator's inquiry about whether the state's
licensing requirements conflict with federal regulations, the Department's own General
Counsel's Office replied that, "[t]he Department does not believe the State's regulation of
[student loan servicers] would be preempted by Federal law."62 The federal government itself
sees no conflict between its objectives and state licensure.
Although, in a notice to the Federal Register, then-Education Secretary DeVos took up industry's
claims that states are categorically preempted from overseeing private companies servicing
federal loans in their jurisdictions,63 that position lacked any legal authority and should be given
no deference. Twenty-six state attorneys general, including Virginia's, wrote to Secretary DeVos
to explain why such a claim was both legally and historically inaccurate,64 and courts have been
explicit that this deviation from the Department's traditional opinion lacks merit and should be
afforded no legal deference or authority.65
The Department's recently-noticed legal opinion unequivocally rescinded the DeVos-era
informal guidance. It does so with a thorough discussion of the specifics of the Higher Education
Act and states' role in protecting student loan borrowers, which we urge the Commission to
review.66 This opinion builds on a series of steps by the current administration to return to the
long-held practice of respecting states' sovereignty to oversee industry actors operating in their
jurisdictions, and that it plans to partner with states. Within days of becoming the Chief
Operating Officer at Federal Student Aid within the Department, Richard Cordray issued a
directive to the Department's servicers making it clear that the Department intends to work with

Letter from the U.S. Department of Education to J. Bellman, January 21,2016, https://naproduction.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/Dept. of Ed Response.1.21.2016 dORyoLm.pdf (Last viewed on July

62

26, 2021). See also, Statement of Interest of the United States at 2, Sanchez v. ASA College, Inc., No. 14-5006,2015
WL 3540836 (S.D.N.Y. June 5, 2015 ) ("Nothing in the HEA or its legislative history even suggests that the HEA
should be read to preempt or displace state or federal laws.").
63 See 83 Fed. Reg. 10619 (Mar. 12, 2018).
64 Letter from State Attorneys General to Sec. DeVos, Oct. 23, 2017,
https://ag.ny.gov/sites/default/files/devos letter.pdf (Last viewed on July 26, 2021).
65 SLSA v. D.C., 351 F. Supp. at 50 ("The [Department's] Notice is a retroactive, ex-post rationalization of [its]
policy changes. . .[i]t does not analyze in any real way the regulations it cites."); see generally Encino Motorcars,
LLC v. Navarro, 136 S.Ct. 2117, 2125 (2016) ("Agencies are free to change their existing policies so long as they
provide a reasoned explanation for the change.").
66 See Department Interpretation on Preemption.
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states and instructing them not to categorically reject state requests for information.°
Immediately after issuing the directive, Cordray wrote one of the largest servicers, admonishing
them for refusing a state information request and reiterating the importance of cooperating with
states.68 The new administration is clearly resuming the long-standing, pre-DeVos approach of
collaboration by welcoming state inquiries and oversight. The Commonwealth's new Student
Borrower Bill of Rights meets both the spirit and letter of this approach to "cooperative
federalism" and student loan servicer oversight.
Conclusion
In response to the Commission's Order, and for the reasons discussed in detail above, the
undersigned submit to the Commission that Virginia's Student Borrower Bill of Rights is neither
federally preempted nor does it violate the doctrine of intergovernmental immunity.
Additionally, SLSA v. D.C. is not applicable to this case, except to provide legal rationale to
uphold the Commonwealth's automatic licensing. Finally, the undersigned urge the Commission
to see NASLA's and SLSA's actions for what they are: an undemocratic attempt to override the
legislative process and to avoid much-needed oversight. Please contact Winston Berkman-Breen
with the Student Borrower Protection Center at winston@protectborrowers.org if you have any
questions or would like to discuss our comments further.
Sincerely,
Student Borrower Protection Center
AARP Virginia
Center for Responsible Lending
Consumer Reports
Fairfax County Federation of Teachers (AFT Local 2401)
New Virginia Majority
Norfolk Federation of Teachers
Progress Virginia
The Commonwealth Institute for Fiscal Analysis
Virginia21
Virginia Civic Engagement Table
Virginia Organizing
Virginia Poverty Law Center

Memorandum from R. Cordray, Chief Operating Officer, Fed. Student Aid, U.S. Dep't of Educ. (May 28, 2021),
https://www2.ed.gov/policy/fund/guid/revised-vendor-guidance-fsa.pdf (Last viewed on July 26, 2021).
68 Letter from R. Cordray to J. Steeley, May 28, 2021,
https://static.politico.com/6a/26/333a727c40378c28daf6leda0b18/fsa-letter-to-pheaa-re-coag-request-finalredacted.pdf (Last viewed on July 26, 2021).
67
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Commonwealth of Virginia, ex rel., State Corporation Commission, Ex Parte:
In the matter of Adopting Revisions to the Regulations Governing Qualified
Student Loan Servicers, Case No. BFI-2021-00007

Dear Mr. Logan:
Enclosed for filing on behalf of the Bureau of Financial Institutions is a Response to
Order Requesting Additional Comments in the above-referenced case.
Thank you for your assistance.
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/s/ Emily 0. Wingfield
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STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel.
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
CASE NO. BFI-2021-00007
Ex Pane: In the matter of Adopting
Regulations Governing Qualified
Education Loan Servicers under Chapter 26
of Title 6.2 of the Code of Virginia

RESPONSE TO ORDER REQUESTING ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Comes now the Bureau of Financial Institutions ("Bureau") and provides its response to
the State Corporation Commission's ("Commission") July 9, 2021 Order Requesting Additional
Comments ("Order").
I. Introduction and Background
The proposed regulations in this proceeding are derived from and entirely dependent on
the broad requirements of Chapter 26 of Title 6.2 (§ 6.2-2600 et seq.) ("Chapter 26") of the Code
of Virginia ("Code") enacted last year by the General Assembly. Although other commenters
have raised issues of federal preemption and intergovernmental immunity, these issues go
beyond the proposed rulemaking and would not be resolved by the Commission even if it
declined to adopt some or all of the proposed regulations. Nor can the issues of federal
preemption and intergovernmental immunity be resolved by adopting regulations (as further
suggested by other comments) that include exemptions from licensure, as such exemptions are
not authorized by Chapter 26.
A. Applicability of Chapter 26 of Title 6.2, Which Became Effective on July 1,2021
Chapters 1198 and 1250 of the 2020 Virginia Acts of Assembly, which amended the
Code by adding Chapter 26, establish a licensing and regulatory framework for qualified
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a qualified education loan servicer must obtain a license from the Commission, unless one of the
specific exceptions in § 6.2-2601 D of the Code applies. Section 6.2-2600 broadly defines
"qualified education loan servicer" as any person who:
1. (i) Receives any scheduled periodic payments from a qualified education loan
borrower or notification of such payments or (ii) applies payments to the qualified
education loan borrower's account pursuant to the terms of the qualified education loan or
the contract governing the servicing;
2. During a period when no payment is required on a qualified education loan, (i)
maintains account records for the qualified education loan and (ii) communicates with the
qualified education loan borrower regarding the qualified education loan, on behalf of the
qualified education loan's holder; or
3. Interacts with a qualified education loan borrower, which includes conducting
activities to help prevent default on obligations arising from qualified education loans or
. to facilitate any activity described in clause (i) or (ii) of subdivision 1.
Section 6.2-2601 D of the Code provides specific exceptions to the licensure requirements under
Chapter 26, by stating that these requirements shall not to the following:
1. Any bank, savings institution, credit union, or financial institution subject to
regulation under 12 U.S.C. § 2002;
2. Any wholly owned subsidiary of any bank, savings institution, or credit union,
provided that such wholly owned subsidiary is subject to the general supervision or
regulation of, or subject to audit or examination by, a regulatory body or agency of the
United States or any state; or
3. Any public or private nonprofit institution of higher education.
Chapter 26 establishes licensure requirements, including, inter alia, the process for
obtaining and maintaining a license, surety bond standards, obligations for maintaining books
and records and providing the same to the Bureau, reporting requirements, and the payment of
annual fees. Additionally, § 6.2-2602 of the Code establishes an automatic licensure process for
parties to certain contracts with the U.S. Secretary of Education.
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education loan servicers, effective on July 1, 2021. Chapter 26 requires that any person acting as

Consistent with the broad applicability of its requirements, Chapter 26, and specifically
§ 6.2-2622 of the Code, directs the Conunission to adopt such regulations as it deems appropriate
to effect the purposes of Chapter 26.
B. Procedural Background
On March 9, 2021, the Commission entered an Order to Take Notice of a proposal by the
Bureau to adopt regulations governing qualified education loan servicers, to be set forth in
Chapter 220 of Title 10 of the Virginia Administrative Code. The Order to Take Notice and
proposed regulations were published in the Virginia Register of Regulations on March 29, 2021
and interested persons were afforded the opportunity to file written comments or request a
hearing. Only two organizations filed comments that are germane to the Order. The National
Association of Student Loan Administrators ("NASLA") commented that Chapter 26 and the
proposed regulations are preempted by federal law and barred by the doctrine of
intergovernmental immunity, and that NASLA's members should be exempt from the licensing
requirements. The Student Loan Servicing Alliance ("SLSA") asserted that federal student loans
are preempted from licensure. I
The Bureau considered all comments and filed its Response to Comments on May 17,
2021, wherein it took the position that arguments concerning federal preemption and
intergovernmental immunity are not relevant to this regulatory proceeding. On July 9, 2021, the
Commission entered the Order, finding that "additional pleadings on the federal preemption and

I SLSA's comments regarding preemption focused on an attribute of certain loans (federal) rather than attributes of
certain lenders.
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intergovernmental immunity issues are warranted"2 and requesting the Bureau, NASLA, SLSA,
and any interested persons to file additional comments on or before August 16, 2021.3
II. Proposed Regulations
A. The Regulations are Consistent With and Do Not Exceed Statutory Authority
As a general principle, the Commission must implement and administer statutes
consistent with their requirements as passed by the Virginia General Assembly. Importantly, the
Commission may rely on a presumption that the statutes are constitutional as part of this
process.4 In so doing, the Commission must proceed with its established process for
implementing legislation enacted by the General Assembly, which includes the directive to
adopt regulations that effect the purpose of the legislation. The Commission neither may ignore
the General Assembly's directive or delegation of responsibilities to it, nor ignore its obligation
to adopt regulations consistent with the requirements of legislation (which, again, is presumed
constitutional).
Under § 6.2-2622 of the Code, the Commission is required to "adopt such regulations as
it deems appropriate to effect the purposes of [Chapter 26]." Closely following the statutory

2

Order at 2.

3 On or about July 8, 2021, NASLA initiated a federal proceeding, National Association of Student Loan
Administrators v. E. Joseph Face, Jr., Commissioner of Financial Institutions, Bureau of Financial Institutions,
Virginia State Corporation Commission; Jehmal T Hudson, Commissioner, Virginia State Corporation
Commission; Judith Williams Jagdmann, Commissioner, Virginia State Corporation Commission; and Angela L.
Navarro, Commissioner, Virginia State Corporation Commission, Civil Action No. 3:2 1cv440, United States
District Court, Eastern District of Virginia, Richmond Division, raising arguments concerning federal preemption

and intergovernmental immunity that are substantially identical to arguments it has raised in this proceeding. The
Bureau's response to the Order is offered in the context of NASLA's filing of its federal complaint.
See, e.g., Old Dominion Committee for Fair Utility. Rates v. State Corporation Commission, 294 Va. 168,177, 803
S.E.2d 758, 763 (2017) ("We are guided in this review by the fundamental principle that "all actions of the General
Assembly are presumed to be constitutional." Montgomery Cty. v. Virginia Dept. of Rail & Public Trans., 282 Va.
422, 435, 719 S.E.2d 294, 300 (2011) (quoting Copeland v. Todd, 282 Va. 183, 193, 715 S.E.2d 11, 16(2011)").
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implement the provisions of Chapter 26 by, among other things, establishing the amount required
for the surety bond, annual reporting requirements, the procedure for documenting eligibility for
automatic issuance of a license, the application and renewal process, the annual fee schedule, and
procedures for submitting information to the Bureau. Accordingly, the Bureau has proposed
regulations5 that are consistent with and are narrowly drafted to reflect the requirements found in
Chapter 26.
B. The Proposed Regulations Cannot be Used to Narrow the Scope of Chapter 26
The Bureau reiterates its position stated in its Response to Comments that arguments
regarding federal preemption and intergovernmental immunity are not dispositive in this
rulemaking proceeding. Those arguments fundamentally pertain to the requirements found in
statute (Chapter 26) and are not affected by the adoption of the proposed regulations that are the
subject of this proceeding. It was the General Assembly's prerogative to enact statutes that
establish the scope of Chapter 26 by: (i) defining certain critical terms such as "qualified
education loan servicer" and "servicing;"6 (ii) instituting a broad licensing requirement for all
persons who act as a qualified education loan servicer;7 and (iii) exempting limited types of
organizations from Chapter 26.8 There is no indication in Chapter 26 that the General Assembly
intended to authorize the Commission to alter the scope of Chapter 26 by promulgating

References to proposed regulations include the content of the proposed regulations that were attached to the Order
to Take Notice and the revisions to the proposed regulations recommended by the Bureau in its Response to
Comments.
5

6

Section 6.2-2600 of the Code.

'Section 6.2-2601 A of the Code.
8

Section 6.2-2601 D of the Code.

5
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requirements as set forth by the General Assembly, the regulations proposed by the Bureau

26 authorizes the Commission to create new exceptions that excusing additional persons from
having to comply with the licensing and other requirements in Chapter 26.
This proceeding to adopt regulations should not be used as a collateral attack against
enactment of legislation that subjects certain persons to licensure and other requirements under
Chapter 26. Such an attack would require setting aside the legislative process and the
presumption of constitutionality. The proposed regulations do not contain any provisions that
seek to supplement or otherwise modify the universe of persons that are subject to Chapter 26, as
Chapter 26 does not authorize such a regulation and such a regulation is not "appropriate to
effect the purposes of [Chapter 261." Even if the Commission was to adopt a regulation that
memorialized the position taken by NASLA and SLSA, the regulation would conflict with
Chapter 26 and thereby not be controlling as a matter of state law.
III. The Landscape Regarding State Regulation is Evolving
Notwithstanding the Bureau's position that preemption claims are immaterial to this
proceeding, the Commission should be aware that the landscape regarding the relationship
between the United States Department of Education ("Department") and state regulators is
evolving. On August 12, 2021, the Department published a new interpretation regarding the
legality of state laws and regulations that govern various aspects of the servicing of federal
student loans.9 The Department also revoked its March 12, 2018 interpretation on the basis that
it was substantially overbroad and legally unsupported."' The Department has invited the public

https://www. fed eralregister.go v/docum ents/202 1 /08/ 12/2021-17021/federal-nreem ption-and-jo int-federal-stateregulation-and-overs ight-of-the-department-of-educations.

9

NASLA relies on the March 12, 2018 interpretation in its April 16, 2021 comments in footnote 4.
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regulations that modify any of the statutory definitions. Nor is there any indication that Chapter

to further modification. The proposed shift, however, underscores the challenge of relying on
evolving federal interpretation while implementing the directives of Chapter 26.
IV. Conclusion
The proposed regulations are consistent with and effectuate the statutory requirements
enacted by the General Assembly and they provide needed guidance to persons that are subject
to licensure under Chapter 26. Therefore, the Bureau respectfully requests that the Commission
incorporate the modifications to the proposed regulations that the Bureau recommended in its
Response to Comments and enter an order adopting the modified proposed regulations.

Respectfully submitted,
BUREAU OF FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS
By: /s/ Emily 0. Wingfield
Emily 0. Wingfield
Emily 0. Wingfield, Senior Counsel
Office of General Counsel
State Corporation Commission
P.O. Box 1197
Richmond, Virginia 23218
E-mail: Emily.Wingfield@scc.virginia.gov
Telephone: (804) 371-9671
Facsimile: (804) 371-9240
Dated: August 16, 2021
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to submit comments on its new interpretation, which the Bureau notes is not final and is subject

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street

Mark R. Herring
Attorney General

Richmond, Virginia 23219
804-786-2071
FAX 804-786-1991
Virginia Relay Services
800-828-1120

August 16, 2021
VIA ELECTRONIC FILING
Hon. Bernard Logan, Clerk
State Corporation Commission
do Document Control Center
Tyler Building, First Floor
1300 East Main Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Re:

Ex Parte: In the Matter of Adopting Regulations Governing Qualified Education
Loan Servicers under Chapter 26 of Title 6.2 of the Code of Virginia, Case No. BFI2021-00007

Dear Mr. Logan:
On behalf of the Office of the Attorney General of Virginia ("OAG"), we submit the
following comments in response to the July 9, 2021 Order Requesting Additional Comments
("Order") issued by the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") in connection with the
Bureau of Financial Institution's ("Bureau") proposed regulations implementing the statutes
governing qualified education loan servicers, Virginia Code §§ 6.2-2600 to 6.2-2622:
BACKGROUND
A.

Legislative History

During its 2020 Session, the General Assembly passed legislation that would create Chapter
26 of Title 6.2 of the Code of Virginia, and it did so by wide margins. On January 27, 2020, the
House of Delegates passed H.B. 10 by a vote of 84 to 15. The Senate passed an identical bill, S.B.
77, by a vote of 40 to 0 on February 5, 2020. This strong bipartisan support demonstrates the
General Assembly's intent to address what Delegate Marcus Simon, patron of H.B. 10, perceived as
a critical issue for Virginia's student loan borrowers—the lack of regulation for student loan
servicers "at the state level" even though the loans they service are "the second largest source of
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debt in the United States."
Indeed, the U.S. Department of Education ("DOED") reports that federal student loan
borrowers owe more than $1.51 trillion nationwide through June 2021.2 Just in Virginia, over 1
million student borrowers collectively owe nearly $42 billion.3 And, at the time the General
Assembly considered H.B. 10 and S.B. 77, servicers that contracted with the DOED to service this
vast student loan debt were facing increasing scrutiny for allegedly padding their profits by
misleading and abusing fmancially-distressed borrowers.4 One such servicer, Navient Corporation
("Navient"), already had been sued by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ("CFPB") in 2017
and was accused in 2020 by consumer advocates of steering borrowers into harmful forbearances
because they require "substantially less paperwork than enrolling [borrowers] in low-cost plans that
peg monthly payments to a percentage of income."'
The General Assembly therefore sought to protect over 1 million student borrowers in
Virginia from these types of servicing issues. Signed into law on April 22,2020 by Governor Ralph
Northam, S.B. 77 created a "bill of rights" for Virginia's student borrowers. For example, and
apropos to the alleged misconduct cited above, this bill of rights requires qualified education loan
servicers to evaluate a Virginia student borrower's "eligibility for an income-driven repayment
program prior to placing the borrower in forbearance or default. . . ." Va. Code Ann. § 6.2-2611(1).
Virginia's student borrowers are also protected from servicers who would, among other things,
engage in unfair or deceptive conduct, misapply loan payments, or misreport information to credit
bureaus. Va. Code Ann. § 6.2-2610(2), (4), and (5). And, the OAG has authority to investigate and
to seek injunctive relief against suspected violations of these student borrower protections and
Chapter 26 generally. Va. Code Ann. § 6.2-2620.

I Ned Oliver, Aiming to Rein in Student Loan Industry, Virginia House Passes "Borrowers Bill of Rights",
VIRGINIA MERCURY, Jan. 27, 2020, https://www.virginiamercury.com/2020/01/27/aiming-to-rein-in-student-loan-

industry-virginia-house-passes-borrowers-bill-of-rights/.
U.S. DEP'T OF EDUC., Federal Student Aid Portfolio Summary, https://studentaid.govidata-center/student/portfolio.
3 U.S. DEP'T OF EDUC., Portfolio by Location, https://studentaid.govidata-center/student/portfolio. In addition to
federal student loan debt, the total amount of private student loan debt is estimated at $136.3 billion through March
2021. See MeasureOne, The MeasureOne Private Student Loan Report 16, p. 3 (June 15, 2021),
https://flubspotusercontent00.net/hubfs/6171800/assets/downloads/MeasureOne%20Private%20Student%20Loan%
20Report%2001%202021.pdf.
4 Incredibly, a 2019 report by the Office of the Inspector General for the DOED found that servicers "with more
frequent instances of noncompliance [with federal servicing standards] experienced no reduction in the amount of
new loans that [DOED] assigned to them." U.S. DEP'T OF EDUC., OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN., Federal Student Aid:
Additional Actions Needed to Mitigate the Risk of Servicer Noncompliance with Requirements for Servicing
Federally Held Student Loans, p. 10 (Feb. 12, 2019), https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oighpauditfsa.html.
5
Danielle Douglas-Gabriel, Navient Memo Raises Questions about Its Student Loan Servicing Practices,
WASHINGTON POST, Sep. 19, 2019, https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2019/09/19/navient-memo-raisesquestions-about-its-student-loan-servicing-practices/.
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Chapter 26 also creates a licensing and regulatory scheme under which qualified education
loan servicers must comply with the foregoing student borrower protections, and the Commission is
granted authority over licensees. Va. Code Ann. § 6.2-2601(A); see also Va. Code §§ 6.2-2601 to
6.2-2618. The Commission's authority includes, among other things: determining surety bond
requirements, § 6.2-2604; requiring the retention of certain records, § 6.2-2608; conducting
investigations and examinations, § 6.2-2613; and assessing annual fees, § 6.2-2614. The
Commission is also authorized to issue cease and desist orders in connection with violations of
Chapter 26 and its related regulations after providing notice and an opportunity to be heard. Va.
Code Ann. § 6.2-2617. The Commission may also impose civil penalties if it determines that a
licensee has violated Chapter 26 or its related regulations. Va. Code Ann. § 6.2-2618.
But nowhere in Chapter 26 is the Commission granted the authority to prevent a licensee
from performing any contractual obligations it may have with the DOED. The General Assembly
made this clear through § 6.2-2602, a provision which requires the Commission to "automatically
issue a license" to qualified education loan servicers with either (1) "an agreement with the [DOED]
under 20 U.S.C. § 1078(b)" or (2) "a contract awarded by the [DOED] under 20 U.S.C. § 1087(f)."
Va. Code Ann. § 6.2-2602(A) and (B)(1) (emphasis added). By removing any discretion for the
Commission to deny licenses to these federal contractors, the General Assembly ensured that these
licensees could continue to perform their contractual obligations to the DOED in Virginia. The
General Assembly simply gave the Commission regulatory oversight beyond the floor established
by the DOED for these specific licensees.
B.

The Bureau's Proposed Regulations

On March 9, 2021, the Commission issued its Order to Take Notice regarding the
regulations proposed by the Bureau to effect the purposes of Chapter 26. The proposed regulations
covered topics related to the Bureau's implementation of Chapter 26 and its regulatory authority
over licensees, to-wit: surety bond standards, 10 VAC § 5-220-20; automatic licensure procedures
for federal contractors, 10 VAC § 5-220-30; use of the Nationwide Multistate Licensing System and
Registry, 10 VAC § 5-220-40; record retention requirements, 10 VAC § 5-220-50; information
requests made by the Bureau, 10 VAC § 5-220-60; annual reporting requirements, 10 VAC § 5220-70; annual fees, 10 VAC § 5-220-80; and the Commission's authority to waive or grant
exceptions to Chapter 26, 10 § VAC § 5-220-90. The Commission's Order to Take Notice allowed
interested parties to file comments on the Bureau's proposed regulations on or before April 16,
2021. Because the proposed regulations concerned matters unique to the Bureau's role under
Chapter 26 and did not implicate the OAG's enforcement authority, the OAG did not comment at
that time.
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C.

Relevant Comments Received by the Commission

On April 19, 2021, the Student Loan Servicing Alliance ("SLSA") filed comments with the
Commission relating to the Bureau's proposed regulations. In its comments, SLSA referred to itself
as a "trade association that represents federal and private student loan servicers" and raised a general
concern that federal student loans "are preempted from any licensing regime . . . ." (SLSA
Comment at 1-3.) SLSA did not provide any citations to Virginia or federal law supporting that
legal conclusion. Nor did it explain how compliance with Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed
regulations would prevent its members from continuing to perform their contractual obligations to
the DOED.
On April 16, 2021, the National Association of Student Loan Administrators ("NASLA")
also filed comments with the Commission relating to the Bureau's proposed regulations. NASLA
referred to itself as an "entity advocating for federal student loan guarantors" and noted that one of
its members—Educational Credit Management Corporation ("ECMC")—is the "designated Federal
Guarantor" for Virginia.6 (NASLA Comment at 1-2.) In its comments, NASLA raised two general
concerns with Chapter 26 and its related regulations. It claimed, "Put simply, the Commission may
not avoid [federal preemption] by automatically issuing a state license that Federal Guarantors may
not be required to obtain and then regulating Federal Guarantors on the basis of that license." (Id. at
6.) NASLA also claimed, "In subjecting Federal Guarantors—who only serve a federal function—
to regulatory oversight, the proposed regulations both attempt to impermissibly regulate the federal
government through its contractors and unconstitutionally discriminate against those contractors on
account of their fulfilling a federal function." (Id.)
D.

The Commission's Order

Chapter 26 took effect on July 1, 2021. Eight days later, the Commission issued its Order,
observing that "neither the Bureau, nor any of the commenters, other than NASLA and SLSA, have
substantively addressed the legal issues of federal preemption or intergovernmental immunity raised
by NASLA and SLSA." (Order at p. 2.) The Commission then noted its intent to rule on the
following "legal questions" (as narrowed here by the OAG) in the context of this rulemalcing
proceeding: why Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed regulations (1) are preempted by federal
law; (2) violate the doctrine of intergovernmental immunity; (3) are not preempted by federal law;
and/or (4) do not violate the doctrine of intergovernmental immunity? (Id. at 2-3.)
E.

The 2021 DOED Notice

On March 12, 2018, the DOED issued a notice explaining its position that federal law
As it concerns Virginia, NASLA appears essentially to be a trade association of one and acts as a spokesperson for
the concerns of and interests specific to Virginia's sole federal guarantor—ECMC.
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preempts state licensing schemes aimed at regulating federal student loan servicers.7 The DOED's
2018 notice was met with significant criticism. For example, the United States Court of Appeals for
the Seventh Circuit referred to it as "not particularly thorough" and accorded it "little weight."8 On
August 9, 2021, the DOED announced that it is changing course on its prior notice.9 It has now
"reconsidered the issues of preemption and the place of the States in regulating Federal student loan
servicers" and believes that "it is appropriate to pursue an approach marked by a spirit of
cooperative federalism that provides for concurrent action" by "Federal and State officials."1°
ANALYSIS
Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed regulations are not preempted by federal law and do
not violate the doctrine of intergovernmental immunity, so the OAG will not respond to questions 1
and 2 of the Order. On the other hand, questions 3 and 4 ask why Chapter 26 and the Bureau's
proposed regulations do not offend the Supremacy Clause through federal preemption theories or
the doctrine of intergovernmental immunity, and the OAG welcomes the opportunity to comment
on why Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed regulations are constitutional."
But it is important to note first that the Commission must answer the questions raised by
SLSA and NASLA with due regard for the "fundamental principle that all actions of the General
Assembly are presumed to be constitutional." Old Dominion Comm. for Fair Util. Rates v. State
Corp. Comm 'n, 294 Va. 168, 177 (2017) (internal quotations and citation omitted). There is "no
stronger presumption known to the law," and SLSA and NASLA have a "heavy burden" to show
the "clear and palpable" unconstitutionality of Chapter 26. Id. at 177-78 (internal quotations and
citation omitted).
Because Chapter 26 is entitled to the strongest presumption of constitutionality, and because
SLSA and NASLA carry the burden of overcoming that presumption, the OAG will limit its
comments to only those issues raised by SLSA and NASLA in the record currently available to the
OAG. To the extent SLSA and NASLA might raise new challenges to Chapter 26 and the Bureau's
7 U.S. DEP'T OF EDUC., Federal Preemption and State Regulation of the Department of Education's Federal Student
Loan Programs and Federal Student Loan Servicers, 83 Fed. Reg. 10619 (Mar. 12, 2018).
8 Nelson v. Great Lakes Educ. Loan Servs., 928 F.3d 639, 651 n.2 (7th Cir. 2019).
9
Press Release, U.S. DEP'T OF EDUC., New Interpretation to Encourage State Collaboration on Student Loan
Servicing (Aug. 9, 2021), https://www.ed.govinews/press-releases/new-interpretation-encourage-state-collaborationstudent-loan-servicing.
1° U.S. DEP'T OF EDUC., Federal Preemption and Joint Federal-State Regulation and Oversight of the Department
of Education's Federal Student Loan Programs and Federal Student Loan Servicers, 86 Fed. Reg. 44277, 44278
(Aug. 12, 2021) ("2021 DOED Notice").
11 The OAG will respond to question 5 of the Order—whether Student Loan Servicing All. v. District of Columbia,
351 F. Supp. 3d 26 (D.D.C. 2018) addresses any issues raised by SLSA and NASLA—through citations in the
analysis that follows.
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proposed regulations in response to the Commission's Order, the OAG welcomes the Commission's
invitation to address them.12
A.

Federal law does not preempt Chapter 26 or the Bureau's proposed
regulations.

Without citation or elaboration, SLSA generally states that Chapter 26 and the Bureau's
proposed regulations are unconstitutional because "[f]ederal student loans are preempted from any
licensing regime. . ."13 (SLSA Comment at 1-3.) NASLA wades slightly deeper. It suggests that
a line of cases stemming from Leslie Miller, Inc. v. Arkansas, 352 U.S. 187 (1956), establishes that
the DOED's discretion to choose its own federal student loan guarantors preempts Chapter 26 and
the Bureau's proposed regulations. NASLA's analysis of Leslie Miller and its progeny fails to
recognize a key distinguishing factor here that is explained below. But first, and importantly, SLSA
and NASLA both raise "federal preemption" without discussing its genesis or categories, and that
background information may be helpful to the Commission in its analysis.
Federal preemption of state law is a consequence of our federalism—a system "where
National and State Governments have elements of sovereignty the other is bound to respect."
Arizona v. United States, 567 U.S. 387, 398 (2012). Where the laws of the two governments are "in
conflict or at cross-purposes[,]" the Supremacy Clause vests in Congress "the power to pre-empt
state law." Id.
But the review of a potential Supremacy Clause issue begins with the "assumption that the
historic police powers of the States [are] not to be superseded" by Congress unless that is Congress'
"clear and manifest purpose. . . ." Cipollone v. Liggett Grp., 505 U.S. 504, 516 (1992) (internal
quotations and citation omitted); see also Medtronic, Inc. v. Lohr, 518 U.S. 470, 485 (1996)
("[B]ecause the States are independent sovereigns in our federal system, we have long presumed
that Congress does not cavalierly pre-empt state-law causes of action.").14 This is a "presumption
against preemption." Pennsylvania v. Navient Corp., 967 F.3d 273, 287 (3d Cir. 2020); Student
Loan Servicing All. v. District of Columbia, 351 F. Supp. 3d 26,47 (D.D.C. 2018) ("Indeed, there is
an established presumption against preemption.").
With the presumption against preemption in mind, the analysis then turns to whether
12 As of the date and time of this filing, SLSA and NASLA do not appear to have filed any additional comments
with the Commission.
13 This statement is analytically misleading because the proper question is whether federal law preempts Chapter 26
and the Bureau's proposed regulations—not whether federal student loans are preempted.
14 One such "historic police power" is consumer protection. See, e.g., California v. ARC Am. Corp., 490 U.S. 93,
101 (1989) ("Given the long history of state common-law and statutory remedies against . . . unfair business
practices, it is plain that this is an area traditionally regulated by the States.").
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Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed rules are preempted by federal law under theories that "are
not rigidly distinct" but include "express, field, and conflict preemption." Va. Uranium, Inc. v.
Warren, 139 S. Ct. 1894, 1901 (2019). The United States District Court for the District of
Columbia summarized, "Congress preempts state law in two ways: express preemption and implied
preemption[,]" and placed "field" and "conflict" preemption under the category of "implied"
preemption. Student Loan Servicing All., 351 F. Supp. 3d at 47. Regardless of the categories, each
of the three preemption theories—express, field, and conflict—is briefly considered below.
1.

Congress did not expressly preempt Chapter 26 and the
Bureau's proposed rules.

Express preemption occurs "when Congress announces its intent to invalidate state law
through an express preemption provision explicit in the federal statute itself." Id. (internal
quotations and citation omitted). The federal statute at issue here is the Higher Education Act of
1965 ("HEA"), 20 U.S.C. §§ 1001 to 1155. Pursuant to the HEA, the DOED is granted authority
either to contract with, or to enter into agreements with, two types of entities that meet the definition
of a "qualified education loan service?' in § 6.2-2600 of Chapter 26. First, guaranty agencies or
"guarantors" (like ECMC) enter into agreements with the DOED pursuant to § 1078(b) of the HEA
to guarantee loans made by private lenders pursuant to the Federal Family Education Loan Program
("FFELP").15 And second, federal student loan servicers (like Navient) enter into contracts with the
DOED pursuant to § 1087f of the HEA in connection with the administration of the William D.
Ford Federal Direct Loan Program ("FDLP").
Thus, the potential sources of express preemption include the HEA itself and any
regulations issued by the DOED in connection with its congressionally delegated authority under
the HEA. La. Pub. Serv. Comm 'n v. FCC, 476 U.S. 355, 369 (1986) ("[A] federal agency acting
within the scope of its congressionally delegated authority may pre-empt state regulation."). Here,
neither SLSA nor NASLA asserts that the HEA or the related DOED regulations expressly preempt
Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed rules, and for good reason.
First, SLSA lost an express preemption argument in a declaratory judgment action testing
the constitutionality of the District of Columbia's Student Loan Ombudsman Establishment and
Servicing Regulation Amendment Act of 2016 (the "D.C. Law"). Student Loan Servicing All., 351
15 20 U.S.C. § 1085j (defining "guaranty agency"). NASLA states that "Federal Guarantors are not servicers" but
then notes that they "engage in default aversion activities aimed at helping delinquent borrowers avoid default."
(NASLA Comment at 1-2 (emphasis original).) Federal law defines "student loan servicing" to include "activities to
help prevent default on obligations arising from post-secondary education loans . . . ." 12 C.F.R. § 1090.16.
Chapter 26 uses similar language in its definition of "servicing[.]" Va. Code Ann. § 6.2-2600. So, it is unclear on
what authority NASLA relies to claim that "Federal Guarantors are not servicers under federal law and likewise
should not be treated as such under state law." (NASLA Comment at 3.)
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F. Supp. 3d at 55.16 There, SLSA argued that "Congress intended Section 1098g [of the HEA] to
prohibit states from requiring servicers to report to third parties or to make any disclosures to
borrowers that are not explicitly set out in the HEA[,]" and went so far as to claim that § 1098g
expressly preempted more than just the D.C. Law's reporting requirements—it preempted the
"entire D.C. licensing scheme." Id. at 51. The court disagreed with both arguments and, regarding
the latter, noted that it saw no "reason to derive from this one sentence provision an intent by
Congress to invalidate an entire state regulatory scheme that would require reporting." Id. at 55.17
And second, the DOED issued regulations related to the administration of the FFELP by
guaranty agencies like ECMC. See 12 C.F.R. §§ 682.400 to 682.423. Section 682.410(b)(8) of the
DOED's regulations expressly states that the "provisions of paragraphs (b)(2), (5), and (6) of this
section preempt any State law, including State statutes, regulations, or rules, that would conflict
with or hinder satisfaction of the requirements of these provisions." But ¶¶ (b)(2), (5), and (6) of §
682.410 all concern activities by federal guarantors after a student borrower has defaulted, where
Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed regulations concern the activities federal guarantors take to
prevent default. The fact that the DOED expressly preempted state laws governing certain postdefault activities of federal guarantors means there is no need to infer any intent by the DOED to
preempt state laws governing pre-default activities.18 This is "a variant of the familiar principle of
expressio unius est exclusio alterius . . . ." Cipollone, 505 U.S. at 517.
2.

Congress has not preempted the "field" of student loan
servicing regulation.

Like its name suggests, "field preemption" asks in this context whether Congress has
occupied the entire "field" of student loan servicing regulation. Student Loan Servicing All., 351 F.
Supp. 3d at 55. The United States District Court for the District of Columbia analyzed that precise
issue and began its analysis by noting that "courts have consistently held that the HEA does not
have field preemptive effect." Id. at 56. The decisions cited by the court relied on two tests for field
preemption—"the pervasiveness of federal regulation or the dominance of the federal interest . . ."
16 The D.C. Law and its related regulations were akin to Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed rules—with the
important difference that the District of Columbia's regulatory authority had "the ability to grant, deny, or revoke
servicer licenses. . . ." Id. at 62. The same is not true for the Commission.
17 Note that the DOED "finds that, except in the limited and specific instances set forth in the HEA itself, State
measures to engage in oversight of Federal student loan servicers are not expressly preempted by the HEA." 2021
DOED Notice, 86 Fed. Reg. at 44279. Those "limited" instances of express preemption concern topics beyond the
scope of Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed regulations. Id. at 44278-79.
18 And, in fact, § 1082(a)(1) of the HEA tasks the DOED with prescribing regulations for the FFELP that establish
"minimum standards" applicable to "third party servicers . . . ." Thus, DOED regulations relating to FFELP loan
servicing activities are a floor over which Congress left room for state supplementation. See also 34 C.F.R. §
682.401 ("The guaranty agency shall ensure that all program materials meet the requirements of Federal and State
law.") (emphasis added).
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Id. After reasoning through both tests, the court determined that Congress had not occupied the
field of student loan servicing regulation. Id. at 57 ("There is no indication, however, that Congress,
in legislating in this field, left no room for state supplementation.") and 59 ("[T]he federal
government's interests are not so dominant as to preclude the District of Columbia's legislating on
the same subject.").
Here, neither SLSA nor NASLA raised field preemption as an issue, but, even if they had,
the thorough analysis provided by the court in Student Loan Servicing Alliance correctly explains
that Congress did not preempt the field of student loan servicing regulation.
3.

Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed rules do not conflict
with federal law.

Even where Congress has not expressly preempted state law or occupied a regulatory field,
"state law is nullified to the extent that it actually conflicts with federal law." Hillsborough Cty. v.
Automated Med. Labs., Inc., 471 U.S. 707, 713 (1985) (emphasis added). An actual conflict exists:
(1) where compliance with the respective state and federal laws is a "physical impossibility," id.
(citing Florida Lime & Avocado Growers, Inc. v. Paul, 373 U.S. 132, 142-143 (1963)); or (2) where
the "state law stands as an obstacle to the accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and
objectives of Congress." Id. (citing Hines v. Davidowitz, 312 U.S. 52, 67 (1941)). The "mere
possibility of inconvenience" in complying with both the state and federal laws is insufficient.
Student Loan Servicing All., 351 F. Supp. 3d at 59 (internal quotations and citations omitted).
First, neither SLSA nor NASLA has argued that its members' compliance with Chapter 26
and the Bureau's proposed regulations would render their compliance with the HEA and the
DOED's regulations a "physical impossibility." SLSA only generally claims that Chapter 26 and
the Bureau's proposed regulations are preempted by federal law, but it fails to identify an actual
conflict. At best, NASLA asserts the potential inconvenience of requiring ECMC to comply with
Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed regulations, specifically referring to "recordkeeping
requirements (proposed section 10 VAC § 5-220-50), investigative requests (proposed section 10
VAC § 5-220-60), and annual reporting requirements (10 VAC § 5-220-70)." (NASLA Comment
at 5.) But, again, NASLA generally raises those proposed regulations as inconveniences, rather
than as provisions that would actually conflict with ECMC's federal law obligations.
Second, NASLA identifies a purported "objective" of Congress to which Chapter 26 and the
Bureau's proposed rules may pose an obstacle. In a footnote, NASLA suggests that 10 VAC § 5220-80 (which concerns annual fees) "will undermine Congress's goal of saving the federal
government and taxpayers in administering federal loans by increasing the costs of student loan
guarantor services." (Id. at n.4.) But this is an argument which the United States District Court for
the District of Columbia already rejected in the same context—"While cost-efficiency might be an
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ever-present goal of Congress, without more explicit evidence, the Court finds that saving taxpayer
money did not underpin Congress' purpose or intent in legislating in the area of FFELP servicing."
Student Loan Servicing All., 351 F. Supp. 3d at 67. Thus, the Bureau's proposed 10 VAC § 5-22080 does not stand as an obstacle to ECMC's fulfillment of any identified goal of Congress.
Finally, the crux of NASLA's comment (and, presumably, of SLSA's comment) concerns a
third type of conflict preemption that addresses a state's required licensure of federal contractors.
As the United States District Court for the District of Columbia summarized,
The seminal case is the Supreme Court's unanimous decision in
Leslie Miller, Inc. v. Arkansas, in which the Court found an
insurmountable conflict between the state licensing requirements
placed on federal contractors and the actions taken by Congress and
the Department of Defense to ensure "the reliability of persons and
companies contracting with the Federal Government." See Leslie
Miller, Inc. v. Arkansas, 352 U.S. 187, 190, 77 S. Ct. 257, 1 L. Ed.
2d 231 (1956). The Court held that to subject a federal contractor to
the Arkansas licensing requirements "would give the State's
licensing board a virtual power of review over the federal
determination of 'responsibility' and would thus frustrate the
expressed federal policy of selecting the lowest responsible bidder."
See id. at 190.

Id. at 62. Because the D.C. Law could bar federal contractors "from operating in the District of
Columbia," the court ruled: (1) that the "threat of District of Columbia officials' second-guessing
the federal government's contracting decisions is sufficient under Leslie Miller to invalidate the
state licensing scheme as applied to servicers when servicing their FDLP loans[;]" and, for the same
reasons, (2) that the "District of Columbia may not second-guess DOED's contracting decisions
with respect to servicing Government-Owned FFELP loans." Id. at 63-66.19
But NASLA's attempt to apply the Leslie Miller line of cases to Chapter 26 and the
Bureau's proposed rules disregards a single, critical distinguishing factor—the Commission has no
authority to bar federal contractors from operating in Virginia. See Leslie Miller, 352 U.S. at 190
(preemptive effect of a requirement that federal contractors "desist from performance until they
satisfy a state officer upon examination that they are competent"); Sperry v. Florida, 373 U.S. 379,
385 (1963) (A state "may not deny to those failing to meet its own qualifications the right to
19 Note that there are two types of FFELP loans but only one type of FDLP loan. For one type of FFELP loan,
referred to as "Commercial FFELP Loans," the DOED "does not contract with servicers . . . ." Id. at 67.
Accordingly, for that type of FFELP loan, the court did not rule that the D.C. Law was preempted under the Leslie
Miller line of cases. Id. at 68.
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perform the functions within the scope of the federal authority."); and United States v. Virginia, 139
F.3d 984, 985 (4th Cir. 1998) (preemptive effect of licenses required for federal contractors to
operate in Virginia).20 Instead, the Commission is plainly required to accept the DOED's
contracting decisions as the fmal word on whether certain servicers must be automatically licensed.
Va. Code Ann. § 6.2-2602.
Further, the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit observed that, in ruling
that the state laws at issue in North Dakota v. United States, 495 U.S. 423 (1990) were a
constitutional exercise of state power, the Supreme Court "undoubtedly recognized" that the laws
"did not prevent the federal government from selecting [its contractor] or otherwise enable the state
to second-guess the federal government's judgment." United States v. Virginia, 139 F.3d at n.7.
The same is true here as in North Dakota—Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed rules do not
"prevent" the DOED from selecting its servicing contractors or enable the Commission to "secondguess" the DOED's judgment.
Instead, Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed rules are aligned with the stated purpose of
the DOED's congressionally delegated authority under the HEA with respect to servicers of FFELP
loans—the creation of "minimum standards" upon which states can build. 20 U.S.C. § 1082(a)(1)
(emphasis added); see Student Loan Servicing All., 351 F. Supp. 3d at 57. Similarly, DOED
contracts "govern the servicers of FDLP loans for the most part, [so] the regulatory scheme itself
does not evidence Congress' intention to exclude state supplementation." Id. Accordingly, because
Congress allowed room for state supplementation in the area of federal student loan servicing
regulation, the state laws at issue here are critically different from those in Leslie Miller—state laws
that might "frustrate [an] expressed federal policy . . . ." Leslie Miller, 352 U.S. at 190. That
frustration is missing here—Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed rules do not prevent the DOED
from selecting its federal student loan servicers, but only fill regulatory gaps that Congress
contemplated for the federal student loan servicing industry.2I
Ultimately, SLSA and NASLA accord Leslie Miller the talismanic effect of rendering
unconstitutional any state law that purports to regulate federal contractors. The Supreme Court
heard a similar argument once and reasoned:
To infer pre-emption whenever a federal agency deals with a
20 Although § 6.2-2615 allows the Commission to "revoke any license issued" under Chapter 26, construing this
authority to extend to the revocation of automatically-issued licenses leads to an "absurd result"—a never-ending
revolving door of licensure-revocation for entities that receive automatic licenses under § 6.2-2602. City of
Charlottesville v. Payne, 856 S.E.2d 203, 209 (Va. 2021) (internal quotations and citation omitted).
21 NASLA also relies on the faulty proposition that guaranty agency agreements are similar to contracts awarded to
federal contractors after a competitive bidding process—like the contracts in Leslie Miller. They are not. See 20
U.S.C. § 1078 (no competitive bidding requirements).
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problem comprehensively would be tantamount to saying that
whenever the agency decides to step into a field, its regulations will
be exclusive. Such a rule would be inconsistent with the federal-state
balance embodied in this Court's Supremacy Clause jurisprudence.

Hillsborough Cty., 471 U.S. at 709. Nor may it be inferred that, whenever a federal agency
contracts with a third party, states are forbidden from regulating that third party. See, e.g., North
Dakota, 495 U.S. at 441 (state reporting and labeling requirements were not preempted by federal
regulations allowing the Department of Defense to select liquor suppliers).
B.

Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed regulations do not violate the doctrine
of intergovernmental immunity.

NASLA separately raises the issue of whether Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed
regulations violate the doctrine of intergovernmental immunity. A state law violates the Supremacy
Clause through the doctrine of intergovernmental immunity if it "regulate[s] the Government
directly or discriminate[s] against it. . ." North Dakota, 495 U.S. at 434 (emphasis added); Student
Loan Servicing All., 351 F. Supp. 3d at 46. Here, NASLA suggests that the Bureau's "proposed
regulations both attempt to impermissibly regulate the federal government through its contractors
and unconstitutionally discriminate against those contractors on account of their fulfilling a federal
function." (NASLA Comment at 6.) NASLA is mistaken on both counts.
First, Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed rules do not violate the doctrine of
intergovernmental immunity because "they operate against suppliers" (e.g., Navient and ECMC)
and not the DOED itself. North Dakota, 495 U.S. at 437. Indeed, the Supreme Court "decisively
rejected the argument that any state regulation which indirectly regulates the Federal Government's
activity is unconstitutional." Id. at 434.
NASLA nonetheless asserts that Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed rules are similar to a
regulatory scheme in California that "directly interfere[d] with the functions of" the Department of
Energy ("DOE"), "replace[d] the federal cleanup standards for" DOE contractors, and overrode
"federal decisions as to necessary decontamination measures." Boeing Co. v. Movassaghi, 768 F.3d
832, 840 (9th Cir. 2014). There, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
determined that California could not directly regulate the DOE as a "responsible party" and prevent
its contractors from discharging their contractual obligations. Id. But here, again, Chapter 26 and
the Bureau's proposed rules neither directly regulate the DOED itself as a qualified education loan
servicer nor prevent its contractors from performing their obligations—they only permissibly
supplement federal law in the area of student loan servicing regulation.
And second, Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed rules are facially neutral state laws, i.e.,
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they treat student loan servicers under contracts with the DOED and all other servicers equally—
with one caveat. Federal student loan servicers are accorded the benefit of automatic licensure
under Virginia Code § 6.2-2602. Thus, Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed rules do not "treat
someone else better" than they treat DOED contractors, leaving NASLA with no claim that ECMC
will be subject to a discriminatory impact. North Dakota, 495 U.S. at 438 (internal quotations and
citation omitted); Student Loan Servicing All., 351 F. Supp. 3d at 75 ("The D.C. Law and Final
Rules do not treat any other student loan servicers better than they treat those that contract with the
federal government, and therefore are not impennissibly discriminatory.").
CONCLUSION
As explained above, Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed regulations do not violate the
Supremacy Clause through any preemption theory or the doctrine of intergovernmental immunity.
To the contrary, they are entitled to both a presumption of constitutionality and a presumption
against preemption. And, by simply raising general constitutional questions relating to Chapter 26
and the Bureau's proposed rules, NASLA and SLSA fail to show that they are unconstitutional.
The OAG appreciates the opportunity to comment on the foregoing issues raised by
NASLA and SLSA. To the extent NASLA and SLSA raise any additional issues with respect to
Chapter 26 and the Bureau's proposed rules, the OAG would welcome the opportunity to submit
further comments upon request.
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